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ABSTRACT 

Firstly,, this study investigated the career choice of professional 

builders and quantity surveyors, including careers guidance, job quali- 

ties and "drifting" into these professions. Secondly,, the occupational 

stere6types ani the work role self-perceptions of these professions were P11. 
studied. 

A questionnaire., including a semn-ic differential measure of occu- 

Pational stereotypes, was used. A total response of one hundred and 

fiftY-six was obtained; this included ninety-five members of the build- 

ing and quantity surveying institutions and sixty-one undergraduates. 

Another semantic differential questionnaire was completed by one hundred 

and seventyý-four professionals to measure their work role self-perceptions. 

Cluster analysis., factor analysis and discriminant analysis was used to 

study the stereotypes and the self-perceptions. 

Seventy per cent of the individuals I'drifted" into their profession., 

many with inadequate careers guidance. Entrants perceived their profes- 

siond work reasonably accurately being attracted by the most important 

and well provided for intrinsic aspects, The industr 
, y's poor image was 

increasingly important. Dependent occupational stereotypes and work role 

self-perceptions were found and were similar for both professions and 

career levels. Both professions saw themselves &part from their stereo- 

type of a member of their own professiont suggesting poor professional 

socialization and misperceptions. 
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"In the long-term nothing is more important for the construction 

industry, including the professions., than the quality of personnel,, 

their education and training for skill., in all its forms and all levels 

and the relations between them" (73). Despite this comment being made 

twenty Years ago, little appears to have become known about why entrants 

choose to enter the construction industry and how the industry can ensure 

that the few professional vacancies attract top-quality individuals. 

Taylor's (310) study of the extent of pre-training knowledge was limited 

to Professional quantity surveyors, whilst the C. I. T. B. Survey (43) 

only studies the attitudes of fifteen and sixteen year olds and careers 

teachers towards careers as buildingtechnicians or technologists. There 

is therefore much to be learned about the reasons for choosinga career 

in the construction professions, including the careers guidance received 

and the perceived job and personal qualities required in the professional's 

work role. 

The public's image of the construction industry is recognised as 

being poor. More knowledge about careers in the construction industry 

has been found to promote more favourable attitudes towards a career in 

the industry. 

The construction industry must therefore increasingly publicise 

the satisfying careers opportunities it has to offer, in the hope of 

attracting the most able and suitable recruits., both now and when pro- 

duction again Increases. 

At present,. it is not known if entrants to the construction industry's 

professions receive the careers information and advice they require to 

make their occupational choice. Careers literature gives numerous des- 

criptions of the job and personal qualities of builders and quantity 

surveyors, although little research has been done to ensure that these 

qualities are realistic and not merely socially desirable. Occupational 
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choice has been ranked with the choice of a mate as one of an individual's 

most important decisions (205,323) but it is suspected that many "drift" 

into the construction industry's professims with Umited. and unrealistic 

perceptims of their future work role (310). 

The intentions of this study are therefore to investigate the careers 

guidance received by entrants to the professicnS of building and quantity 

surveying and to assess the extent of "drifting" into the constructian 

industry. If the work of the construction. industry's professions is to 

be accurately projected., especially to entrants by careers literaturep 

the attractions, the importance and the provision of azpects of the work 

will have to be established. One of these aspects Nvill be the professions' 

image to outsiders. The study will also attempt to measure some of the 

personal qualities of the two professicns by fcr=lating their stereo- 

types and their work role self -perceptions. These stereat, ypes and work 

role self-perceptions could provide insight into hav individuals see them- 

selves canpared with the inembers of bath their a7n and the other profes- 

sion. Any misperceptims. among these professicns could contribute to 

inefficiency In the industry,, including poor comminications within the 

ccnstruction -nagement team and job dissatisfactim. 
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2A Introduction 

Occupational choice is ranked with the choice of a mate as one of 

an individual's most important decisions because most of one's waking 

hours are related to occupational activities (205) 323). Jobs provide 

the economic base for survival and are entwined with our self-image and 

our self-respect. They consum a large percentage of our time and 

psychological and physical energy. They -shape major aspects of our 

social existence including life style, friendships, place or residence, 

attitudes and wpinions (205). Anastasi (3) said that occupations influ- 

ence every facet of one's family world. Super (303) recognised that 

occupations set life styles whilst life style leads to entry into an 

occupation; the several life roles are reciprocal forces inshaping 

careers. As manpower is recognised as a major asset there must be a 

determined attempt to help individuals find jobs vhich make use of their 

-skills and talents (154). With the growing pace of occupational change 

and the increased range and the diminish visibility of occupations 

there must be a positive attempt to inform pupils about the occupations 

available to them. Mitchell and Beach (205) recognised that the occup&- 
tional decision is important. to a modern, highly technical society 

requiring good quality people to fill various rolegs. occupational 

choice derives some measure of importance from the irreversibility 

arising from the social and economic costs of changing occupations 
(5., 323). 

The approach of occupational or vocational guidance is essentially 

one of appraisal. Iforea (209) said that Parsons' (237) basic statementp 

although made over seventy years ago is still valid. Parsons spoke of 

"three broad factors": - 

1. A clear understanding of yourself,, your aptitudes,, abilities,, 
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interestas ambitions, resources, limitations and their causes. 

2. A knowledge of the requirements and conditions of success, the 

advantages and disadvantages., the compensations, the opportunities 

and the prospects in different lines of work, 

3. A true reasoning on the relations of these two groups of facts. 

The Central Policy Review Staff (38) said that careers education 

Sets out to give pupils an understanding of the range of opportunities 

open to them and of their own interests and capabilities. Against this 

background they saw a five stage process of choosing a career: - 

1. Information is needed about the different jobs, including what they 

are like and their required qualities, 

2. One's own qualities and preferences should be judged to form an 

ordered list of preferences. 

3. Pre-employment education should be selected as appropriate to the 

list of preferences, 

4. A, job should actually be found from the list. 

5. Tral-In should be received for the job and one should settle into 

the job' a. requirements. 

HOPPock (138) said that an individual must become f amili&r with the 

activities of the principal occupaticna open to him to allow self- 

appraisal. The C. R. A. C. (195) 
-suggested that a person builds up a self- 

ap, mraisal based on his health, his abilities and his personal qualities. 

They (195) summarised the factors, to be considered when maki na voca- 

tional choice in Diagram 2-1. Starishevsky and Matlin (287) said that 

with greater maturity amd Sophistication a person measures his own 

characteristics and considers the various occupations in light of the 

degree they allow him to exercise the personal variables important to 

him. 
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DIAGPM 2-I: FACTORS TO BE CONSIDERM WMN Y-AMG A VOCATIONAL 
CHOICE (195) 

Your Potential 

Your Yaw Your Personal 
Abilities Vocational qualities 

Your I'l-ejudices -4 
Choice Your Interests 

Your 0-pbortunities 

2.2 AsDirations 

People have idealistic aspirations which affect their career 

choice (11), The realistic aspiration level is influenced especially 

by intelligence (272); self-appraisal of the ability to perfoxm the 

perceived roles (281); family values and socio-economic status (163) 

and received encouragement from parents or teachers (282). A realistic 

career choice involves the correspondence in reality and the perception 

of the provision for and the value of the outcomes provided by an occu- 

pation arxi the problems, methods and costs of entering an occupation 

(323). Timperley (317) found differences between the expectations and 

the aspirations of university students which reflected reasonable 

reliability. 

2.3 Decision Making 

Slocum (283) said that aspirations with regard to specific occupa- 

tions are subject to change as the individual matures and gains additional 

information about alternative roles and his own ability. Each decision 

is governed by the way the individual, compromises his ideal preference 

and his actual preference and his. actual, expectations of being able to 

enter a given occupatim (18). The degree of realism was fbiind to increase 

by Argyle (5) as adolescents develop greater understanding of different 

jobs and their own abilities. Slocum (283) saw occupational choice as 



a, series of decisions. Many people make several choices before cozmit- 

ting themselves to any one choice and their choice may change during 

working life (138). Barry,, Baldy and Eyken (12) found 30; Po of sixth 

formers made more than one career choice. A change in the intended job 

choice was also found by Herriot, Boob and Hutchinson (122) for engin- 

eering undergraduates during their degree course. William (3W) found 

that 41% of undergraduates had a specific career choice at the start of 

their degree course and by the final year this had risen to 55re. A 

higher proportion of engineers than scientists had a clear idea of their 

career choice. 

Veness (322) classified types of career choice into three groups 

which might overlap and vary as careers developed. "Tradition-directed" 

choice is based cn family and neighbourhood traditions. "Inner-directed" 

choice is made with reference to an individual's talents and interests, 

whilst "other-directed" choice is based on outside information or advice 

sources,, or considerations of prospects, security and positions. Although 

not strictly comparable,, both the studies of Veness (322) and Maizels 

(191+) found "inner-directed" choices the most frequently mentioned and 

"tradition-directed" choices the least. So there is a desire to con- 

tinue using one's skills, interests and talents during working life. 

Both Veness and Maizels found "imer-directed" choices greatest amongst 

children from higher socio-economic family and school backgrounds. 

Taylor (309) agreed with Crites (56) and Ford and Boor (81+) and said 
that most writers consider occupational choice to be a purposeful affair 

rather than a random process. lReynolds (249) found however that many 

workers drift into Jobs due to insufficient information about the range 

of alternative opportunities. Slater (279) found that over half of 

librarian chose their job deliberately possibly having a sense of voca- 
tion. The rest were U=otivated, either drifting into their job by 
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chance or by de. L'ault., or acce. 1pting other peoples' verdicts about vihat 

they should do wIth their working lives. Blau, et al. (18) suggested 

that a conscious and deliberate weiChing of alternatives is not a necess- 

ary feature of occupational choice, for -, &ere people are enItirely indiff- 

erent choice between occupations has to occur. 

tasi (3) said that as a choice is made in an individual's 141as k, 

development it limits and determines the direction of his subsequent 

de7elopwnt so only a small part of his potential is realised. An example 

is the choice of school subjects. Occupational decisions are : Uiportant, 

Partly due to their irreversibility and because with age, personal responsi- 

bility increases, =Idng an occupation change formidable (205). Goodersm 

(96) said that it is desirable to discouraZe Tremature crystallisation of 

career choice including an over-zealous concentration on school subjects. .0 to 
"The D. B. S. Survey (64) said that those who left school at sixteen normal. Ly 

reached their decisions at the fifth year, whilst those continuing full- 

time education had a mach longer amploratory stage. 
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3.1 Introduction 

Crites (57) regarded three types of variables as correlates of 

vocational choice; the variables are systematically related to the selection 

of occupations. There are sti=Lili variables which include social and 

environmental factors; organismic variables which include physique and 

heredity and response variables which include personal facotrs. These 

variables are illustrated in Diagram 3 and some of the variables are 

described in the following section . 

DIAGRAW3 -I: THF, VAIUABM D-F-=CING CAREER CHOICE 

Career 
Choice 

stimuli 

ee 3.3. 

3.2 Response Variables 

3.2.1 Personality 

HaYes (111+) suggested that considerab3, y rore attention should be 
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placed on the psycho-social aspects of wcrk because these seem more 

important to the young after they have been at work. Hayes also found 

that the psycho-social aspects were a more important source of satisfac- 

tion and dissatisfaction to school-leavers than was anticipated wh: Bst at 

school, yet "In the United Kingdom there has been very little attempt to 

base guidance on any precise measure of the individual. It seems prefer- 

able to classify only broadly in ability and occupational levels" (209). 

There is a difference of opinion regarding the existence of an 

occupational personality pattern. "One of the =at venerable, but least- 

well substantiated hypothesis in vocational psychology has been that 

occupations differ in the personality of their me=bers" (57). Crites 

said that the reasons why this hypothesis is so viable are the widely 

held cultural stereotypes of occupations and that acme significant dif- 

ferences between occupations have been found using personality measures. 

McCormick and Tiffin (189) also said that it is almost an article of 

faith that some people are better suited to some kind of jobs than to 

others by virtue of their personality and their interests. A number of 

studies distinguished the personality traits of engineers,, including 

studies by Harrower and Cox (111); Bl= (22); Hoore and Levy (208); 

Steiner (289) ; Super and Bachrach (304) and Thorndike and Hagen (312) 
- 

Thcrmdike md Hagen (312) also distinguished so= personality traits of 
builders. Students in different curricula have beea shown to have some 

special characteristics. Students in different fields or with different 

interests appear to come from different social and economic backgrounds 

(80). 

This could be due to students seeking out congenial situations which 
in turn reinforce the very traits which lead to the selection of parti- 

cular vocational preferences., training and occupations. 
This evidence for occupations having mmbers ofafferent personalities 
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is not subst ant ial 'according to Crites (55). Super arxl Bohn (305) said 

that an occupation can accommodate a wide variety of personalities and 

anybody can fit into a wide variety of jobs. According to Gross (101) 

certain types of personality may be attracted to certain occupations, but 

their original personality may be moulded by the occupational environment. 

Argyle (5) said that there are great individual differences between people 

at work although it is nab clear how far Personality differences are traits 

or part of a role. Not all the aspects of personality are relevant to 

behaviour at work. It is necessary to find out which aspect of personality 

relates to work (5). No occupational personality was discerned for engin- 

eers by Rieger (251) and Raylesberg (21+5). Super and Crites (306) said 

that"the general failure to find occupational personality patterns may be 

because personality is not related to occupational choice and success in 

the commonly expected manner. " As relationships have been found betweeen 

self-perception and the perception of a chosen occupation (see 3.2.2) Jones 

059) commented that "the failure to examine critically self-concept and 

occupational perceptions may account for an, as yet, generally unsuccessful 

search for occupational personality. " Fiske (82) also said that traditional 

personality theory has perhaps reached its limits and one might do well to 

adopt a view of "personality as perceptions". StarishevsIL7 and Matlin (287) 

recognised that a self-perception model would accommodate the reality that 

many people are capable of entering many different occupations. The self- 

concept is thereforedLscussed in 3.2.2 and other aspects of personality are 

discussed in 3.2.4. 

3.2.2 The Self-Concept 

- The self-concept is a complex product of past experience and part3, v 

reflects the individualts personality traits which may be perceived inaccur- 

ately. The public self-concept may be a fanade and not co=espcnd with the 

Private self-concept (57), According to Slocum (283) the self-concept 
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reflects a personts, estimate of what others think of him. Santee and 

Jacksm (261) suggested that people select and pursue goals which maintain 

or enhance their self-concept in that context. Both Argyle (5) and Wrenn, 

(350) said that there are different self-images in different social situa- 

tions. Using discriminant function analysis and the semantic differential 

technique, Griffin, Chassin and Young (100) found results which supported 

this notion of multiple self-conceptions., but these needed to be validated 

to establish their ability to predict actual behaviour. 

The self-concept is said byLlorea. (209) to be the key construct in 

vocational coun elling. Despite using different models Super (299s 300),, 

Stefflre (288)., Holland (130s 133) and Tiedermn (314) all suggested that 

an individual develops a self-concept on the basis of -which he forms the 

persona which he wishes to present at work. A person's self-concept will 

include a nu=ber of features like his values (5,283). Neff (222) main- 

tained that at school a child learns the difference between work and play, 

so acquiring a "work personality". The selection of an occupational 

persona may be a choice of great importance or it may be relatively incon- 

sequential depending on the individual (283). Super (299) said that ItIn 

choosing an occupation one is, in effect choosing a means of implementing 

a self-concept. " An individual's actions and occupational preferences 

are influenced by his self-perception (305). Several studies found evidence 

that the similarity of self-concepts to occupational stereotypes related 
to vocational choice (31., 136 & 211). Hudson (139,. i4l), Morrison and 
YzIntyre (210) the Fimiston Report (81) and Smith (284) were successful 
in forming the stereotypes of engineers. Although Youngman., Oxtoby,, Monk 

and Heywood (353) found seven factors of an engineer's self-perception 
they found no different Belf-perceptions for engineers in different work 
functions. 

If a Person perceives all occupation as being in harmony with his 

self-concept and if he believes he will be capable of adequately performing 
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the required occupational-taskst he will consider the occupation inter- 

esting and he may progress from a stage of exploration to one of imple- 

mentation. Problems arise when occupations are: 11sely perceived as being 

in harmcny with an individual' s self-concept (115). Burgoyne (31) found 

that the perception of ideal self is more important than the perception 

of present self in predicting occupational preferences. According to 

Iforrison, (211) identification with an occupational role suggests that a 

person tends to discover more and more aspects of the role that are simi- 

lar to himself whilst he brings out those aspects of himself which are 

simils to his perception of the occupational role. 

Hayes (113) said that evidence suggests that occupational choice is 

made on the basis of an incomplete or partial self-concept. The choice 

is based largely on economic factors and only when work experience begins 

does the individual begin to crystallise his occupational self-concept 

in psycho-social terms. An individual achieves vocational maturity as 

occupational activity and the occupational self-concept grow closer 

together. "Occupational choice and work experience could therefore be 

viewed as important contributions to the development of an occupational 

self-concept, rather than outcomes which are dependent upon the crystal- 

lisation of the self-concept in occupational terms" (114). Hamblin 007) 

said that self-concepts are never fully crystallised when a pupil leaves 

school but continue to develop during working life allowing more realistic 

evaluations to be made. Pierce arA Chiriboga (21+1) concluded that self- 

concepts might fluctuate noticeably over a five year period for subjeats 

undergoing One Of the four adult life transitions although Stephenson 
(290) established that the self-concepts of pre-riedical students were 

crystallised Prior to application to medical school. The Occupational 

self-concept MAY fail to include or correspond to some parts of the 

psychological self-concept, so the job is not entkvly satisfying. The 

O'CuPational persona and self-concept have., however., according to Stefflre 
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(288)1, a symbiotic relationship that moves them towards congruence and 

harmony as the person changes himself and his e=. loyment conditions alter. 

3.2.3 Stereatypea 

As discovered in 3.2.2 "the appropriateness of a chosen occupation 

is., at least in part, a function of the individual's perception of himself 

and of occupational roles" (112). So peoples' occupational roles or 

stereotypes will now be discussed. 

Lippman (180) pointed out that we behave in terms of a "picture in 

our heads" as op He coined the term "stereo- 
. posed to external reality. 

type" as a convenient identifying label for these unyielding interpreta- 

tions of the outer world and recognized a stereotype as part of a simpli- 

fying mechanism to handle the "real environment (which) is altogether too 

big., too complex, and too fleeting for direct acquaintance. " He said 

that the "picture" is at least partially culturally determined. Stereo- 

types are categories of behaviour. "A stereotype is a consensus construct 

built up over time by many people" (279). According to Van der Zanden 

(321) stereotypes are "a category that singles out an individual as 

sharing assumed characteristics on the basis of his group membership. " 

Generalisation about members of a category can be construed as incorrect 

because the people may not in fact possess that attribute and/or the 

magnitude of the generalisation may be incorrect. Brigham (27) continued 
to say that there are no criteria available for assessing the factual 

validity of the generalisation, although he recognised a "kernel of truth" 

in ethnic stereortypes. Brigham also noted the lack of an individual 

and quantitative measure of a stereotype; stereotypes exist in individuals 

but a checklist only measures a group average stereotype. Jones (160) 

suggested that much of research On occupational stereotypes runs the risk 
of falling into errors of aggregation as the averaged properties of 
individuals in groups have been mistakenly attributed to typical me=bers 
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of such groups. This "aggregation problem" leads to Considerable differ- 

ences in the statistical treatment of data on individuals' "perceptions" 

of the occupational world. 

Hudson (140) found that people seem to attribute qualities to alien 

groups more clearly than they perceive the qualities which typify themý- 

selves. This seems to conflict with the principle that perceptual dis- 

criminations are learnt and therefore the Perceptions of familar groups 

would prove to be better than those of a relatively unfamiliar group. 

Cauthen, Robinson and Krauss (37) said that a stereotype is likely to be 

most influential when the amount of information is either very low or 

very high. Stereotypes are characterised by rigidity (271). Stereotypes 

are changed and modified slowly by a lot of spontaneous feedbar-k (279). 

Faster alteration requIres someone to tailor and reshapa the image deli- 

berately (279). Prothro and 11'. elikian (243) said that stereotypes may be 

altered by contact with the group concerned, Children absorb impressions 

and images of working life from an early age which may be an impermeable 

and unshakeable stereotype vhen given new information. Jackson (154) 

said that it is very difficult to shake people's stereotypes merely by 

exposure to the truth and careers education should protect them from over- 

simplistic images. He said that stereortypes are rarely emotionally 

neutral and may suffer from the "halo effect". Concluding his review of 
literature on stereotypes Brigham (27) said how little has been discovered 

about how stereotypes are learned, changed or affected behaviour. 

Although according to Slater (279) a stereotype seldom fits a given 
individual to perfection it does tell something and it prepares one for 

different types of people in different social and professional contexts. 
Uncharacteristic behaviour by an individual can be accounted for by that 

person wearing one of his "other hats". 

"Job Perceptions and occupational stereotypes play leading roles in 
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most current theories of vocational choice" (94). Occupational stereo- 

types can direct work experience and influence attitudes towards various 

occupations. Stereotypes. provide the basis for adolescents to use in 

deciding the occupations to explore. The idea that occupational stereo- 

types are important in vocational decision-making is one of long-standing 

importance (237). Reeb (244) claimed that vocational behaviour should 

be interpretable in terms of the way occupations and occupational activi- 

ties are perceived. He was surprised by the scarcity of studies into 

the perceptions of occupations. Ulrich, Hechlik and Roeber (320) said 

that occupational stereotypes may serve as the psychological threshold 

for occupational explorations and career planning. Literature provides 

some evidence that stereotypes play an important role in determining the 

occupations one explores (74,1369 236 & 278). 

Gonyea (92) found that some occupations are fairly uniformly per- 

ceived although he (93) later showed that different people perceive the 

same vocation in different ways which goes against the existence of voca- 

tional stereotypes. Each person, accoiding to Hayes and Hopson 015). 

has a different perception of an occupation and each In his ow way may 

view the occupation realistically. Gordon (97) found among school-leavers 

an absence of well-defined stereotypes and an apparent flexibility in the 

ideasabout occupations which resulted in a danger of unsatisfactory 

career choices. Similarly., according to Jackson (152). 'individualz have 

quite incorrect ideas about what particular occupations iinmlve although 

the general aggregate level results are representative. There are problems 

resulting from people holding different ideas about job titles; a job 

description may be necessary for clarification. 

Walker (324) found that students tended to describe occupations in 

terms of fairly distinctive personality traits. Individuals are suggested 

by Gcnyea (92) to perceive occupations largely in terms of their satisfaction 
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potential and their different needs. Beardslee and O'Dowd 04) discovered 

that students who choose a particular career are expected to conform to 

the occupational stereotype in terms of their personal, emotional and 

social traits. A number of studies including that of Miller (202) have 

shown class stereotypes. Hayes (112) recognised the need for researchers 

to explore more fully the dimensions along which people view occupations; 

the social stereotype of occupational roles is often unrealistic. 

"As personal contact with occupational roles has been reduced in our 

complex, modern society, knowledge of these roles is often mediated by 

occupational stereotypes" (278). Before choosing an occupation an indi- 

vidual acquires information about various professions and creates stereo- 

types according to his preferences. He then searches for occupational 

stereotypes which are congruent with his self-descriptions (see 3.2.2). 

Bach searchfbr a suitable work environ nt implies that the person has 

acquired a series of occupticnal stereotypes which have been found to fit 

into categories (131,135). Conyea (92) said that a critical requirement 

for an intelligent choice is that the individual has an objective and 

accurate perception of the relevant jobs. He found students had percep- 

tions of occupations which differed somewhat from the job classifications 

of experts. Similarly.. Brush (30) found that students had several illusions 

about the career requirements and the people successful in careers as 

scientists and writers which needed to be dispelled. The students appeared 

ignorant of the diversity of occupations that fell under each career name 

and also of the day-to-day work of people in these occupations. The 

students also assumed that one's career dictates one's personality. O'Dowd 

and Beardslee (226) suggested, however, that students had an accurate 
image of typical job incumbents., whilst Marks and Webb 096)found that 

college students had reliable stereotypes of a wide variety of high level 

occupations. The differences in these occupational stereotypes even 
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between first year students and postgraduates working in the occupation 

was very slight. Marks and *Webb (196) also found a high correlation 

between self-images and descriptions of chosen occupations. Argyle (5) 

recognised that peoples' understanding of different jobs included a good 

deal of mythology. Wanous and Lawler (326) said effective choice rested 

on the accurate perception of the occupational characteristics by new 

members. Musgrave (215) argued that the British education system did 

not provide for getting to know the world of work and so resulted in 

inadequate or inaccurate "role maps". Apart from the architect, accord- 

ing to Taylor (310)., the public are not well acquainted with the work of 

the building industry prof essi=LU. The vocational counsellor must 

know how pupils see occupational groups as they may be attributing very 

unreal characteristics to these workers (107). Broym (29) found that 

secondar7 modern school leavers tended to wish certain characteristics 

into jobs resulting in the problem of whether the occupational-preference 

or the occupational stereotype came first. 

Bordin (21+) contended that a person's occupational interests are 

a function of his self-concept =a his stereotype of various occupations 

(see 3.2.2). This theory has been fauna plausible and positive. 

Burgoyne (31). Blocher and Schutz (21) and Walker (324) indicated that 

fairly stable occupational stereotypes exist and that the relationship 

of self-concept to career plans is mediated by these stereotypes., 

Hollander and Parker 036) found that adolescents sought occupations 

that were congruent with their stereotypic information about occupations 

and their self-perceptions. Childrens' perceptions of work roles were 

also found to affect their preferences (54). According to Barry and 

Bordin (13) this theory is impractical. Simnicna (278) found no relation- 

ship between the self-concept and occupational stereortypes of engineers 

and non-engineers. He suggested that the basis for career selection may 
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vary between occupations and individuals. Subjects according to Schuh 

(268) do not use the same dimensions of meaning for self and job concepts. 

3.2.4 Other Aspects of Personality which Influence Career Choice 

Other aspects of personalty influence career choice and an individ- 

ualls self-concept. Argyle (5) said that people are found to choose jobs 

which require the abilities they possess. People are according to Vroom. 

(323), found to prefer occupations which allow them to use their talents 

and skills. According to Avent (11) one cannot verify a relationship 

between general intelligence and career choice., although obviously the 

possession of particular qualifications affects career choice. Occupa-- 

tional. choice is greatly affected by individuals' interests and people 

are more intrinsically motivated to work at jobswhich follow their 

interests (5)- Self-esteem has been found toaDerate as a moderator 

variable in the process of vocational choice and is positively related 

to self-occupational congruence (99,323). 

3.3 Stimuli Variables 

3.3.1 Introduction 

Occupational decision-making takes place within a social and cultural 

context and is influenced by social values, the state of technological 

development and the relative prosperity of the econory (283). Haystead 

(116) said that Job choice is inf luenced by social structure attributes 

because choice is an accumulation of prior committments. The individual 

is influenced in his attitudes and actions, if not consciously, by the 

values of reference groups including his ovm family, peer group and 

friends (283). I. Tusgrave (215) saw family, school and peer groups as 

important influences in pre-work socialisation. Formal influences., such 

as the Y. E. S. are related to the stage of socialisation concerned with 

entz7 into the labour force. There is according to Vroom (323) limited 

reliable quantitative evidence of the effects of specific social relation- 

ships at different stages of development. A literature survey by Jones 
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(160) found, however, that most students became more occupationally 

crystallised as they got older, probably because of social pressures. 

3.3.2 F 

The fa=ily,, according to Crites, (57), conditions almost all the 

responses made in early life and continues to exert control over adoles- 

cent and adult behaviour. He -said though that the evidence on familial 

relationships and choice were either largely negative or equivocal. 

Slaughter (280) found no support for the hypothesis of the relationship 

between career choice, success and achievement, and the congruity of 

family environment and personality. It may be difficult to detect the 

relationships between family and occupational choice becau e so many 

variables affect childhood experiences in the family and adolescent or 

adult behaviour (57). 

The family, according to HVes (113), normally provides children 

with their first social experiences. According to Super (299) the 

familyts influence is more subtle than determining values,, economic 

interests and affiliations. Parents and siblings provide a wealth of 

material for role playing, including behavioural traits, attitudes and 

value systems. Work roles are learned in the home. The foundations of 

goals, motivations and values are likely to be developed very early in 

life based on family influences (181). The work values of students were 

found by Shappell, Hall and Tarrier (275) to be associated with the back- 

ground and situational characteristics of their parents. Parents may 

lack job knowledge and avoid taking a role of leader or guider. White 

(337) thought it likely that parents in higher occupational grades 

possess more informed Job knoaledge but there is very little evidence 

on whether social class has any effect on the parental influence on choice. 
Parents were found by Chown (42) to be the most important casual factor 

in the career choice of grammar school pupils. Parents also appeared to 

serve as a role model to which students referred in making their college 
and career plans (95). Taylor (310) found a strong influence by the 
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family on the choice of a career in quantity surveying. One of many 

self-selection influences on career choice prior to business school 

entry found by Aranya, Yleir and Bar-Tlan (4) was parental pressure. 

Although Crites (57) said that no studies had found a strong rela- 

ticnship between father's and son's occupations this association is a 

long proposed hypothesis (295,298), Rogoff (256) and'derts (333) 

found a tendency for sons to enter their father's occupation or a 

closely related occupation. Children were found by '#"Oerts and Watley 

(3Y+) to excel at their father's occupational skills. A father's educa- 

tional level and social stratus was found by Schoenfeldt (264) to be 

significantly related to his offs-Pring's educational attainment and 

future job level. Occupational inheritance appears more likely where 

families have made large capital investments. Martin (197) and Mortimer 

(212) found sons from professional and business backgrounds were most 

likely to eater their father's occupation. The C. I. T. B. Buz-Vey (43) 

found boys whose father's had worked or worked : hx ble building industry 

Ln were more likely to be interested in a career of-the building and they 

regarded the job factors of the building technician more favourably 

than boys with fathers in other occupations. Taylor (309) also found 

a relationship between a fatherts engineering connection and a son's 

career orientation in engineering. 

, Douglas (68) recognized that family size is important in vocational 

development. The better educated and upwardly mobile are more likely to 

come from small families. Maizels (194) found the size of family influenced 

the amount of information discovered about work. The most information 

was obtained by an on3, v child and the least where there were three or more 

children. Siblings have an important influence on the career plans of 

each other, but one needs to know the quality of the relationships. within 
the family. Hayes (113) said that the eldest son has the greatest cban e 
of upward mobility because parents have the greatest ambition for him and 
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he has the most responsibility. Accorrding to Sutton-Smith, Roberts and 

Rosenberg (307) the kind of occupation chosen can be predicted by the 

individual's ordinal position and his sex status. 

Those who do not share the educational and occupational aspirations 

of the family may adopt their peers or school as their primary reference 

group (M). 

3.3.3 Social Class 

Social class differemes combine with the role of the family to 

form the normal primary socialisation which generates considerable ine- 

quq1ities of educational and hence socio-economic opportunity (26). 

This produces a fairly h-igh degree of self-recruitment within the social 

strata. Ashton and Field (8) found that about half cf school-leavers 

entered the same type of work as their father. 

Social class influences attitudes and values (116). HVes (113) 

said that socio-economic background is one of the major determinants of 

occupational information because it limits the occupational horizon and 

the knowledge of various careers. The middle class tends to think in 

terms cf a career and to emphasize the importance of ascending the occu- 

pational hierarchy gaining intrinsic satisfaction. The working class 

choose jobs in which the beat they can hope for is security., respectab- 

ility and pleasant interpersonal relationships (M). The middle class 

adolescent will be aware of a wider range of career possibilities., is 

likely to have had a better education and will have more family backing 

than a working class adolescent (5). A fairly substantial part of, the 

career orientation variation ce engineers was found by Taylor (310) to 

be attributed to social origins. Children from low socio-economic back- 

grounds will lean heavily on influences from outside the home (274). 

Borw (25) said that social class acts as. a selective force indirectly 

through its impact on education. Super (302) asserted that an individual's 

"starting point is his father's socio-economic status. He climbs up the 
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educational ladder at a speed fixed both by his psychological and social 

characteristics and by the resources provided by his family environment. 

3.3.4 School and Higher Education 

Both Hoppock (138) and Crites (57) said that school acts as a social- 

isation agent which teaches response and develops attitudes and values 

relevant to vocations incluling satisfaction and achievement. Swift (308) 

said that school has a more important, role than the home in setting expec- 

tatim-s and in providing opportunities in the occupational vi ld. Jackson. 

(151+. ) recognised that a genuine objective of a school is to act in a 

positive way to broaden the occupational horizons and aspirations of the 

socially deprived children. The school attended affects the probability 

of entering certain occupations (3,, U3,151+2 191+ & 308). and the type of 

school attended depends on social clasa (311). Boys who professed an 

interest in a building career were found to be more likely to attend a 

comprehensive or secondary modern school than a grammar school (43). Boys 

vith a "father in building"tended to come from comprehensive and secondary 

modern schools. School allows children to develop friendships with higher 

educational. and social classes (181). 

There are three major ways in which educational experience can be 

relevant to occupational decision-making according to Clegg (45). First3, y, 

pupils may perceive a relationship between school subjects and occupations. 
Secondly,, decisions made and implemented during onets education and course 

of specialised training may limit the rpnge of occupations one is qualified 

to enter. Thirdly., influences may be acquired in the course of one's 

education about occupations and careers. 

Children who perfor favourably in a school enviro=ent are likely 

to be influenced towards higher education and the professions 
Slocum (165) found that the higher the perceived educational orientation 

of a subject's reference group,, the higher his own educational aspirations. 
More than the expected nunber of boys from comprehensive, secondaz7 modern 
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and technical schools intended to enter part-time or full-time employ- 

ment upm leaving the sixth form, whilst more than the expected number 

of grja=a , direct grant and independant school pupils intended to con- 

tinue into higher education. More pupils in the grammar and technical 

schools were familiar with further education courses and qualifications 

than other schools' pupils, including independant schools (12), 

Post-secondary education has a simila pattern of class inequalities 

to that found for access to various forms of secondary education and 

reinforces the earlier discrimination. A boy from a privileged school 

or a privileged social background has a much higher chance than his un- 

privileged contemporary oV gaining a university place. This is largely a 

consequence of earlier decisions in the educational process (1006). 

Universities are dominantly a service class institution; part-time 

further education colleges are working class and colleges of education 

are intermediate class institutions. According to U. C. C. A. figures., 

fewer working class children attend university and 6Z'o of undergraduates 

have professional parents. There are more professional and managerial 

class students than their adult population share, There is a steady 

increase in the number of university students from professional back- 

grounds and a decreased number from manual or working class homes 016). 

The selection of fuither education is according to Avent (11) unsatis- 

factory and haphazard, as there is a mismatch between educational opportu- 

nities and the advice that people are given. 

The C. I. T. B. Survey (43) found that fewer of those who included a 

building job in their choices intended to continue full-time education 

after sixteen. Only 5Cý; of the boys with a father in building wished to 

continue full-time education after 16; 6(r. of boys with fathers in other 

occupations wished to continue full-time education after sixteen. 
Timperley (317) found that only a relatively small proportion of sixth 
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formers were able to be highly specific about their future career., so 

their choice of degree course was likely to be in educational terms 

rather than vocational terms, Vocational considerations increased as, 

the degree course progressed and was considerably influenced by the 

original choice of degree. Yore final year sandwich course students 

than full-time course students intended to enter a career in industry 

(52). The influence ar a "short" course of sceialisation on the choice 

of an occupation seemed small. Ni-sbett and Grant (224) found nothing 

to suggest that an early or a late career decision by an undergraduate 

was superior. 

3.3.5 Other Stimuli Variables 

Geographic region is associated with career choice, the main differ- 

ence is between rural and urban areas (57., 181) probably because of the 

limited educational opportunities and occupational range in rural areas 

(274). Culture, including religion, social and ethnic groups, influences 

career choice although the affects, are not uniform from one social class 

to another (57). HOPPock (138) also found that the cultural pattern of 

the social group influenced the occupations which are socially acceptable 

and socially ; referred. According to Avent (11) and Holland (134) situa- 

tional or "chance" factors, including teachers, fellow students and course 

content,, play a commanding role in vocational decisions. 
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4-1 Introduction 

The variables discussed in sections two and three have been related 

by a number of theories of vocational choice which will be sumnarised 

below. The theory or occupational choice is, according to Heriot and 

Ecob (121),, rightly concentrated on the macro-level of analysis,, includ- 

ing such variables as the developmental pattern of vocational behaviour, 

environmental factors and the possible interaction with personal character- 

istics and structural features of society. Each model of career choice 

and development has been found to have limitations but some useful 

features (129,134). Lancashire (173) described vocational choice 

theorists in two main categories; developmentalists and differentialists. 

These two groups of theories are described below. 

4.2 Develonmental Theories 

Developmental theories are concerned with how any one individual 

develops ideas about work in general whilst stages develop and he modi- 

fies his ideas. This is an attempt to redress the static quality of the 

differentialists which are based on a longtitudinal division of life into 

age stages. The transition points and periods are determined somewhat 

by physical development and to a greater extent by the customs and tradi- 

tions of society. Development may be determined by previous decisions,, 

including educational decisions. The general implication is that greater 

maturity is achieved at each successfully accomplished stage (173). The 

developmental approach has not held much appeal to counsellors, according 

to Super (303) because the logic ccr the approach has not been bolstered 

by methods and materials. "The concept that adult development progresses 
through a series of distinct stages is based more on theory and on anec- 
dotal reports, rather than on empirical evidence" (182). The two most 
important developmental theories of career choice are described below. 
Tiedeman,, O'Hara and Baruch (315) also formulated a developmental theor7 
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of career choice. 

4.2.1 Sy2erl a Developmental Theory 

"The most widely knowa and probably the most useful theory of voca- 

tional choice is that of Super (299)" (107). This theory stresses the 

interaction of personal and environmental variables in vocational behaviour 

(120). Super (298.. 299) repeatedly pointed out that vocational choice 

and development is an implementation of one Is w1f-concept. The individual 

matches his self and his occupational role at the various choice points 

presented by his educational and prevocational environment. Eventual 

choice is a compromise which is constantly being modified by experience 

in searching for a career which matches one's aspirations and expectations 

(299). Super (2,09) saw vocational choice as a process rather than an 

event. Each of the five career life stages,, %hich cover a subject Is entire 

life., place characteristic demands on the individual. "Satisfaction in 

one's work and in one's job depends on the extent to which the work, the 

job and the way of life that goes with them, enable one to play the kind 

of role that one wants, to play" (298), 

The evidence aV Englander (74,75), Oppenheimer (228) and Greenhaus 

(99) support the proposition that the self-concept is related to vocational 

choice but Simmons (278) found no greater self-engineer congruence between 

those preferring and those not preferring an engineering career. The self- 

concept --, proposition is also not supported by the studies of Warren (330), 

Richardson (250) and Osipow (233). The self-concept approach lacks a 

standardised measuring instrument, so the self-concept and the occupational 

role perception are essentially subjective (211). Morrisýcn and ISCIntyre 

(210) said that the studies showing occupational preferences consistent 

with self-concepts use undemanding criteria and more demanding criteria 

produce ambiguous results. Super's theory has received some empirical 

support (29., 318), although the thecry is criticised for a number of 
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reasons including its simplicity (222); its ordered and simple sequence 

of stages (32); its lack of consideration of individual differences (30) 

and the social aspects (8). Super's (303) more recent ideal career 

choice diagram may have overcome some of these criticisms. 

4.2,2 Ginzberg's Developmental Theory 
Ct 

Like Super (see 4.2.1), Ginzberg, Ginsburg, Axelard and Herma (33) 

saw occupational choice as a decision-making process, but this was a 

shorter process of three stages. The process occurs from pre-puberty 

to late teens or early twenties when the individual makes a definite 

occupational committment. At each successive choice point the compromises 

between needs and realities are increasingly restricted by earlier, irre- 

vocable choices and an individual may end up in an occupation relatively 
rinc _ion_grýnt 

with his actual attributes. Ginzbeig (90) has now changed 

his idea of irreversibility accepting that people change within themselves 

and their environment, seeking new careers which promise greater satisfac- 

tion. Taylor (309) said that most seem to agree with Ginzberg's et al. 

(91) theory of occupational choice. Butler (32)., however, criticised 

the early theory for failing to take adequate account of individual dif- 

ferences in the process of choice. Again the amendments to this theory 

(90) may overcome same of the criticisms. 

4.3 Differentialists, 

This is the second group ce theories recognised by Lancashire (173) 
- 

The difference between the two groups is one of emphasis rather than con- 

ceptualisation. Differentialists assume that people have different person- 

alities whilst jobs have different requirements, so occupational choice 

Is a matching process. They developed theories and hypothesis which 

described jobs and people in the same set of terms. Satisfaction and 

stability are Judged by the congruence between the two sets of terms. 

The origins are in the early researchers' "matching concept" (237). Herr 

(119) said that these theories are" the oldest, =st persistent and most 
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straightforward of the approaches pervading theory, research and practice 

in vocational development. " Unlike developmental theories, it is usually 

assumed that choice takes place at a given point in time rather than over 

a period of time (57). The two most important differential theories of 

Holland (132) and Roe (253) are summarised below. 

4.3.2 Holland's Differential Theory 

This is an interactional theor7 of vocational adjustments. Holland 

(132) classified people into six types by their profiles of highs and lows 

across six personality types and six work environwnt labels and patterns. 

People attempt to find congruence between their personality characteristics 

and their work environments. The theory assu s that some person and environ- 

ment types will be further apart than others. Holland's (132) theory of 

vocational choice is supported by the studies of Devoge (66) and Hollander 

and Parker (136). It is difficult to describe people in personality types 

and environments so the theory is, according to Kline (170)s complex in 

terms of practical vocational guldan e., although Williams (341) coTrMented 

that the evidence of the usefulness of the theory was generally positive. 

4.3.3 Roe's Differential Theory 

R(>-- (253) developed a person centred model of career choice. She 

attempted to evolve a typological classif ication of occupations according 

to the degree to which a given occupation demands dealing with people or 

objects. The relationship between child-rearing practices, personality 

and occupational choices is a central ccnoern of this psycho-analytic 

theory (253). Roe ccnoluded that many attitudes and values in occupational 

preferences resulted from home environmental factors, including the parent- 

child interaction which influences the development of basic personality 

elements including needs, interests and values (253,255). Neff (222) 

said that Roe's theory had limited success because of severe methodology 

prcbl-ems. Roe (254) conceded that occupational choice is not nearly so 
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direct an indication of childhood experience as had been supposed. A 

im, h more complex theor7 of vocational development is required. 

4.4 Other Theories of Vocational Choice 

There are also a ml=ber of theories of career choice which cannot 

be classified as either developmental or differential theories. These 

theories include that of Blau et al. (18)., the economic theory (163).. 

the decision theory (129), the needs theory (92) and the composite 

theory 038). 
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5.1 Introduction 

Hollis (137) reccgnised the need to provide school leavers with a 

survival kit to enable them to cope with themselves and the reality of 

modern day living where paid employment is no longer necessarily avail- 

able for all. Careers education should be developed to include decision- 

making and self-assessment (96). "Rather than offering general job 

infcrma. tion and encouraging the crystallisation of self-concept, guidance 

ccncentrates upon helping them to fare practical problems of working 

life" (252). The guidance and careers programme should broaden the 

individual's career horizon. 

The Central Policy Review Staff (38) said that careers education 

should provide a general understanding of the range of opportunities 

open to pupils and their interests and capabilities. There appears to 

be, however., according to the Central Policy Review Staff (33) a failure 

to get an individual all the job opportunity knowledge he requires because 

of the inefficient allocation of the available guidance resources and the 

poor follow-up. More effective use of existing rescumes and greater self- 

help is required. The Careers Educatiaa in Secondary Schools Survey (61+) 

found only fifteen of the eighty-seven schools visited were realising, 

in some aspects, the aims of careers education. The other fifty-three 

schools had yet to realise their aims, and in some cases to recognise 

them. "Nevertheless this work is developing rapidly" (293). 

Since the Second World War guidan e has moved from. the appraisal 

approach of diagnosis and counselling based on the trait and factor ' 

theories to a careers education and counselling approach based on the 

de7elopmental theories of Super anti Ginzberg (61,115 & 175). The D. B. S. 

have translated the developmental aspect of occupational choice into 

practice (173). The two relatively unsophisticated concepts of informa- 

tion and advice have been supplemented and to some extent overtaken by 

the more complex concepts of careers education and counselling. 
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, The careers advisor should help the individual to avoid choosing 

an occupation which wouldIx dissatisfactory for him or to help him 

explore a variety of occupations which are compatible with his persona- 

lity (209). All too often vital career decisions are taken under pressure 

and without an awareness of the range of opoortunities available. Reach- 

ing the wrong decision can lead to years of wasted effort and employment 

problems at a later stage where specialisation is all important. Increas- 

ingly young people and parents are turning to careers analysts and voca- 

tional guidance for assessments to help reach the right decisions from 

the start (264. ). 
. 

Haystead (117) discussed the need for careers guidance 

early so that an individual can decide before he had invested a great 

deal in a particular alternative. G-: oderson (96) recognised that more 

guidance is required at thirteen and fourteen when course options are 

chosen or else the advice is likely to be too late. The results of Page 

and Nash (235) showed that fourth year school children received consider- 

able consultation before making their career choice; yet Cheshire County 

Council (4-1) found that fourth years formed their cn-vn ideas about careers 

having little guidance. 

5.2 Careers Information 

There are two sets of information needed to choose a Job. They are 

a knowledge of oneself and a knowledge of the widest possible range of 

jobs. "Skill is required in order to 1=ocess these two sorts of informa- 

tion and make them yield the required solution" (168). Ifodern society 

requires greater occupational information than in the past due to the wide 

variety of choice, the difficulty of knowing what these jobs are like, how 

they contribute to society and the lack of continuity between school work 

and later wcrk (5). For Job perceptions to be an effective element of 

vocational maturity.. they must be based on increasing amounts of valid 

comparable knowledge (167). 
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"Evidence culled both from the experience of people closely con- 

nected with children making career choices and from the literature 

available suggested that there was a wiFlespread lack of job knowledge 

and that in consequence mistakes were being made" (167). Roberts (252) 

said that the job informatiaa possessed by school leavers is minimal 

and that it is difficult for a young person to acquire any sort of com- 

prehensive dob knowledge. University students at all stages also appear 

to know relatively little about the real nature of employment (63). 

Careers literature is not alvays easily accessible, nor currently accurate 

as it may neglect the unpleasant aspects of the job 015) or concentrate 

on, limited aspects (260) or just be out of date. According to Fogelm 

(83), careers advice is often inadeqqate, noa-existent or offered too 

late. Job information is weakest in the "life style" aspects as. opposed 

to the entry and training requirements and prospects (167). Sixth form 

boys' interests seem to have a more significant relationship to job know- 

ledge than scholastic interests (A-level work). Boys do not seem to know 

more about the jobs which they consider possess the qualities which they 

rate highly (167). Apart- from the architect, the public is,, according to 

Taylor (310),, not well acquainted with the work of the building professions. 

Hayes (112) said that there needs to be information about the world of 

work in psycho-socia. 1 as well as economic terms if the information about 

the self is to be useful. The individual tends to perceive only selected 

aspects of o&upational roles so me needs to present and co=mMicate a 

range of information which accurately reflects the full reality of occupa- 

tions including their economic and psycho-social aspects. It is important 

to ensure that this information is "digested" and used in all relevant 

decision-making concerned with vocational development (J14). Hayes (114) 

found that the kinds of information about jobs thought important by young 

people whilst at schoolp and in the process of choosing their first job 

was significantly different from the kinds of informaticia believed important 
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after being engaged for some time in full-time employment- Ee found 

that the young at school and in the process of choosing their first job 

thought about an occupation in terms of the information contained in 

careers literature. The psycho-social aspects were neglected in choosing 

a first job but might be extremely important in determining their choice 

of and subsequent adjustment to., work. It is important to provide reliable 

information about employment prospects, job requirements and potential 

rewards and satisfaction to those who want to make a rational occupational 

decision (283). Broad (28) suggested a national'information and advisory 

ser7ice of computerised data banks. He recognised the need for more 

Erofes-sionalism and fina e in guidance. 

Accurate aad realistic information is needed about a wide variety 

of occupations so the individual can develop realistic work-role expecta- 

tionswith less unsatisfactory compromises between self-concepts and jobs 

(112). The C. R. A. C. (34) advises pupils of the following four information 

sources; people, reading, observing and questioning. Hollander and Parker 

0 36) said that information about the world of work is derived primarily 

from indirect means including discussions with others, printed material., 

television and other forms of mass media. The'information is used to 

develop occupational stereotypes and perceptions which are the raw material 

of adolescents' occupational decision-making. Jackson (153) advised 

counsellors to use media other than the heavily used printed booklets 

including films and talks which have a powerful impact and are still 

meaningful and accurate. Defleur and Defleur (62) said that occupational 

information tends to greatly ever-represent high-prestige occupational 

roles. It is currently assumed that the process, of choosing career alterna- 

tives is embedded in social psychological processes of status attainment 
(273). Haylem (112) said that recruitment literature is more attractive 

than unbiased careers literature because it is more interesting and 

readable. Gormley and Wallis-Jones (98) found that careers literature 
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was seen as too glossy and not conveying significant hard information 

about organisations, and jobs. Most of the literature aimed at attracting 

the highly qualified. Popular magazines.. television and cinema are 

influences but the mass media is considered by Hayes (112) to produce 

widely inappropriate occupational role expectations. Misleading recruit- 

ment literature may prove costly in the long run to employers. 

Attainments seem to be associated in some degree with the sources 

of help and information used when deciding on and obtaining employment. 

Frequently., the various information sources and the amounts they are used 

vary according to the type of employment wanted. Maizels (191+) found 

that nearly two in five boys and one in four girls felt that not enough 

help was available to young people to find the work they wanted. An 

additional one in five were uncertain. Less than a third felt that they 

had obtained most of the information they required and a third of the 

boys felt that they had discovered little or no information. The greater 

majority of young people relied on information given by word of mouth., 

rather than visual material 0 %). The three most used information 

sources for boys were: - 

1. parents - used by a quarter of the boys 

2. schools - used by a fifth of the boys 

3. the Y. E. O. - used by a sixth of the boys. 

Relatively few school leavers used information from other sources, 

including books., employment inter7iews, previous part-time employment 

whilst at schools and writing to firms for information. 

According to Gormley and Wallis. -Jones (98) school leavers rely as 

much on commercial and personal sources as on institutional sources of 

information and guidance. School leavers found parents and relatives., 

followed by employment and advisory officers the most useful in discuss- 

Ing jobs. Higher level pupils found their head teacher useful (98). The 

main official groups are individual subject teachers. careers teacher-so 
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other pastoral teachers and local authorities' careers officers. 

Kirton (167) foand that Zo of sixth formers knew as =uch as they 

felt they needed., whilst i Vo were not sure if they knew enough about the 

range of Jobs open to them. Sixth formers were found to highly regard 

talks., visits, films, demonstrations and especially contacts with prac- 

titioners. These all require organization and Clegg (45) found that pupils 

did not value school visits, films, television or posters. Forty-three 

per cent of pupils found the available careers literature unhelpful and 

few read about work (45). The largest proportion of sixth formers were 

found by Barry et al. (12) to have been influenced by reading and the next 

largest group had made up their cvm mind. Personal contacts appeared to 

have a greater influence than school contacts. The effect of the Y. E, O. 

was marginal and even superseded by the influence of television and films. 

Masterson (i9q) found that mechanical engineering apprentices discussed 

their choice the most with parents whilst careers officers were the other 

important people. University students relied more heavily on the careers 

and appointments services and to a lesser extent on the visits of employers 

when they decided upon a career whilst polytechnic and external students 

tended to make more use of newspapers and journal advertisements and 

speculative writing. The most effective advice was from academic staffs 

friends and relatives. 

The father's occupation was associated with the extent to which 

information was obtained. Manual workers' sons obtained less information 

than non-manual workers' sons (36). The laver-middle class used literary 

information sources whilst the unskilled sons relied on chance contacts. 

Undergraduates from working-class enviroz=ents tended to be much less 

adventurous in their Occupational explorations than undergraduates from 

Predominantly middle-class backgrounds. Sixth form boys from higher socio- 

economic groups relied the most cn their extended family for information. 

Boys from. unskilled and comprehensive schools obtained information from 
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careers officers and careers teachers more than from their family (167). 

The sources of information traditionally relied uponp notably the family, 

are no longer adequate (167). It is vital that schools and career3 

officers possess the up-to-date information the family lacks. 

The C. I. T. B. Survey (43) said that there seemed to be an inaaequate 

supply of information about careers in the building industry available 

in schools. Pupils considered the most useful information sources to be: - 

i. career publications 

2. books generally 

3. adult contacts including parents, careers teachers, adult relatives 

and friends of parents. 

The least useful information soumes were friends, brothers and 

sisters and teachers (other than careers teachers). Builders' sons found 

"doing the job yourself" less useful than other pupils,, yet "seeing people 

do the job" was more useful to them. "Somebody from the industry coming 

to school" seems to be a largely untapped potential influence as over 4w- 

of pupils stated that they had received no inf ormation. from this source 

although over 70ro of those who had had a visit found it useful. Uore of 

those who had included a building job in their choices had found the 

information sources useful. The building industry generally made less use 

than other concerna of publicising the career opportunities which it had 

to offer. 

5.3 Influences of Family and Friends 

Young children are still profoundly influenced by their parents when 

forming their values and their view of the world, although they are less 

firmly directed now (267). Later school leaving means pupils have increased 

maturity and parents new ask for professional advice rather than relying 

on their oym and expecting to be obeyed. Young people are therefore grow- 
ing up to assume responsibility for making their own decisions on important 

issues. They expect the com=nity to provide professional care and advice 
in a helpful not ordering manner. SOcial change thus reinforces the 
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argument for the increased professionalisation. of the guidance Bervices. 

Parents were cited as the most frequent source of help and advice 

in a survey of fourth and fifth year school children (311). Masterson 

(199) found that SYlo of mechanical engineering apprentices claimed to 

have discussed their career choice with their parents., 26ja discussed 

their choice with a relative. and I 81'o vith a sibling. Twenty-two per cent 

of these apprentices said that they had received careers information from 

their father and 23.55 from another relative. Bell and Gallagher 05) said 

that as parents knew the subject better than anyone else and wanted them 

to make a wise choice they should be encouraged In the careers guirlan e 

of their children. Parents are ver7 influential, especially for boys, 

but they often felt ill prepared (264). Carter (36) said that with few 

excepticna parents are ill-equipped to advise on career matters because 

they have limited knowledge and are unaware of social and technical changes. 

So it is important for schools to involve Parents in careers education by 

lengthy'discussions (267). "Where parents were found to be the chief 

source of help, school leavers were more likely to refer to external 

suggestions and advice or to job prospects as reasons for choosing a 

particular type of employment in contrast to youngsters who mBde "inner- 

directed" choices (1910. 

Carter (36) found that school leavers lud little discussim with 
their brothers and sisters or their school friends about their future 

work. Discussions with friends tended to be unrealistic and few were 

found to have friends at work or to enquire about their neighbours' jobs. 

Uasterson 099) found only 7% cf mechanical engineer-Ing apprentices had 
4 discussed their career choice with a friend cf the family and lef,; with a 

friend who had left school previously. 

5-1* Careers Guidance In Schools 

The majority of adolescents make their initial career choice whilst 

at school so the information received from teachers and others in school 

may Play an important part in the decision-making process (210). Hayes 
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(112) recognIsed. that the school's careers programme broadens the home 

experience and widens the occupational horizons. Kirtan (167) said that 

schools have a more discriminating influence than families, therefore 

the school is especiaLly important when the home influence is waning. 

The D. B. S. (61j. ) education survey,, however, expressed con ern at the 

"grave inadequacy" of resources in schools and the "meagre lip service" 

paid to this important element in the programne of seccndary schools. 

Barry et al (12) found that the influence of school staff ca the 

decisions of both educational plans and future career choice was surpris- 

ingly small,, despite 7WS of the sixth formers reporting that they had 

received some careers advice from the school. They also found that c=- 

Irehensire, secondary modem and technical school pupils were influ- 

enced by staff than independent or gramma school pupils. This could be 

due to social class differences; working class children seek staff advice 

whilst middle class children have the advice of relatively well-educated 

and qualified parents. Careers advice at school was also considered 

inadequate in Ingram's (147) survey. Similarly Hill and Scharff (128) 

found that neither the school nor "the Y. E. S. was playing & useful part 

in the actual choice process. Children made up their mind in private 

and then the careers master or the Y. B. O. helped them crystallise their 

decision or gave them information an how to achieve their chosen ambition. 

Fifty-one per cent of mechanical engineering apprentices had discussed 

their career choice with teachers (199). Schools are successful, accord- 

ing to Ashton and Field (8) in ; reparing pupils for work by transmitting 

the appropriate beliefs and attitudes to work although they are less success- 

ful in providing direct help and information about available work due to 

limited resources and the many demands on teachers, Occupational choice 

I 
ý- =st not be divorced from considering the needs for personal development 

and considering the total future adult situatim (267). Most schools 

consider careers education as a continuous process and an important element 

in 'the CurriCUb= Thre e components., self-awareness$ opportunity-awareness 
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and decision-making underlie the definitions of careers education used 

by Hayes and Hopson 015) the 3chools Council Working Paper 1+0 (267) and 

the D. E. S. (64. ). Daws, (61) and Watts (331) also included the concept of 

Preparation for the transition to post-school environments and personal 

adjustment. These components af careers education are illustrated in 

DIAGRAM 5-1. 

DIAGRAM 5- 1: CollpoMXTS Op CARIM EI)UCATICU 

(Basedcn Daws (61) and Watts (331)) 

Self-awareness Opportunity 
Awareness 

Lecisim-Making 

Preparation for 
transition to 
post-school 
environments 

Pupils are encouraged to measure realistically against information 

about the world of work their own capabilities and adequacies and consider 

the kind of life that they can fashion in particular fields of emplcymnt 
(270). This notion of equipping students with enduring resources f= 

career development is cne of the main justifications for the educational 

approach as opposed to the talent-matching approach dominant until the 

late sixties (332). "Education for life" is required rather than a narrow 

vocational education (207). Schools have to help pupils to be occupationally 

flexible and to develop the personal decision-making skills they can call 

upon at various stages during their careers 0 510. The Central Policy 

Review Staff (38) said that the -in weakness at present is the poor 
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linkage between subject and career choice which reflects the tendency 

to neglect the needs of the more able child. This echoes the Careers 

Education in Secondary Schools Report (64) which said that careers 

officers and teachers have neglected the able student. 

During secondary school only one to two hours on average are spent 

on formal education about the world of work or further education. The 

pen I. P. Ir. Survey (28) also found that 87%: of school careers staff St 

less than one day on work or further education counselling. Careers 

teaching and advice shou: Ld be integrated into a school's overall educa- 

tional objectives and information should be imparted like any other 

subject in the school ourriculum. Better co-crdination between careers 

officers., teachers and the oomm3nity is required (167), The Careers 

Education in Secondary Schools Survey (64. ) found that 70/'4; ' of schools had 

set up a careers education programme in the limited sense of the term, 

but perhaps a third of these cases provided for only some of the school's 

-students. 

Morrison and. McIntyre (M) said that the major decisions affecting 

the occupational futures of pupils are the choice of subjects and the 

choice of courses of nationally recognised academic qualifications. These 

decisions are usually based on the attainments assessed by teachers. 

Subjects which are taught well tend to produce a career direction influ- 

ence (4-5) and the school curriculum can shape and influence the kind of 

information possessed about the world cf work 013). The first decision 

stage is at the end of the third year (thirteen or fourteen) when a careers 

officer may attend a parents' meeting where the subject options, are dis- 

cussed (267). The higher the pupils academic potential the more this 

choice will determine his future opportunities. Gooderson (96) said that 

a careers progra should begin to provide information for decisions m 

the course options at fourteen. The I. P. M. Survey (28) found that 6, V* of 

school leavers had had no counselling interview before they choose their 

subjects. Summerfield (297) recognised the consIderable Zroblems if what 
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turn out to be essential subjects are dropped because of too early a 

specialisation. The emphasis in secondary schools and further education 

of reading one's best subjects could limit one's career choice (ii). 

The Scottish S2 is the first link between course choice and future career 

studies, including occupations, local industry, entry requirements and 

conditions of employment. There may be visits to further education estab- 

lishments., visits to schools, work experience and woeic observations. 

Individual interviews are concentrated in S)+ and it is not always possible 

for everybody to have annual interviews (270). 

Morrison and (210) said that after the usual initial decision 

at the age of fourteen to specialise in arts or science pupils wishing to 

continue to higher education have to make further subject choices. Many 

of these later decisions are career-orientated and Randall (244) found 

that 61% of sixth formers had some career or professional education in 

mind when they chose their sixth for., subjects. Little was known# howevert 

about other factors affecting their choices, including further education 

course requirements and the range of subjects available. Timperley (317) 

said that the IXI level subjects taken effectively structure the range of 

courses open to the pupil. 

The Daintm Report (60) showed that a great majority ar children 

were lost to science and technology as their early interests and curiosity 

was not fostered and nurtured. "For the majority of pupils limiting cur- 

ricular decisions are taken too early" and a wider base of study is required 

with more transition. between science., teabnology and management studies to 

encourage the human and social aspects within science and technology (60). 

Hughes (142) said that the choice of courses should be postponed as long 

as possible to allow a freedom of career choice. He emphasised that the 

choice ce a specialization is as important as the choice of a Job. 

The role of the careers teacher is., according to the Schools Council 

Working Paper'(40 (267), to develop careers education within the school 

and provide the full picture of the young person which the careers officer 
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needs. The Paper (267) also said that careers teachers must have suffi- 

cient employrAmt experience and appreciate the ethos of working life, 

having a feeling of the values and the attitudes associated with different 

working environments. A careers teacher is required who is sensitive to 

the limitations of his own experience. Teachers may well lack professional. 

training in guidance and work experience., so they may be of little use as 

information sources (28). The common information distortion is the need 

by many teachers to find comnon ground between school subjects and occu- 

PatiOns. Jackson (i5l+) said that teachers should recognise the real 

nature of working tasks and skills as pupils understand them. Teachers 

need experience in other areas of working life. Page azA Nash (235) found 

a "growing receptivity an the part of staff to the idea of pupils pursu- 

ing applied science or technical courses or careers after leaving school 

and a general rejection of the view that only pure science courses were 

appropriate for the most able pupils. " Masterson (199) found that 51% of 

mechanical engineering apprenticez had discussed their career choice with 

teachers yet only 3% said that these teachers had given them information. 

Twenty-nine, per cent of these teachers were careers teachers. The C. I. T. B. 

Survey (43) found that 451o of careers teachers clearly had a good idea of 

of the position and the work of a building technician but 3ro, of the careers 

teachers gave some mention of craftsrrzn. 

5.5 Careers Officers 

The Careers Education in Secondary Schools Report (64) said that the 

careers officer represents the link between school and the highly complex 

and diversified world of work, The careers officer has access to informa- 

tion about the possibilities of employment and knowledge of specific 

occupations, including the special qualifications needed. He has developed 

with training and experience the insight, sensitivity and shrewdness 

needed in vocational guidance interviews. In the past few years, the 
Report said that there has been a -strengthening of the partnership between 

careers officers and schools. The Schools Council Working Paper 40 (267) 
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also noted collaboration between the Y. E. S. and the school staff in 

devising programmes of careers education and in promoting with further 

education. 

In a little over half the schools pupils met the careers officer 

for the first time during the f ourth year; 4i/l, 'of during the third year and 

5,6 in the fifth year. The Careers Elducation' in Secondary Schools Report 

(64) recognised the advantage for parents, pupils and teachers if the 

first contact is made during the thizd year when choices of curriculum 

are made. Careers officers interviewed school leavers at the minimum 

statutor7 school leaving age more than once in 64-;, o of all schools and 

they interviewed A-level pupils more than once in 2615 of schools provid- 

ing such courses. Fifty-four of the eighty-seven schools provided clear 

evidence that the careers officer and staff had established an effective 

partnership. 

In 1973 the Y. E. O. was renamed a careers officer because the emphasis 

was now being placed m vocational guidance rather than placement. The 

new careers services airn d to develop potential and find self-fulfilment 

in work through making a career (8). Carter (36) had found that many 

people, including teachers., thought of the Y. E. S. as a job-finding agency 

rather than a vocatimal guidance. 

Most national surveys found that parents were the biggest single 

influence on pupils, yet Gooderson (96) found the advice of the careers 

officer was rated as highly, perhaps because his survey included the more 

able pupils in a predoadnantly "working class" area. Xirton (167) fourA 

the family was the most valued information source for sixth formers., 

although their value declined as the boys advanced through the -sixth form. 

The careers teacher and officer became increasingly important as they 

could provide precise information of the training end entry requirements. 

Seventy-two per cent of mechanical engineering apprentices were found to 

discuss their career choice with a careers officer, but only iýa said that 

I, 

the officer had given them any information (199). Careers officers were 
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not mentioned at all by pupils in Ingram's (%7) Survey. Clegg (45) 

also found that careers woric- appeared to have little influence an pupils' 

careers choices; influences from outside the school appeared much stronger. 

The number of sixth formers influenced by the Y. E. O. was found by Barry 

et al. (12) to be small. The greatest influence was in the comprehensive,, 

technical and secondary modem shcools and the least in the direct grant 

schools. Deficiencies were shown by Timperley (317) in both the Y. E. S. 

and the University Appointments Service, yet the careers officer was 

recognised as providing pupils, with important information from industry 

and commerce (318). 

5.6 Guidance in Higher Education 

"In the past many highly intelligent sixth formers found their way 

to university i4th very little advice from their teachers" (10). Careers 

guidance tends to be concentrated in the fourth year.. not the sixth form, 

so pupils enter higher education without organised careers advice (98), 

Gooderson (96) advises careers guidance at sixteen to consider further 

education and then again before university. 

. The Heyworth Report (127) said that university graduates need careers 

guidance if they are to utilise their "expensively cultivated abilities". 

"The range of courses and qualifications available, particularly after 

A-levels, has become quite bewildering bath for young people and their 

parents. Ifuch more care must be taken in choosing a university degree 

with career implications in mind" (297). Timperley and Gregory (318) 

noted the high utilisation of information from the prospectuses of uni- 

versities and colleges which seemed to be of equal importance as the home 

and school sources. The important sources of family information were 

parents., relatives and friends already at college or university, although 
this informatim might not have been good. The career convention appeared 
to be the most influeýtial school source of information. Those entering 
further educaticn relied on literature from conventions., subject teachers 
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prospectuses and home sources more than careers teachers and careers 

officers who were used by those entering industry and corm-Orce. As a 

result of the pressure from schools there is now greater uniformity in 

the information provided by universities in their general anddepartmental 

prospectuses and in the official compendia from which pupils make their 

initial choices of courses and institutions (10). U'Lany universities and 

colleges are prepared to send speakers and even films to secondary -schools 

to describe the courses and life in the instituticns. 

Both educational and vocational counselling is closely interlinked 

in the sixth form when further education courses are chosen and the school 

and the careers service have valuable and distinctive contributions to 

make. In most parts of the country -there are specialist careers officers 

available to advise sixth formers and some schools arrange meetings where 

parents and pupils hear lectures from academic staff o3; career advisers 

from universities (10). The Careers Education in Secondary Schools Survey 

(61+) recognised the need to strengthen the relaticnships of schools and 

further and higher education establishments by visits and linked courses. 

The Survey showed that 70/1ý*' of a schools's careers team paid occasional 

visits to colleges of further education or institutions of higher educa- 

tion. Organized visits to colleges of further education were seldom 

regarded as appropriate for a-11 children and there were few visits to 

schools from colleges. "Tester courses" where school leavers entered a 

college of further education for a number of weeks on a course of voca- 

tional experience in a chosen occupational area proved valuable. Educational 

experience was also broadened for school pupils by "linked courses" with 

local colleges of further education where pupils entered a part-time 

course which was not available to them at school. Visits to institutions 

of higher education or talks by visiting speakers W provide a first 

direct link with higher education but they were found to be very limited 

in practice. Existing links with the further education sector should be 
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strengthened to enable the young to take more vocationally orientated 

courses than are currently available in many schools. "The difficulty 

is to find time for more -uidance of sixth fonners aspiring to higher 

educaticn" (10)- 

A study of sixth formers taking 'At levels found that they would 

have liked more careers and further education advice (96). Similarly 

the School Council Survey (266) shomed that at least a half of the 

students felt that they had not received enough help with their careers 

and courses in full-time education. More pupils in grammar and technical 

schools were found by Barry et al. (12) to be familiar with further 

education qualifications and courses; other schools including independent 

schools were less fair-Uiar. The general proportion of sixth formers 

having discussed these matters was small. Ellis and Lane (72) found 

that 85,, '0 of undergraduates from lawer socio-economic status families 

perceived high school teachers as having influenced them to enter college. 

Careers teachers were found to have a neglible influence an the choice 

of students' university degree subjects (147), Many decisions regarding 

the choice of a degree subject were determined by decisions made earlier 

in the school. career. A high proportion of graduates were dissatisfied 

with the advice and information on which they had based their subject 

choice. Teachers seemed to encourage consemative attitudes in pupils, 

expecting them to choose the subjects in which they had already been the 

most successful. There ap ared to be a particular lack of information 
. pe 

on non-school subjects, which could be crucial with a dictatorial head 

(147). 

5.7 Guidance and IndustIZ 

The D. E. S, (65) advised the establishment of close links with employers 

and their organisations, also with trade unions and professional bodies 

if the careers service was to be fully informed. Only seven of the eighty- 

four schools studied by the Careers Education in Secondary School Report 
(64) had well establihsed. and profitable relationships with industry., 
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commerce and the professions. "It seems clear that many schools in 

this countr7 are not effectively in touch with the working world. " (64). 

Those schools who had already created a relationship with outside agencies 

were reaping the benefits for both teachers and pupils. "Vocational 

educatim has strong and effective links with employers and responds 

well to the needs ce employment but it haz low status compared with 

academic education. This is compounded by a fragmented system of quali- 

ficaticns and complex and badly publicised links with the academic strand 

of higher and further education". (38). The Careers Education in Second- 

ar7 Schools Survey (61+) found that virtually all schools invited visiting 

speakers, although there was no generally held conviction that talks 

provided the most effective introduction to a particular profession or 

sector of employment. The use of visiting speakers was found most effec- 

tive when followed by informal, small croup discussions. Some schools 

placed greater value on visits by small groups to places of employment 

and others arranged talks for parents, Industrial firms and white-collar 

concerns outside the building industry were found to visit schools six 

times as often as building firms. The building industry therefore appears 

to be under-represented by the number of school visits it Mak s (43). 

There was no indication of the quality of the visits or of the interest 

they generated. Seventeen per cent of mechanical engineering apprentices 

had visited factories but this was not seen as a useful informatica 

source (19q). A careers convention can be a means of informing young 

people and parents about a variety of careers and occupations. The value 
depends on the ability of industry., commerce and the professions to 

explain and illustrate the opportunities available. The organisation or 

a careers convention is time-consuming (64). The C. I. T. B. Survey (43) 

found that on average schools made eight visits to careers exhibitions 
in 197.5/1976. About IZ of the exhibiticns had some building? cmtent and 
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4;; 'o were solely concerned with building. An overall majorit., -, of sixth 

formers were found by BarTy et al. (12) to expect to be employed at the 

highest professional level. Allsopp (2) said that the relationship 

between schools, colleges and local professional practices were, however, 

frequently ignored by the pupils concerned. Every opportunity should be 

taken by professional people to meet the young and explain their woric to 

them. Equally schools should be aware of the local professional community 

and the career prospects that it rrovides. It is according to. Allsopp 

(2) easy for teachers and professionals to view each other from their 

respective ivory towers. 

5.8 Toork Experience 

There is according to Slocum (283) no adequate substitute for actual 

work experience to provide an adolescent with the opportunity for testing 

his aptitutdes and interests against the requirements of an occupational 

field or specific occupational roles, Actual work provides the best 

opportunity for the individual to discover the satisfactions and disad- 

vantages of an occupational role which are not always imnediately kpparent. 

The Schools Council Working Paper 40 (267) saw vacation work as drawing 

school and work closer together. Hayes 013) said that work experience 

is an important influence on vocaticnal development. Prior role rehearsal 

is important when filling an occupational role (215). After a period of 

full-time work Hayes (112) found that the young placed r. x=e emphasis ca 

the importance of the psycho-social aspects of the job than they had anti- 

cipated before they commenced work. The individual may be limited by the 

sample of work environments available. Only 3% of schools were found to 

run a work experience scheme and Wa were assisted in organising their 

schemes by careers officers (64). "There is no doubt that where a school 
believes in work experience and finds it possible to arrange such experience 
it can be a atimulus. ft (64). There is a waste of talent due to a lack of 

vocational training (316). Timperley (317) said that the lack of work 
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experience indicates that careers decisions are made at the school 

leaving-age based on inadequate experience or information. 

Sandwich courses are recoginsed by Jahoda (155) as providing a 

student with first hand experience of the occupational world. Heywood 

and Marsh (126) f ound that 50jý7o of engineering students ccnsidered prac- 

tical experience more important than theoretical or academic studies. 

5-9 Careers Guidamce `. Athin the Construction Industry 

The B. I. C. S. Survey (191) of careers work v4thin the construction 

industry found that the level of careers activity varied considerably 

from one area to another within the country. The reason for an area 

being particularly active was the presence of an individual or a number 

of such individuals who were very committed to and enthusiastic about 

careers work. "Since 1974 there has been a shift in careers work from 

the N. F. B. T. E. to the C. I. T. B. mainly because there were no jobs to 

offer" (191). TABLB 5-i shows estimates of those who undertook careers 

work in the construction industry. The Survey also estimated that at 

least B. Vo of the careers work was done in the construction industry rather 

than the building industry alone. 

TA= 5-I: A BOUGH ISTIRM OF THE C=EFS WORK DONE IN THE 
CCKSTRUCTICH INDUSTRY (191 ) 

C. I. T. B. Staff (mostly group training officers) 705 

Company Training Officers I W. 

N. F. B. T. E.,, F. U. B., C. I, O. B. and athers I 5ro 

Probably 95o of the %vork done was promotirig entry at craft level. 

. A-art from the C. I. T. B. South-Bast Region work was entirely related to "Y 

recruitment. There appeared to be a distinct shortage of careers litera- 

ture covering building technician level and above, also a lack of up-to- 

date audio visual material. There is therefore a need for consulation 

with experts to produce careers literature and audio-visual material. 

Direct careers work in schools for school leavers was also found in this 
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C. I. T. B. Study (191) to be lacking at tecImician level or above. The 

survey assumed that over 9Wý of English and Welsh Schools %ere not fully 

aware of the career possibilities offered by the construction industry 

at technician level or above. Probably over 6,000 schools in England 

and wales were not having information on building careers at hiýgher levels 

commmicated to them in the most effective way. A fair nu=ber of the 

people visiting schools were felt by the Survey to fail to present the 

industry in the best -, --)ossible way. 

Accolding to Smith (285) the R. I. C. S. careers and recruitment work 

can be divided into three main categories. Liaison with schools, liaison 

with students engaged in full-time courses and contact with university 

appointment boards. Liaison with schools is being extended. Branch 

Schools Liaison Officers attend careers meetings in schools and careers 

conventions. They also give talks and interview potential quantity 

surveying students. The R. I. C. S. provides the back-up service for the 

branches including up-to-date information on education and careers litera- 

ture. The Institutim also provides advice to the public and organisations,, 

including the Institute of Careers Officers and the Public Schools Appoint- 

ments Bureau.. The R. I. C. S. liaises with students at the reetings and 

tal1ca ce the Universities and Polytechnics Junior Organisation. The 

R. I. C. S. organises specialised careers conferences and meetings with 

careers officers, teachers and the universities' appointment boards (285). 

The careers and recruitment work "is an important aspect of the work of 

the Institution and the Educational Committee is keen, to see it progres- 

sively expanded" (285). 'More recently,, the F. O. P. Report (257) recommended 

an intensive public relations programme to promote the quantity surveying 

profession and to combat the ignorance about the service that the profession 

provides. This included a projection to potential entrants. The Report 

(257) noted the need to attract the "potential high fliers" by better 

publicity particularly in schools and universities and by impra7ing the 
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Institution's advisory ser%rices. The Profession must recruit its share 

of the more able who will rise to the top of the professicn and "play a 

pext in national management and decision-making procezses" (253). The 

Illustrated Carpenter and Builder (146) recognised that the R. I. C. S. did 

do some good work, notably by its Junior Organisation. 

Taylor (310) suspected that the information about quantity surveying 

was poor and the public was ill advised about the professicn, and its 

identity. "It is surely not wise that quantity surveying be entered on 

the strength of poor information - or indeed., ignored by potential entrants 

m the same grounds? " (310). He noted that information on the building 

industry, particularly in the behavioural fields, was extremely sparse, 

Sixty-three per cent of quantity surveyors were found to be ill-informed 

about the career on which they had embarked. Only &j*lo claimed that they 

were well informed. This =taght be due to inaccurate or inadequate informa- 

ticn, or to the individuals not finding out enough about themselves. 

Taylor (310) believed that the latter reason see, -, &d unlikely because of 

the high level of commitment once training commenced. ? retraining informa- 

tion appeared to be unrelated to job satisfaction. There was also no 

evidence of a significant relationship between the age of a professional 

and his pretraining knowledge suggesting that there has been little improve- 

ment in careers guidance. Taylor recognised that the provision of only 

poor and sparse information was disturbing because quantity surveyors 

might become trapped in what he found to be a "terminal occupaticnit. The 

majority of quantity surveyors appeared to have entered the profession Cn 

the strength of being poorly informed and an alarmi -nunber had "drifted" 

into the industry. Such a situation had been perpetuated for some time. 

The neglect of public relaticns and recruitment has also resulted in the 

failure to attract potentially valuable recruits. 
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6.1 introduction 

Argyle (5) said that people diXfer in abilities, interestaý m0tiva- 

tion and social performance. He continued "It is not enough for a person 

to have the necessary abilities for a job,, he must also want to do it, or 

he will not work very effectively and will not find it very satisfying. " 

The main theories of job motivation and job satisfaction will now be 

su=arised. 

6,2 Theories of Job 1.110tivation and Job Satisfaction 

6.2.1 Maslow's Theory cf Job '11totivation 

In 1943 11asloiv (198),, formilated the ccncept of a hierarchy of needs 

which influence man' a behaviour. A hierarchy is indicated because man is 

a creature of expanding needs. Once his basic biological needs have been 

largely, satisfieds other more complex social ard personal desires take 

their place. When the needs lower in the hierarchy have been fairly well 

met . they no longer act as a strong mot ivat ing f orce and the individua IIs 

efforts are then directed towards satisfying needs at the next level of 

the hierarchy. People's goals change as their needs at each successive 

level are met. The hierarchy is: - 

1. physiological needs (for air, food, water,, rest etc) 

2. safety and security needs (freedom from deprivation or danger) 

3. social needs (social acceptance, group-belonging, friendship, love, 

affection etc) 

4. esteem needs (reputation, self-respect, status with others., etc) 

5-_ self-fulfilment needs (realisation of potential,, full use of talents, 

etc. ). This is also called the need for self-actualisation. which is 

the need to fulfil one's highest personality potential. 

. Yaslow believed that for the majority of people in societies with a 

high -standard of living the needs in the first three levels are being 

regularly satisfied and no longer have mch motivational effect. Instead, 

industry should be seeking increasingly to meet the needs Sn the two upper 
levels. This hierarchy of needs is approved by many including Friedlander 
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(87) who said that workers in lower level jobs tend to stress such work 

values as security and pleazant relations with co-warkers and supervisors, 

whilat workers in higher-level jobs put more emphasis on the oPPortunities. 

for achievement,, self-expression and challenging work. Argyle (5) stated 

that the main supporting evidence for the need hierarchy comes from the 

lowest needs in the hierarchy and there is not such clear evidence for the 

upper needs although the basic thrust of the theory in terms of satisfac- 

tion, rests in its emphasis on selfactualisation. Warr and 'Wall (329) 

questioned the vagueness of Maslow's theory and the ordering of the hier- 

archy. They considered the theory acceptable regarding professional and 

managerial jobs but difficult to accept for manual work. Schein (263) 

said that the strength of this theory is the attention given to the variety 

of needs and motives which operate but the evidence for the hierarchic 

nation is weak and the need categories tend to be very general. For 

example., self-actualisation can be achieved in many different ways and 

the meaning of self-actualisatica can change with developmental stages, 

so it may not be very helpful to know that everyone is concerned with 

achieving it. 

6.2.2 Herzberg's Theory of Job Motivation 

Herzberg and associates (123,, 125) viewed satisfaction as resulting 
from motivaticn; satisfaction stemmed from quite different set of factors 

than dissatisfaction. The needs described by Herzberg (123) are more 

specifically job related than those of Maslow described earlier, 6.2.1. 

The first set of factors are called "satisfiers" which lead to satisfac- 

tion with the job and apparent improvements in performance. In general, 

these factors foxm an integral part of the performance of the work and 

are related to the higher-level needs in Maslow0a hierarchy. The five 

factors which are found to be strong determinants of job satisfaction 

are achievement, responsibility, advancement,, recogmitim and the attrac- 
tion of the work itself. These are "motivator" or growth factors which 
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are intrinsic to the job. 

The reasons for dissatisfaction are a very different range of 

factors called I'dissatisfiers". They tend to act in a negative direction 

and are peripheral to the job itself. These are the factors on which 

managers have traditionally relied in an attempt to motivate their emplcyi- 

eea. They include the working conditions and amenties,, the company's 

policy and administration,, relationships with supervisors, the technical 

competence of supervisors, the pay, the Job security and the interpersonal 

relationships. Since these factors are extrinsic to the job itself. 

Herzberg refers to them as "Job hygiene" or "maintenance" factors. If 

these factors are below an "adequate" level, in terms of employees 

expectations, they would cause dissatisfaction. Improving the conditions 

to this level would remove dissatisfaction with beneficial effects but 

raising the conditions above this level would not lead to job satisfaction 

and associated high performance. The dissatisfiers chiefly relate to 

the needs falling in the lower three levels of Maslow's hierarchy. 

Herzberg's findings thus gave support to Vaslow's contention that the 

lower levels of human needs have relatively little motivational effect 

where there is a high standard of living. Since such distinctly separate 

factors are found to be associated with job satisfaction and job dissatis- 

faction Herzberg concluded that these two sets of factors are not oppo- 

sites of cne another but they are concerned with two different ranges of 

man' s needs. These two sets do not fall on a single continuum but are 

different in kind. The factors relate to the two natures of man, one 

seeking to override the need to avoid physical and social deprivation 

and the other seeking to realise his human potential for perfection. 

Herzberg's study suggests that dissatisfiers rarely act as satisfiers 

although at times . 9atisfiers can cause dissatisfaction, for example in 

cases of demotion or a lack of recognition, Satisfiers have a maximum 

effect in the absence of active dissatisfiers., but they tend to override 

the effect of any dissatisfiers which are present. Myers (216) concluded 
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that a working environment rich in satisfiers, -stimulates employee 

development., whereas an environment sparse in such opportunities leads 

to a preoccqpation with dissatisfier factors. The opposite of job 

I satisfactim is no job satisfaction rather than job dissatisfaction and 

correcting a source of dissatisfaction wil. 1 not necessarily produce 

satisfaction. 

.w "'otivation and Job satisfaction should therefore be achieved through 

", c'\- %U c0r"'rn the job hyg4eae factors which should also help to reduce job dissatis- 

faction. To improve motivation and satisfaction the rewarding nature of 

the work, the responsibility, the recognition., the opportunities for 

achievement and the advancement must be developed. The extrinsic hygiene 

factors cannot be completely ignored as the intrinsic and extrinsic 

factors of motivation are thought to combine in some manner, unique to 

an individual, to produce overall motivation (201). Despite this indi- 

vidual uniqueness several occupational types or groupings display strong 

common factors in their overall motivational pattern. Some caution 

should be displayed when speaking of the relative importance of these 

different factors (86). Firstly, as Herzberg et al. (126) have indicated 

job factors change in terms of a person's needs. Then a person is not 
deprived of his basic needs, items such as security, recognition and 

responsibility become more important. Secondly, most questionndres 

arrive at a morale index and not an intensity index. That this is cause 
for concern is evident from the data of Youngberg., Hedberg and Baxter 

(351) which indicated that when both satissfaction and importance are 

measured., factors emerge which are different from those relating to 

satisfaction alone. 

Herzberg's ideas come in for limited support (305) and some severe 

criticism from several writers. Ewen (78) said that the range of jobs 

investigated tends to be too narrcw, only me measure of job attitude is 

used and no reliability or validity data is reported. He continued to 
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criticise the absence of a measure of overall satisfaction. 5%irther 

problems with Herzberg's work were related by Bwen "For example, super- 

vision is a dissatisfier in the Herzberg scheme. HaNever, the supervisor 

may be a source of recognition which is satisfying. Similarly, salary is 

a dissatisfier but it may represent achievement and recognition which are 

satisfiers. " Friedlander (87) aclmowledged that Herzberg does not claim 

to have established empii! ically two independent and uniqye factors. Ewen 

(78) concluded his paper thus: "A more extensive ri! search design is 

necessary in oider to adequately test the Herzberg theory. For the present,, 

however, it must be concluded that the nature of satisfiers and dissatis- 

fiers (if such variables do in fact exist) is as yet far from clear, and 

may be different in different jobs. Further research is necessary in 

different occupational situations before any definite statements about 

the problem are made. There is as yet no justification for generalising 

the Herzberg results beyond the situation in which they were obtained. " 

6.2.3 Other Theories of Job Motivation and Job Satisfaction 

Vroom (323) recognised two broad reasons for human activity; economic 

factors and non-economic factors. Job satisfaction is seen by Vroom "in 

terms of the attractiveness of a particular job for a person and his 

expectations about the rewards he will obtain from the Job" (305). 

Classical organisational theorists assumed that workers had to be driven 

to work by the carrot and the stick. A similar view is still taken by 

the economists' concept of "economic wn". Despite the general rejection 

of this concept, especially by the Human Relations writers, money remains 

an important wztivator beyond the realm of biological needs. 

Alderfer (1) grouped Yaslow's needs into three basis categories. 

Needs for existence., needs to relate to others and needs for personal 

growth. This set of categories has been most useful in the context that 

it attempts to measure how much of each need a given adult has at a given 

point in time. This approach acknowledges the possibility that not every- 

me has an equal amount of each of the basic needs as Maslow's theory 
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tends to imply. 

MIcClelland' a (186,187) theory of basic needs is probably the most 

koplicable to understanding the organisational careers of entrepreneurs 

and managers. He also recogmised three basic needs: a need for achieve- 

ment., a need for power and a need for alMiation. The intensity of each 

need (and behaviour) varies according to the situation, On average a 

person is likely to have some blas toward either the need for achievement, 

power or afMiation. For example., studies of different occupatims have 

revealed that entrepreneurs as contrasted to teachers or la-nyers tend to 

be higher than aver-age In achievement motivation and lower than average 

in affiliation. motivation. 

In an analysis of the job factors found imPortant to 3,000 employees 

in various state and urban governments Katz and Van Maanen (165) identi- 

fied three clusters of factors which they called the "loci of work satis- 

faction". They were the job itself (the intrinsic factors); the inter- 

action context (the factors to do with other people in the Job environment) 

amd the organisaticnal policies (including pay and working conditions). 

6.3 The Motivation and Job Satisfaction of Professionals 

6.3.1 Introduction 

Taylor (310) said that job satisfaction had little influence on 

quantity surveyors' performance but was necessary on the gromds of psy'. 

chological well-being. Once satisfaction was achieved it required positive 

stiixula ion towards greater satisfaction and growth. Taylor (310) suggested 

a model for the job satisfaction of a professLonal quantity surveyor which 

was based on the factors formed from Wood and Le Bold's (31*7) study of 

professional engineers. These factors of job satisfaction are described 

below. 

6.3.2 Professional Challenge 

Professional challenge embraces the intrinsic aspects of the profes- 

aional's tasks and is, according to Argyle (5),, Particularly important to 
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the more educated people and those at high levels of skill and status. 

So increasing the challenge by more variety, autononW and scope to use 

me's skills aril ability should improve the job satisfaction of a 

professimal. 

6.3.3 Job Status 

Status is "a critical element in profess imalisation" (105). Hall 

(105) also said that Iloccupations are perhaps the single best determin- 

ant of social status" and "occupations greatly influence the way in which 

others respond to individuals outside the work situation". Reiss (21+7) 

shm-red that the highest status occupations met more of their needs. So 

F--rofessionals, who rank highest on the status ordering of occupations, 

should have high job satisfaction. 

6.3.4 Job Autonomy 

Hall (105) said that executives are found to value autonomy high2y 

and they related the idea to "possessing authority hav an o. rt ty ing ppo uni 

for independent thought and participating in the goals of the organisatim 

and the methods and procedures of obtaining them. " One can infer that 

professionals will value a simila autonon7 and opportunity for partioi. - 

pation at a. meaningful level and that such characteristics will contribute 

significantly to overall job satisfaction. 

6.3.5 Interpersonal Relations 

According to Vroom, (323) social interaction is a complex motivational 
factor producing satisfactions that tend to be specific for specific 

individuals, In the wcrk envircnm nt., according to Hall (105), social 

interaction has several identifiable dimensions including the need to have 

"influence over others, being liked by others and being controlled by 

others. " Each dimensicn may individually (or in combination) produce 

feelings of satisfaction or dissatisfaction for the individual. 

6.3.6 Super7is= Relations 

Job satisfaction is ccnZruent with the im=diate supervisor's personal 
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interest and the support of the workers (354) althouGh em.. loyee orienta- 

tion on the part of the -supervisor or is not sufficient to insure job 

satisfaction (240). Taylor (310) said that considerate rather than struc- 

tured supervisory stances produce more satisfaction, particularly at 

higher occupational levels. He said though that it has also been argued 

that where the work itself is highly complex some measure of structuring 

may produce positive satisfaction. Under these circumstances,, the job 

challenge would tend to detract from the importance placed on being able 

to work independently in its structuring. "Display of trust, a readiness 

to explain actions and to listen to subordinates are those facets of 

leader behaviour most conducive to job satisfaction" (310). 

6.3.7 Professional Recognition 

According to Taylor (310) recognition appears to operate on two 

broad levels. One being related to monetary reward and the other being 

related to promotion prospects. Both these factors are highly inter- 

related with the other professional. job satisfaction factors. For example, 

pay has been found to relate highly with status and promotion "typically 

involves changes in supervision., co-workers., job content and pay" (323). 

So the individual effects of these two factors are difficult to isolate. 

The importance of pay must not be overstated in reference to professional 

job satisfaction for, false though it may be in practice,, Gross (101) 

noted that the professional "is not supposed to be interested in scrdid 

money". Professionals should mork for the Intrinsic rewards of their 

occupation, although value conflicts may arise especially where professicnals 

seek to improve their economic position yet maintain the hiZhest professional 

standards. Argyle (5) found that promotion prospects were "of the highest 

importance" to -nagerial and professional people. 

6.3.8 Other Factors of Professional Job Satisfaction 

All the factors of professional job satisfaction are, according to 

Taylor (310), clearly linked in complex relationships not only with each 
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other but aLso with the intervening variables which have not been consi- 

dered in this summary. Three other factors which have been identified 

as signýficant to professional job satisfaction are job security, hours 

of work and role clarity. Job security is considered by many investiga- 

tors, including Gurin., Vercff and Feld (102)., as the most important variable 

in the job satisfaction of employees. Taylor (310) said that job security 

was very economic-dependent and that under depressed conditions would 

have a prominent influence on job satisfaction. The hours of work are 

not expected to be significant for persons of high work involvement like 

professionals. Paul (238) identified role clarity as being related to 

job satisfaction, lo%verecl tension and a lmyer propensity to leave the 

organisation. 

6.4 Job Characteristics 

Most fourth formeis were found by Cheshire County Council (41) to 

have ideas about jobs which generally appeared to be interesting and 

reflected their abilities rather than providing money, status or security. 

Similarly, the reasons for having ideas about professional or managerial 

tasks were a general interest, an interest in science or technology, a 

manual skill or a wish for security (41). In their study of sixth formers 

Barry et al. 02) found the most i=ortant work factors were "an interesting 

job". a "good salary" and "a job with ultimate prospects". The intrinsic 

factors also appeared most important to other sixth form boys when they 

made their career choices, especially the interest of the work, although 

the extrinsic factors like good working conditions were alsoimportant (167). 

Gormley and Wallis-Jones (98) found that school leavers rated "getting a 

good training" and having "friendly people to work Vdth" as important for 

happiness in a job. "Being really interested in what you are doing" and 

pay appeared uni=pcrtant. Young engineers were found by the Finnistcn 

Report (81) to be mostly concerned with the intrinsic attracticnsof engin- 

eering jobs, including the perceived career and salary prospects and the 
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work interest. Masterston (199) found that'93,,, ', of mechanical engineer- 

ing apprentices expected to find their job interesting. Fifty-seven per 

cent of the apprentices wanted to be able to have a trade, whilst 46,9 

expected to achieve satisfaction or fulfilment from their woxk. The 

reasons mentioned most often by graduates for choosing their first job 

were that it entailed responsibility or was interesting (340). Engineers 

considered salary more important than the other graduates. The chance to 

use one's skills and exercise iniative, the opportunity for training and 

the pleasant working conditions were also regarded as reasoaably important 

factors by all graduates (340). 

The C. I. T. B. Survey (43) found the folloving factors were important 

for over half the pupils just prior to their 0-levels: - 

1. interesting work 

2, a secure job 

3. good pay - 

4. a good chance of =cmotion 

5. varied woric 

6. a job where you can get an with the other people at work. 

Unimportant factors were being able to dress well, being in the s 

job as friends and having a Job highly regarded by others. Academic attain- 

ment and work experience did not appear to change these main priorities. 

So occupational choice was ficund in the C. I. T. B. Survey as In other studies 

to be primarily based cn intrinsic rather than extrinsic factors of work. 
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7.1 The Nature of The Construction Industry 

"'With some 37,, 000 firms and a labour force of around me million, 

constructim is both one of Britain's major industries and a major 

employer of skills" (349). Few industries can match the challenge offered 

to those in construction as it provides the environment in which we live. 

It therefore affects all aspects of our modern way of Life. The industry 

can be bath sophisticated and complex, so demanding above a2lthe dedica- 

tion of the professional builder (49). The nature of the industry is 

"me-off"; each project is a unique physical structure and requires a 

great number of separate tasks (310). Each project therefore requires a 

somewhat different approach calling for the exercise of skill, iniative 

and organising ability m the part of the men involved. Big contracts 

are unique in their complex pattern of -,. vork and they often require several 

years to complete. Projects demand a sense of personal responsibility 

from everybody en,, Zaged in them at whatever level-of responsibility. 

Unlike other industries, the product stays and the production line moves 

away producing many planning and constructional problems. The industry 

has responded by being an adaptive, flexible and hi. 7hly mobile production 

process which is able to respond to every market twist. Such a flexible 

and mobile production process is individual, independent and very diffi- 

cult to control. Projects are carried cut all over the country and 

construction firms vary in size fro-m very large general contractors who 

work world-wide to small and specialist firms (218). The whole structure 

of the industry., particularly the proliferation of subomtractors and 

small firms., is a response to the staccato nature of the N,, orkload of the 

industry and the enormous organisatimal complexity of running small 

works (339). Similarly, the C. O. I. C. (48) reccenised that the ccnstruc- 

tion industry was quickly affected by economic changes. 

Construction personnel identify strongly with their worl: output 

because of its unique and physical nature. They can enjoy the high job 

satisfaction level offered by the industry. Unlike business or manufac- 

iL turing, each level of the hierarchy can identify with a well-defined goal 86 



of production. In a number of ways cmstruction work is dif f erent from 

other industries, so many of the findings of behavioural scientists from 

manufacturing crganisations-. or white-collar bureaucracies do not seem 

applicable to constructim (310). Modern building is., according to 

Shousksmith (146) a combination of science., creative art and co=mercial 

business. 

Despite the current recession the long-term prospects of the construc- 

tion industry appear to be good (48). Building is, according to the 

B. I. C. S. (19),, the industry with a big future and the opportunity -Industry 

for the future. The I. O. B. (14Z) recognised that a modern society 

requires more well-trained and qualified managers, tecbnologists and 

technicians committed to the pursuit of the highest standards of compet- 

ence. Shousksmith (146) also said that the industr7 has lacked people 

with the right A or O-levels and "qualifications count with the greater 

sophistication of building". The professional staff employed now should 

be of the best calibre if the Industry is to run efficiently and economic- 

ally and the few vacancies must attract the most able and suitable 

professionals. The industry =st also be in a positim to attract and 

recruit top-quality professionals when demand eventually Increases. As 

Professor Harper (110) said "We also need to establish the standards of 

education and talent that we should be seeking among those recruited to 

the industry. One factor is certain: if we seek recruitment cnly at 

low levels we shall not get applicants from potential high-standard 

students. " The building industry "=st concentrate on recruiting more 

good quality into the industry especially as future managers and technolo- 

gists" (220). In the long-term nothing is more important for the construc- 

tion industr7, including the professions, than the quality of personnel, 

their education, and training for skill,,, in all its forms and all levels 

and the relations between them. " (13). 

"The capacity of an industry to function efficiently and profitably 
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and to accommodate and stimulate changes depends on the calibre of the 

personnel it recruits. Although true at all levels of personnel, the 

problem is most acute when recruiting to management training. " (339). 

The complex highly organised, exciting, rewarding, demanding., tough but 

never dull world of the construction industry is for the dedicated pro- 

fessional who is soundly trained and has confidence in his own skill and 

ability (14-6). "The constructional careers are varied and challenging 

but =st call for a combination of imaginative gifts and scientific 

training" (9). According to Shousksmith (146). No other Industry offers 

as much to career-minded young men as the building industry, including 

an extremely wide range of vocational choice resulting from the great 

diversity of work and the size of firm. A career in the building industry 

will appeal to young people with a tecbnical approach who like to see the 

visible results of their labours (48). The opportunities for progress 

and promotion within the buildingindustry are virtually limitless. There 

are great opportunities for advancemmt within the construction industrY 

and promotion is easier than in other industries if the individual works 

hard (146). The range of responsibility; the financial rewards and the 

industrial and social status of each building executive depends on his 

skill and ability, allied with his powers of leadership (218). There are 

good opportunities for experienced personnel to Ymrk overseas (48), especi- 

ally the professionally qualified. A site engineer could be expected to 

move anywhere,, including overseas, although he would normally stay in the 

same area for two or more years depending on the length of the job (44). 

7.2 The Imasze of the Construction Industry 

The past president of the Northern Co=ties Branch of the IT. F. B. T. E., 

v Ur J. C. G. Durham., said that the building industry had started with a major 

disadvantage in relation to other major industries when vying f or recruits 

because cf the bad image presented to the world and in particular to the 

education professiaa (220). Timperley and Gregory (318) found the general 
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view of the building industry held by school leavers was rather poor,, 

possibly because of inadequate careers information. Emmerson (73) said 

twenty years ago that the image of the industry was poor. Little has 

improved,, for Taylor (310) recently said that the image of the industry 

by its own admissim is "a confusing picture of duplication and frag- 

mentation" weakened by a lack of cohesiveness and reliability. The image 

held by the general public and supported by the popular press is based 

substantially on the public's dealings with very small builders (339). 

So "the image and status of ccnstruction remains indifferent and unac- 

knowledged by pomers and people" (219). Romans (214) said that "most 

images of occupations formulated by the general public and media are 

illuscry"'but they still have a direct effect on recruitment to the 

industry. He stated that "builders are considered to be generally uns-ccrupu- 

lous., devious., poorly educated and socially irresponsible", The poor 

image is generated because the industry looks primarily at itself rather 

than outside for ideas. For example, it lacks awareness of mainstream 

management wcxic. The industry is fragmented and the site organisaticn 

is short lived and often at a shallow level (M). The productivity and 

the efficiency of the industry is affected by random and irrational exter- 

nal factors. like the weather and politics. The workload is highly variable 

and varied in nature due to an immensely complex demand (339). 

Nearly 86% of sixth fox ýrs had never thought of entering the industry 

and of those who had, half had rejected the idea (211+). Cheshire County 

Council (J+I) found only 4r* of fourth formers had mentioned construction 

or mining as career ideas. The C. I. T. B. Sur7ey (1+3) of the attitudes of 

fourteen and fifteen year olds and careers teachers towards a career as a 

building technician or technologist found that these careers were ranked 

with a motor technician as being lower than accountants, computer program- 

mers, and technicians in the electronic and aircraft industries, Quite a 

number of these pupils did not know if particular job features applied in 
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various jobs, especially in the job of a building technician. A building 

technician's job was compared unfavourably with the other jobs on the 

seven most i=ortant job factors but was better reganded than a =tar 

techniciaxýs job cn almost all of the job factors. The favourability of 

the jobs depended cn the choice of compa37ison jobs. A building career 

was regarded more favourably bY those who included a building career in 

their career choices. Building was ranked fire. as being a job where 

people could work outside sometimes and did not work in the same place all 

the time. More of those who included a job as a building technician in 

their choices wanted very =uch to work outside sometimes and not In the 

samp place all the time. Signif icantly more of those who included a 

building technician in their choices cared about having a job which most 

people thought was a good Job iNhilst fewer wanted a job which required 

them to use their brains or was clean and allowed them to dress smartly. 

"Young people are not unaware of the lack of career structure in our 

industry., its uncertain future and, as a consequence many high fliers who 

would fit admi ably into our Industry go to where the grass is greener" 

21 

Taylor (310) proposed that., for most, professional activity in the 

building industry is & second choice because the initial choice was un- , 

attainable or was found wanting as a result of unrealised or false percep- 

tions., explanations or aspirations on the Dart of the individual which he 

would then expect tole fulfilled within the building industry. The National, 

Builder (221) said that in nearly every case a career in the building 

Industry was the last resort for apprentices who could not gain entry into 

another industry. Bean (214) said that most young pe ople entered the 

industry because it was the only Opportunity open to them although he had 

no evidence to support this statenent-orthe similar folklore that recruits 

select building as the last resort or even the second best. Taylor (310) 

f ound that 6% of quantity surveyors cmsiaered that they had a vocation 
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f or quantity surveying. "This assessment can only be assu d to have been 

arrived at as a result of experience subsequent to the commencement of 

training and does not bear any simif icant relationship to the extent of 

pre-training information possessed. " Only 14ýO of quantity surveyors entered 

the profession because of interest and for 2Wo entry just "happened". Blifty- 

four per cent of quantity surveyors reported some measure of I'drift" Into 

the profession. This may be even greater but subjects may have been reluc- 

tant to admit it. The "drift"is based, in part, on the extent of pre-train- 

ing informatim which the individual possessed. Taylor also said that the 

choice of the construction industr7 had not been reflected poorly, rather 

the choice of quantity surveying. He f oLmd that 422,5 of quantity surveyors 

would not choose their occupation again. Although 5F/a would choose quantity 

surveying again, only 4ro were definite in this choice. Forty-three per cent 

of the quantity surveyors would consider moving to another occupation, fifty- 

seven per cent would not consider a change in occupation. The socialisaticn 

process therefore has had limited apparent impact on the views of those who 

would cmsider a change in their occupation. Venning (146) said that 

"Quantity Surveying suffers as far as recruitment is concerned, from being 

& lbackroom profession' which is not widely known outside an informed section 

of the public". He continued to say that "the public has a 'strike pole/ 

theodolite' image of surveying". yet "more than ever before the chartered 

surveYOr is Playing an important part In the econoMr and in society. His 

work is becoming ever more widely appreciated and his services used". 

"Recruitment into the construction industry is In a diverse number of 

hands with an equally diverse ability and experience to carry out the task" 
(276). "The casual approach to recruitment, the sink or Mrim attitude to 

training is not good enough in 1980. The proof of this attitude is in the 

fact that the total labour force of 1,, 250,000 recruits annually a mere three 
hun dred degree-qualified students " (214). If the 1ndustr7 is to attract 
any of the currently scarce graduates its image must be improved. Graduates 
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must be employed with care to ensure that they feel their high expectatims 

and aspiratims are being met. 

T, ilder (339) suggested that "to aid the long-term strength and stabil- 

ity of the industry" the "career paths throuqh the trades into management 

should be designed to be attractive to the most able and competent people. 

Salary and status of supervision and managers must encourage a=biticall. He 

also suggested that "young people should be told about the varied and reward- 

ing work of the industry,, of the independence and early responsibility that 

it can offer and the range of career options". The IT. F. B. T2.1E. (219) 

suggested "a need to look much more closely at the European reco6-nition of 

the quality and qualifications of building engineers and the way they are 

educated and trained". They continued to say that "for a total commitment 

to project management., irrespective of what basic experienýe is involved, 

recruitment to the teabnical and managerial positions of the industry must 

reach a much higher standard than hitherto". 

Uore knowledge about careers in the building industry generally tended 

to promote mcre favourable attitudes taaards a career in the industry. So 

more and better information about careers in the industry., particularly at 

technician and technologist level is required (43). Such informaticn should 

be aware of the factors highlighted by the C. I. T. B. Survey (43) as being 

important to young people in the Job, including whether the work is inter- 

esting and the availability of training. This informaticn. should be readily 

available to pupils as well as to careers teachers for there appears to be 

a greater lack cf kncývledge about the building technician's job than any of 

the other jobs : fficluded in theirsurvey. Kirtcn (167), however, fcund no 

relationship between the order of job preferences and the amount of job 

knowledge possessed by sixth formers,, including about civil engineering and 

quantity surveying. So the general aspects of the public's image of the 

industry must also be improved to attract top-quality entrants. Bean (214. ) 

stated that "the constructim industr7 should be being projeated in its 
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entirety to schools, colleges and careers guidance officers. It should 

be shown as an important and exciting industry offering a great variety of 

professional, managerial and craft opportunities. Indeed the favourable 

environ=nt of the whole industry should be established by some kind of 

corporate cax%paign., funded by all concerned. "The Federation of Civil 

Engineering Contractors is currently undertaking a programme to change the 

public attitudes towards the cmstruotion industry and to develop further 

links with schools in the hope of improving the calibre of recruits coming 

into the industry. The images of occupations are usually formulated by 

others, including parents and teachers and simply accepted by children but 

the image can be modified by experiences and contacts with members of the 

occupation. A positive marketing ap1roach is now being tried in an attempt 

to put over a better image of the efficiency and achievement of the build- 

ing industry and also the job satisfaction provided by such a career. A 

start has been made by the introduction of the B. I. C. S. which is now avail- 

able to make a professional approach to careers teachers in schools to try 

and get bui: Lding careers off the bottom rung of the careers choice ladder. 

The Service is backed up by the major firms' recruiting efforts and local 

small firms and training associations. The C. I. T, B. Survey (191) suggested 

that the image of the industrywou: Ld be helped by conveying an impregssicrl 

of an outgoing and approachable industrywillingr to cc==icate with others. 

The Survey recognised the need for more school and industry liaism includ- 

ing Participation in the "Introduction to Industry" scheme organised by the 

C. B. I. to allow teachers to enter industry. In many cases the image put 

across by buildiw, firms is complimentary to the image careers workers 

within the industry are attempting to promote. Mny said that the image 

II i= would be improved if the building firms were encouraged to be more zýgefl 

cmscious". 

Possible solutims to some of the ocnstructicn industry's problema 
may be related to those suggested for the engineering Industry In the 
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Finnieton Report (81). "It is our firm belief that improved standing for 

engineers and greater attractiveness for a career among their ranks will 

only come with enhanced recoa 
., 
nition of the nature and importance of 

engineers" (81). Unlike their counterparts in other industrial countries, 

British engineers lack the special social standinS which attract the young 

to aspire to an engineering career. Engineering is ill-served by its 

generic title which is not specifically associ4ted with and reserved to a 

highly educated and vital proressicnal group. Zrigineering is further 

regarded misleadingly as a branch of science rather than a culture activity 

in its own right, The Centre for Policy Alternatives Study (4.0) claimed 

to have demcnstrated that the principal determinant of changes in demand 

for engineering and other university places is the relative starting salary 

Of current graduates in various disciplines. 'The Finniston Report (81)s 

however, found that the intrinsic factors ranked highly in the attractim 

of an engineering career. So the intrinsic and material attractions of an 

engineering career must be good and well publicised. Pupils should be 

informed of these attractions at the critical ages when A-level or Higher 

subjects are chosen. Employers concerned with maintaining a supply of 
high-calibre engineering recruits must ensure that they employ policies 
for engineers which provide adequate incentives and differentials over 

other disciplines bath to attract new blood and to hold their required share 

of the current stock (81 

7.3 The "Work and Personal Qualities of a Builder 

Bell and Gallagher (15) described building technology under their 

career classifications of "scientific",, "computaticnal". "Practical"( refer- 
ring to the building trades) and "outdoor". Ilore specifically the contrao- 
tor's function is to organise the use of men., materials and equipment to 

produce the desired results. Contract mans ement is therefore a technical 
job., calling for highly developed negotiating Skills and can cnly be under. 
taken after a successful sound training and many years experience. Theoretical 
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knomledge and paper qualifications are impcrtant, but cn site., the practical 

experience of handling day-to-day problems and leadership qualities are 

essential (46). 

A site mmiager is the keyman in the bui2ding team. The f inancial 

success of a contract depends to a very large extent on the site manager', 

so exceedingly hiah levels of responsibility are placed on him (218), 

Considerable drive, self-reliance and leadership powers are required by a 

site manager as he is a team leader (20). He =ust., hanever, be able to 

work in a team as the success of a project depends largely upon teamwork 

(4-8). Wilder (339) said though that a building, career would appeal to 

those who did not like to be ccntrolled because the circumstances required 

imagination and initiative. The quality of the individual is paramouat 
(218). A professional builder requires an analytical approach,, an organis- 

ing ability md an originality of ideas (1+8). Building managers spend most 

of their time outside in all weathers., so they nust be physically fit (20). 

Building work is therefore often demanding end tough. 

About half the careers teachers indicated that students showing an 

interest in a building career at technician level were usual. 1y craft students,, 
Typical profiles of pupils interested in building according to about 35 ce 
teachers, were those with practical hobbies, relations in the construction 
Industr7 az-A those who studied science subjects but no clear pattem of the 

characteristics of pupils Interested in building emerged (43). The contrac- 
tor was found by Thoxndike and Hagen (312) to have above average mechanical 

ability and he sho%ved up well in sports. He was about average on other 

measures, but lacked higher education. The ccntractor's work experience 
tended to be in skil2ed trades, englneering and super7isicn. Borcherding 
(23) fcLmd that builders appeared to work to satisfy their self -fulf ilment/ 

self-actualisatim needs which are high in Ilaslovv's need hierarchy rather 

than their lo%ver level monetary needs. As these self-fulf ilment needs can 
never be satisfied builders never retire but work long hours in an attempt 
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to achieve self-esteem and self-fulfil I nt by recognition from the 

cOmmitY and other members of the industry. As project managers contiLe 

to work M projects which have turned sour, they also appear to work to 

attain their physiological or security needs. Most supervisors were not 

motivated by money when they were able to satisfy their security needs by 

coatinuous employment. Their prim motivation Nvas self-actualisation needs 

which are achieved by their creative effort being reflected in the structure. 

If security needs were supervisors' only motivating factors they would 

return to being foremen with the chance to earn overtime wages. 

7.4 The Work and Personal Cualities of a Cuantity Surveyor 

The Banwell Committee (203) said that the quantity surveyor "should 

be regarded as the economist of the building industry" (149). The quantity 

surveyor is a key member of the constructicn team and is an essential link 

between the client, the builder, the engineer and the architect (48). A 

quantity surveyor is responsible for the cost cmtrol of a project from 

its inception to the agreement of the final account. The N. E. D. O. Survey 

(217) found that many respondents, includin quantity surveyors, ccnaidered 

that the traditional measuring function was over-rated and the strategic 

role of a quantity surveyor was in cost planning. A quantity amrveyor is 

therefore a cost advisor., a technical accountant and a contractual special- 

ist (146). Uuch of the routine work is performed by junior professional 

quantity surveyors although technIcians are being increasingly used (168). 

The C. O, I. C. (48) said that "unless you are interested in mechanical calcula- 
tions you may find these tasks rather tedious". Bell and GaIlagher (15) 

classified quantity surveying a, s a "computational" and "outdoor" job. The 

techniques of the quantity surveying profession have been described as "to 

predict; to describe; to control; to appraise" (257). The R. I. C. S. continued 
to say that "In the rather restricted sense that this has been true in the 

last., the image of the profession was one of operating in a 14ml ed field. " 
The expansion of these professional functions has not been sufficiently widely 
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recognised (257). 

According to the C. O. I. C. (46) "A ocncern with practical problems is 

common to all construction work and your best foundation is a sound general 

education. ". A quantity surveyor should have an interest in the relationship 

between theoxv. and practice. -,;; Uantity surveying is rvecise work, including 

estimating and pricing fran drawing which calls for an orderly mid logical 

mind, also an ability in figure work and detail dmAring (48). An "ability 

to think things out in your mind and to work out pr6blems on paper" and a 

questioning and practical turn of mind are also hell3tUl to a quantity 

surveyor. Drive and determination is also required to put plans and calcu- 

lations into practice (46). Oral and written communications are important 

as well as mathematics and dra: wing (108). There are three main employment 

spheres for quantity surveyors and a quantity surveyor may move frequently 

from one sphere to another. These spheres are private practice, the offices 

of building and civil engineering cmtractors' and the surveying departments 

of central and local government (14.6), Quantity surveying is perhaps unusual 

In offering the best of both worlds in terms of academic office Work and 

practical outside experience. Those with a more practical bent who prefer 

an active and outdoor life will be more suited to a contractor's office than 

to private practice (149). A quantity surveyor will have to be prepared to 

travel (168), There are increasing opportunities for overseas work (1+8). 

There is therefore tremendous scope for mobility between employers and places 

or work (79). All branches offer excellent opportunities for advancement and 

attainment of positions of responsibility with high rem=eraticn. The quantity 

surveyor is usually an individual responsible within a team (168). He should 

therefore be able to work as a team member but also possess leader-ship 

qualities (46). "Little seems to be known about the motivators, required 

abilities and desired interests of quantity surveyors" (310). According to 

the F. A. S. (79) a surveyor's most important desire is to serve his fellow men 

and women in this field of activity Which affects our lives. Quantity survey- 

ing is rewarding and interesting. The I. Q. S. (i4q) said that a potential 
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quantity surveyor should have at least average intelligence and possess., 

or be capable of developing, an oxderly and meticulous mind. He should 

also feel naturally attracted to the idea of learning how buildings are 

planned and constructed.. and to the possibility of playing an important 

part in getting them built 

Kirtm (167) found that quantity surveyors did not appear to be well 

characterised by the job qualities desired by sixth form boys. Quantity 

surveying was fifteenth out of seventeen in terms of the job qualities 

1preferred. quantity surveying ivas not considered by 4CO cr more of the sixth 

form boys to possess any of the listed job qualities. There are, however,, 

wide career opportunities in many sectcrs of employment with excellent 

-prospects for advancement to more senior positions. According, to the 

C. O. I. C. (47). "There is a shortage ce qualified quantity surveyors and 

their usefulness is becoming increasingly recognised m the continent and 

overseas. " 

Quantity surveyors' expectations appeared to Taylor (310) to be fixed. - 
as there were no relationships between age, period of professional involve- 

ment and expectatim fulfillment. So quantity surveying appears unable to 

meet the expectations of its members. Taylor found some evidence that 

entrants were influenced by pre-training information. A large number entered 

this insecure profession seeking security probably because of a lack of 

careers information. The individual's family seemed to be a strong influence 

Ca the quantity surveyor's career choice. Taylor also found that the J=o- 

fessicn had attracted individuals who had misperceived the salient character- 

istics of theLr career so becoming dissatisfied, Although poor careers 

information did not necessarily result in poor overall job satisfaction, 

quantity surveying was found to be a terminal occupation, so entrants should 
be well informed and foster overa. 11 job satisfaction by heightened perfom- 

ance levels. The profession had also failed to attract the misperceivers 

who would be eminently suited and satisfied with a quantity surveying career. 
These misperceptions were a result of distorted self-concepts. 
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It still has to be established What a quantity surveyor's expecta- 

tions are. Taylor (310) suggested that the highest ranked job satisfac- 

tiaa item might, be the one aboutwhich the individual has the greatest 

expectaticns. No very strcng relationship was found between career expeo- 

taticas and the desire to change occupation. Taylor considered this lack 

of relationship surprising and possibly due to the limited choice of alter- 

native occupations meeting expectations and employing such a trained speci- 

alist. The most likely reason., havever., was an insensitive measuring instru- I'i 

meat. Taylor also found that quantity surveyors wish to change their 

profession despite the socialisation process. This disenchantment did not, 

however., appear to extend to the building industry at large., probably because 

people felt restricted by their specialised tr&ining. There was a general 

lackof relationship between age,, employment sector qialifiýation level 

period in the profession, periodwith an employer, period under a supervisor 

and the desire to change occupation. The only sionificant relatimshipfbund 

was between the period in the profession-, and the desire to move to another 

occupation. This perhaps indicates the increased flexibility as a result of 

a short er p ., ericd of professional involvement and a reduced level of socialisa- 

tion. 

From initial interviews Taylor (310) found that quantity surveyors 

appeared to be attracted to the profession by salary. They appaared satis- 

fied by additional monetary reward. They also appeared to have a generally 

varying level of satisfaction based on the current economic conditions or 

the nature of the individual practice. Taylor later foxu-A that this was a 

simplistic view of the professional work environment or a clear lack of 

adequate self-knowledge. An important factor of a quantity surveyor's career 

choice may not be salary but a component of salary, status and possibly 
11ý 

delf 
social desirability. e -actualisatim was placed highest in the need 

hierarchy and this conformed with the prof essional model,, but Taylor's (310) 

study did not reveal if this need was met. On a broad basis, however, most 
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quantity surveyors kopeared satisfied. No relationship was found between 

floccupaticnal drift" and satisfacticn. 
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8.1 Introducticn 

Four basic objectives for further investigaticn appeared from the 

prove the careers guidame received by literature survey. Firstly, to izr 

entrants to the ccnstructicn industry's professions one must knovr the 

existing levels of careers guidance and when help is sought and given. 

Secondly, entrants may tdrift, 1 into the industry only to find later that 

their profession is not satisfying and that they are "locked"in by the 

socialisaticn process. So the extent of vocation possessed by professicnal 

builders and quantity surveyors must be studied. If the professions in 

the construction industry are to attract top quality recruits, their careers 

opportunities must be publicised and a better image must be presented to the 

public. The third'area of study should therefore be the attraaticns,, the 

importance and the provision of aspects of the ccnstructim industry's 

professions' viork. Fina. 3-1y, as quantity surveyors were found to enter their 

career with misperceptions (310) any occupaticnal stereotypes and self- 

perceptions in the work roles of professional builders and quantity surveyors 

should be studied. 

AA lthough Taylor (310) and the C. I. T. B. Survey (43) had already investi- 

gated some aspects of the first three objectives., each of these studies had 

limitatims. Taylor's study of the extent of pre-training kncxviedge was 

restricted to professicnal quantity surveyors, Tihilst the C. I. T. B. Survey 

cnly studied the attitudes of fifteen and sixteen year olds and careers 

teachers towards careers as building technicians and teckmolcyýists. This 

study will investigate the career choices of both professicnal builders and 

professimal. quantity surveyors using professional and student samples so 

any influences of improved careers guidance and professional experience can 

be assessed. Careers literature lists the persmal qualities required by 

entrants to building and quantity surveying although the stereotypes and 

work-role self-perceptions of these professions have not been established. 

This study will therefore develop a measuring instrument to measure these 
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perceptions which will then be investigated. 

Considering each of the four objectives In turn the following hrx>- 

8.2 ObJective-One 

Careera Guidance: To investigate when career decisions are made and 

thesis were established. 

what careers guidance, both general and about the ocastruction industry, 

has been received at various stages by individuals entering and in the 

constructim industry. 

ITVI)otheses 

1.1 The careers advice and information received whilst at school and 

during further educatim., both general and about the constructim 

industry, is inadequate for making realistic career decisims. 
Q 

1.2 Career choices are made after the important choices of education 

subjects have been mde. 

1.3 Most formal. careers guidance is received too late In cne's educatim 

to avoid making the wrmg school subject and career choices. 

1.1+. The most important careers guidance is sti3.1 received from personal 

contacts rather than from formal aavisors and careers literature. 

8.3 Objective Two 

Career Vocatim: To investigate the extent of vocatian believed to be 

possessed by professional builders and quantity surveyors by studying, the 

"drift" into the professicns and the desire to move out of thes professicns. 

Hypathesis 

2.1 Many entrants "drift" into the constructim industry with inadequate 

careers knowledge and may want to change occupations later in their 

course, 

L\ 

F, 

t 

8.4 Objective Three 

Aspects of the Construction Industr7's Professions' Work: To establish 

the attractions., the importance and the provision of aspýbcts of the construe- 

ticn industr7's professiaas' work, including hiShlightinG the image of the 
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industry to outsiders and shmvin;, 7 any dizerepancies in how these 

aspects are perceived in terms of theeir attracticn., importance and 

provisiaa. 

lýYmothes es 

3-1 The intrinsic mtivating aspects of the building Industry's professions' 

work appear more attractive to entrants than the extrinsic aspects of 

the viork. 

3.2 The Intrinsic =tivating aspects of the building industry's professions' 

work are better provided for than the extrinsic aspects ar the work. 

3.3 The intrinsic motivating aspects of the building industry'r. professions' 

work are more important to professionals than the extrinsic aspects of 

the wo ek.. 

3.4 The imge of the buildin, "., industry' a* professions to outsiders is 

unattractive to entrants and poorly provided for. 

3.5 Discrepancies exist bet-ween the attractions upcn entry,, the perscnal 

Importance and the provision. of aspects of the buildiriC, industr7ts 

professions' work. 

8.5 Objective Fiour 

Professionals' Stezeatypes and S elf-Perc ept ions: To establish any 

occupatimal stereotypes and se If -. perc elot ions which exist amaagst professimal. 

Qý builders and quantity surveyors and to investigate hmv they differ. 

Hypathesis 

4.1 People have stereotypes of professional builders and professional 

quantity surveyors and perceptims of themselves in their work roles 

which can be f oxmilated. 

4.2 The professional stereotypes ancl the work role self-perceptions differ. 

8. 
_Surmrv 
Diagramatically, the relaticnships to be investigated can be ccnceptu- 

alised as shown in DIAaMU 8-1. The variables can be seen to be inter- 

related more than the objectives under study suggest. 
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9,1 The Use of a Cuesticnnaire as a Illeasuring Instr=ent 

The disadvantages of self-acIrolnistering questicmaires are, according 

to Handyside (108),, the misleading responses resulting from flippant or 

dishonest answers which would not be given at interviews# misleading 

questions leading to misleading answers and bias by non-response because 

people will not answer questionnaires. Mloser and Kalton (213) also recog- 

nised that when a questionnaire is used me cannot resolve any Qf the 

respondents' queries or inomplete answers whilst me assumes that the 

questimnaire reaches the correct persm. Despite these shortcomings 

Handyside (108) recognised that the two very obvious and undeniable advan- 

tages of questimnaires are that they are rapid and zelatively inexpensive, 

Crites (57) said that questionnaires permit large-scale data collection 

and sophisticated statistical analysis but the empirical evidence on the 

validity of the questionnaire as a technique for measuring vocational 

cholce is practical. 1y non-existent. The type of technique used depends an 

the situation. lihen assessing the relative validities of the questimnaire 

and the interview approaches to the matter of job satisfaction, Handyside 

(108) comluded that the results were "not wholly dissimilar". 14foser and 

Kalton (213) considered a mail questionnaire adequate for a simple enquiry 

amang an educated section of the population like professimals and concerned 

with a subject of close Interest to its subjects, A questimnaire had been 

used in the C. I. T. B. Survey (43) of the attitudes of fourteen and fifteen 

year olds towards careers as building technicians or technologists. Taylor 

(310) had found a willingness to co-<)perate in his survey of the career 

choice and the job attitudes of professional quantity surveycrs on the basis 

of mini mal disruption of normal office routine, particularly utilization of 

staff time., so he used a questicnnaire. Itvas therefore decided to use a 

national mail survey to obtain the necessary sample quickly and cheaply. 

The questims were developed m the basis of Kerlinger's (166) principle 
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described below: - 

111. Is the question related to the research problem and the research 

objectives? " 

112. Is the type of question right and appropriate? " 

"3. Is the item clear and unambiguous? " 

114. Is the question a leading question? " 

"5. Does the questim demand knowledge and informaticia that the respondent 

does not have? " 

116. Does the questicn demand persaaal or delicate material that the 

respmdent may resist? " 

Is the question loaded with social desirability? " 

As in Taylor' s (310) questimmaire Likert-scaling with no neutral 

point would be used in the assessment of attitudes because the scales were 

more informative and sensitive than a straight yes/no type of caastruct. 

The scales were generally interesting mid easy to use involving a minimim 

of eff crt in terms of the time spent by respondents and in the analysis of 

the results. According to Kerlinger (166), haaever, such rating scales have 

two serious weaknesses. Firstly, there is the extrinsic weakness that as 

the scales appear easy to construct they are used indiscriminately and 

frequently without the knouledge of their intrinsic defects. The intrinsic 

defeat of rating scales is that they are prone to constant or biased error 

which may take several for= notably the "halo" effect. Bliminating a 

neutral point of a scale can produce misle,, ding results because of a fcm-ced 

response yet the neutral categor7 can pmvide an "'easy and attractive escape 

for respcndents who are disinclined to express a definite vim" (200). So. 

like Taylor (310) m the strength of the research by Matell and Jacoby (200) 

and the supportive reascning of Lloser and Kalton (213), the neutral category 

was eliminated. 

9.2 Methods of 1.1'easuring Occupational Stereotypes 

9.2.1 Checklists and other T-fethods apart from the Semantic Differential 
Technique 
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Accoxding to Reeb, (246), the preferred research technique for occu- 

pational, stereotypes is based on the responses to adjective checklists. 

Sometimes., however., the checklists are based on adjectives with no stated 

rationale for inclusion (103,, 286 and 324). Brigham (27) said that most 

gardless of their theoretical orientation used the Katz and researchers, reg 

Braly (164) checklist which had been developed for racial stereotypes. 

Cauthen, et al. (37) recognised that the Katz and Braly (164) checklist may 

be inappropriate for groups other than those catered f or in the original 

study. The adjective checklist has also been criticised, on the grounds 

that it limits subjects descriptims to a preselected list of traits (71). 

The checklist may not contain the traits relevant to the group. Allthough 

"Jective checklist technique is according to Cauthen, et al., (37) the ad 

unrivalled, the failure to update the list may reduce its effectiveness. 

YcCauley and Stitt (185) said that a checklist is a group measure of a 

"social" rather than an "individual' sII stereotype and is cumbersome to use. 

Other stereotype measures include written statements of specified occupa- 

timal members (104., 269). Certain identifiable attributes of selected 

occupations were obtained using open-ended queries like "scientists are 

(133). There are some problems associated with such tabulated op -ended ý en 

responses and Ulrich et al (320) said that statistical comparisons are 

easier with a structured instrument than with free response. 

9.2.2 The Semantic Differential Technique 

Introduction 

Empirical studies suggest that the semantic differential is a valid 

and reliable measuring Instrument of attitude Oia, 201+. ). According to 

Dzuiban and Shirkey (69) by an effective selection of scales or concepts, 

the instrument can be tailored to a specific situation encountered by an 

investigator. With proper construction the Instrument can be completed 

with a minimam of time and effort. 

Uethod 

The semantic differential consists of three elements. These are the 
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concepts to be evaluated in terms of semantic or attitudinal properties; 

the polar adjective pairs which anchor the scales and a series of undefined 

scale positims. According to Osgood,, Suci and Tannenbaum (231), one requires 

a smnll but carefully devised sample of adjective pairs which clearly indi- 

cate the ways meaning varies and r. hich are largely insensitive to other 

sources of variation. Early studies often used ten adjective pair sets 

which represented the three main resultant factors, yet Youngman (352) 

developed his ovn adjective pairs fr= pilot interviews. The scales should 

be linear between the polar opposites and pass through the origin (231). 

The scale shows the direction of an attitude and although disputed by 

Feabody (239) the extremeness reflects the attitude's Intensity. The scale 

properties assi that respondents' ratings are made on an equal interval 

scale and a seven point scale has been found to be optimum for most purposes, 

Both Osgood et al. (231) and Isaac and Jill-larn (150) said that adjective 

pairs should be arranged randomly with alternating polarity, disregarding 

their suspected factors producedby factor analysis. Alternating the 

adjective pairs should also control acquiescence (65). According to Csgood 

et al. (231) t he semantic judgements can be represented in a space defined 

by a set of scales. The major dimensions of the semantic spaces are deter- 

mined by the factor ratings of the bipolar adjective pairs. 'ý'ihen the ten 

adjective pairs were used three clear factors ivere found; evaluatim, 

potency and activity. 

Limitations of the Semantic Differential 

Lemon (177) said that the intemal consistency of this Instrumeat is 

rare. Kline (170) felt that subjects never thought of an element in the way 

required by the teat although Crites (57) said that the rapid checking should 

mean that first impressims were recorded. -'Ldscn (141) said that "the test 

is exceptimally boring to do; and to some infuriating". The semantic 
differential concentrates, perhalps mistakenly according to jcnes (160), on 

an aggregation of the Individual's beliefs into "social beliefs" as a group. 
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Jcnes also questimed the assumption that all the semantic scales are 

bipolar as people seem to use constructs which have no Opposite pole. 

The procedure is straightforward according to ? ord and Ireisels (85) but 

suffers from bias, including response bias from social desirability. The 

instrument was also found to suffer fr= extreme response set by Arthur 

(6) and Wexner (336). Triandis (319) and -Friese (83) said that lizts of 

bipolar rating scales ccastrained subjects to generate stereotypes although 

they might not normally think in stereotypic terms. Such criticism i7ould 

also appear to apply to the checklist technique. Despite these limitatians, 

the semantic differential technique has been used to isolate and to describe 

occupational stereotypes and self-perceptims, 

Occupational sterectvDes and self --mrce-otions 

Pratt (242) found that occupational stereotypes could be reliably 

described by the seLmntic differential technique and according to Jones 

(160) the technique has been used a lot In the area of occupational percep- 

tion. Some studies have used the degree of agreement across subjects as 

the essence of occuDational stereotypes (103,236 &- 3210. Others used the 

mean scores on the scales (226,, 320). Hunt (145) tested ninety adjectives 

found from previous research, including those of Osgood et al. (231) and 
Jenkins. Russell and Suci (156), on eighty-nine students. He fourxl the 

twenty-five scales of their vocational concepts vrith the greatest variabil- 
ity and differentiation. One hundred and fifty one undergraduates then 

validated this semantic differential instrument using the Kuder (171) occu- 

pational interest Inventory. The semantic differential comparisons of the 

self-concepts were found to be differentially related to occupaticnal groups. 
In hia-, earlier study, Hunt (144) had found., using mult-J'ale discriminant 

analysis,, that the semantic differential pattern for the criterion groups 

could be used to successfully predict the vocaticna3. choices of students in 

college preparing to enter a vocation. Osgood and Staý, zner (230); Triandis 
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(319); Osipow (233); Ulrich et al. (320) and Wtittrock,, Wiley ard LcVeil 

(342) also used the semantic differential technique to study the perceptim 

of occupatims. Using the tecInique Schuh (268) fo=d that subjects do 

not use the same dimensions of meaning to describe their self-concept and 

their job concepts. In a more recent study ', -iOcdruffe (348) used the sem- 

antic differential technique to measure self-percepticn usin-a, adjective 

pairs based cn Cattell's personality factors. Although the study of Young- 

manp CxtObY, Monk and HeYwood (353) failed to find different self-pereepticns 

for the different engineering work functicns, the semantic differential 

technique appeared to be a valid mid reliable instrument which was easy to 

administer and complete. Burgoyne (31) used twelve bipolar seven-point 

semantic differential type scales to find that the similarities of the self- 

concepts axxl the occupational stereotypes were significantly related to 

vocational choices. Images of engineering subfields were fomd by lzraeli., 

Krausz and Garber (150 using a twenty variable semantic differential scale. 

Brush (30) used the twenty-ane semantic differential items shcAvn by O'Dowd 

and Beardslee (226) to distinguish between students' stereotypes of writers 

and soientists, The technique was also used by Lim and Zeppa, (178) to 

correlate "me-as-&-doctor" and attitudes towards three professional fields. 

Smith (284. ) used twelve pairs of semantic differential statements to compare 

the stereotypes that first year secondary school children had of the aspects 

of work and the personal characteristics of ten occupations. 

Related Uses of the Semantic Differýntial Technique 

The semantic differential technique has also been used to measure the 

stereotypes held by students In different disciplines (139,140., 193 & 157). 

The Stereotype Differential Measure was developed by Gardner, Kirby, Gorospe 

and Villamin (89) for etbnic stereotypes and comparable assessments were 

found using the Katz and Braly (164) checklist. The Stereotype Differential 

Measure also produced an individual difference measure of the extent to 

which subjects adopted the stereotype. 
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Comment 

The author (335) had already had some success with the semantic 

differential technique when measuring personality differences in the 

building management team and the technique had been used frequently in 

recent studies of occupational stereotypes and self-Perception. It was 

decided to develop a set of semantic differential scales to measure the 

occupatimal stereotypes of "what professional builders are" and of "what 

professional quantity surveyors are", Later the same scales were used to 

measure "myself in my work role". 
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CHAPTER 10 

WV-LSA=* IIETHICD OF 

STUDY ANM P= STUDIM 
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10.1 Fmvisaged Method of Study 

Originally it was planned that the study would include the cmstruction 

industry professions of building., quantity surveying and civil engineering. 

Respondents would include first and fourth year undergraduates., postgradu- 

ates and professlonals, thus permitting a study of career development from 

leaving schoolthrough universityto having worked, in a professicn for a 

number af years. Such a "between-group" research design would allow any 

improvements. in career choice and guidance to be assessed by examining the 

different age groups at one point in time., so avoiding a lengthy "follow-up" 

period. 

10.2 Pilot Studies 

Pilot studies were tmdertaken as Moser and Kalton (213) had indicated 

their usefulness in establishing the final method of data collection and 

in improving on the general efficiency of the enquiry being conducted. CP 
These pilot studies would permit an assessment of the time required to 

complete the questicrmaire and a3.1(7-7 amendments to the questionnaire based 

on subjects' responses. Sudman (296) said that a pilot study of twenty to 

fifty subjects was us-ually sufficient to detect any major flaws in the 

questionnaire. 

10.3. First Pilot -'It 
10-3.1 Careers Guida=e cuestims 

The first pilot study was undertaken as a preliminary Investigatiaa 

into the variables involved in the career choice and development of pro- 

fessional builders, quantity sur7eyors and civil engineers. The variables 

related to an individual's family and educational background, also to the 

caa-eers guidance he had received. The questionnaire (see Appendix 1) waz 

based on those used by Taylor (310); the C. I. T. B. Survey (43) and the 

Schools Council Survey (266). The questim asking whether subjects would 

choose their same career again was recogaised by Slater (279) as being an 

impossible hypothetical question if the question was not answered spontaneously, 
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The question was included in this study, as it was hoped that the length 

of the questionnaire would result in spontaneous answers. The questicn 

relating to the factors attracting people into the construction industry 

was similar to Taylor's (310) job related needs sectim. This had been 

used in an earlier construction industry study byl: acleod (18-3) who had 

based his questim on work by -Ald (338) and '-KaslmvI s (193) hierarchy of 

needs. The questim in this study also included sane of Timperley' s 017) 

"relevance of work situation factors" measured for uaiversity students. 

Except for the final question relating to occupationall stereotypes, the 

results of this pilot study are summarised in Appendix 9. 

10-3.2 The Sample of the First Pilot Study 

The sample emsisted of thirtp-four secmd. year under-graduates and 

twenty-four postgraduate students from the Department of Building, I-rerict- 

Watt University. This use of a sample at two stages of their career allowed 

for the study of career development and for investigations into the improve- 

ments In the careers guidance received. The sample shown in Appendix 9 was 

within the size range sug_qested by Sudman (296) as adequate for a pilot 

study. The questionnaire was given out in class and three verbal reminders 

were given by senior members of staff. 

10.3.3 Occu-national Stereotypes 

From Question 47 (Appendix 1) it was hoped to find the adjective pairs 

which would best describe builders, quantity surveyors and civil engineers. 

The fifty-two adjective pairs in this question came from a number of studies. 

A questionnaire -was cormleted by members of Heriot-, 7att University, as shown 

in TA= 10 - 1, to describe the personality traits and characteristics of 

architects, quantity surveyors and structural engineers, 
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TA= io-i: IM4CFALITY TRAITS S-AMMAM 

Department Total 'Undertqraduates U. Sc. Students Lecturers 

Architects 13 10 1 2 

Builders 25 17 6 2 

quantity Surveyors 23 16 6 1 

Civil Engineers 59 55 1 3 

Estate Yanagers 2 2 

Total 122 OB 
.01.6 8 

The semantic differential adjective pairs found in the author's earlier 

stu'IY (335) to discriminate between the personalities of architeots, pro- 

fessional quantity surveyOrst contractors' quantity surveyors, structural 

engineers, estimators, planning engineers, buyert and engineers were also 

included. Additicnal adjectives were included from Burgoyne's (31) stulY 

of twelve occupational stereotypes and Youngman et al. (353) study of eagin- 

eering stereotypes. The fifty-two adjective pairs were selected from these 

stua. ies as shown in TA= 10 - 2. Six additional adjective pairs Nvere 

included as they appeared important from a survey of the careers literature 

about these professions. Although the earlier studies had not been designed 

to measure the stereotypes of builders, quantity surveyors and civil engin- 

eers, it was considered that the selected adjective pairs were relevant to. 

these professions. 

TABLE 10 -3 shows-which adjective pairs from Question 47 were consi- 

dered by the pilot study sample to describe builders and quantity surveyors. 

It was decided not to extend the study to civil engineers because the tvo 

building industry's professicas a. cpeared,, from this pilot study, to provide 

adequate scope for further investigation. The tiventy-one adjective pairs 

listed in TABLE 10 -3 had been used in Question 47 by tivelve or more subjects 
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T, uMZ 10 - 2: Sources of the *. "air5 in ue3tion 

Key to S(x=es of AAjective Pairs 

;L 'Ound to describe architects. 

3 -: Tom 3urScrjnela (31) study. 
: Found to discrtainats in PrOvIOU3 sttAY (335). 
2ound to describe quantity surveyors. 

20und to describe 3tructuml engineers 

-Yrom 
--cuneman et al. (353) study. 

Source of AIjective Pairs In '. uestica 47 

Adjective source Adjective Source 
Pairs Pairs 

27 

2. D .3 28 

3. 29 

4. A. 30 A 

5. A 31 D a 

6. T 32 D 

7. a 33 L 3 Q 

3. T 34. A a 

9. B 35 

10. za 36 

37 

12. 33 

13. 39 S 

14. D 3 40 

15. A. a 41 

16. A. q 42 

17. D 4.3 

18. D 3 44 

19. 45 
20. 3 46 
21. 47 
22. 3 4a 

23. A Q 49 A D a 
24. A 50 

25. D 

26. D 52 
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f, uest icn 47 TAML 10 - 3: Results o 

:. onsidered by Zubjects as 
"; )plicable to: - 

Al, ective 2air3 Builder -'i "uant ity 

. 1urveyor 

1. umber of I.: L-I-. 3 Zndorsed 

J. -dth -ractical natters 3ý 17 
2.2Jmlvý/Coourage 0 2 
3. Oarefa/Careless 7 21 

Likes -. -rorking Zone/Likes working in a cToup 11 10 
Creative/Uncricrizall 12 

'Helýeul/'- erat ive 7 
7. ý*, n a 11'-ý.: Icoýý7na3'vt i0al 7 19 
3. llen3e5telazed 8 7 
a Not persuasive/Persuasive 6 
10. Ylexhle/Ri-id 15 11 
11. Idealist ic/2 Ze3lis' . ic 16 9 
J2. loclc3 10 11 
13. ? ast/S low 5 11 
14ý Z-ot ionalAut lonal 3 
15. Leader/Tollower ii 

19. UnimaginativVzzaginative 6 a 
17. zcune4old 4. 3 
18. Lfficient/Inefficient 12 21 
1ý3. Tct=. kV2endar 16 J* 
2 LacK±m in Fnm-rle&, ze/Knc,. Y1ec1peab1e e2 -0. 15 20 
21. '; hJni centred Ferson centred 12 
22. laterest: UW-Ioring io 9 
23. Lxtrava, -ant/Leanomical. 5 Is 
2! 6.. . Zrehe=dve/Conf Jreat 6 2 
25. Tactless/Tactful 6 9 
26. "emanding/Unclemanding 11 io 
27. Se3-1-centred/Cthers cantred I 
28. Likps '7! -x! et-r/? r-fers 'Rcutine 17 
29. ZasiJy gives ul; /Later-mined 9 6 
30. Proulý-ý- a 6 3 
31. rncriticaVOritical, a 8 32. (; =f arming/Individuali3t 10 6 9 
33. ý'-litatlve/"Mntitatile 4 17 
34. C==., nicative/Reserved 12 15 
3!. ! -, ct ýýheoreticsJ, /2" ical 3 7 
36. L"es -ý-n-kin- outs icle/? ref ers mrkincr tnclcors 21 10 
37. Lerenda 10 6 
38.7narti3tio/Artistic 3 44. 39.1. et :: ethodical/ý. ethadical 4 is 
4Z. ' -'arrcw-. 4= : ýroaa-t=ned 10 9 
41. LeCi3lve/zadeoiaive 10 6 
+2. S cc i ab Ie /7r a c-- iab 19 11* 7 
43.11lo-ical/Loical 3 13 
44. "'ruzzin&QUS21cious 5 3 
45. Untechnical/T echnical 20 12 
4.6. introvert/katrovert 4 9 
+7. Procise/valzue 

- 
4 12 

48. or dRv q, /Letharsic 11 a 49. i6eks ility/Alvoid-s responsitility 10 9 
* 2 0 

51.17eeds Tnstz"-icticr. s/1U3es Initiative 21 7 
52. Pleasant/'Very 2leasant 

1 

1 

('Mas underlined adjective 2airs have been used b7 twelve or mar* subjects to describe one of the two 
: mcfessicna. ) 
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T., ZjZ 10 - 4: Loumes of the tvarty-cre vAýeotive -), qz4rs 

: Zey to zcuxtes of "d. lective PaL's 

2c=d previcus3,,? to describe architects. 

-Iou: d to discri=inate in previOUS 3tU4/ (333). 

: Iomd previcusly to describe structural engineers. 

q :, Ic=d previcusly to describe quantity m2rveyors. 

: -Iotmd from 'uesticn 47 to describe builders. 

Jftom loungman et &-1. (353) 3tud, 7. 

z 2ound. from :. uesticn 47 to describe quantity surveyors 

Sources of Adjective 7airs 

I. Practical/C=onc*rme& with =actical catters 6 xz 

2. Careful/Careless -, I 

3. Creative/Unoriginal z 

4. ýnalytical/"ot Analytical a z 
5. Zllexible/Rigid -L D a I 

Idealistic/Realistic 

7. Lfficient/Ineffioient D a I z 
S. Tou&WTender T X 
9. Lacking in knmrledgqýýhcmledgeable A. s Z Z 

10. Thing-ceatred/Person-centred. z 

11. ZxtravagantrLconoxmical -, z 

12. Likes 'Tariety/Frefers Routine z 

13. ýualitatlve/ruamtitative A a z 

14. Commnicative/Reserved Z" 
15. Likes working outside/Prefors workino, indoors 

16. Not Lethodica3, h-ethodical z 

17. Sociable/Unsociable X 

1(3. Illogical/tcogical z 

19. Mit eckmioal/ýTeolmioal C 

20. 2recizoague 2 

21. A4*eds Instructicnwtse3 Initiative a x 
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and their sources are shom in TAMMI C-2 -4. Seven of these adjective 

pairs described builders, nine described quantity surveyors and five des- 

cribed bath professions. These adjective pairs appeared to form a sImple 

and quick measuring instrument for establishing the occupational stereo- 

types of builders and quantity surveyors. The two concepts would be 

"professicna. 1 builders are" and "Professional quantity surveyors are" so 

subjects would consider a builder at a management level, rather than a 

site foreman. 

10.3.4 Results of the Pirst Pilot Stud 

Apart from the results stm=arised in Appendix 9 and establishing a 

semantic differential measuring instrument, the study gave many indications 

of further questionnaire modifications. Although there was a 60 response 

rate and both Layne and Thcmpsm (176) and Rudd and U=vell (259) had found 

no statistical relationship between questionnaire length and response rate, 

many subjects considered the questionnaire time-consuming, tedious and 

unstructured. These c9mments may have been because the subjects were not 

fully aware that this was an initial pilot study and they did not know the 

purpose of many of the questions., notably the occupational stereotypes, No 

code for respondent identification was included and the covering letter 

assured confidentiality but subjects objected to the personal questions 

which could have identified them. 

10.4 Second Pilot Study 

From the first pilot study it appeared necessary to produce a shorter, 

less personal and more structured questionnaire. It was therefore decided 

to limit the study to career choice and guidance and to the professianal 

stereotypes of bu, 13, ders and quantity surveyors, The new questionnaire in- 

cluded a tear-off section to measure non-respcnse. The semantic differential 

technique, using the twenty-one adjective pairs from the first pilot study, 
formed the measuring instrument for the professional stereotypes of builders 

and quantity surveyors. Fourteen staff and postgraduate members of the 
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Lepartment of Building at Heriat-,,. 'Iatt University completed and commented 

on the questionnaire. As the questionnaire still appeared unstructured 

and time-consuming, the cider of the questions was adjusted and the bio- 

graphical questicns were further reducea. 
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CHAPM 11 

THE UArl STUDY 
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11.1 The Ifain Study questicnnaires 

Following the pilot studies two forms Of questicnnaires were produced. 

The professional sanple's questionnaire (see Appendix 2) had to be modified 

to take account of the students' -probable lack of work eocperience (see 

Arpendix 3). The purpose of the questicmaire was outlined in a cover: Ing 

letter which emphasised the conf idential mture and the ancnymity of the 

survey, as suggested by Linsky (179) and used by Taylor (310). 

11.2 The Professional Samnle and Their Res-ocnse Rate 

The professional sa=ple was a systematic selection from a random start- 

Ing point cn a national basis (but not overseas) of qualified members fr= 

the professional registers of the C. I. O. B. 9 the R. I. C. S. and the I. Q. S. 

Cne hundred and fifty questionnaires Nvere sent to seventy-five members of 

the C. I. O. 3; fifty members of the R. I. C. S. and tiventy-five members of the 

using self-addressed return envelopes. The results were recorded 

in terms of the respondents' present occupation and TABLE il -I shaws the 

reapmse. 

Layne and Thompson (176) had found that a follow-up letter procluced a 

better return, although the follow-up factcr was not significantly related 

to the questionnaire response rate. Sudman (296).,, however, re6ommended two 

follow-up mailings. A postcard reminder was sent to the seventy-three 

subjects who had not replied after two weeks; 67, '* of the total completed 

questionnaires had been received before this date. No analysis of the early 

and the late responses was undertaken although Silvey (277) had found a 

relationship between early return and radical attitudes. Letters of thanks 

were sent to all the subjects viho returned completed quest ionru dires; the 

questionnaires had been coded to identify the subjects who had replied. 

Only one subject requested a new copy of the questionnaire which he returned 

completed. 

The response rate was 63ý;, 26ilo of the sam. ple failed to return their 

questionnaire and the reasons given for non-response by the 111'o who returned 
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the questiormaire uncompleted are shc)6vn in TA= 11 - 2. Although 144ý of 

the respcnse was from C. I. O. B. members., the sample only included half as 

, probably because the C. I. O. B. includes many builders as quantity surveyors. 

members in occupaticns related to building, like quantity surveying. 

TABU 11 - 1: The Professicnal Sampi 

Professional 
Occupation 

Number 
Responding 

'j"O of the Total 
Professim-ial 

Responses 

Builders 25 2 &1o 

quantity Surveyors 52 5.50 

Builders/r, uantity Surveyors 4. 4% 

Estimators/Surveyors 5 Tb' 

Lecturers 7 Erb 

Others 2 eo 

Total 

-- 

95 
I 

1 Ocrjo 
II 

11.3 The Student Sample and their Resoonse Rate 

Questicmaires were also given to first year and fourth year students 

within the Department of Building at Heriot-Watt University. TAME 11 - 

shows the response rate which was better for the fourth year students., 

probably because of the larger class size or because they were more aware 

of the value of such research. The average response rate was 64r*, which 

corresponded with the professional sample's response rate of 6Yj4 A notice 

requesting the return of the questiomaire was placed on the students' notice 

board, although cnly cne questicnnaire was returnedfollaffing this. No 

questiomaires were returned lnco=lete, so no reasons for non-response can 

be given. No students requested a new copy of the questiamaire. 

11.4 The Self-Pemeption in the Work Role cuestionnaire 

Pollaming the reascnable respmse to the main que-stiomairaq it was 

decided to extend the study to measure hcxv professimals saw themselves in 

their work role. The semantic differential instriment which had'been developed 
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to measure the professional stereotypes of builders and quantity surveyors I. 

wa, s., for means of comparison, used to measure this work role self-perception.. 

A secand questionnaire (see Appendix I+) was sent out with different cover- 

Ing letters for subjects who had responded to the first questionnaire and 

for new subjects, 

TABIS 11 - 2: The Res-oonse Rate for the Professional Sample 

Professional Total 
Institute Professional 

Response I-lembership Response 

C. I. O. B. R. I. C. S. /±. Q. S. 

75 75 150 
ti i Ques onna re 

Sent out to 50/',, 500 1 O(ylf, 

42 53 95 
S b t R di u jec s espon ng 

5 6ý'O 6 ra a 
23 16 39 

No R s on e e p s 
31 i"ý 21', ** 26/16 

Non-Respcnse but 10 6 16 
giving reasms 1 jot 0 / 
Reascns Given 6 17 for Non-Response 

i. No time to complete the 
questic=aire 2 3 

ii. Consider the study 
uni=portant 1 2' 

iii. Consider the questions irrelevant I 
iv. Retired/too old 2 1 3 
ve Not fcund/gme away 3 2 5 
vi. Deceased 1 1 
vii. Could not bring himself 

to highlight the attrac- 
tims of the profession 
& advised entrants to 
keep out 

viii. Returned but no reasms 
for ncn-respanse given I I 
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11.5 The Sample for the Self -Percentim in the 'i'oork Role 
Questionnaire and their Res-ocnse Rate 

The questicrmaire to measure hoa professimals see themselves in their 

work role was sent to two hundred and forty-five prof essional subjects in- 

cluding the ninety-five professionals who had completed the first question- 

naire. Like the first questionnaire, the other me hundred and fifty 

questionnaires were sent to seventy-five members of the C. I. O. B., fifty 

members of the R. I. C. S. and twenty-five members of the I. 19I. S. The response 

was again recorded In terms of the respondents' present occupation. and the 

response is shown in TABLE 11 - 4. 

A reminder postcard was sent to the me hundred and thirty subjects 

who had failed to res-paad after ten days. Z'orty-seven per cent of the 

total completed questicmaires had been received before this date. Letters 

of thanks were sent to all the subjects who had returned completed question- 

naires. The respcnse rate was N,, and -is shavn in TABM 11 5. The 

response rate of the'new sample corresponded to that of the original pro- 

fessional sample. A large number of the original sample (Wa) were willing 
to give farther assistance, possibly because of the letter thanking them for 

their earlier co-operation. As in the previous professional sample# there 

were over twice as many quantity surveyqrs as builders despite 47/14a of the 

total response coming from C. I. O. B. menbers. 

11 .6 The Age of the Sample for the Irain Study quest iannaire 

From TABLE 11 -6 it is seen that only I! ro of the professionals 

answering the main study questionnaire were less than 31. Forty-three per 

cent of these professionals were aged between 31 and 40 including 5015 of 
the professional quantity surveyors and 325 of the professional builders. 

All the students were under 31 and the first years were all between 17 and 
21 years old. Eighty-eight per cent of the fourth year builders and 5CO 

of the fourth year quantity surveyors were aged between 22 and 30; the 

rest were aged between 17 and 21. 

The adequacy of the advice and information about the construction 
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TABM 11 - 3: The Respcnse Rate for the Student Sample 

Undergraduate Group 14mrber in 
the Class 

ITumber 
Respcnding 

of the Students 
Responding 

First Year 21+ 11 46;: 

Builders 7 575 

Quantity Surveyors 17 7 415-o 

Fourth Year 72 50 6%ý 

Builders 42 32 7606' 

quantity Surveyors 
I 

30 18 601"a 

J otal Student Sample T 96 61 64, "o' 

TAME iI-4: The Prof essional Sample f or the Self-Percelot icn 
in the Work Role Questimnaire 

Professicnal 
Occupatim 

Original 
Subjects, 

Responding 

Additional 
Subjects 

Respcnding 

Total 
Response 

% of the 
Total 

Professional 
Response 

Builders 20 25 45 2614 

Quantity Sbiveyors 41 52 93 5YI* 

Builders/Quantity Surveyors 4 - 4 2% 

Estimtors/Surveyora 5 4 9 
595 

Lecturers 7 8 15 

Others. 2 6 5ro 

Total 79 95 174 1 (x rl" 
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TA= ii - ,, The Res, =3e -'late 
for the Self-Perception uestjcý, najre 

Prefessicnal Total 
I 

Inst itut e Prof@3sicmal 

: 'embership Respcnso 
RespCnae C. I. O. 3. 

0 rl,, r inal i'my Cri, -inal Cri&lnal "W. T 

Questiamaire Sent Out To 42 75 73 5 150 
17,30", 2Z 31, 39ý. ' 66 

iubjects. ' tesponding 35 43 45 46 80 
9,; 33, A; 

No Reopcme 6 19 6 11* 12 33 
. : 71 Z. 

TM-Raspcnse 2 15 3 23 
B living Reasons But: 1 4. * 1: , , 6; 1 IQ; 

Reasms ^, iven-for 2 3 23 
:. 'cn-Resýcnse 

i 

1. :: 0 time tO complete the questicnnairs 2 2 

ii. Cmaider the stui7 unimpmtant 1 3 4. 

iii. Consider the jUe3tiCn5 irrelevant 1 3 6 

iv. Yot foZA/Sone mway 4. 1 1 5 

V. Respen3e received too late fer analysis I 

Vi. Study based on insufficient dat&: M 2 2 

vii. Individual not best Iudýe cf hia oyn 
character 2 2 

7iiio 2aceived too many questi=w-ires fr= 
Forictýiatt University I I 

Criginal a Sub. 4ects also anxwerina maim questionnaire 

:, SIT a Sublect3 =17 answering 3elf-yerceptim questicmaire 
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TABIB ii - 6: The Ages of the Sample for the Main Stu4y Questicnnaire 

Ages Not Total 
A d Occupatim nzvere 

17-21 22-30 31-40 141-50 51-65 

Prof essimals 1 13 41 22 16 2 95 

Builders 4. 8 8 25 

Q. uantity Surveyors 1 8 26 10 6 1 52 

Builders/ 3 1 4 
quantity Surveyors 

Lecturers 1 1 2 3 7 

Estimators 3 2 5 

Others 1 1 2 

Students 24 37 61 

RIrst Year 

Builders 4 

Quantity Surveycrs, 7 7 

Fourth Year 13 37 50 

Builders 4 28 32 

Quantity Surveyors 9 9 18 

Total 25 50 41 22 16 2 156 
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industry received during school was positively correlated (at the 5, '0' level) 

with age; see Appendix 5. This suggests that the younger subjects are nav 

receiving less adequate guidance about the industry whil3t at school, prob- 

ably due to the recession. Age was negatively correlated with the adequacy 

of the general and construction industry advice and information given during 

further education (at the IIJ, 6 level) and with the influence of any talk or 

meeting given by somebody in the construction industry (at the ffýo level). 

This suggests that the younger subjects receive more help now or the older 

subjects expected to have received more. 
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CHAPTER 12 

ANALYSIS OF TIM 

YUM STMY RESUM 
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12.1 14issinp, Values 

"Quite often in social science research the measurement of a variable 

has not been obtained for ervery case" (223). According to Silvey (277) 

questims my be left blank because they were unanswerable, inapplicable 

or unasked. In a questionnaire, unasked questims can occur v6hen subjects 

'aCleod (168) recog- miss questions., probably because of poor formatting. Y 

nised that missing values could be handled in me of the following four 

ways: - 

"i. To ignore completely all respondents who registered missing values. " 

112. To code these questions as missing values and thus lose the respondents 

from any statistical analysis of those questions, 11 

To code these questions as missing values and have them take on the 

meanp mode or median of the completed responses. " 

"I+. To code these questions at the neutral point in the answer scale and 

thus slightly distort the data. " 

Taylor (310) used the seccad method of coding the questims as missing 

values even at the risk of minor data distortion. This method was used for 

the missing values of the questions relating in this tudy to career choice 

and guidance. The remaining number of cases are shown in TA= 12 - 1. 

Similarly,, for the questions about the occupational stereotypes and the self- 

perception. in the work role when no responses were given for any of the 

adjective pairs of me concept the question was coded as a missing value. 

lWhen, however., subjects only missed a few ofhe adjective pairs, the missing 

responses were coded at the neutral point.. This is UaCleod's (188) fourth 

methcxl. The remaining number of cases for the two occulpatimal concepts and 

the work role self-perception are sha. vn in TA= 12 - 2, 

-/ý2.2 Response Set 

-'i=ording to Kerlinger (166), response set is the general tendency to 

agree or to disagree with questia=aire items reSardless of their content. 

Vroom (323). indicated the possibility of two types of response set when 
I '. ccnsidering job satisfactim: - 
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T-ý= 12 - 1: The '-issinj 7&1*les feyr the Career Choice ind iuidvica -uestions 

ti N b : Iesponse Total : *cn-Response to 
er on um %es 1 9 ' le Z , 0 amp w SanTle Sroup 

I i) - iv) 155 

2 1) 154 2 ! +M, VZ,; S 
2 : Li) 153 3 4-M, 2w4. rS 

3 (3) 4- ( 9) 155 1 

4W 155 
(049). (11)-03), (15)+(16) 155 

1 

OW 151* 2 P3, ?, '. S 

150 6 2 n, 1, -M, 4r .3 

70) 135 5 P3, PL, PL, 2a 4M 

a i) - 154. 2 P3,173 

9 3. ) 152 4 WýS, In, Ir'. i, 41: ý4 
b) 42 1 P. 3 

10 155 1 1 Y. -, a 

II b) 1+3 1 ?:: A 

12 3) 6) -10) 155 1 
2 PrAl 1"-/1; 4 

5) 154. 2 2m Pq4 
11) 1516, 2 

13 Total Sample 95 
`ýrefOSSiCM13 & 

27 Students a 122 

13 119 3 PQS, 2 4.13 
121 11 PC's 

141) -4 149 7 14 
'N,, 

7B, 2 4rS 

15 (b) 84, 1 ? 3/4 
15 (0) 73 a P3,2 a PqS, j13, I r4^, 2w 413,4. r,, S 

17 (b) 125 1 ? V3 
(a) 79 2 PV3,4n 

18 (a) 152 4- PLs POP 2a 4M 
(b) 1 2 2a 413 

1= 
p Professionals 
47 '9cLwth Year Student 
Ir Arst Year Student 
B Builder 
"a quantity Surveyor 
4/; is Build r/ý ity Survevor 
2 zatimator 
L Lecturer 
0 Other 
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TAM-- 12 - 2: The ! *issin- 7alues flor the Ccam"aticnokl loncett3 and 
the ork role C-oncwýt 

"Professional n: yself In ! 17rofessional . '. nxsering Answering Mswerinz 
Builders Are" -ýUamtlty :; 7 .. ork "Builders Ire" 11'. , uantity ý11 Three 

I 

Zurvey=3 ; re't Role" ".: y38lf in iurveyors Are" Concepts 
Sampla Group c7 Wark Role" I 11: ýself In 

" 47 '10100 

a IM R na -t., v 7.1 a 14 M 'i a a In 
Builders 24 1 24 1 25 20 19 1 19 1 19 1 

-umtity Purveyors 51 1 52 52 1+1 40 1 41 
aAlAers/ 

Ituantity Sur7eyors, 4 4 Z1. 4 4 

Zatimators 5 5 4 5 5 3 5 
Lecturers 7 7 3 7 7 7 7 
Cthers 2 2 6 2 2 2 2 

Profes's 4 =a, 93 2 91* 1 95 79 V 2 78 1 77 2 

2! L-st Tear Builders 4 

7irst Tear ; uantity- 
S ur7qyor3 7 6 
7ourth Year Builders 32 29 3 
Zourth Year ; uantity 
Sur7eyors. 18 

Ztudent3 61 - 57 4 

Total 1511+ 2 151 5 77 2 78 1 77 2 

Respamse 
rit : =-aepze 

Respm3a Yirst Sample 

A03paus Seocnd Sample 
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i. a tendency towards acquiescence leading to the reporting of high 

levels of job satisfaction. 

I/ii. a tendency to give socially desirable responses Y; here high job satis- 

faction is generaUy considered to be a desirable trait. 

These two types of response set also apply to rating scales other than 

for job satisfaction. Other response sets include the tendency to endorse 

extreme responses or the tendency to put the rdddle response. 

ýýAcquiescence may be ccntrolled by the random use of positive or negative 

wording of questionnaire items (170). yet Couch and Xenniston (53) pointed 

out that this would not completely overcome the problem. 
X 

Social desirability 

is more difficult to control and wcýld rtquire each subjeat to undertak4ý a 

further test, such as the Social Desirability Scale (59). Uine (169) tried 

to eliminate the effects of social desirability by careful. item writing so 

that the socially desirable or undesirable items were omitted. Social 

desirability was found by Wall (325) to be a significant factor in the res- 

ponse to job satisfaction measures. Saville (262) reacgnised that there 

would be problems in personality tests involving scales because the social 

desirability of items meg vary between occupations, individuals and circum- 

stances and the strength of each variable is gauged relative to the strengths 

of all the other variables., j These problems MY also apply to the semantic 
differential measuring instrument. Saville (262) said that this influence 

of social desirability makes it impossible to gain high or low sccres across 

all the scales for different people. The semantio differential techniqueI, 

'was also recognised by Arthur (6) and Wexner (336) to suffer from extreme 

response set vihilst Ford and Iffeisels (85) said that the technique suffers 
from bias., including response bias from social desirability, 

Response set was therefore studied for the questions relatinj3 to the 

attractions to entrants., the provision and the importance of asrects of the 

professional work, see TABLES 12 -3 to 12 - 5. The responses to the two 

occupational concepts and the vmrk role self-perception were also studied, 

see TABLES 12 -6 to 12 TABLE 12 -3 indicates that only &, t of respondents 
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TAM 12 - 3: Degree of Respondent Bias in 
to Entrants of Asnects of the 

At tr 

Number Degree of Attractim to Entrants 
of Times 

Respmdent 
Endorsed 

Unattractive Not 
Considered/ 

Attractive 
I 

Very 
Attractive 

Aspect Unimportant 
Attraction 

0 90 30 0 1+9 

1 36 X 13 0 24 

2 12 36 10 20 

3 -6 23 22 19 

4- 5 29 16 34 

5 2 19 23 J+ 

6 0 1 41 5 

7 + 2 21 0 

8 0 2 13 0 

9 0 0 0 

10 0 0 0 

il 0 0 0 0 

Total 155 155 155 155 

For example, 36 respondents endorsed "unattractive" for one of their 
eleven responses, 
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TABLE 12 - 4: Degree of Respandent Bias in Ansvverin7 the 
Provisim of Aspects of the Professions' '40ric 

ITunber Degree of Provision 

of Times 
Respondent Not Poorly Adequately e 3.1 
Endorsed Provided Provided Provided Provided 

"Spect For For For For 
Provision 

0 89 14 0 34 

i 24X 15 5 17 

2 6 28 8 19 

3 1 is 14 18 

4. 1 27 io 16 

5 1 6 22 5 

6 0 6 19 3 

7 0 0 21 6 

8 0 3 9 3 

9 0 2 10 0 

10 0 1 3 1 

11 0 0 1 0 

Total 122 122 122 122 

For example, 21+ respondents endorsed "not provided for" as one of their 
eleven responses. 
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TABLE 12 - 5: Dec.! ree of Respcndent Bias in Answerinc', the 
I=oortame of AslDects of the Professions' "Jork 

Number Degree of Importance 
of Times 
. 

. 
Respondent Ver7 Important Of Little Unimportant 
Endorsed Important Importance 

Aspect 

'Provisian 

0 24 3 46 107 

i 12X 5 4-0 23 

2 20 15 31 12 

3 23 6 19 3 

4. 15 18 6 3 

5 Is 25 2 0 

6 15 27 4 0 

7 7 21+ 1 1 

8 4 14 0. 0 

9 9 9 0 0 

10 2 0 0 0 

11 0 3 0 0 

Total 149 149 14.9 149 

For example, 12 respondents endorsed "very important" for one of their 
eleven responses. 
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SAM 12 - 6: De7, ree of Respondent Bias in Ansvierino, the 
Ccnce-pt of ', %hat IIPý; Fessional Builders Are'" 

11=, ber Adjective Pair Scales 
of Times 

Respondent Most Least 
Endorsed Socially S oo ially 

Adjective Desirable Desirable 
Pair Scale 

6 

0 43 13 17 5 28 45 107 

1 25X 16 13 21 38 57 19 

2 21 10 12 21+ 34 29 13 

3 16 16 25 23 17 11 4 

4 12 17 25 27 15 6 5 

5 4 15 22 11 15 2 1 

6 7 11 12 1, + 2 4 2 

7 4 16 7 11+ 3 0 2 

8 5 12 9 6 1 0 1 

9 1 12 4 5 1 0 0 

10 2 8 3 1 0 0 0 

i1 4. 3 3 3 0 0 0 

12 2 0 a 0 0 0 0 

13 1 0 0 0 0 0 

14 1 1 0 0 0 0 

15 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 

16. 3 0 1 0 0 0 0 

17 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

18 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

19 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

21 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Total 151+ 191- 154- 151* 154- 154. 1% 

XFor example, 25 respcndents endorsed "I,, as one of their twenty-ione 
responses, 
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TABLE 12 - 7: Degree of Res-pondent Bias in Anmerinp, the Concept 
of what 'Trofessional -, uantity 6urveyors are" 

Number Adjective Fair Scales 

of Times I'lost Least 
Respondent S oc ially Socially Endorsed Desirable Desirable Adjective 
Pair Scale 

0 35 12 22 12 37 43 93 

i 18X 9 24 16 40 33 26 

2 13 13 29 27 28 31 15 

3 14 9 Is 26 19 18 6 

4 9 4 19 21 14 13 5 

5 19 19 15 20 6 9 3 

6 9 10 9 a 5 1 2 

7 8 14 6 10 2 2 0 

8 8 17 2 1 0 1 1 

9 6 7 3 5 0 0 0 

10 2 7 1 2 0 0 0 

11 2 7 1 2 0 0 1 

12 3 3 0 1 0 0 0 

13 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 

U 0 1 0 0 0 0 

15 0 0 0 0 0 0 

16 0 0 0 0 0 0 

17 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

18 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

19 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
21 

d 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

rotal, ZW 151 151 151 151 151 151 1 15-1 X For e . 1 ts resDonaents e rldry-rnswi ' 111 of ne ^ "M _. p +I, - 
!- 

respcnses, 
-- 
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TABLE 12 - 8: Degree of Respondent Bias in Ansvmriný: 
The Ccncept of 'I'llayself in My -iork Role" 

Nunber Adjective Fair Scales 

of T ime s 
Respondents I. Tost Least 
Endorsed Socially 30. S oc: ially 

Adjective Desirable Desirable 

Pair Scale 
6 7 

0 20 12 51+ 15 65 79 105 

i lox 11 34 17 56 57 45 
2 li 14 38 33 28 25 13 

3 13 7 19 38 16 7 6 

4 12 16 12 34 6 1 1 

5 a 19 6 20 1 1 1 

6 13 23 6 io 0 1 1 

7 17 19 2 5 1 0 1 

8 11 lJ+ I 1 1 1 0 

9 10 8 1 1 0 1 1 

io ia 0 0 0 1 0 

il 7 1+ 1 0 0 0 0 
12 9 6 0 0 0 0 0 

13 6 0 0 0 0 0 
11* 4- 0 0 0 0 0 
15 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 
16 3 1 0 0 0 0 0 
17 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
18 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
19 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
20 0 0 0 0. 0 Ol 0 

21 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Total 171+ 174 171+ 171+ 174 174 174 

XFor example, 10 respcndents endorsed "I" as one of their tiventy-cne 
responses, 
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(N = 9) gave more than 8 (7! V'j) of their anv; ers at one level of attraction. 

So there appeared to be no serious biasing of the res,, )mses to the answers 

about the attraction to entrants of aspects of the professions' work. From 

TAMZ 12 - 4., I! ro of respondents (N = 18) gave more than 8 (75, Z) of their 

answers at me level of provision. Despite more subjects responding at the 

same level of provision than of attractica; no serious biasing appeared In 

these answers. Similarly, from TAME 12 - 5P 15, "a of the respondents (IT = 23) 

gave more than 8 (75) of their answers at one level of importance. As for 

the level of provision, more subjects responded at the same level of import- 

ance., yet again no serious biasing appeared in the responses. The scales 

of some of the adjective pairs forthe two occupational concepts and the 

work role self-concept were reversed so scale point 1, according to the 

author, is the most socially desirable adjective. The direction of social 

desirability had been randomised in an attempt to minimise response set, 

The following scales were reversed: - 

Careless/Careful. 

Idealistic/Realistic 

Lacking in Knowledge/Knowledgeable 

Extravagant/Lconomical 

Illogical/Logical 

LTntechnica3/Technical 

Needs Instruct ims/Uses Initiative 

For each of the TABLES 12 -6 to 12 - 8,0 only me of the respondents gave 

more than 16 (7,; %) of their answers at one of the seven scale points. There, 

therefore appeared to be no serious biasing to the answers about the concepts. 

So,, unlike the results of Arthur (6) and Wexner (336), the semantic differ- 

. ential measuring instrument does not appear to suffer from extreme response 

set. These tables also show that the least used scale point was the least 

socially desirable which tends to confirm that the semantic differential 

technique does suffer from response bias due to social desirability. There 

6 
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appeared to be no marked tendency to use the neutral scale point 4, 

although Jones 059) had found a frequent use of the neutral position. 

12.3 Parametric or Ncnparametric Statistics 

According to Kerlinger (166) "the most famous assumption behind the 

use of many parametric statistics is the assumption of no=ality". it is 

said that if the populatims from which samples are drawn are not normal., 

then the statistical tests, including the t-test and the Pearsm product- 

moment correlaticn., which depend cn the normality assum-ption are vitiated. 

Kerlinger continued to say that "as a result,, the cmalusions drawn from 

sampled observations and their statistics will be In cluestion. " Kerlinger, 

however, said that the issue is not so simple as to state the use of non- 

parametric tests when the population is not normal or the normality is in 

question. The next most important assumption is that the variances within 

the groups are the same (166), These two assumptions have according to 

Kerlinrer been examined rather thoroughly by empirical methods and the 

evidence is that the importance of normality and homogeneity of variance 

is over-ralted. He also said that, because parametric tests are almost 

always more powerful than nonparametric tests, unless there isgood evi- 

dence to believe that the populations are rather seriously ncn-normal and 

that the variances are heterogeneous, parametric tests should be used, 

Kerlinger concluded that "in brief., in most cases in education and psycho- 

lcey, it is probab3, y safer - and usually more effective - to use parametric 

tests rather than non parametric tests. " The third assumption when using a 

parametric test is that the measures to be analysed are continuous measures 

with equal intervals. 

There were no clear indications, Including studying the means and 

standard deviations of the variables,, that the first two assumptions were 

not met and the third assumption is clearly met in this study. So parametrio 

statistical tests were employed, although further work would be needed to 

confirm that these assumptims were justified for this study. 
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12,4 Correlatims between the Variables of Career Choice and (luidt-noe 

The assumptions for uslng parwretric tests were di-scussed earliex,, 

see 12-3. Pearson product -moment correlation was undertaken using S. F. S. S. 

(223) for the variables of career choice and ruidance which might be re- 

lated. These variables and their correlations whichwere si-anificant at. 

the 551 level or racre are sur=arised in A2pendix 5. 
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CHAnM 13 

XIMSIS OF THE MULTS OF THE PROFMSICT', '. US' 

S=or7F. ". S AIM SM"'. -PEMMICITS 
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13.1 The Sa=les for Analysis 

As only the professionals responaed to all three concepts and addi- 

tional professionals responded to the concept of "myself in =1 work role" 

&number of different samples were used for the analyses,, except for factor 

analysis and cluster analysis. The samples used for factor analysis and 

cluster analysis are described in 13.5 and 13-7 respectively. All the 

subjects,, Including students, respondinýg to a concept formed me sample 

group. As answering the cancept of "myself in rq work role" may have 

influenced subJects' res-ocnses to the concepts, analysis was also under- 

taken using only the professionals who had responded to each of the three 

concepts. it was also decided to study the opinions of builders and quantity 

surveyors about each concept, so sample groups were formed of all the 

builders and the quantity surveyors responding to each concept. Samples 

were also formed of all the professional builders and quantity surveyors 

responding to each of the three concepts. As the opinions of these two 

professions may have been influenced by the two career levels of professionals 

and students, samples were also formed of the two professions at each career 

level. Similarly, the opinions of professionals and students about the two 

occupational concepts were studied using a samf3c of all the subjects and 

samples of each of the professions of building and quantity surveying. 

13.2 Ifeans. Standard Deviations -nd t-Test. of Significance 

The means and the standard deviations were calculated for the tventy- 

me variables of each of the three concepts of what "professional builders 

are". "professianal quantity surveyors are" and lln7self in my vmrk role" 

using S. P. S. S. (223). t4ests of significance were undertaken to study the 

significances of the differences in the means of the respective variables 

for pairs cf the concepts and also for the opinions of builders and quantity 

surveyors and for professimals and students. The (223) t-Ilest 

approximation for independent samples from populations with unequal variances 

was used. Gardner et al. (89) had used the t-Test statistic to find which 

group mean ratings m the scales of their Stereotype Differential Technique 
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for ethnic stereotypes were most reliably different from the bipolar 

neutrality. So a "social" rather than an "individual' s" stereotype was 

identified. Once this: tereatype was identified, individuals' reactims to 

the scales were investigated to reveal the extent to which subjects adopted 

the stereotype. Differences had been found using correlatims, standard 

deviaticns and the means of the differences between student career groups 

and professionals for "me-as-a-doctor" and three professicnal fields 078). 

The assumptions for using the parametric t-Test were discussed earlier, see 

12-3. Appendix 6 shows the means and the standazd deviaticna whilst, 

Appendix 7 summarises the significances of the t-Tests for the three 

conce. pts. 

13.3 Correlatims between the Variables of the Occu-patimal and Self- 
Pay-nentim Cancents 

Before undertaking any multivariate methods of analysis, Pearson 

PriDduct-moment correlation waa undertaken using S. P. S. S. (223) to investi- 

gate any relationships between the variables of each occupational and self- 

perception ccncept and between the respective variables of each ccncept. 

The assumptions for using this parametric test were discussed earlier, see 

12-3. The Pearson Product-moment correlaticns are shcwn in Appendix 8. 

The relatively low correlations may have been due to the low reliability 

of the measuring instrument shovm by the values of Alpha which were all 

under 0.. 7, see 13.6 and TABM 17 - 1307 -17 and 17 - 21 

13.4. Discriminant Analvsis 

Discriminant analysis provides the functions of the variables which 

best separate the cases from one population into predefinecl sub-populatims, 

(67., 292). The initial variables are selected as measuring characteristics 

on which the groups are expected to differ (7), see 10.3-3. The discrimin- 

ant functions are linear combinations of the variables that best character- 
ised the differences between the sub-popul. -xtions (67). Unlike cluster 

analysis or factor analysis which are described later (see 13.5 and 13.7) 

discri-minant analysis is not a procedure seeking population groupings but 
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each case is already assigned to me or the other sub-population. A 

decisim has already been made on ho-a to divide the populatim (29). 

As for Fearsaa Froduct-moment correlation, discriminant analysis 

assu sa normal distribution for the variables within each group and that 

the variances of a partIcular variable for each group are similar . -ýhilst 

the co-variances between the variables are also similar for each group (16). 

As discussed in 12.3 and from stulying the data and the means and standaid 

deviations shown in Appendix 6, the assumptions for discriminant analysis 

do not appear to be significantly departed from. 

Discriminant analysis may fail because there may be a real difference 

betvmen the -populations but they are so close, either / because of the factors 

chosen or because the assumptions of rationality and consistency are tenuous, 

that a discriminator is not very effective. This is measured by the errors 

of misclassification which., although the minimm, may still be large. 

Secondly, there may be a real difference but the sample may not be large 

enough to produce a vezy reliable discriminator. Thildly., the Parent popa- 

lations may be identical and the discriminant function illusory (292). Two 

measures are given by the S. P. S. S. Discriminant sub-prorram. (223) for Judg- 

ing the importance of the discriminant n=ticns. 'irstly, the eigenvalue 

which is a measure of the relative importance of the function. The second 

criterion is lambda which is the Inverse measure of the discriminating 

power in the original variables which has not yet been removed by the ais- 

criminant functions. The larger 
kN 
1.1-Ma is, the less Information remains. 

Lambda can be transformed into a chi-square statistic for a test of statis- 

tical significance. Ignoring the sign, each standardised discriminant 

function co-efficient represents the relative contribution of its associated 

variable to the function. The sign merely denotes whether the variable is 

making a Positive or a negative coatributicn. These co-efficients can be 

used to "name" the functions by identifying the dominant characteristic 
they measure. Using these discriminant co-efficients the concepts can be 
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classified and the percentage of the groups correctly cLmsified indicates 

whether or not the variables are poor discriminators. 

Huat (144) had user: discriminant analysis to show that the vocational 

choices of college students could be successfully predicted frm the seman- 

tic differential patterns of criterion groups. Three discriminant functions 

were found by Youngman et al, (353) when measuring the self-perceptims of 

engineers using the semantic differential technique. 

The S. 2. S. S. (223) direct method of discriminant analysis was used, 

in which all the independent variables are entered into the analysis con- 

currently. Discriminant functicns viere created directly from the entire set 

of independent variables, repardless of the discriminating power of each 

of the independent variables. Dis-criminant analysis was used. to show any 

diff erences when comparing the pairs; of occupat imal concepts and the work 

role self-perception. Then for each ccneept, discriminant analysis was 

performed to compare the opinions of builders and quantity surveyors and 

the opinions of professicnals and students. These uses of discriminant 

analysis are illustrated in TXýT 13 -I and 13 - 2. The standardised 

discriminant function coefficients of greater or equal to t 0,2 were 

studied. 

TABLE 13 - 1: The Differences between a Pair of Concepts using Discriminant 
Analysis 

Sample C said 
IlCmcept X is" 

Dif ferences between 

Discriminant "Concept X is" when 
-, comparecl by Sample C 

laly. si. 01 An 
with what Tmeept 
y is" 

Sample C said 
"Uncept Y is" 

For example : Sample C All prcfessicnal subjects 
"Concept X is" "Professicnal Builders Are" 
"Concept Y is" "Professicnal rý. uazdty Survvjcrs Are" 
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TABIZ 13 - 2: The Differences of 0-oinion about a Concert usiný! 
Discriminant Analysis 

S ample A 
say 

"Concept Z is" 

Discriminant 
Difference of Opinicn 

Analysis 
> Bet-ween Sample A and 

Sample B when ocnsider- 
ing what "Concept Z is" 

Sample B 
say 

"Concept Z is" 

For Ex=ple : Sacple A= Professional ý. uantity Surveyors 

Sample B= Prof essional Builders 

"Concept Z is 11 = 111ýyself in z7 '. York Role" 

13.5 Factcr Angysis 

Ractor analysis, takes a large number of variables and reduces them to 

a smaller number which are easier to understand and from which the differ- 

ences between the basic variables can be seen. Both factor analysis and 

cluster analysis are multivariate techniques. Cluster analysis analyses the 

total variance whilst factor analysis analyses the common variance. Cluster 

analysis is therefore not appropriate for expressing functional relationships 

and factor analysir, is better suited to describingg, the inter relat ionships 

between vazýiables (67). According to Youngman et-al. (353) factor analysis 

can analyse bipolar scales more ea-sily than cluster analysis. 

Factor analysis is usually described In three steps. The first step 

involves the calculation of an appropriate measure of association between 

a set of relevant variables'. usually Pearson Produot-coment correlation 

coefficients (223). The matrix, of intercorrelat ions is transformed mthe- 

=atically in an attempt to Partition the items into discrete sets. As 

Youngman et al. (353) said, factor ana3, vsis is too complex to describet so 

mly a brief outline is being given based mainly on Ilie et al. (223). 
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As factor ana3, vsis employs Pearson Product ý-=., nent correlation as its 

starting point, the distribution of the variables should be continuous and 

reasonably norw-l. The regression of the variables should be linear and 

the samples large, at least several hundred, to ens-ure the reliability of 

the resulting co=elations (16). They also said that the variables should 

not be linear combinatims of each other or the sample too heteroqeneous so 

different groups produce different results. Harman (109) said, hCuever, 

that factor analysis does not assi, normality and as discussed earlier$ 

see 12.3, Pearson Product-moment correlation can be used on non-pararlatric 

data. Kaiser and Rice (162) said that the nu'nber of subjects should exceed 

the number of variables. NuxMally (225) -sas, more specific saying that 

factor analysis requires ten subjects for each item. and if the n33 e of 

subjects is not much greater than the number of items, the factors are 

likely to occur purely by chance. More recently Stewart, Powell and 

Chetw-ynd (291) said that a lower limit of the s=ple size for factor analysis 

is three subjects for each variable, ýhe professional sample and the com- 

bined professional and student sample met the sample size criteria suggested 

by Stewart et al. (291) which for thisstudy was 63. The sample Of 57 students 

was slightly (about 1Cro) under this minimum sample size. Based an these 

discussions factor analysis can be undertaken using the results from measur- 
Ing the two occupational concepts end the work-role self -perception by the 

semantic differential technique. The results when factor analysing the 

responses for the small student sample musts however, be considered with 

caution. 

"The second step in factor analysis is to explore the data-reduction. 

possibilities by constructing a nes set of variables on the basis of the 

interrelations exhibiteLl In the data. In doing so., the new variables may 
be defined as exact mathematical transformations of the original data, or 
inferential asaumptions may be made about the structuring of the variables 
and their source of variation, The-former approach which uses defined 
factors is called Prinoi. Pal-ccmponent analysis" (223). They continued to 
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say that "rrincipal-compcnent analysis is a relatively straightforward 

method of transforming, & given set of variables into a new set of c=po- 

site variables or principal components that are orthogonal (uncorrelated) 

to each other". This method finds the combination of variableswhich would 

account for more of the variance in the data as a whole than any other linear 

canbinaticn of the variables. Each component is the best linear sunmary of 

the variance left in the data after the previous components are taken care 

of. The first factor is usually the most important and general with a sig- 

nificant loading on every variable. Subsequent factors tend to be bipolar,, 

that is, some or the loadings are positive, Whilst others are negative. 

Harman 009) and Cooley and Lohnes (50) both said that principal-component 

analysis is the most useful procedure when a large body of data must be 

reduced to a minimum number of independent dimensions which will account 

for most of the variance In the original set of variables. Such were the 

aims in this study. 

S. P. S. S. (223) includes tAro, separate methods of principal factoring 

which require less computer time than other factor analysis methods. The 

first method, principal factoring without iteratim., is also divided into 

two methods depending cn whether or not the main diagcnal of the correlation 

matrix is replaced with estimates of communality. If the main diagonal is 

replaced, cne assumes the existence of a unique factor cra unique variance 

of a variable not involved with any other variable. By replacing the dia- 

gonal the presumed unique variance of each variable is removed and cnly the 

remaining portions of the variables are analysed. The second method is 

principal factoring with iteration. The main diagcnal elements of the corre- 
latim are automatically replaced with communality estimates, so producing 

inferred factors. The initial estimates of the commmalities are the squareci 

multiple corTelaticns of each variable wLth the rest of the variables in the 

matrix. This method also employs an iteration procedure for improv-ing the 

estimates of communality. Principal factoring with iteration can, according 
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to Nie et al. (223) 
, handle most of the initial factoring needs of the user 

and is at present the most widely accepted factoring method. -Noodruffe (348) 

used principal-component analysis with iteration on the correlation matrix 

from his self -percept ioa semantic differential measure. He deleted variables 

with nca-signif icant correlations; he used Spearman's Rank Correlation. co- 

efficient on variables with a. skew-distribution. Variables with loadings 

over . 25 were rotated. Principal-compcnent analysis followed by Varimax 

rotation was used by Brush (30) to find twocLear images of scientists and 

'writers according to students. 

The second approach is alas sical-fact, or analysis, which is based on, 

the extraction of inferred factors. It is assumed that the observed vari- 

able is influenced by v icus deter-ninants, including shared --co==" deter- 

minants and idiosyncratic "unique" determinants, The "unique" part does 

not contribute to the relaticnships amcag the variables and the observed 

correlation must result from the correlated variables sharing some of the 

common determinants, "The implicit faith an our part is that those assumed 

commm determinants will not only account for all the observed relaticna in 

the data, but will also be smaller In number than the variables" (223). 

The unique variance which does not contribute to the intercorrelations of 

the variables is not known and has to be estimated. The complement of the 

unique varizmce, the commimality, is estimated and all inferential factor 

techniques replace the main diagonal of the correlation matrix with the 

communality estimate before factoring. Youngman et al, ,a 
(353) used the 

factor, analysis method developed by Kaiser and nice (162) called "Little 

Jiffy Ilark 1711 to find seven factors of the self-perception of engineers. 
This method appears similar to ýhe S. P. S. S. Zmage procedure which is a 

classioal-factoring method assuming correlated components unlike principal- 

component analysis. The exact proportions of the conmon and unique factors 

are estimated by an apprcmizaticn. Kaiser (161) said that image analysis 
is the Ideal, compromise between principal-component analysis and classical 
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factor analysis because like principal-component analysis, the method is 

mathematical. ly simple and straightforvard producin; exact factor scores. 

Image analysis, h=ever, approaches psychometrically the strict, but com- 

plex common factor analysis of Thurstone (313). 'Attrock et al, (, ý42) used 

image factor analysis to study the concept of 11? ublic School Teachers" using 

twenty-nine semantic differential scales. 

Factors are extracted in descending order of importance; that is in 

their ability to explain the variance in the variables. One decides to 

stop extracting factors when only a very small proportion of the total 

variance in the variables is explained by the additional factor. Thurstcne 

(313) aimed for a simple structure and the minim= set of factors which best 

account for the common variance of the oriZinal variables; this is the 

'r-rinciple of parsimony. If the m=ber of variables can be reduced to a rela- 

tively small. number of factors.. stereotypes can be simply described by a 

few common factors. The Kaiser Criterion is used by the principal factoring 

programs to decide when to stop factoring. All. factors with eiSenvalues or 

factor contributions of greater or equal to 1.00 will be retained. 

Having extracted the factors the third step is to search for simple 

and interpretable factors. The initial factors extracted are independent of 

each other; that is orthogonal. The exact cmfiguratim a the factor 

structure is not unique, one factor solution can be transformed into another 

without violating the basic assumptions or the mathematical properties of a 

given solution. By rotating the factors the correlations behNeen the vari- 

ables are not affected but the correlations amongst the factors and the 

correlations among factor and variables are altered. I'Zotation is used to 

aid the Interpretation of the factors by simplifying factor structure,, "The 

ultimate goal of any ratation is to obtain some theoretically meaningful 

factors and if possibles the simmlest factor structure". (223). There are 

numerous methods of rotation and one or t-, ý; o different methods can be used to 

see which satisfies the theoretical and practical needs of the research 
problem. Che can rotate to aZree with past factor analysis results but this 
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may merely jerpetuate fallacies. According to Youngman et al, (353) the 

=st important decision to zmake when using factor analysis is whether to 

use orthoggcnal or obliýue rotation. Orthogonal factors are at right angles 

and are therefore unrelated (uncorrelated) to each other. They are mathe- 

matically simpler to handle than oblique factors. Oblique factors need not 

be at right angles and my therefore be related to each other. Acoording 

to Kerlinger (166)., some insist that orthoý,, cnal rotation is unrealistic 

because actual correlations are not usually uncorrelated a-ad rotations 

should ccnfo= to psychological reality (313). The S. P. S. S. (223) method 

of rotation most widely used is a form of crthogcnal rotation called Varimax. 

Oblique is the S. P. S. S. subroutine for oblique rot at icn; the default value 

used to control the dearee of correlation between the factors produces a 

fairly oblique solution. Youngman et al. (353) said that oblique rotation 

seemed more desirable than orthogonal rotation to structure attitude scales 

as oblique rotation fits the data better because meaningful categories need 

not be correlated. The self-pereepticn factors found by Youngman et-al. 

(353) using oblique rotation were,, however, similar to the orthogonal solu- 

tion found by OxtobY (353). 

The numbers or loadings in a Siven row of the resultant Itotaked factor 

matrix represent the regression coefficients used to describe a given vari- 

able. Factor loadings range from -1.00 through 0 to +1.00 like correlation 

coefficients. They express the correlations between the variables and the 

factors. A simple rule. of thumb procedure for the significance ar a loading 

of a variable an a resultant factor is, according to Bennett and Bowers, (16), 

a loading of more or equal than +0.3. This ruleAs reasonably satisfactory 

provided that the sample is reascnably large. The importance of a given 

factor is given in terms of the amount of total variance in the data which 

the factor accounts for. The total amount of variance accounted for by a 

factor is the square of the respective factor loadings. 

In this study principal -factoring with iteration was used because this 

method of factor analysis can, according to Nie et al. (223)., handle most of 
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the initial factoring needs of the user. This is at present the most 

widely accepted factoring method. The image and"Little Jiffy Mark IV" 

methods of factor analysis have also been used to study stereotypes and 

self-perceptions, yet image analysis had failed to work on the author's 

(335) earlier study of the personality differences of-building professionals 

using the semantic differential technique. As Youngman et al. (353) also 

reported similar results from orthogcnal and oblique rotaticný it was 

decided to use the most widely used S. P. S. S. (22,3) method of rotation,, 

Varimax. Factor loadings of more or ea al to tO-5 were studied as the iu 

samples. were relatively small (16). 7actor analysis was undertaken for 

each concept to group the variables into factors for samples of each 

career level (professionals. fourth year and first year undergraduates) 

and for each profession (all the professionala, builders and quantity 

surveyors). Analysis was restricted to the results of the factor analysis 

for the samples of professionals and students, professicnala and students 

bedause the results of the smaller samples showed less structure,, possibly 

because the criteria for sample size suggested by Stewart et al. (291) 

had been seriously violated. It was hoped that the resultant factors could 

be labelled and used to form stereotypes cf professional builders and 

quantity surveyors and work role self-perceptims. 

13.6 The Reliabilit-y-of the Measuring Instrument 

The reliability of the measurJng instrument for each ccncept can be 

assessed by Alpha ivhich is perhaps the most widely used reliability coeffi- 

cient (143). The Alpha Coefficient of Reliability (58s 192) shcws hor the 

reliability of a test depends cn its internal ccnsistency; its homogeneity 

and its length (33). The maxim= correlation any variable can have with 

another variable is limited by the reliability with which the variables 

are measured, Two variables may, be perfectly correlated in reality but 

the measured correlaticn may be lo%v because of the lovv reliability of the 

measuring instrument (33). The examples given by Bynner and Stribley (33) 

suggested that cne should be seriously concerned. when the value of Alpha 
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is less than 0.6 to 0.7. These are according to Bynner and Stribley the 

cnly broad guidelines which can be given at Iresent for the acceptable 

levels of reliability in survey research. Kline (170) said that it is 

generally agreed that if a test is to be used with individuals as in voca- 

tional guiclan. ce, rather than for comparisims among large groups, the 

test's reliability =ust exceed 0.7. Brush (30) found a high level Alpha 

score when he used the semantic differential technique to shoa that stludents 

had clear images of scientists and writers. 

13.7 Cluster Analysis 

"Cluster analysis is an explorator7 method for hel-pin, 3 to solve classi- 

ficaticn problems. Its use is appropriate whenlittle or nothing is knawn 

about the category structure in a body of data. The object of a cluster 

analysis is to sort a sample of cases under ocnsideraticn (for example, 

people or specimens) into groups such that the degree of associaticn is 

high between members of the same group and low between members of different 

groups". 045). It is a tool of discovery which can contribute to the develop- 

ment of a classificatica scheme. Cluster analysis is a multivariate 'Cro- 

cedure which analyses the total variance (248),, but it does not rely m an 

assumption of normality (76). 

There are sweral diff erences between clustering algorithms; including 

how they define the initial similarity matri-x, hmv they ciLlculate the Simi- 

larity of a composite variable (cluster) with other variables or clusters 

and when to stop clustering. Osipoy (232) advised applying several tech- 

niques to help avoid spurious solutions as Blashfield (17) had noted that 

the different methods of cluster analysis prcduced different soluticns. 

According to Dixon (67) "Investigators have their own proferences as to 

which distance measure or which amalgamation procedure is best. " Everitt 

(77) suggested using multiple cluster analysis wthods on the data and 

choosing the classification which is most frequently obtained., whil3t Over- 

all, Hollister and Pennington (234) suggested selecting the solution which 

meets the problems requirements. 
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'Wishart (346) recamended the use of . 'lard's Hierarchical method of 

cluster analysis (327,328) for populations of less than 150.. Blashfield 

07) said that this is probably the best cluster analysis method for form- 

ing classifications. Edelbrook and YcLaughlin (70) said, however, that it 

is premature to conclude that Wtard's technique is unequivocally the "best" 

clustering algorithm., although they found 'ovard's technique as accurate as 

most accurate methods. 'I'lard's hierarchical method combines the two clusters, 

whose fusion yields the least increase in the error sum of squares, and 

this method is independently proposed by Orloci (229). An index cf simi- 

1arity for this new composite variable or cluster is calculated and the 

process is repeated until one stops clustering (17,206 a- 345), The method 

finds the minimura. -variance spherical clusters. Revelle (248) said that 

hierarchical clustering procedures are the most appropriate when the vari- 

ables have some hierarchical structure. That is when there are general, 

common and specific factors. Hierarchical clustering is also appropriate 

when the variables can be partitioned into truly orthogonal (unoorrelated) 

components with a simple solution. Hierarchical cluster analysis is very 

simple to understand and economic in terms of computer time. Unlike factcr 

analysis, cluster analysis is robust to the violations ofits assumptions, 

although common sense and thought of the results' usefulness rust not be 

forgotten (21+8). McCrae (10,0) criticised this error sum of squares methocl .0 

because it ignores the co7ariance structure among the variables and Cormack 

(51) said that the method is biased towards choosing spherical clusters. 

The accuracy of the solutions are, according to Blashfield (17). better 

than with other hierarchical methods. Johnson 058) disagreed saying that 

the single or complete linkage methods are preferable when the data is 

ordinal. Despite these reservatims, it was decided to use the Procedure 

Hierarchy, based on Ward's hierarchical method, of the Clustan computer 

package (31+5). 

The selection of the, number of clusters to bel=ed is left to the 

user,, althouzh Wishart (34-5) suggestecl that the process is stopped when a 
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significant drop or discontinuity in the fusicn coefficient is observed* 

Ya-mgman et al. (353) plotted a Sraph of the error or distance associated 

with each fusion so the curve could be examined f or discaatinuities which 

indicate that two relatively dissimilar groups have been combined. A good 

classificatim should not contain such hetorgeneity md therefore clust-er- 

ing shoul& be stopped before a sudden error rise (553). Clustering can 

also be stopped when the value of the Alpha coefficient (see 12.6) fails 

to increase., although this my not be accurate if the test is I'lumpy" or 

has several large Zroup factors (58,172 a- 184). Everitt (77) said that 

the number of clusters can be determined by the within-g. roup variance or a 

"worst split-half reliability" estimate can be used. Acccrdinp, to 

0111, luircheartaigh and Payne (227). it may be useful to reduce the number 

of variables before clustering by principal-component factor analysis. 

One can also consider the research problem itself and use an amalgam of 

research and statistical criteria to produce an acceptable grouping (353). 

Once elements have been classified by a hierarchical technique, they 

remain in that classification. The Clustan Package (31+5) includes a 

Procedure Relocate which is based on work by Lance and votilliams 0 74) 

It switches individuals between clusters to improve the classification. 

This is an iterative relocation procedure; during each relocation each 

object in the clusters is cmsidered in turn and its si: -aUarities with all 

the clusters. JLn object is relocated if the similarity with the parent 

cluster is less than its similarity with any other cluster. The centroids 

of these clusters are recomputed to account for this change. The popula- 

ticn is repeatedly scanned until no objects are relocated durinZ one full 

scan., then a local optimum solution for the clusters in terms of the simi- 

larity function has been obtained. Whether the classification is a global 

optimum cannot be precisely established, but if the same classification is 

obtained from several different starting groupings then there is a high 

probýbility that the classification is a global soluticn. The relocation 

method introduces the concept of unclassifia-ble items, "misfits", and by 
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applying a threshold, those items mhich are too distant from any group 

-ishart (345) for samples forma separate residue (31+5). As reconr ed by ., # 

of less than J50 the Procedure Relocate would be performed follmving the 

Procedure Hierarchy. 

It was also decidea to use mode analysis as suggested by Wsishart 

1 

(31+5) for samples of less than 150 to search for "natural"or Ilaistinct" 

"hese natural sub-groupings cf the data are found clusters (343,345). 'A 

by estimating the disjoint density surfaces -in the sample distributim (77). 

The groups of points in the sample space are separated if there is a. &is- 

tinat discontinuity of the density of the points between the groups, T"he 

groups must be "distinct" or non-overlarming but they can have any shape 

(, V+6). The resulting clusters are not required to exhibit internal ccri- 

pactness. as no constraints are imposed on the cluster variance. Uhlike 

lUard's method,, mode analysis permits clusters to have any shape or vari- 

ance in the sample space (31+3). Sometimes only me cluster is f onned, 

indicating no natural sub-grouping, but usually the analysis reaches a 

point at -which a maximum number of clusters is isolated. This grouping 

may be considered most significant and corresponds to the lowest "natural" 

level of classification possible (77). 011,.. 'uirchearta: Lgh and Payne (227) 

said that cluster analysis is exploratory and is capable of generating 

hypotheses rather than being analytical. There is no distribution theory 

or significance tests, so me is unable to relate from the sample to the 

population. There are a number of critics of cluster analysis. Arvey, 

Yaxvell and 1.1ossholder (7) said that there was no way to investigate the 

power of cluster analysis. According to Revelle (248) few methods are able 

to identify if the item composites of the clusters are internally consistent 

and relatively independent. Similarly, Entwistle and Brennan (76) said 

that it is difficult to validate the clusters, They recognised, however, 

that cluster analysis is able to group people whose profiles of scores are 

similar into clusters which describe that type of individual. Carlson (35) 

split his sample in two and used Multiple-group discriminant analysis to 
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iee if there were any significant differences amongst the clusters. If 

the membership of the two clusters is the same as for the total sample,, 

the clusters are relatively stable (2c, 4). 

Cluster analysis was undertaken using '41ard's method follovied by relo- 

cation and also mode analysis,, so the variables of each concept could be 

summarised by cluster labels. These labels could then hopefully be used 

to form stereotypes of professional builders and quantity surveyors and 

their work role self -percept ions. As for factor analysis, cluster analysis 

was undertaken for each career level (prof essionals, first and fourth year 

undergraduates) and for each profession (all the professionals, builders 

and quantity surveyors). The results were also., like factor analysis,, 

1mited. to the samples of professionals and students, professionals and 

students because these smaller sax%ples showed less structure. Cluster 

analysis., unlike factor analysis, has fL-. v criteria to meet. Cluster analy- 

sis was also undertaken to group the subjects of the total sample in the 

hope of revealing any pattern of responses for each concept by builders 

and quantity surveyors and by professionals and stuaents. 
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Objective One: To investigate when career decisions. are made and what 

careers guidance, both general and about the construction industry, has 

been received at various stages. by individuals entering and in the 

construction inclustry. 

14.1 
and duriniz further educatim 

icn qiven 

During further education it can be seen from DIAGRAU V+ -i that even 

at best only 3Vo of the sample cansidered the general careers advice and 

information adequate. Similar results had been found in the pilot study 

(Appendix 9). Some ambiguity in this question appeared as eleven people 

considered that the education stage of school was inapplicable to them, 

The adequacy of the general advice and information gi-ý, en at school and 

during further education were correlated at the i% level. Similar results 

were reported by Gooderson (96), Ingram (147), I'al els (194) and Heywood 

and Marsh (126). These studies confirm the failure to get an inlividual 

all the job opportunity knowledge he requires (38). No sample group dif- 

ferences were found between the builders and the quantity surveyors at 

school,, or between the professionals or the students at either education J 
stage. This suggested that the quality of guidance had not improved 

significantly since the professionals received their guidance. Builders 

(IW*) considered the guidance they received during further educatim more 

adequate than quantity surveyors (Ii%). Probably builders were more likely 

to seek the advice and inf ormaticn, which was also more relevant to them 

then to the more speciali t quantity surveyors, 

14.2 The adecuaoy of the careers advice and informat 
emstruction industrv aiven whilst at sehool an 

MAGRAM 14 -2 shows that more people (41ea) d=ing fux-ther education 

than at school (19%) oonsidered the careers advice and infcrmation about 

the construction industry adequate; thus confirming the pilot study results 
(Appendix 9). These results reflected those of MacKay (191) who found that 

only 5ra of the work done by the major construction industry careers advisor, 
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DIAGRAU 14 -2: THE AZEýUACY OF THE CAFý AMCE = INFMrATICtT 
ABOUT THE CONSTRUCTICU INMMTRY 
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the C. I. T. B., covered the important levels of building technicians and 

above. These levels were also found to suffer fr= a distinct shortage 

of careers literature. As eight subjects cmsidered that, the school stage 

was not applicable to them, ambiguity appeared to exist in this questicn. 

Relationships (at the 1ý/q level) were found between the adequacy of the 

general and the specific careers advice and information received at each 

stage respectively. The adequacy of the specific guidance received at 

school was also related (at the 5% level) to that received during further 

education. The correlatica (at the VIO level) between the general careers 

advice and informatim received at school and the specific careers advice 

and informatim received during further education showed the influence of 

early general guidance on later specific guidance. These correlations are 

shown in Appendix 5. 

The adequacy of the advice received appeared to have decreased slightly 

for 2Z of the professionals compared with 161,1a of the students considered 

the guidance adequate. ""ackay (191) had found that ever 991'a of English 

and Welsh Schools were not fully wvare of the career possibilities at 

building technician level or above. So like the C. I. T. B. Survey (43)., 

there appeared to be an inadequate supply of information about careers in 

the ccustruction, industry., in schools. The information available during 

further education could also be increased. Only 3%,, of quantity surveyors 

compared with 4c,, ro of builders considered that they had received adequate 

careers advice and information about the construction industry during 

further education. Like Taylor's study 010), quantity surveyors appeared 

to enter their profession poorly informed, whilst the less specialist 

builders were only marginally better informed. 

14.3 Career choices at stages during, secondary education 

It is encouraging to see from DIAGRAM 14 -3 that only 15/Fle, of the 

sample still had no idea of a career choice before completing their Highers, 

A-levels or equivalent courses of further education. Comparisons could not 

be made with the pilot study question (Appendix 9) which was confused by 
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the education stages considered., the open-ended format and a low response 

rate. As only 49% of the pupils had made a career choice before choosing 

their O-levels or equivalent subjects, many school subjects must have been 

chosen because they were the pupils' best or favourite subjects, rather 

than being those most suited to the entry requirements of the pupils' 

intended careers. Compared to the results of Williams (340)., Randall (244) 

and Timperley 017), subjects who eventually entered a cmstruction iniustry 

career appeared to have more idea about their career choices at the various 

stages than the other groups described in these other studies, who were 

more likely to have received more careers guidance. This tends to ca2firm. 

that no relationship exists between job preferences and job knowledge (167). 

There appeared to be some ambiguity in this question as ten people 

said that the stage of entering secondary school was not applicable to 

them. A relationship (at the 1% level) existed between pupils making their 

career choice in the construction industry before completing their Highers., 

A-levels or equivalent courses of further education and those pupils who 

did not "drift" into the industry. The career choice at this stage was 

also related to the adequacy of the general and the construction industry 

guidance given at school and during further education. (These correlatims 

shown In AppendiX 5. were at the 1% level, except for the guidance about 

the industry given during further education which was at the 5ro level. ) 

This career choice before completing secondary education did not appear 

to influence vihether or not people would later want to change occupation. 

Assuming that the professionals could recall their early career 

choices, students appeared to fonmalate their career choices earlier. At 

all stages professionals made more specific choices, suggesting that pupils 

now undertake greater career exploration. Quantity surveyors for-maated 

their career choices later than builders, probably because they received 

less careers guidance and were more concerned with academic work than 

future career choices. 
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14.1+ Careers guidance received at careers stages from outside the fan-& 

From DIAGRAU 14 - 4,6YIo of subjects appeared to receive their first 

careers guidance from outside their family before completing their Highers, 

A-levels or equivalent courses of further education.. whilst iy, ýor of the 

sample received no guidance. Only 2 yp of the subjects are seen in DIAGRAM 

14 -5 to have received any careers guidance before they choose their 0- 

levels or equivalent subjects. This figure only rose to 3-'V'o of the subjects 

receiving any careers guidance before choosing their Highers, A-levels or 

equivalent subjects. Careers guidance was received by the most subjects 

(4Z/-o) during their sixth form, before completing their Highers, A-levels 

or equivalent examinations and presumably before they chose their courses 

of further education. 'So., unlike Gormley and ", Wallis-Jones (98), this study 

found careers guidance concentrated In the later formal education stages, 

rather than the earlier stages when the important secondary school curri- 

culum, choices were made. The results of this study appeared to agree with 

those of Cheshire County Council (41) and Broad (28). These studies found 

that less guidance was being received than was found in the studies of 

Page and Nash (235),, Randall (244) and the Careers Education in Secondary 

Schools Report (64). These discrepancies could be because it is inapprop- 

riate to compare this study's results with these other studies of recent 

school pupils and school leavers, The professionals in this study may 

have undertaken their formal education as much as forty years ago. There 

appeared to be some azbiguity in this question as ten subjects maid that 

they had never undertaken or chosen O-level or equivalent subjects, 

Professionals received less guidance than students except at stages 

outside their formal education, probably because more guidance is now avail- 

able and sought. Similar results appeared in the pilot study (Appendix 9). 

Professionals received more guidance outside the formal education stagess 

possibly because they first needed help at these later career development 

stages or because of a lack of guidance earlier in their career. About 

equal proportions of professionals and students (131'a and 12ro respectively) 
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did not receive any careers guidance. Some students may seek guidance 

later in their career. Builders received more careers guidance from out- 

side their family than quantity surveyors, apart from at stages outside 

their formal education. This could have been because builders had more 

available sources of guidance or that because of their character they sought 

more help. Quantity surveyors sovZht more help later in their career develop- 

ment, probably because of a lack of guidance at the earlier formal education 

stages. Careers guidance must therefore be made available after the formal 

education stages, 

14.5 
time 
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provided the most guidance but someone in the field and friends of other 

age groups rrovided the most useful guidance. This discrepancy should be 

rectified. Also suggesting a need for improvement were the low percentages 

of guidance, which were also of little use,, provided by the specialist 

careers/guidance teacher and the careers officer. The pilot study results 

were simila (Appendix 9). One professional quantity surveyor said that 

the job centre had been useful to him, whilst me prof essional builder had 

received guidance from his company training officer, although this had 

been of little or no use. Like this study, the C. I. T. B. Survey (43) had 

found that parents, adult relatives and friends of parents were useful 

information sources. Although the Survey also found careers teachers use- 

ful. Taylor (310) had also found that quantity surveyors' families had a 

strong influence on their career choice. Similarly, Barz7 et al. (12) had 

found that personal cmtacts had more irffluence than school contacts,, whilst 

the careers off icer was of little use. If, like the pilot study (Appendix 9) 

the professionals and students were mostly from, professional and managerial 

backgrounds these results confirm Barry et al. (12) suggestion that middle- 

class children rely more on help from their family, whilat lower-class 

children rely more on help from their school and careers officer. Although 

little guidance was received from schools in this study, the guidance was 

useful. This suggested that the discrepancy in the amount and usefulness 

of guidance given by parents could have been filled by the school contacts,, 

who could provide more precise information about training and entry require- 

ments (167). 

Apart from career4/guidance teachers and someone in the field, students 

received more or equal guidance from people than the professionals did. 

This guidance., from all but careers officers., was of more or equal use to 

students than to the professionals. So assuming that the professionals 
had not forgotten who gave them help or ha-v useful it was and apart from 
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the specialist f=tions, increased and improved guidance is now being 

given by people. Probably because by character buUAers seek me help 

than quantity surveyors and people have more knaaledge of building than 

quantity surveying, builders received equal or more guidance than quantity 

surveyors, except from head teachers . Builders also received guidance 

which was of equal or more use to them than to quantity surveyors, except 

from family members other than parents and from head teachers. 

14.6 A family tradition of workir4a, in the construction indus: t3= 

DIAGRAM 11+ -8 shows that only 301ý- (N = 46) of subjects felt that 

their family had a tradition of working in the construction industry. 

Except for one noa-response., all those vho considered that they had a 

family tradition said that it had influenced their career choize. Seventy- 

three per cent of these considered that the traditicn had definItely 

influenced their choice of a career. Similar results had been found in 

the pilot study (Appendix 9). There were no marked differences in the 

numbers of builders and quantity surveyors and of professionals and Students 

who considered that they had a family tradition in the construction industry 

and that this tradition had influenced their career choice. 

The influence of a family tradition in the construction industry was, 

found to be correlated at the 1% level., as shown in Appendix 5. wIth the 

influence of somebody working in the industry known whilst at school and 

with those who had worked in the industry whilst at school. Those with a 

family tradition were obviously more likely to know people arA find work In 

the industr7. These results suggested that "tradition-directed" choices 

(322) accounted for less than a third of entrants' career choices. As in 

the C. I. T. B. SurveY (1+3)., where a family tradition was recognised it 

appeared to influence career choice. 
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14.7 People in the construction industry who were known by res-oondents 
whilst school 

Fifty-four per cent of the sample (N = 156) knew somebody working in 

the canstruction industry whilst they were at school. LTAGPJU JI+ -9 

shows that 59% of these people were family. This corresponded to the pilot 

study results (Appendix 9). Simila 1Y, 1+% of subjects received guidance 

from someone in the field and 746ý of these found this guidance useful 

(Section U-5). 

Students 1mew more family in professional construction Izidustry 

occupationsP whilst professionals knew more family in the industry'a 

trades. Of friends, professionals knew most people in professional and 

technical occupations and students Imew most people in managerial and 

professional occupations. 'Whilst professionals knew more family in the 

Industry, students knew mr-re friends. These differences In the occup&- 

tional groups of contacts could be because university students tend to 

come from higher socio-economic backgrounds (337) whilst many of the pro- 

fessicnals were not university graduates. Builders Imew more family 

members in the industry's trades, whilpt quantity surveyors knew more 

family members in the industry's professions, This could be because 

builders and quantity sur7eyors come from different socio-economic groups. 

Similarly., quantity surveyors had more friends in the professions and 

builders had more friends in managerial occupations. Despite these differ- 

ences, both professions knew about the same number of family and friends 

in the industry whilst they were at school. 

Seventy-five per cent of those who knew people working in the ocn- 

structim industry whilst they were at school can be seen in DIAGRAM 14- 10 

to have been influenced by these contacts. More quantity surveyors (8Zo) 

than builders (740) and more professionals (8015) than students (69,;, ". ) were 
influenced by these pecple. Relationships existed at the 1% level, as 

show in Appendix 5 between those who were influenced by the advice or 
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example of someone they knew whilst at school working in the construction 

industry and those who had worked in the industry before they left school., 

also with those who considered that a family tradition had influenced their 

career choice. Pupils knowing people working in the industry, especially 

family, would be more likely to work in the industry whilst at school and 

the influence of a family tradition can be assumed to correspond to know- 

ing somebody working in the industry whilst at school. The influence of 

somebody known in the industry -whilst at school did not appear however to 

be related to career choice., "drifting" into the industry and the wish to 

change occupation. 

14.8 Careers. guidance (not onlv about the construction industrv) received 

It can be seen from DIAGRXZ 14 - 11 and 14 - 12 that work experience, 

then career pamphlets and books from the professional institutions., from 

employers and from colleges provided the most guidance. Work expertence 

also provided the most useful guidance., followed by visits to see people 

do the job and career pamphlets and books from employers. One first year 

quantity surveyor student specifically mentioned that he had found a uni- 

versity open day ver7 useful whilst one professional quantity surveyor said 

that the R. I. C. S. had been ver7 useful. The C. I. T. B. Survey (43) found 

career publications end books generally Am= the most useful informAtion 

sources. Kirton (167) like this study found that sixth formers highly 

regarded talks, visits., films., demonstrations, and especially contacts with 

practioners; yet I+Y/16' cf these pupils considered the available careers 

literature unhelpful. Like Timperley and Gregory (318) this study found 

a, high utELisation of information from university and college prospectuses, 

although little guidance was sought as many professionals would not have 

c=sidered such courses. The sources ocnaidered to provide the least 

guidance were career pamphlets and books from training boards; televisim 

and radio programmes and career pamphlets and books from universities. 
The least useful sources of gulAan e were advertisements in newspapers; 
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television and radio progra: =es and articles in newspapers and magazines. 

Clegg (45) also found that the value of television., films and posters was 

in doubt and school visits were not worth the time or expense. The pilot 

study results which were similar to these are described in Appendix 9. 

Students received equal or me guidance than professionals., except that 

professionals obtained more guidance from employers' career pamphlets and 

books. The guidance was equalýy or more useful to students except that 

professionals obtained more useful information from articles in newspapers 

and magazines and from talks from outside visitors. Like the guidance 

received from people, that from other informtion sources had also improved 

in quality and quantity since the professionals received their guidance. 

The recession may account for the decrease in literature from employers 

and the decline in quality of talks from outside visitors and the informa- 

tion given In newspaper and magazine ae. ioles. Probably because of their 
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character, builders received more or equal guidance which was of more or 

equal use to them than to quantity surveyors from most of these informa- 

tion sources other than people. ý; uantity surveyors received more useful 

information from the professional institutions' career pamphlets and books 

and from those of employers, probably because this literature contained 

the specialist information lacking, in other mcre general information 

sources. 

14.9 Talks or meetings received from reomle in the constructicn indust 

DIAGRAM 14 - 13 shous when the 54'a of the sample received their talk 

or meeting. The pilot study found a =ch smaller proparticn of students 

receiving such guidance (Appendix cOl). 11ostof these talks or meetings were 

given during further education by the industry. They seemed to be increasing 

as 56,1 of the students compared with 49/ý of the prcfessionals had received 

such guidance. Builders and quantity surveyors appeared to receive about 

the same amount of talks and meetings. Y! ost talks or meetings were given 

by contracting companies., private -practices and further education institutions 

"he professional institutions, but especially as slha= in DIAGIWZI 14 - 14. Ij 

the C. I. T. B. and the N. F. B. T. E. 
., appeared to give few talks or meetings. 

Similar results were found in the pilot study (Appendix 9). 

Eighty per cent of those who received such a talk or meeting had found 

it helpful when making their career choice; see DIAGIR211 14 - 15. Like this 

study and the pilot study (Appendix 9),, the C. I. T. B. Survey (43) recognised 

that talks or meetings were a "largely untapped potential influence" and 

other industrial firms and white-collar concerns visited schools si% times 

as often as building firms. 

There were ccrrelatims (at the 1/`5 level, see Appendix 5) between people 

influenced by such talks or meetings and those making their career choice 

to enter the industry before canPleting their Highers, A-levels or equi- 

valent courses of further education; also with those who would choose 
their occupation again and with thosewho did not "drift" into the industry. 
Relationships also existed (at the 1; '-. level) between people influenced by 
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such talks or meetings and those who considered the general and the 

constructim industry careers advice and informatian given at school and 

during further educatim adequate. Obviously such talks or meetings should 

have provided more careers guidance and produced better career choices. 

14.1.0 Work experience-organised by schools or careers officers 

Only 1Cro of the sample (16 of the 156) received v=k experience., but 

9W6 of these people worked In the construction industry. RJzhty-cne per 

cent of those receiving such experience were students, showing that the 

older professionals did not have such opportunities. Sixteen per cent of 

builders compared with &%a of quantity surveyors undertook work experience. 

It was probably easier for builders to find placements. The results can 

be compared with those of the pilot study (Appendix 9). 

Of those who underwent work experience, 6, Vo considered it definitely 
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helpful and 25, ý4 probably helpful; only 12ro considered such experience 

-unhelpful. Forty-me per cent of those who had not undertaken work 

experience (N = 135) considered that it would have been very helpful. 

Thirty-nine per cent considered that such experience would probably have 

been helpful, Cnly r1o of those not undergoing work experience said that 

it would definitely not have been helpful. More students (W,, o) than 

professionals (722%) considered that such experience would have been 

helpful. The professionals may have felt that such a short experience 

would be unrepresentative of the real work situation, although it can be 

argued that any work experience would provide a school pupil with some 

idea of a working eavironment. 'From personal experience, the author 

found during two short periods of work experience that she did not wish 

to enter these careers. With hindsight she realises that the experience 

was limited and possibly placements in a different area or level of these 

occupations would have altered the -perspective. Despite these reservations, 

the value of work experience is also shown in 14.8. where 59% of subjects 

were found to have received guidance fr= general work experience. Ninety 

per cent of these considered this experience useful. Work experience was 

found to be bath the information source, other than people, that subjects 

received most guidance from and the most useful source. So woric experience 

should be increased and encouraged as much as is possible in times of high 

unemployment. Experience in any occupation appears helpful, although 

ideally it should be in one of the young people's career choices. "There 

is no doubt that where a school believes in work experience and finds it 

possible to arrange such experience it can be a stimulus,, n (64. ). 

14.11 People who had vmrked in the construction industry before they 
left school 

Eighty-two per cent (N = 127) Of the sample (N = 156) had not worked 
in the construction industr7 before they left school. Uore builders (31%) 
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than quantity mnveyors (21%) had worked in the industry before leaving 

school. It may have been easier for builders to find work whilst quantity 

surveyors may have been more academically inclined and less likely to seek 

any work whilst at school. 

There was a correlation (at the 11/la level as shown in APPendix 5) 

between those who had worked in the industry whilst at school and those 

who considered the construction industry careers advice and informatian 

given at school adequate. These people would not only have been able to 

supplement the guidance they had received with reality but they could seek 

mcre advice and infcrmation to clarify any matters unclear to them, There 

were the expected correlatians between those who had worked in the industry 

whilst at school, those who had a family construction tradition and those 

vho had been influenced by somebody they knew working in the industry whilat 
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they were at school. This work experience did not appear related to 

subjects'eareer choices before completing their Highers, A-levels or 

equivalent courses of further education or their "drifting" into the 

industry or their desire to choose the sam career again. The C. I. T. B. 

Survey (43) also showed a relationship between working In the industry 

and having family in the industry. 

14.12 The sources of careers guidance which are the most important 

Fifty-eight per cent of the sample (N = 150) considered that people 

were the most important sources of advice whilst 2&% f ound both people 

and other information sources the most important. Only rio of the subjects 

found information sources other than people most important and 9%a found 

other sources most important. Similar results were found for the pilot 

study (Appendix 9). The amount and usefulness of the guidance received 

by subjects from selected information sources are shown in DIAGRUS il+ -6 

to 14 -7 and 14 - il to 14 - 12. Assuming that the scales are the saine 

for the people and the other information sources,, certain information 

sources other than people appear to provide guidance which is more useful 

than peq-. ole. These scales may not however correspond with that of import- 

ance., which would clearly show people as the most important information 

source. A lot of useful guidance could be received from one informatian 

source but this could be insigaificant compared to cne very important and 

relevant fact. For example,, a leaflet from the R. I. C. S. could provide much 

useful infcrmatim, but a few questions to a quantity surveyor could provide 

a school leaver with the facts crucial to his career choice. Subjects may 

expect to receive their most important guidance from people, yet certain 

information sources other than people could'be more useful than people. 

So there may be a need to improve the amount and the quality of guidance 

given by certain people. Itaizels (194) also found that the greater majority 

of young people relied cn information given by word of mouth rather than 
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visual material whilst Barry et al. (12) found that the largest 1proportica 

of sixth formem had been influenced by reading. Kirton (167) perhaps 

gives an explanation for these discrepancies in terms of family background 

for he found that lower-middle class and skilled manual sixth fcrmers, used 

literar7 sources and sought contact with people In the job, whilst. the 

unskilled children relied on chance contacts. 

14.13 People who received no careers p: uidance from any information source 
or person. other than themselves 

Only 4ro of the sample said that they had received no guidance other 

than f rom themselves. This f igure did not correspond with the 13r. of the 

sample who said that they had received no careers guidance at any stage in 

their career. This could have been due to ambiguities in the questions, 

Individuals will not necessarily base their career choices m the guidance 

they have received. In the end they will act as their own 'career co-crdina- 

tors' (175). Barry et al. (12) found that the second lazzest proportion 

of sixth formers made up their own minds regarding their career choices. 

14.14. Chapter Conclusion and Summary: - 

Careers Guidance 

The objective of this chapter was to J=estigate when career decisiaLs 

were made and iahat careers guidance, bath general and about the construction 

industry, had been received at various stages by individuals entering and 

in the construct' aa industr7. Considering each hypothesis in turn the 

following results and conclusions can be drmvn in the course of meeting 

this objectiveý 0 

14.14.1 Hynothesis 10 The careers advice and information received whilst 

at school and during further education, both general and about the construc. 

tion industr7, is inadequate for making realistic caxeer decisions. 

The study appears to support this hypothesis, for even at best during 

further education less than half the -subjects considered either the general 

or the specific careers advice and information adequate for making realistic 
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career decisions. So both professional builders but especially quantity 

surveyors appear to enter their professions with limited careers advice 

and information which may result in false perceptions of the job qualities 

and the personal characteristics of these professions. It would therefore 

be hardly surprising to find that these professionals become dissatisfied 

with their career even wishing to change their occupation. This study also 

showed that the younger students received more guidance., yet the adequacy 

of the guidance did not appear to have increased. The standard of the 

qjU3ality of the careers advic e and inf ormat ion, both in g eneral and about 

the construction. industry, mast therefore be improved., especially for 

quantity surveyors. 
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Others included the C. I. T. B., the N. F. B. T. E... a further education 
lecturer,, a foreman and a friend in the construction industry. 

14.14.2 Hypothesis 1.2 Career choices are made after the important 

choices & education subjects have been made, 

As Wo of the subjects, had no career cholc: e when they chose their 

O-levels or equivalent subjects and still 3 Z- of these subjects had no 

career choice when they took their C-levels or equivalent examinaticns and 

presumably caasidered their courses of further education, this hypothesis 

appears correct. Although only 15jýIo of the sample had no idea of their 

career choice before c=pleting their Highers., A-levels or equivalent course 

of further educatim, their choice of a higher education course would depend 

m the subject choices which they had made earlier, p=bably without any 

reference to a career choice. They ndght noff fini that these subjects would 

not satisfy the entry requirements to the career which both appealed to them 
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and was suited to their personal qualities. Luckily the younger subjects 

appeared to be undertaking more career exploration and had more ideas about 

their career choice when they choose their school subjects. As career 

choice appears to be related to the adequacy of the careers advice and 

information received., the necessary impro7ements in guidance, especially 

for quantity surveyors, would ensure that pupils increasingly made their 

important subject choices with reference to their career choices. 

14.14.3 Hypothesis 1.31 Most formal careers guidance is received too late 

in one's education to avoid making the wrong school subject and career 

choices. 

Only 2YI* of the subjects had received any formal careers guidance 

fr= outside their family before they chose their 101 levels or equivalent 

subJeots and onlY 32% had received guidance before they chose their Highers, 
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A-levels or equivalent subjects., so this hypothesis appears to be supported. 

Confirmation of the previous, kypothesis shows that career choices were 

made after the important school subject choices. So these career choices 

would be influenced by the subject choices which were made with the help 

of inadequate careers guidance. This. situation appeared to be improving 

as students received -e formal guidance from outside their family., 

although the adequacy of this guidance was not seen to have increased. 

So the quality of this formal careers advice and information requires 

further improvement., especially for quantity surveyors. This guidance 

should be received at the earlier education stages if pupils are to avoid 

making wrong subject and career choices. The study also recognised a need 

to provide careers guidance at later career development stages outside 

formal educatim.. possibly to assist those who made incorrect career 

decisions earlier because of little or no guidance. 

14.14.4 Hypothesis 1.4 The most important careers guidance is still 

received f personal contacts rather than from formal advisors and 

careers literature. 

This hypothesis is supported as people were considered more important 

than other information sources. Of these people, parents provided the 

most guidance whilst someone in the field provided the most useful guidance. 

It can though be seen that the most important sources were not necessarily 

those which provided. the most guidance or the guidance which was the most 

useful., for exAmp3e work experience. These information sources should have 

been ranked to highlight the most important sources. The guidance received 

both from people and from the other information sources had improved in both 

quality and quantity since the professional received their guidance. The 

adequacy of careers information and advice was not however cmaidered to 

have altered; probably the younger students expected more than the profes- 

sionals did earlier. So improvements must continue to be made, especially 
In the guidance given by the specialist careers/guidance teachers and the 
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careers officer. The nu=ber of talks and meetings given about the con- 

struction industry and work experience should be increased. Special 

attention should be given to quantity surveyors. 
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CAREER VOCATICK 
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Objective Two: To investigate the extent of vocation believed to be pos- 

sessed by professional builders and quantity surveyors by studying the 

"drift" into the professions ancl the desire to mc7e out of these 

professions. 

15-1 People 1! Drifting" into the construction industr_y 

Seventy per cent of the sample can be seen in DIAGRAM 15 -i to have 

cansidered. that they "drifted" into the construction industry. Similar 

pilot stuly results were found (Appendix 9). Taylor (310) also found 514of 

of quantity surveyors reporting some measure of "drifting" into their 

career. More quantity surveyors (7-5) than builders (6VO) felt that they 

had "drifted" into the industry; probably reflecting that quantity surveyors. 

received less pre-training information. 

Subjects who made their career choice befcre completing their Highers,, 

A-levels or equivalent courses of further education in the emstruction. 

industry were related (at the 1% level) to those who did not "drift" into 

the industry, Those people who would choose their same occupation again 

were correlated (at the 1% level) with those who did not "drift" into the 

industry, indicating a correct career choice. "Drift" was also related 

(at the i% level) to adequate careers advice and information received about 

the construction industry whilst at school; similarly,, (at the 
_Vo 

level) 

with the general careers advice and informatim received whilst at school 

and with the influence of a talk or meeting from somebody in the construo- 

tion Industry, These correlations are sham in Appendix 5. So like Taylor 

010) and Reynolds (249) "drifting" could be attributed,, in part,, to the 

extent of pre-training informatim possessed. It could also be argued that 

the publicly known professions should attract more "drifters" whilst the 

more obscure professions, like quantity surveying, should attract those 

with &. sense of vocation and family tradition. This argugzant is not 

supported by this study for more quantity surveyors were "drifters" than 
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DIALGRAM 15 -1: 

155 

FECRS "BRIFEMNG" INTO THE CCtMTRUCTIUl ll=, STRY 

Definitely did 
not "Drift" 

Probably did > 
not "Drift 11 

Def initely 
"Drifted" 

builders and both professions knew about the same number of family in the 

industry. 

15.2 People willing to choose their same occupation again 

DIAG= 15 -2 shows that 72ra of the sample would choose their occu- 

f pation again. The pilot study results were similar (Appendix 9). =Ore 

students (8Y, -) than professicnals, (650) would choose their present occupa- 

tion again', yet with time and experience these students may become more 

discontent. Builders (8%) seemed more content in their present occupation 

than quantity sur-, reyors (64; ý), perhaps because builders had more scope for 

career diversification and developn=t and by nature were more cmtent. 

Both builders and students received more careers guidance than quantity 

surveyors and professionals respectively, so they could make more informed 

choices. Fifty-two per cent of those who would consider changing their 

occupation can be seen In DIAGRX-, j 15 -3 to consider leaving the constructicn 
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DIAGRAM 15 -2: SUBJECTS WHO WOULD CHOOSE THMR 
SAME OCCUPATI CK AGAIN 

N= 152 

Definitely not 
Choose Again 

Probably not 
Choose Again 

Definitely 
Choose 
-Again 

industry. Builders appeared more content in their present occupation than 

quantity surveyors. If builders., however,, chose to change occupation., 6Vo 

would consider leaving the industry compared with only 52ra of the quantity 

surveyors. About the equal numbers of the professimals and the students 

would consider leaving the industry, Taylor's study (310) confirms that 

quantity surveyors are more likely to change occupation within the industry. 

The disenchantment within the quantity surveying profession has not spread 

to the building industry at large. A significant relationship was found by 

Taylor (310) between the time an individual had been in his profession and 

his desire to change occupation. This indicated that increased flexibility 

resulted from a shorter pericxl of professional involvement and a reduced 

level of socialisation. 
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Those people who would choose their same occupation again were 

related (at the 1; 'o level) to those who did not "drift" into the industry 

but not to those who chose a construction industry career before ccmplet- 

ing their Highers., ftl-levels or equivalent course of further education. 

The influence of a talk or meeting from somebody in the industry; adequate 

careers advice and information about the industry whilst at school and 

during further educatica along with adequate general careers advice and 

information received whilst at school were each related (at the Jýo' level) 

to the wish to choose the same occupation again. These correlations are 

shown in Appendix 5- Adequate careers guidance should therefore help 

achieve a satisfactory career choice. 

15.3 Chapter Conclusion and S 

Career Vocation, 

Whilst investigating the extent of vocation believed to be possessed 

by professional builders and quantity surveyors by studying the "drift" 

Into the profession and the desire to. move out of these professions the 

folloffing results and conclusions were found. 

15-3.1 Hypothesis 2.1 Many entrants "drift" into the construction industry 

with inadequate careers knowledge and may want to change occupations later 

in their careers. 

Although over two-thirds of the subjects considered that they had 

"drifted" into the construction industry, only 2V, * ocr the subjects would 

not choose their same career again. The relationship which was found to 

exist between "drifting" and occupation change therefore suggested that 

those who wished to change their occupation would have originally "drifted" 

into the construction Industr7; yet not all these "drifters" would want to 

charge their occupaticn. The inadequate careers inf ormatim and advice was 

also related to "drifting" and occupation change. So this hypothesis is 

satisfied,, although it must be noted that a large majority of the "drifters" 
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DIAGRAM 15 -3: ST3WMTS B710 WOULD CWGE TMUR COCUPATICH AND 
COSIDER MOVING OUT OF THE CONSTRUCTICN INDUSTRY 

42 

Def initelý 
Stay 

Probably 
Consider 
Staying 

Ltely Consider 
Out 

Probably 
Consider 
Moving Out 

would be content to stay in their present occupation. 'Trifting" into 

the canstruction industry and the wish to change occupation was greatest 

a=g the less inforTaed quantity Aurveyors and professionals. So mcre 

adeq3. iate pre-training informaticn. 
1 especially for quantity surveyors., 

should help to reduce the number & people "drifting" into the professions, 

who may later wish to change their occupation. 
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ObJective Three: To establinh the attractions, the importance and the 

provision. of aspects of the construction industry's professions' work, 

including highlighting the image of the industry to outsiders and show- 

ing any discrepancies in how these aspects are perceived in terms of 

their attraction., importance and provision. 

16.1 The attractions upon entry of aspects of the construction industry's 
Imofessions' work 

The most attractive aspects of the construction industry's professions' 

0 

work to entrants are seen in DIAGRAM 16 -I to be the Interest of the work., 

the challenge offered by the work., the variety of the work and the oppor- 

tunity to use one's abilities and interests. The least considered or 

unimportant aspects were the professional image to outsiders, the working 

conditions, the job security and the training offered. According to Hall 

(105).. the most wide3, y acknowledged hallmark of professionalism is "status" 

and public opinion is "a critical element in professionalisation". Entrants 

did not, however, appear to consider the image of the building industry's 

professions much or else they considered the image unimportant. The results 

of the pilot study can be seen in Appendix 9. When the responses were 

studied (see TABLE 12 - 3) subjects endorsed "attractive" for at least two 

of their eleven responses. FiftY-eight per cent of the subjects did not 

endorse "unattractive" for any of their responses. This suggested that on 
the whole the aspects appeared attractive to entrants or were not considered 

or were unimportant. 

From TABLE 16 -2 the following two., fairly distinct, groups of the 

attractions of the job aspects can be seen, see TABLE 16 - 1. The cn3, v 

overlap appeared to be the training offered and the opportunity to use 

met a abilities and interests. Group me appeared to be the extrinsic or 
dissatisfied factors of "Job hyqiene" whilst group two appeared to be the 
intrinsic or satisfier factors of motivation (123). It was good that these 
intrinsic aspects were the most attractive to entrants, because these 

aspects are responsible for ensuring good job motivation and satis: racticn. 
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Young engineers also found the intrinsic aspects of their jobs the most 

important (81) whilst Williams (340) found that graduates chose their 

first jobs mostly because they were interesting or entailed responsibi- 

lity. Builders were found, as shown in TABLE 16 - 6, to consider the 

motivationally important Intrinsic aspects of their work equally or more 

attractive upon entry to their professions, than quantity surveyors. 

Possibly the poor extrinsic aspects oV a builder's working environmeat 

mean that entrants to building must value the intrinsic or satisfier 

aspects highly to overcome the other deficiencies. Apart from the challenge 

offered by their work, professionals found the intrinsic a-Tects of their 

work equally or more attractive upon entry than students, see TABIZ 16 - 5. 

Students appeared more image conscious than the more experienced and older 

professionals, who perhaps saw beyond the attractions highlighted in careers 

literature. 

TABM 16 - 1: The attractions of the Job aspects 

Group 1 

I* Career and promotion 
prospects. 

2. Salary prospects. 

3. Professions' image to 
outsiders. 

Job security. 

5. Working condit ions. 

6. Training offered. 

GraulD 

1. ChaUenge ofTered by the work. 

2. Varied job locations. 

3. OPportunity to use one's 
abilities and interests. 

Interest of the vmrk. 

5. Variety of the wcrk. 

16.2 The -provision-of aspects of the construction industry's 
Professions' work - 

DIAGRAM 16 -2 shays that the best provided for aspects of the 

professions' work were the challenge offered by the work; the variety of 
the work; the opportunity to use me's abilities and interests and the 

interest of the work. These were the Intrinsic factors, important for job 

satisfaction and motivation. The aspect which was least well provided for 
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TABIZ 16 - 2: --Crrela: ' . i=3 between the attractiveness u-Ten elected 0', '- 2ýýe 
aspects of the CM13tructicn industF73 -rof, -MHE 

Aspects of the 
Profe3sicnal -. rcrk i i2 13"4. "5 16 7: a 9 

1. Career and promotion 5 1 5 5 

. =ospect 3 . 42 . 22 16 . 20 . 15 14 

2. Salary prospects i - I I i 
. 42 . 27 . 27 . 35 

3. Professions' i=age 1 1 - 1 1 1 5 5 
to outsiders . 22 . 27 21 044 . 22 . 14. . 14 

4. '. Woricing conditions 5 1 1 - I I 
. 16 . 27 . 21 . 53 . 19 

Job Security 1 1 
. 20 31; 40 53 . 22 -. 15 

6. Tralzing offered 1 1 1 5 
. 22 . 19 . 22 Ai 05 

7. Challenge offered by 5 
the work . 15 

. 253 . 23 . 32 216. 

3. Varied job 5 1 1 
locations . 14. z6 . 37 . 33 

x 
9. Opportunity to use 

=G's abilities and 1 1 1 1 
interests . 19 . 23 . 46 . 22 

10. Interest of the 5 1 
work 

-14 . 15 . 32 . 37 . 46 . 53 

11 . Variety of 5 1 1 1 1 
the work -. 11+ . 24. . 38 . 22 . 53 

signif icant at the Ira level 

5 siznificent at the Z lwml 
X outliers 
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was an extrinsic factor,, the professions' image to outsiders. Studying the 

responses (see TABIZ 12 - 4), all subjects endorsed "adequately provided 

for" for at least one of their eleven responses. Seventy-three per cent of 

subjects did not endorse "not provided for" for any of their responses. 

These responses suggested that these aspects were generally reazonably 

provided for. The provision of the important intrinsic or satisfier 

factors of motivation can be seen in TABLE 16 -3 to be related to the 

provision of the extrinsic or dissatisfier factors of job "hygiene". So 

for a working environment with good job motivation and satisfaction, none 

of the aspects of the professions' work can be poorly provided for. 

The poor prcvisim of the industrys"image is., according to Taylor 

(310) admitted by the industry which sees itself as "a confusing picture 

of duplication and fragmentation". weakened by a lack of cohesion and 

reliability. This study found that the provision of the profession's image 

to outsiders was related to the j=ovision of the extrinsic factors rather 

than to the provision of the important motivating and satisfying intrinsic 

factors (see TABLE 16 - 3). The provision of the profession's image is 

still important for it will affect the profession's ability to attract top 

quality personnel. Apart from the interest of their work and the training 

offered to them, which builders considered better provided for than quantity 

surveyors,, the other aspects of the work were considered to be equally well 

provided for by both builders and quantity surveyors (see TA= 16 - 6). 

The experienced professionals appearea to consider that the job satisfier 

or intrinsic aspects of their professionts work were better provided for 

than the yo-unger students, who had had limited experience in their Drofessions. 

The students considered the less important hygiene or dissatisfier factors 

better provided for (see TABLE 16 - 5), so the situation appeared favourable. 

16.3 The Personal importance of aspects f the construction industrvI s 
as 

The most important aspects of the professions' work according to their 
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T-A-= 16 3: Correlations between the --rowislen of selected ", mits 
of the construction industry's "zofessions' lvorjC 

Aspects of the 

sicns' worIc Profes 1 2 3 6 71 10 11 

i. Career and promotion 
pros; ect3 0 . 25 . 27 o22 . 2S Y+ . 20 . 35 

2. Salary prcepect3 I - 1 1 5 5 1 5 
61 . 44. . 25 Os 120 . 27 . 20 

3. Challenge offered I 1 1 1 5 1 
. 35 . 27 . 55 . 57 . 20 . 4Z . 29 

4. Varied fob 5 5 5 1 
locations 35 . 17 . 20 -. 17 . 4.1 

Professional image 1 5 
W outsiders t . 27 . 44. . 26 . 21 

a. -itorking conditions I I 1 5 1 
. 22 . 25 . 27 . 35 . 31 . 1+7 . 20 Z. 

7. Opportunity to use 
' 1 5 1 5 5 s abilities and one 

interests . 28 . 18 -55 . 17 -35 -59 . 31* . 39 *19 

8. interest of 1 5 1 5 1 1 
the work 20 *57 . 20 -31 . 59 *23 - 51* . 23 

9. Job security 5 1 5 5 1 1 1 1 1 
. 20 . 27 . 20 -07 . 26 . 47 . 34 . 23 . 27 

10. Variety of 1 5 1 1 1 
the work . 48 M M . 39 . 54. 22 

il.. Tralmin offered 1 5 1 5 5 1 
. 33 . 20 . 29 21 M 

1 . 19 
1 

Z3 . 27 . 22 

I significant at the i, ýi level 

5 sienif icant at the T. ' lavei 
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members are seen from DIAGRAU 16 -3 to be the interest of the woric and 

the opportunity to use one's abilities and interests. These were Intrinsic 

or satisfier factors of motivaticn. The least important aspects were the 

professions' image to outsiders and the varied job locations which were 

extrinsic or dissatisfier factors. -i! rom the respcnses shoorn Ln TA= 

12 - 5,72ra of the subjects had not endorsed "unLraportant" for any of their 

responses. So the selected aspects studied appeared to be of some import- 

ance. As for the provision of these aspects, the satisfier or Intrinsic 

motivating factors can be seen in TA-51B 16 - 4# to be related to the extrin- 

sic or dissatisfier factors of job "hygiene". The importmce of the moti- 

vating aspects, like their -dequate provision, was related to the "hygiene" 

aspects. So none of these aspects can be negleoted if Zoocl job motivation 

and satisfaction is to be achieved. 

In TAM 16 - 14 the importance of the profession's i=age to outsiders 

can be seen., like its -orovisicn, to be related to the dissatisfier cr 

extrinsic factors of job "hyviene" rather than to the intrinsic factors 

of job mativation and satisfaction. Luckily the poorly 1provided for imege 

of the professions to outsiders was also considered uni=-ortant and was 

unrelated to the job satisfiers md motivators. An improved image, how- 

ever!, would no doubt help the industry conpete for top-quality recruits. 

Quantity surveyors can be seen in TA=, 16 -6 to consider their 

working conditions more import-ant than builders. Builders., howevery con- 

sidered their job security and the traininv, offered to them more iz=. ortant 

than quantity surveyors. The other aspects of their work were considered 

of equal importance to builders and to quantity surveyors, The students 

considered their future working conditions and the trainin2 offered to 

them more important than the experienced professionals. The varied Job 

locaticas, the interest of the work and the opportunities to use one's 

abilities and Interests were of equal importance to professionals and 
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T, ý= 16 - 4: Correlations between the nerscnal inmortance of selected asnects 
of the camstructiorl industr-Tl s nrafession3' . *torK 

; L3-, ect 3 of the 

professions' work 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 a 9 10 11 

1, Career arA promotion 
prospects 1 F6 . 23 . 24 128 . 18 . 33 . 26 

2. Salary prospecta 1 5 1 5 1 5 
. 56 . 15 . 29 17 . 31 . 14 

3. ChaUenee offered I - 5 1 5 1 1 
2 3 . 15 17 . 4.6 . 4.0 . 17 . 31 . 21 

4- Varied job 5 5 
locations A7 . 14. . 25 

5. Professional i=*4; e 1 5 1 1 
to outWers, . 14 . 35 31 . 23 

6. 
- -Working conditims I 1 1 - I I 

28 29 . 35 . 26 22 . 35 . 23 

7. O. vportwLity to 0 un 1 me's abilities arA 
. 4,6 . 26 

1 
. 54. 

5 
25 

1 
36 

5 
16 interests . . 

8. Tnterest of 5 5 5 1 1 1 1 5 
the vrork . 18 o7 . 40 . 14 . 22 . 516. . 24 . 36 o6 

9. Job security I 1 5 1 5 - 5 
. 33 . 31 . 17 . 31 . 35 . 25 214. ig 

10. Variety of I 
the wcrk *31 . 25 *36 . 36 

11. Trajn4a offered 5 1 5 5 5 
26 . 14. . 21 . 23 . 23 16 o6 . 19 

significant at the Ire level 

signif icaut at the ! r. level 
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TA=- 16 - 5: The attractivene! 5s uDon entrv. the nrovision tnd the loersonal i", crtance of !, elected 
as-eats of the cons-mm-tion industros -3rofessions' ,, rork to nrofessionlis and students 

Percentages of the Professionals and the 
Sttrlent3 ocnsideriw, these aspects. - 

Aspects of 

the Prceassions Very attractive Adequately or Very : =crtant 
cr attractive well 2rovided fer or Lwporta-at 

work upon entry 

P -lost P :: Oat e !., Oat 

1. Career and _yromctim U 67 P 76 -(a 94. 33 P 
yrosD_=t3 

2. Salary prospects A. 75 67 7S 99 85 P 

3. Challenge offered so 87 i 89 70 P 96 87 P by the work 

4.. Varied job locaticas 73 66 P 83 59 P 66 69 

5. Professions' image 
t t id 

18 38 3 31 59 57 44 P 
o ou s ers unattract ive ? oorly or not provided 

13 1 is S9 0 ? 

not considered/ 
uni--portant 

69 1 44 P 

6.7orking conditions 36 44 3 67 73 a 71+ 114 

unattract ive 

12 1 26 1 5 

7. Opportunity to use not cansidered/ 
one's abilities arxI unimpcrtant 
interests 52 30 P 

so so 85 P 98 9,4. 

S. Interest of 
the work 

93 89 P 86 78 P 100 98 

9. : ob security 38 
1 

43 a 56 63 -S 89 83 P 
unattractive 

15 1 26 1 a 

not acnsidered/ 
uni=portant 

31 P 

io. Variety of 
the work 87 72 P 92 59 P 95 78 P 

11. The training offered 77 79 29 0 67 a 72 73 a 

P Professionals Z! Ost is ! r* more than the Athin 5; of each other. 

a StUlOftt3 
other sample group. 
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TIAZZ 16 - 6: Týe attr-activeness mon entry. the -rovi3ion trA the -ersmal imrortance of selected 
asnectg of the ccnst_z"icticn inaust77, 's -Tofes3ions' vrork to "builders md ýuantitv sur-re-org 

Percentao. -as of Builders and ', uantity 
Surveriors considering these aspects: - 

As ects Of p I 
the FmfS33ions' 

Ver-1 attractive 4equately or Very important 
or attractive well ; rwided for or important 

upon entry 

3 
1 

ýz :: Ost IB; ; ý; 
I 

:: Ost IB 41 11: 03t 

1. Carter and tremotion. 75 68 B ao 75 33 ag prospects 1 

2. Salaz7 ynspacts 69 34. 1 71 72 I Cl. -! 91 95 , a! 

3. Challenge offered 90 76 3 84. 84 1 93 91 by the work 

41.. Varied job locatic" 69 76 80 65 69 

5. Professional image 20 33 4,0 37 33 51 
to outsiders unattractive poc; r ly ? r-. vided for 

21 171B 60 
, unimportant/ 

not considered 

59 60 

6. ioricing conditions 30 49 
1 

Q 72 69 tt 77 
unattract ive 

24.1 10 
13 

unimyortM-7 
not considered 

46 4.1 

7. CPpartunitY to use 
one's abilities wd 89 71 B Bil. 85 96 

I I 

lzi interests 

8. Interest of 
the Work 

90 92 89 65 B 98 1 100 
1 

rSL 

9. Job security 36 46 Q 60 61 93 81 3 
uiattract ive 

28 1aIB 

nat considered 

4.6 q 

10. Variety of 
the work 85 A. B 82 a6 86 89 OL 

11. The training offered IN 83 q 67 01 3 In 69 B 

B Builders Irost Is 5 more than the '. 7ithin So of each other 
qS Quantity Surveyors 

other sample group. 
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stuaents, yet the remaining aspects were more important to professionals 

(see TABIZ 16 - 5). 

16.4 The Relaticnships between the Ittracticns to Entrants, the Personal 
Im-oortance and the Provision of Selected As-,., ects of the Professicns 
1.101oric 

A relationship was found between the attractiveness to entrants and 

the degree of provision of all the respective aspects of the professions, 

work, except fcr the career and pzomotion prospects and only at the 5a' 

level, the varied job locations and the opportunity to use one's abilities 

and interests. Sinilarly,, a relationship was found between the attractive- 

ness, to entrants and the personal importance of all the respective aspects 

of the professions' work except for the salary prospects., the working 

conditions, the interest of the work and the job security (all only related 

at the Fflo level). The only respective aspects of the personal importance 

and the degree of provision which were found to be related were the chal- 

lenge., the variety of the work and the training offered; whilst at the 

! ro level they were the varied job locations the opp .9 ortunity to use one's 

abilities and interests and the Job -security. These correlations are 

shcnim in TABLE 16 - 7. So the attractiveness to entrants and the degree 

of pmvision of each aspect and the attractiveness to entrants and the 

personal importance of each aspect were related, yet little relationship 

was found between the personal importance and the degree of provision of 

each aspect of the professions' work. The attractiveness to entrants 

appeared to be realistically related to the adequacy of the provision and 
the personal importance of these aspects of the professions' work. These 

findings did not support Taylor's (310) results. He suggested that the 

quantity surveying profession was unable to meet the expectations of its 

members. Many of the aspects sho; ved discrepancies in how well they viere 

provided for and how important they were; notably the interest of the work 

which was very important but needed improved provision as it was a job 

motivator and satisfier, This study confirmed the results for ; rojeot 
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ZaZ 16 - 7t The correlations between the attractions to entrants. the 13ersonal. L-mrtance and 
the ,.! rovision of selected asvects of the -ýrafe331cnsl work 

Correlations between the aspects 

A t f spec 3o 
Lttraction to kttraction to Provision and 

the Professions' entrants ard entrants and per30nAl 

provision -, er3onal t--portanc* 
work importance 

1. Career and omo ion . 12 -. 32 
; rospects 

2. Salar7 . 28 04. 
prospects 1 5 

3. Challenge offered . 33 -. 49 -. 32 
by thA work I 

4.. Varied job . 20 -. 52 -. 20 
locations 5 1 5 

5. Professions' iMsZO 
. 4.3 -. 30 . 03 

to outsiders iI I 

6. ; crk. Uu3 ., 67 14. -. 11 
conditions I 

7. Opportunity to use 
' . 19 -. 36 - 16 one s abilities 5 1 . 5 and interests 

a. Interest of . 37 -. 1 -A4. the work 1 5 

9. : cb . 51 -. 17 -. is 
aecurity 1 5 5 

10. Variety of . 38 -. 25 
the woric i I 

11. The tr-4n4n 
029 -. 35 

offered I I 

significant at tha i% level 

significant at the ! ro lavel 
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management level builders found by Borcherding (23) and for quantity 

surveyors found by Taylor (310) that these professionals worked to satisfy 

their self-fulfilment or self-actualisa-tion needs. 'For these aspects 

were found in this study to be the most important and the most attractive 

to entrmts. 

16-5 Chapter Conclusion and Summarýv: - 

The Attractions to Entr3nts-, 
--the 

I nortance and the Provis 
S 

In this chapter the attractions to entrants, the perscnal importance 

and the provision of selected aspects of the construction industry's 

professicns' work were established, including hi3hlightiAZ the image of 

the industry to outsiders. Any discrepancies in hmr these aspects were 

perceived in terms of their attraction, importance and provision were shown. 

pects of the building 
, rnothesis 3.1 The intrinsic motivating as,., 16-5.1 IT, 

industry's professions' work appear me attractive to entrants than the 

extrinsic aspects of the work. 

Tw. o fairly distinct groups of aspects of the professims' work were 

found, me of job hygiene or extrinsic factors and 'he other of intrinsic 

or satisfier factors of motivation. These intrinsic aspects were considered 

to be the =at attractive when subjects considered entering these profes- 

sims. This hypothesis is therefore supported. It is encouraging that 

professimals., even with hindsight, found these motivationally important 

aspects more attractive upon entry than students. Builders., who received 

more adequate careers advice and information than quantity surveyors., found 

these intrinsic aspects more attractive upon entry. So realbtic and ade- 

quate careers information and advice drqvn from the experience of profes- 

sionals should highlight these attractions and encourage top-quality pupils 

to enter the construction industry. 

16.5.2 Hypothesis 3.2 The intrinsic irotivating aspects of the building 

industry's professional work are better provided for than the extrinsic 

aspects of the work. 
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This hypothesis is ccnfirmed as th6 intrinsic motivating aspects 

of the professions' work were found to be better --rovided for than the 

extrinsic factors, althougIT many of the extrinsic and intrinsic aspects 

were seen to be related. So for a satisfactory woe-cing environment with 

good motivation, neither group of aspects can be nee, -, lected. Builders and 

quantity surveyors appeared to consider that most of these aspects were 

equally viell pro7ided for. As the experienced professionals considered 

that the important intrinsic factors Nvere better provided for than students, 

the situation appears favourable. It may be necessary though to improve 

the 7ovisicn of the extrinsic factors for they were related to the over- 

all job satisfaction and motivation. 

16-5.3 1ýypothesis 3.3 The intrinsic motivating aspects of the building 

industry's professions' work are more important to 2rofessionals than the 

extrinsic a! ýpects of the work. 

As the intrinsic aspects of the professions' work .,; ere fotmd to be 

the most important to all the subjects, this hypothesis is correct. U%e 

the provision of these aspects, builders and quantity surveyors considered 

most of these aspects to be of equal importance to them. The prof essiaas 

c=sidered. the intrinsic factors to be equally or more important to them 

than these'factors were to the students. This indicated the importance 

Jn reality of these intr-Insic factors. As for the provision of these 

aspects., the importance of the intrinsic and the extrinsic aspects were 

related, so neither groups of factors can be neglected if good job moti- 

vatim and satisfaction is to be achieved. 

16.5.1+ Hypothesis 3.1+ The image of the building industry's professions' 

to outsiders is unattractive to entrants and poorly provided for. 

This study shows that subjects considered their professionst Image 

to outWers the least attractive and the most poorly pro7ided for aslect 

of their professions' wcrk. So this hypothesis is su:: ) . ported. Fifty-nine 

per cent of the subjects did not consider the attraction of their profes- 

sicnal image or they considered the image unimportant upc'n entry. 
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This cannot thourh be sufficient reason to neSlect the poor image of 

these professions. Builders considered that the image of their profession 

was more unattractive upon entry than quantity surveyors considered their 

2rofession's image. Ha. Never, over half of both these : )rofessions had not 

considered the image of their profession or they coasidered the attractim 

of the image unimportant. The image was considered about equally by 

builders and quantiti surveyors to be poorly provided for. Luckily, 

students appeared to consider the image of their professions inore attrac- 

tive upon entry and better provided for than the experienced professimals. 

I! ore professionals than students did not upon entry consider the attractim 

of the image of their professim or they considered the attraction of this 

image unimportant. So entrants to the professions may nmv be more aivare 

of or concerned about the images of various occupatims. Crthe profession- 

als, may be trying to ignore that this hallmark of professionalism (105) 

is poorly provided for. Subjects considered that the image of their pro- 

fessinn to outsiders was the aspect of their professionst work which was 

least important to them perscnally., although it is currently assumed that 

career choice is embedded in the social psycholoLýicai process of status C, - 
attain--- nt (372). Prof essionals nust be made aware that their professions' 

image to outsiders is important and must be improved if their professions 

are to attract the top-quality personnel who are currently being drawn to 

the more"attractive" industries. 

16.5.5 TT=othesis 3.5 Discrepancies exist between the attractions upon 

entry, the personal imcrtance and the provision of aspects of the build- 

ing industry's professions' work. 

"'he attractiveness upon entry and the degree of provisim and the 

attractiveness upon entry and the personal importance cxV each selected 

aspect of the professions' work were related. The personal importance 

and the degree of provision appeared less related. So this study shows 
that this Ivpothesis : is not completely satisfied. The notable discrep- 

ancy was that the interest of the work was very important but its provision 
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should be improved for good professional job motivation and satisfaction. 

The career and promotion prospects, the salary prospects, the professions' 

image to outsiders and the working conditions were also not provided for 

adequately. Improving these aspects might assist in creating a better 

image for the professions to outsiders but might contribute little to 

increasing job motivation and satisfaction for they are extrinsic factors. 

The attractiveness of -he aspects of the professions' work, to entrants 

appeared to be realistical1y related to the personal importance and the 

degree of provission of these aspects. The m-rk sf these professions 

therefore appeared to be reasonably accurately perceived by entrants, yet 

some improvements are needed if the !: rovision of some aspects of the 

professions' work are to match their importance to their professional 

members. 
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CHAI'Tz-R 17 

PROFM'SICN=' STEMOTIM AM 

S=2-nR=ICV7S IN TIM Vfi'ORK ROLE 
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Objective Four: To establish any occupational stereotypes and self- 

perceptions which exist az=gst professional builders ond quantity 

sur7eyors and to investigate hav they differ. 

17-1 'Relationships Between the Concents of what "Professional Builders 
Are", 'Irrofessicnal Iýuantity ýiurveyors Are" and _11, 

Myself in rZr 
ork Role" 

Using the sample of professionals who had answered all three con- 

cepts, fvir significant correlations were found between the respective 

adjective pairs of the three concepts (see TAaZ A-8- 4). Similarly, 

no discriminating variables were found between the three concepts because 

the variance In the variables was insufficient to converge the ei, -genvalues. ' 

As discussed inI2-3 and 13-4 this could be due to violations of the 

assad ions of these statistical tests, too small a sample or too small a 

difference between the concepts. 

17.2 Consideration of the Concepts in Pairs 

The concepts were then compared in pairs for the sanmle who had 

answered all three concepts. The significant values of la=bda and the 

high percentages of correctly grouped membership, shown in. UBJ 17 

suggests reascnabledLsorimination betmreen the pairs of concepts. Greater 

discrimination was found when comparing the two occupational concepts 

rather than when each occupational concept was compared with the work role 

self-perceptian. This may be because the =easuring instrument was devel- 

oped to measure occupational stereotypes rather than self-perception. 

Similarly,, the relationship between the discriminating variables and their 

differences in mesa values was clearer for the pair of occupational con- 

cepts than for each occupational concept compared with the self-perception; 

see TABLES 17 - 2j, 17 -3 and 17 - 4. 

Appendix 6 shows the means and standard deviations for the three ocn- 

cepts. The standard deviations were generally lover for At. -he concept of 

"myself in rV work role". Considering all three concepts, the standard 

deviations ranged from -84 to 1.85. So 32ro of individuals' responses could 
be at least . 81+ scale intervals on either side, of the mean response. There 
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ZA= 17 - It The discri: mAnatin(r )oyrer of the variables when "-., ýarinp! pairs ýf cancents 

3tar, dard13ed discriminant function 
coefficients %>, . 

2) for pairs of concepts 
Adjective 

Pairs "Prof essimal ý! uileers 
J 

"Prof e3sional Builders 46 "Z-rofesslonal ; uantity 
are"Alrofe33ionsil are"/tV3aIr 1A My Zurveyors are"/"=, rss1f 

ýuantity Surveyors are, ' work role" 
J 

in my work role" 

IT a 77 77 Na 78 

Practical/Chconcernal 
JaI05 30021 

with practical =atters 

Carolm/Careful . 21700 

CreativWThoriginal 
. 21558 

Analytical/1'at -lytical -. 37818 -. 22362 

71exible/Rigid. 
. 38sio 

Ideal lstiq/ýtealistio -. 32122 

ifficient/Inefficient -. 4US3 . 42523 

Towb/Tender 
-34742 

Lacking inknowledge/ 
- 20176 22274 Knowledgeable . 

Concerned with things/ 
598 . 32 3134.7 - C=e=ed with people 5 . 

Likes 7ariety/ 

-. 33611 Prefers Routine, 

Likes working Mt3lds/ 
. 37083 . 20736 Prefers wcrkine indoors 

f 
2: 6thodical/ 

. 4-1207 Yethodica 

Needs Instructions/ 

Uses Initiative -. 58703 

Frof essimal "Prof essional *Prof as& lonal. 1ýuamtity 
Predicted Group Builders 

A aren Builders are* 3urveyors 
I are" 

.: embership 92.1 . 85. -CP, L 7 5.6-4. 
"Professional ; uantity M. ýVselr 2 27 "43elf In Z-,? lurveyors are" maz role" xo. role" 

92.3,; 85.7'.. 

"Grouped* Cases 
Correctly Classified 92.16, 'a 88.9&,; a 0.77, 

M11004 . 4115187 -5161431 

Chi-Zquare 147.06 IV#.. 25 94.907 
Si; nificant ignixicant 3 4-, nif ioant 
at tv level at I., *Q level at. 1, /9 level 
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was therefore considerable variation betvieen individuals' responses to 

each variable. DIAGPXI 17 -I theref ore shovis the mean responses of the 

sample, not an individual's responses. Individuals' responses n. i; 7ht have 

shawn less distinction bet-meen the concepts. 

17.2.1 "Professional Builders Are" Compared with vihat "Professional 
Quantity Surveyors Are" 

Considering the nature of the two professions' work$ the mean res- 

ponses for the two occupational concepts appeared reasonable; see DIAMUI 

17 - 1. The differences of the mean responses for this Pair of concepts 

were si, -Aificant at the 1, JIIo level,, except for creative, concerned with 

things, likes variety, qualitative, comunicative, sociable, untechnical. 

and needs instructions which were not sighif icant even at the level. 

The adjective pairs have been simplified to a scale label of the adjective 

nearest to the mean responses. 

TABLE 17 -2 shoffs in terms of the mean differences and discrimin- 

ant analysis, the variables rhich discriminate between the concepts of 

"professional builders are" and "Professicnal quantity surveyors are". 

The discriminating variables vrere: practical, methodical., analytical 

and likes working outside. As professional builders appeared to possess 

more of two of these discriminating qualities whilst professional quantity 

surveyors were described more by the other two qualities, summary stero- 
types can be formed. The summary stereotype of a "professional builder" 

when compared to a "professional quantity surveyor" would be that he was 

practical and liked to work outside. The summary stereotype of a 
"professional, quantity surveyor" when compared to a "professional builder" 

would be that he was methodical-and analytical. These two stereotypes 

mast be considered as comparisons, not isolated images. The stereotype 
does not mean that a quantity surveyor is not practical but that a builder 

is more practical. If these professions were compared with different con- 
cepts., different stereotypes may be formed. The signs of the standardised 
discriminant function coefficients used In the stereotypes were positive 
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DIAGRAM 17 -i: THE =1 PMPCNSIS OF T13B PMMSICN= WHO EEO 
IMPOMID To THE THPMFý CONCEM OF WHAT "PROMSIONAL 
BUIZZEM AREp - "PROPESSICNAL QUAN=! rY SUMMY016 ARE- 
AND ffMEU IN MY WORK RCLE. " 

, -ýWft 

ITIAMCAL 

CAEMLESS 

ClEATIVE 

ANAL=CAL 

FLECIEff 

T3)F, AT. T, qTIC; 

EFFICIENT 

TCUCE 

LACKING IN ]KNOWLED0 

CONCERNED WITH 
TBINGS 

EXTRAVAGANT 
T VARM'r 

QU=TA= 

COMNICATM 
T W019ING 

omnE 
170T METHMICAL 

SOCIABLE 

ILLOGICAL 

UNTICHNICAL, 

PEMOISE, 

HEMS INSTIUCTIMS 

2 

B-Q-M 

M-B--Q 

liq-B 

M-B-Q 
B 

Q--m 

-B 

B-M--Q 

B-q-m 

QB--M 

M-Q B 

UNCONCEPNED WITH 
PRACTICAL MATTEFIS 

CAMIML 

UNOMINAL, 
NOT 
ANALYTICAL 

RIGID 

P=, T C 

INEFFICIENT 

TMMER 

KNO'vi#LEDGEAM 

CONCERNED YaTH 
PEOPLE 

ECONOMICAL 
MYERS ROUTINE 

QUANTITATIVE, 

RESERVED 
LFERS WORKING 

INBOORS 

MET110DICAL 

UNSOCIAELE 

LOMCAL 

TECRNICAL 

VAGUE 

USL3 INITIATIVE 

Professional Sample who responded to the three concepts: 

B "Professional Builders Are" N 77 

Q "Professional Quantity Surveyors Le" N 78 

M ""elf in =or Work Role" N 79 
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T-13M 17 - 2: The ranked discriffinating- variables and the man differences for the concerts of 
wl, jLt llorofessicna. 1 builders are" and ""professional -ý, uantity surveyors Lre" 

DiscriminiLting Variables 

-Standardised t-Test 
Rank Top Ranking Variables 7=tion Zifferences Siqnificances 

COeffi*iCnt3 

. 2) 77 

J. Not :: ethodicaloptathodical . 4.1207 1.9 

2. Practical/Unconcemed 
. 33105 with practical catters 

3. ; malyticalvAN-ot Analytical -. 37818 1.3 114; 

I&. Likes workimp outside/ 
. 37W3 1.7 

. trefer3 work! ng indoor$ 

5. TougkV'17'ender . 3474.2 0.9 

6. Likes Variety/Prefers Routine -. 33611 0.8 

7. ldealistWRealistia -. 32122 1.2 

Rat3ked Mean Dirferences 

"eam ae3pcmses 

Rank Largest lZman, Uean t-Test IM%k Small at Uean I: ean Zifferences, Li"erences Sigairicaa-zes rifferences Bl"erences 

1. -, ot '-sthodieW.: fthodical. 1.9 1 1. Q Ualit at ive/quant it at ive 

2. ýnalytica. 3,41ct Analytical 1.8 15 2. Ifeeds Instructions/ 
Uses initiative 

3. Likes Working CUt31ds/ 1.7 1 3. 0(mee-ed with things/ 
prefers working indoors Concerned with people 

14. - Practical/Uncoacmed 1.11. 4. Uht6chnicAl/Technical, 
.2 with yractical matters 

-'recise/7ague, 1.4. Creative/tnoriginal 
.2 

Professional sample who responded to the three cc=e; rts. -- 

"Professicnal Builders are" 17 a 77 

"Prefessimal I, uantity Sur7eyors are" N- 78 
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for "professional builders are" and negative for 11-prcfessional quantity 

surveyors are". Rxcept for five variables, the same si, -'n pattern was 

found when the remaininT, variables were allocated to the profession possess- 

ing the most of that quality. Similar responses were found for all the 

professionals who had responded to the t,,. Yo occupational concepts. T. 1he 

mean differences of likin, - variety and sociable were also sir_nificant at 

the li'o" level. Although in a different order, the same seven discrimin- 

ating variables were found. Except for efficiency and technicality,, the 

mean responses of students varied in the same directions for these con- 

cepts as for the professionals. All the variables in the stereotypes had 

significant mean differences f or the students at the I; o and T; level. 

These stereotypes appeared to be in terms of the qualities used to 

perform the work, rather than social or educatimal qualities, These 

qualities were found in the careers literature for the respective prcfes- 

sions, but the classifications Ziven by Bell and Gallagher (15) appeared 

confused. They described a building technician under the classification 

of "scientific".. "com "Scientific" and "compa- 
. 
ýutaticnal" and "outdoor". 

taticnal" are not seen in this study's stereotype of a professional builder 

whilst Bell and Gallagher only used "practical" for the buildinZ trades. 

Their classification of quantity surveying as allcomputational" job corres- 4: 0 

pcnds to this study's stereotype, yet their other classificatica of "out- 

door" appears to be a general but inappropriate building industry classifi- 

cation. 

17.2.2 "Professimal Builders Are" Co m. ared to 1111, yself in -7 '. 7ork Role" 

From TABM 17 -3 efficient and careful appeared to discriminate 

between "professional builders are" and "myself in my work role" in terms 

of mean differences and discriminant analysis. Mccept for com, =icative 

and tough which were only significant at the 5, "ý level, and practical, 

idealistic and sociable which were insignificant, all the other mean differ- 

ences were significant at the i'7o level. The variables liking variety, 
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TABIX 17 - 3. - The miked discrimiriatino, variables and the rean differences for the acments 
of what "'VOfessimal builders are" -A "mmelf in -7 wom role-* 

Discriminating Variables 

Standardised. 
L t-Ts-st 

Bank Top Ranking Variables Zýmct ion Differences 
1 

S Ignif icances 
Coefficients 

( >, . 2) Na 77 

i. Lfficient/Inefficient -. 4U53 2.2 If4 

2. Concerned with things/ . 325c, -8 .9 ti 
Concerned with people 

3. Practical/thconcarned. . 30021 0 0 
with practical -. matters 

4. Likes Varisty/Prefers Routine -. 24-055 1% 

5. Careless/Careful . 21700 1.8 1; ý 

Likes working outside/ . 20736 .7 1 'j; Pref ere working indoors 

Ranked lZean Differe=ss 

"san Responses I 

Rank Largest :: eazz item t-Test RWk Sma. 11eat 'ý'san. Ueam 
L=oremcss Zifferences Sig Differences Lifferences 

1. Zfficiont/%nsfficient 2.2 1. Practical/Unocnaermed 0 
With Practical m%tters 

2. Analytic&14, lot Analytical 1.8 1% 2. Zdoalixtiqýtealistlc 0 

3. Careless/Careftl 1.8 1% 3. Frecl. WUgue 0.3 
4. Nct IrethodieW.: ethcoilcal 1.6 4. 30ciable/Umsociable 0.4 

I; eO(13 ZnStrUCtiCC3/ 1.5 ZcxgVTander 0.5 
Uses initiative 

C', Zztravagantýtccmomicai 1.5 C-icative/Res, 0.5 

Professiomal sample who responded to the three conce7t3: - 

"Professicnal Bullelairs area Na 77 

"ýv3elf in =V work role xa 79 
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; referring to work outside and concerned with thin, 7s ranked fairly hiSh 

on discriminant analysis and had relatively small, but still significant 

mean differences. These variables were allocated to either concept on 

the basis of . vhich appeared, from the mean differences., to possess the 

quality the most; see DIAGRXI 17 - 1. This allocation was ccn: f irmed by 

the signs of the standardised discriminant function. So the follmving 

sum=ary stereotypes were formed. Compared to hmv they saw professicnal 

builders, professicaals smv themselves at work az efficient, careful and 

liking variety. Compared to hcra professionals saw themselves In their 

work role, they sa: r, professional builders as being concerned with things 

and preferring towork outside. These stereotypes have to be ccnaidered 

tcr. ether as compariscns. " ', 'hen a professional builder was previously com- 

pared with a professional quantity surveyor, rather than the work role 

self-concept, a different stereotype was found. A. 11 these stereotypes 

appeared to be in terms of the qualities used to perform the wark, rather 

than social or educational cualities. 

17.2.3 "Professional rýuantitv Surveyors Are" Co=_sred to 1ýtyself in 
Role" 

In term of mean differences and discriminant analysis, flexible, 

using their initiative, being concerned with things and efficient were 

seen from TABIZ 17 -4 to discriminate between "professional quantity 

surv-eyors are" and "myself in my work role". Analytical, lacking In know- 

ledge,, extravagant., not methodical and precise were not even significant 

mean differences at the :, ý, 4U 

level. Toush 
. 00V , qualitative and illogical were 

only significant at the 5ro level. ; hen the discriminating variables ", re 

allocated to either concept on the basis of the sign of the standardised 

discriminant function coefficient and which concept possessed the quality 

the most s see BIAGR41 17 -1, the f ollcr. 7ing s=nary st ereoty, -es were f ound. 

Compared to ho%y they saw 2rofessimal quantity surveyors,, professionals 

saw themselves at work as flexible, efficient and likely to use their 

initiative. Compared to hmv professionals saw themselves at work, they 
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TA= 17 - 4.: The rarked discrLminatin* variables arill the mean differences for the ccnceyýts of -Aiat 
"-, Yrc. 'A. saicnal -; =. t-Lt-r sunmvors are" and in -r . vark role" 

'Ziscrimineting Vsriables 

Standardized 
.: ean t-Test 

2jank Top Ranking Variables Di3criminant 
n"Zicticn 

S ienl4licances 

^, oeff icients 
78 

1. Needs Instructions/ -. 58703 1.0 
Uses Initiative 

2. :, f f icimt/Inef f ic Jent . 42523 0.9 

3. . 21exible/. Mgid . 38310 1.8 ll's 

4. Concerned with thing-, / -. 3131+7 1 
Concerned with peopia 

5. --ýnalytical^, ot Analytical -. 22362 0 

Lacking Knowledge/ . 2227! 1. .3 0 
Knowledgeable 

Ranked '-. ean Differences 

Largest 
Differences 

-ean 303ponses 

'-, 'a aaj t-Test %=k smallest *-can 
Differences I iisnificances Zifferences 

'-ean 
Ziff erences 

1. Tlexible/Rigid I% I. -AnalyticW. Tot Analytical. 0.1 

2. Likes Taristy/ 1.6 10, 2. Z1xtr&vagazrt/Sccncm1ca1 0.2 
Prefers routine 

3. ' , eeds Instructions/ 1.6 1% 3. Precise/Vacue 0.3 Uses Initiative 

4. Fractical/U: oooncernsd 1.4 4. Not '-'&thod1c&V"@thoMc-1 0.3 
with practical matters 

Ideali3tic/Realistic 1.2 1% Illosical/Logical 0.3 

6. LackIng In Knowledge/ 0.3 
: Cnowledgeablo 

PrOfOssiciml sample who resycmded to tho three acrweptsl- 

"Professional quantity sur7eyers arell 78 

IS . Tyself in n7 work role" IT 79 
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saw prof essional quantity surveyors as bein, -, cmaerned with things. -Is 

for the other -,, xUrs of stereotypes, this pair of stereotypes rust be 

consiclerecl together as compaxisorls. A cUfferent stereotype of a profes- 

simal quantity surveyor was found when he was ccm23xecl with a professional 

builder. All the pairs of stereotypes appeared to be in terms of the 

qualities used to perfcrm the work, rather than social or educational 

qualities. 

17.2.4 Results Using Other Samle Grcups 

"'he mean differences of the responses of the prof essimals ansmering A. 

all three omcepts were similar to the res-ponses of all the professionalso 

including those who had only answered the occupational cmcejýts; see 

Appendix 6. Fewer mean differences bet", en the work role self-perception 

and the occupational concepts were significant for the 1profession-als who 

had answered all. three concepts, These -professionals may have tried to 

rate themselves at work as similar to their recaIled ratings of their 

professionts stereotype. 

17.2-5 Co=arisms Between the Three Pairs of Concepts 

The professional stereotypes and the self-perception were found to 

differ. This does not support the theor7 that people seek an occupatiaa 

whose stereotype matches their self-perception (305). 

Neither stereotype of a professional quantity surveyor contained the 

same variables but compared to either a professimal in his -. -mrk role or 

a professional quantity surveyor, a professional builder appeared to like 

to work outWe. Zhen the professionals compared themselves in their work 

roles to either occupational stereotypes they considered themselves more 

efficient. This could be a "halo" effect. Professionals also considered 

both professims more ccncerned with things, whilst they were mwe concerned 

in their work role with people. This could be the social element --, rhich 

appeared to be lacking in all the stereotypes. 

For most scales, the responses for "myself in -7 mrk role" Tiere 

closer to or as close to the socially desirable end of the scale as the 
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respcnses for either of the occupational concepts. The exce-. pticnal 

scales were touZh/tender, likes wrrking outside/prfers viorlcinr-, Indoors 

and not methodicaWmethodical. 17either end of these scales suggested 

social desirability. So professionals appeared to perceive themselves 

in their work role in a more eZotistical or socially desirably manner 

than they perceived members of either their cffm or the other prceession. 

Discriminant analysis xas also undertaken for these three pairs of 

concepts using two samples of the professionals iNho had responded to the 

three concepts. One sample was of nineteen builders and the other was of 

forty quantity surveyors. The eigenvalues failed to converge because 

the variance between the three pairs of concepts for each sample was too 

sma. 11; so stereotypes could not be produced f or either profession. The 

lack- of variance suggested that either the sazTles were too small to shax 

any differences between the concepts or that members of me Iwofessim 

held similar stereotypes; see 13.4. Later work shaaed'that both Professions 

had similar occupatimal stereotypes, and self-percept ions. So further 

work is needed to confirm that discriminant analysis using larger samples, 

of each profession would produce occupational stereotypes and self-percep- 

tions. similar to those found using the combined sample of builders arA 

quantity surveyors. 

The stereotypes and work role self-perceptims found were based on 

comparisons between the three pairs of concepts, rather than independent 

perce-ptions of each cmcept. It was hoped that cluster analysis or factor 

analysis would classify each concept's q7aalities into groups which could 

be labelled to form independent stereotypes; see 13-5. 

The standard deviations for-the concepts showed large variations in 

individuals' responses; see Appendix 6. So it ivas decided to study any 

differences of opinion amcngst builders and quantity surveyors, and amongst 

professionals and students about each concept. The stereotypes and self- 

perceptions h6. d so far been considered as the average views, probably 

hiding differences of opinion (160). 
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17.3 Builders! and ý'uantitv Surveyors' Oninions of the Concents 

Discriminating variables were only found for builders' and quantity 

survvjorst opinions of vdiat "professional quantity surveyors are" using 

a combined sample of students and professionals. Fcr the other concepts, 

ei, g, env-alues failed to converZe because the variance between the tmo pro- 

fessionst opinions about each variable was too sznall. Similarly, using 

the chi-square test and a sample of professional builders and quantity 

surveyors who had answered the three concepts, only one variable pair for 

each ocncept shcwed a significant relationship. As discussed in 12.3 and 

13,1+ the assumptions of these statistical tests could have been violated.. 

or the samples were too small, cr the differences of opinion were too 

small. Comparing DIAGWW 17 -I with DIAGW-ZIS 17 - 22 17 -3 and 17 -4 

the mean respoases of builders and of quantity surveyors clearly focused 

around the mean responses. of all the professionals for each concept. The 

differences of opinion between the tivo professions generally appeared 

smaller than the differences of opinion about the concepts. The power 

of discrimination bet-ween each pair of concepts was si. Snificant at the 

115o level, but the only significant discriminating power between the opinions 

of the two ; rofessions was at th; , Wo" level., for "Professional quantity 

surveyors are"; see 17.2 and 17-3.1. The concept "myself in my work role" 

showed the smallest differences of opinion, either because people sMV 

themselves as more alike than they saw their stereotypes or because the 

instrument was not developed to meaaure this concept. 

17-3.1 Builders' and Cuantity Surveyors' Opinions of what "Professiona3. 

The power of the variables discriminating between the two professions, 

opinions of what "professional quantity surveyors are" was only si, _, nificant 

at the Va level; see TABLE 17 - 5. TABLE 17 -6 shows the top ranking 

discriminating variables and their mean differences. The mean responses 

are illustrated in DIAGRUj 17 -2 and the significances of the man differ- 

ences are given in Appendix 7. So quantity surveyors kippeared to see 
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DIAMIAX 17 -2: THE IW FWPONSBS OF PROFESSIMAL AND STUDENT 
BUILDFM AND QUANTITY SUMYOFe FOR THE CCVCKFIT 
OF WHAT "PROMSSIONAL QUANTITY SURMOM ARE" 

1 23 567 
III 

_I 
I 

PRACTICAL 121CONCEMED MTH 
Q PRACTIC-AL Y. &TTEM 

CAPLIMS B--Q CARFJM 

CREA=b Q-B uNoFaGINAL 
NOT 

ANALYTICAL Q-B ANALIMCAL 

FIMBLE Q-B FaGID 

ILEALT-STIC B-Q PY'AMTIC 

LFFICIBUT Q-B INSF57CIENT 

TOUGH q. B TENDER 

LACKING IN KNOWUDGE B-Q KNOWLEDGEA= 

CONCEPNED WITH CMTCL"2= WITH 
TBINGS. B-Q PEOPLE 

II RAVAGANT B---Q ECCUMICAL 
LTM VARIETY QB PPMETS ROUTINE 

QUALITATIVE Q--B QU. ANTITATIVE 

COMMNICATIVE Q-B IMERVED 
T ITOpiaNG. PPM! El& WORKING 
caTsiDE Q--B INDOOM 

NOT METHCDICAL B-Q NETBODICAL 

SOCIABIR. UNMOCIAME 

ILL0GICAL B-Q LOGICAL 

UNMCBNICAL B--Q TECHNICAL 

PFECISE Q-B VAGUE 

NEEZ IMMUCTIONS B-Q USM INITIATIVE 

Professional and Student Sample who respmded to Trofessional Quantity 
Surveyors are": - 

B Builders' Opinions N 61 

Q Quantity Surveyor-a' opinions N 80- 
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DIAGRW 17 -5: MM MAN RESPONSES OF PROFESSICNAL 2M STUDENT 
BUILDERS AM QUANTITY SUMYORS FOR THE CONCEPT 
OF -, MAT "PROMEMSICNAL BUILDERS ARE" 

1 23 Z4.567 
IIIII I' I 

PRACTICAL B-Q UNCCNCBRMM WITH 
PR, ACTICAL MATTEM 

C'Muss Q-B CAREFUL 

CREATIVE B-Q UNcraGINAL 
BQ NOT 

ANALYTICAL ANALYTICAL 

F1 MIS B-Q RIGID 

ED= STIC B RE=STIC 

EMCIENT BQ INEM-MCIENT 

TOUGH BQ TENDER 

LACKING IN KNOWLEDGE B 
Q EN(MLEDGEABLE 

CONCERNED WITH Q-B 
CONCERNM WITH 

Tmcs FECELE 

IXTRAVAGANT (Z-B, ECONOMICAL 
Txrm, VApIETY B-Q PREMPS, ROUTINE 

qUALITATM B---Q (ZUAMTATM 

COMOZICATIVE B-Q RESERVED 
LIM WOpl=G, PREMS, WCRXING 
OUTSILE B-Q INDOOM 

NOT IdETHCDICAL B, Q IMTHMICAL 

SOCIABLE B-Q WSOCIAME 

ILLOGICAL Q-B, LOGICAL 

UNTECHNICAL Q--B, TECHRICAL, 

PRECISE B-Q VAGUE 

NEEDS INSTRUCTIMS Q-B USES INITIATIVE 

Professional and Student sample who responded to "Professional Builders 
are": - 

B Builders' opinions N 64. 

Q Quantity Surveycrsf Opinions N 80 
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DIAGRAM 17 - 1+1 : TIM MEAN EMPONSES OF PROMSICKAL BUILLM AND 
QUANTITY SURVEYOM FOR THE CONCEPT OF "IMELF IN 
MY WORK ROLE" 

PRACTICAL 

CAMMS 

CTMATIVE 

ANALYTICAL 

RIXTRr 

ILEALISTIC 

EMCIENT 

TOUGH 

LACMG IN XNMLE= 

coNaEmim wiTH 
TBINGS 

IXMVAGANT 
VAEILTY 

QUALITATIVE 

CM, MMCATIVE 
LIM WOMWG 
OUTSIDE 

NOT METHODICAL 

SOCIABLE 

ILLOGICAL 

UNTEMNICAL 

PRECISE 

KEELS INSTRUCTIONS 

1 234.56 7 

BQ 

Q-B 

B-Q 

Q-B 

B 

Q-B 

B-Q 

B---Q 

B'*Q 
B-Q 

BQ 

B-Q 

rrB 

UNCCNCEPNED MTH 
PRACTICAL MATTEIS 

CAREFUL 

UNOF'IGINAL 
NOT 
ANALYTICAL 

EIGID 

REAI STIC 

INEMCIENT 

MINUER 

RNMAMMABLE 

CONCERM WITH 
PWFLF. 

BCCNOlaCAL 
PREIM"M ROTJTINB 

QUANTITATIVE 

HESERVM 
PREFMV5 WORKING 
33MOORS 

METHMICAL 

UNSOCIABLE 

LOGICAL 

TECBNICAL 

VA= 

USES INITIATM 

Professional sample who responded to "Iýyself in my work role": - 
B Builders' Opinions N= 49 

Q Quantity Surveyors' Opinions N= 97 

0 
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TA=, 17 - 5: The discri-mLmitim? Im-ler of variables when cau"rin'r t" veýion. s of builders 
and cuentitv survemrs about what "nrafessional nuantity-surveyors arell 

Variables used to Standardised. Discriminant 
Lescribe ,. That "Professional -maticn Cooffioients for the 

quantity iurvevors -roll opinions cf 2uilders and '. uantit, 7 
Surveyors ( Zt- . 2) 

Careless/Careful, . 75892 

Ideftl4ft ic/aaall J* 
-. 36325 

Zf f icient/Inef f ic icýt . 40110 

Zrtravagant/tE-comemical, -. 48165 

Likes working cutaide/Prefors working indOOrS . 52701 

Not !: vthodicW.: cthodic&l -. 424.22 

Sociable/Lh3ociabla -. 59518 

Precise, ", rague . 70501 

I Alleeds, Instructimalo"Ises Initiativ* -. 37792 

Predicted C; roup 1.1ambership 3uilders' Opimicus 

,, uantity auzvoyara Op-Inims 

81.10 

"Grouped" Cases Ccr, ctly Cl"Wiad 77. CE6 

'-mbdA 
. 6345303 

C; hi-. 3quare 37.982 
' level 3izn: Lfi--ant at S. I 

Student and Professicall' Builders and quantity Surveyors vrho 
re3rcmdai to "; rofemicnal quantity surveyors ars": - 

Professional wA Student (half of each) Builders' OPiftiCrI3 11 0 4a 

PrOfO334111121 and Student (half of each) ; uantity Surreyors, opinions ZT a 48 
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TAZIZ 17 - 6: The ranked discriminating variables and man differences ter the 
conce-it cf -7rhat "nr-fessicnal -, uantitv stxr7evors are" accoraint to 
croeessicnall and 3tucent butl: ýers arA cuartit7 sur7evors 

Discrimin&ting Tariables 

Rmk I Top Ranking V&riables 

1. Carele3s/Careful 

2. Preciaosgue 

3. Sociable/Unsociable 

4. Likes working outside/ 
Prefers working inside 

Lxtravaeant/Loonomical 

6. Not :: ethodi -IA I othodical 

7. : fficient/"nefficient 

8. Needs Instruction4/ 
Uses : nitiative 

9. IdealistioAealistic 

stand 
D L30 t 

AMC ion 
Coe: ef ic ient 3 

Usan 
Differences 

t-Test 
S L; n: Lf loances 

. 75892 0.3 0 

. 7C501 0.8 1', * 

-. 51951 a 0 0 

. 52701 0.5 0 

-. 4S165 0.7 6 

-. j. 71. ýý2 0.4. 

. 4-0110 0.3 0 

-. 37792 0.8 11-4 

-. 36325 1 0.5 1 j, * 

Rwked Lrean Differences 

I I '.: can RasiDonses I I 

Largest Ifean, : Zean t-Test qwac SMALUest : teaa 
Differences Zifferences Sip. nificames Differences z 

73AMible/Rigid 0.8 1. SociableAksociable 0 

2. MogioalAxwgical 0.8 2. Tougb/TerAer 0.2 

3. ? recise/7ague 0.8 3. Carol*"/Carellul 0.3 
4.. Needs Instructions/ 0.8 4. Creative/thoriginal 0.3 

Uses Initiative 

3. Practical/Q=oncerned 0.7 5. ZXf icient/tnefficient 0-3 
with wactical matters 

6. Zxtr&vagamVx-4cncml&al 0.7 1% Likes Variety/ 0-3 
Prefers Routine 

7. ; ualitative/quantitative 0.3 

Student and Prof essiccal sample who responded. to "prof @3sions' ýuantity Surveyors arsOl 

5,41Aerst Opirim, 

^uantity Surveycrd Opinicna "'T 80 
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members of their profession as more precise, economical, methodical, 

realistic and likely to use their initiative than the builders saw 

quantity surveyors, 

17-3.2 Builders-'- and Quantity Surveyors' 
ole" 

at "Professimal 

As discussed in 17.3, ' no discriminatinc variables were found for 

either "professional builders are" or "myself in my work role". The mean 

responses and the significances of the mean differences for the two pro- 

fessions' opinions of what "professional builders are,, and "myself in w 

work role" are given in Appendices 6 and 7. ' DI-IMUZZ 17 -3 and 17 - 4- 

illustrate these mean responses. This apparent lack of a clear difference 

of opinion between the two professions may have been influenced or masked 

by differences of opinion between professionals and students. So it was 

decided to study the opinions of the professions at each career level. 

17-3.3 The Opinions of Builders and Ouantity Surveyors at each Career Level 

For each occupational. concept most of the opinions of builders. and 

of quantity surveyors appeared to vary in the same direction for the pro- 

fessianal, the student and the combined rrofessimal and student samples; 

see Appendix 6. Simila ly, for the work role self-perceptions the opinions 

ar the builders and the quantity surveyors varied in the same direction 

for all the professionals who had answered this conce. pt and f or all those 

who had answered all three concepts; see Appendix 6. CcasIdering, both 

occupational concepts., the differences of the mean responses of builders 

and quantity surveyors were less significant for the student sample and 

the professional sample than for the combined professional and student 

sample; see Appendix 7. The differences of opinion between the two pro- 

fessions about th--Nvork role self-perceptions were more siZnificant amcnZ 

a. 3.1 the professional builders and quantity surveyors than amcng those who 

had arm; ered all three concepts; see Appendix 7. So the Professional 

builders and quantity surveyors who had answezvd the occupational concepts 

and the work role self-perceptions not only saw themselves as more similar 
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to their occupational stereotypes (17.2.4) tut they also sm-v themselves 

as more alike. 

No discriminating variables were found for the opinicns of builders 

and quantity surveyors when either career level sample considered what 

"professional quantity surveyors are". Discrimina-tinZ variables had been 

found for the combined professional and student sample; see 17-3-1- Dis- 

criminating variables were founI,, at the 5,4* level, for the opinions of 

builders and quantity surveyors whea students considered what 1'rrofessimal 

builders are"; see TABIM 17 -7 and 17 - B. 1, To discriminating variables 

had been found for the opinions of builders and quantity surveyors using 

either the combined professional and student sample, or the professional 

sample. Neither of the professional samples considering the work role 

self-perception produced variables which discriminated between the opinions 

of builders and quantity surveyors. 

17-3-1* Surnarv of the Results of the Oninions of the Two Professions 

Even taking into account tin stroll differences of opinion between the 

career levels, the differences of opinion between the two professions 

about each concept appeared sm311. Large variaticas were found among the 

responses of the builders and the quantity sur7eyors for each concept; see 

the standard deviations listed in Appendix 6. Thirty-two per cent of 

individuals' responses were from . 
60 to 2.09 scale Intervals either side 

of the mean respons% So there appeared to be a difference of opinion 

within each profession. Individuals therefore appeoxed to have different 

opinions which could not be classified into any professional groups' opinion. 

This was confirmed in part by clustering subjects' responses., see 17-5.6. 

Discriminant analysis may have failed to show any differences of 

opinicn between the two professions because the sample or the differences 

were too small or because the assumptions for the analysis were violated, 

see 13.4. A different measuring instru: nent may be needed to show any differ- 

ences of opinion about a concept, because the measuring instrummt used 

was developed to measure differences bebveen the occupational concepts. 
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TABLS 17 - 7: The discrimiznating! ! 5swrer of variables -. -rhen cm-marine! the oninions of buildiruz 
and cuantity survevincp sturýents about what 'Irrofessional builders are's 

Variables used to Itanclardised Dizer4mi4mint 
Zescribe -xhat "Professional 7unction Coefficients for the 

Builders are" Ozini= cf Building and Quantity 
6 urvsying 3 tuaent s 2) 

? ractical/Uncmeemed. with practical mtters . 40610 

21exible/Rigid 
. 55723 

Lff 1cient/InexTicient .! 3532 

Tcu&1VTender 
. 357,10 

Lacking : Lu 7zowledge/Kaowledgeable, -. 99893 

Lxtravagant/Zconcm4ca' 
. 22533 

Likes VarietyArefers Routine -. 81285 

C, mmn in 4 m- at iVe/R4 30Z W . 77750 

Likes working outside/Prefers working indocra -. 27724. 

Scolable/Uhsociable -- 5584-3 

untechaioa3ý'Iechmical .. S21811. 

Needs Instruct ims/Uses Initiativir . 38320 

Predicted Group 7-lembership, Building Student3l Opinims 
$8. CO 

, ýuantity Surv"ing Students, opinions 
ea. Cp 

"GompedO Cases Correctly Classif iad 88. cv; 

. 4243632 

Chi-Sqiuare 32.142 
signinaaat at ffý" level 

Students who zespanded. to "PrOfOMiOnsl BUUderS AZe": - 

Builderst Opinions 17 025 

, tuantity Surveyor3' Opini=a IZ Z 25 
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TABLF. 17 - 8: 'I"he ranked discri; TdnAting variables and rman differtnees feýr the conceye olf 
rhat '17rofo-ssicnal bUilders are" accordiny to buildinT and -uantitv survevine, stueents 

Li3crii-dnating Variables 

itandardised 
I .: eam t-Test 

Rank Top Rankine Variables 
:; iscri=inant 

,: ýJnct ion 
Zifferences SiSnificances 

Coefficients 

. 
2) 50 

1. Lacking in Macwledge/ -. 99393 0 0 
Knowledgeable 

2. Likes Variety/Prefers Routime -. 81283 1.5 

3. Go-z-municat ive/zeser7ed. . 77750 0.2 0 

4, ZIficient/Tnefficient . 58532 0.6 0 

5. Mexiblq/34id . 55723 0.3 0 

Ranked Uean Zifferences 

Rank Largest '-loan 
Zifferences 

Ile .= t-Te3t "tank 
Differences Significames 

zMallest :. loan. 
Differences 

mean 
Differences 

1. ILikes 7ariety/ 1. PracticalAhconcerned 0 
Prefers Routine with practical =tter3 

2. concerned with tivings/ 1.2 110. 2. Larking in Xnowledge/ 0 
Concerned with people Knowledgeable 

3. Needs InstructicnA/ 1.2 1% 3. Idealist ic/Realistia 0.1 Uses Initiative 

4. Ana. 3, vtical/ .9 0 4. C M=Mloat ire/ 0.2 
"ot Analytical Reserved 

Unteabnical/Technical, .8 Plexible/Rigid 0.3 

Mxtr&vagant/, "wcmo=icaj 0.3 

7. Not Iethodlloal/ 0.3 
: 11athodical 

Student Builders and ^, uantity Surveyors who responded to "Professional Builders areOi- 

Building Students' Opinims ZT a 25 

Quantit7 Surveying Students' Opinions : -- - 25 
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. 5urther zzork must use the different samples of the career levels because 

this study shov4ed that these different saikples produced different discrimi- 

nating variables f or different concents. If further work- conf im., ed that 

builders arxi quantity surveyors had the sarm, or only slight differences 

of oninion about the concepts, the stereotypes would reflect the ccnsensus 

view of both professions. These stereotypes werep howevers the average 

view of the different oninions of all the individuals, rezardless of their 

-irofession. So an 11average builder" would have the same self-concept in 

his work role as an "averaZe quantity surveyor". This builder would also 

have the same stereotype of a professional quantity surveyor as the quantity 

surveyor had, yet DIAMW 17 -I shovis that professionals saw themselves 

at work distinctly apart from their stereotypes of both their onn and the 

other profession. So although builders and quantity surveyors appeared 

to see the same qualtiies in each concept., they sav; the me. mbers of both 

their oyra profession and the other profession as possess: L-if. - different 

qualities to themselves. This suggested that professionals did not appear 

to identify with their professional institution, thus placing doubt on the 

strength cf the socialisation process (105). Frofessimals eit-her mis- 

perceived the qualities they possessed or they attributed the wrong quali- 

ties to members f-, f these professions including their cym. Such misper- 

ceptiona may lead to job dissatisfaction or poor co=mmication among the 

professims. 

DIAGRAII 17 -I also shows that, for all but three scales, the subJects' 

reapmses to their work role self-perceptims were as close or closer to 

the socially desirable ends of the scales as their res. omses to the occu- 

pational. concepts. - This s=_Z. ested that some of the misperaeptions were 

because professionals considered themelves in a more ezotistical or soci- 

ally desirable manner than they considered members of either their ov., n or 

the other profession. 7kirther work should there fore sttrly any such mis- 

conceptions., includirýg the influence of social desirability probably usin, 2 

a test such as the Social Desirability Scale (59). 
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Like Youngman et alL (353) ., jho found that enryineers in different 

work functions had similar self-percept ions, this study showed that pro- 

fessionals in the construction industry appeared to have similar self- 

So the measurement of self-perception., rather then personal- perceptions. 

ity traits 059) did not shau =-y psycholo, -ical differences betveen builders 

and quantity surveyors. A self-perceptim of a building- industry pro- 

fessional may have been found which is applicable to both a builder and 

a quantity surveyor, 

17.4' Professionals' ana Studentst Oninions of the Concepts 

As for the opinions of builders and quantity surveyors, discriminant 

analysis failed to show any differences of opinion when professionals and 

students considered what "professional builders are". The assumption for 

the analysis could have been violated., or the sample size or the differences 

of opinion were too small. Professionals and students were found, like 

builders and quantity surveyors to have different opinions about what 

"professional quantity surveyors are"; see TA3LZ-: 17 - 9'. Comparing DIAGILAII 

17 -I with LIAMWN3 17 -5 and 17 - 6. as for the opinions of builders 

and quantity surveyors, the mean responses of professionals and of students 

clearly focused about the me=- responses of all the professionals for each 

occupational concept, So as for the opinions of builders and quantity 

surveyors the differences of opinion between the two career levels were 

smaller than the differences between the concepts. The power of discrimina- 

tion between each pair of ocncopts was siCnificant at the jI,: "j, level., but the 

only significant discriminating pawer between the-oPinions of professionals 

and students was, at the grj level, for 'Irrofessional quantity surveyors are"; 

see 17.2 and 17.4.1. For both the opinions of the two professions and the 

two career level groups discriminating variables were only found for the 

concept of "professional q . Luantity surveyors are". This could be a result 

of the lack of knaaledge about quantity surveying which has jvocluced differ- 

ing opinions. 
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DIAGRAM 17 -5: THE MEAN REBPOMýiS OF PROITESSICN= MD STUDEMS 
TO THE CONaM CP IoM4T "PROPiMIONAL QUMTITY 
SMMYORS APV 

PRACTICAL 

CRZATIVE 

ANALYTICAL 

FI. TXTTff R 

ILEALISTIC 

EIMCIENT 

TOUGH 

LACKMG IN KNOWLEDGE 

CONCERNED WITH 
TBINGS 

IXTRAVAGANT 
LlKES VAEI= 

QUALITATIVE 

COMNIMCA= 
LIM WOPIWG 
OUTS31E 

NOT I=CDICAL 

SOCIABLE 

ILWGICAL 

UMECENICAL 

FRECM 

N1=3 INSTRUCTIMS 

2 345 6 

sp 

sp 
S-P 

P-S 

p3 
p 
s 

ps 

P-a 

S-P 
S-P 

S-P 

S-P 

S-F 
S--P 

S-P 

sp 

UNCONCERM WITH 
FRACTICAL ýUTTIMS 

CAREFUL 

MITORIGINAL 
NOT 
ANALYTICAL 

RIGID 

ReAMTIC 

INFOMCIENT 

KNOiýTMGEABLE 

CONCERW WITH 
PEOMB 

BCONOICCAL 
PREMPS ROUTINE 

QUZMTA=z 

R&SERVED 
PPMERS WORKING 
MOORS 

HEITHMICAL 

UNSOCIAZZ 

LOGICAL 

TECBNICAL 

VAGUE 

USM INITIATME 

Professional and Student sample who responded to "Professional Quantity 
surveyors Are": - 

P Professionals' Opinions N= 91* 

S Students' Opinions N= 57 
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DIAGRAM 17 -6: THE MEAN RISPONSES OF PRO. MSIONALS ADM STUMTTS 
TO MM CCUCEPT OF WHAT "PROFESSIONAL BUILMRS AM" 

1 234.567 
IIIIII 

PRACTICAL TJNCONCFMUD WITH 
S-P PRACTICAL ý 0 "LATTERS 

CAMMS P-S CARUM 

CREATIVE S-P UNORIGINAL 
NOT 

ANALYTICAL &-p ANALYTICAL 

MaXIBLE S-P RIGID 

TI)FAT. T-, Tlc a--p REALISTIC 

EMCIENT S-p INBMCI= 

TOUGH SF TFMLR 

LACKING IN ENOWL: EDGE PS 0OW72DGEABLE 

CONCERM WITH P-S CONCEMM 171TH 
THINGS PEOPLE 

EXTRWAGANT P --- S ECOKOlzrCAL 
TX VAF= p--S MFM ROUTINE 

qUAIXTATIVE S-P qUANTITATIVEd. 

C01MUNICATIVE S-p 

LIMS WOMMIG, MTEM13 WORKING 
OUTSIDE S-P INDOORS 

NOT METHODICAL 1>-S IMTHODICAL 

SOCIJUKZ S-P UNSOCIABLE 

ILLOGICAL F-S LOGICAL 

UNTECENICAL P-3 TECHNICAL 

PR =SE S -F VAGUE 

Ie= INSTRUCTIMS P-S USES INITIATM 

Professional and Student sample who responded to "Professional Builders 
are": - 

P Professionals' Opinions 93 

S Students' Opinions 61 
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T; ZIZ 17 - 9: The discriminatino,, naver of variables wben comnaring the oninions of 
rrcfessicnals and st%xients about '7hAt--"t'rOfessicn&I cuantittr surveyors axe" 

Variables used to Ltandardised roiscri--inant 
Describe what "Professional -Functioa Coefficients for the 

; uantity Surveyors are" Opinicas of : Irofessimalz 
and 6 tudent it (' ; Iý 2) 

Practical/thconcerned, with ; ractical matters . 34451 

Careless/Careful. -. 36283 

-AzalYtic&V'Nct ; Qa. 7ti0al -. 28270 

T a ough/T ender -. 44-286 

; ualit at ive/1, uant it at ive -. 35211 

Communicative/Reserved. . 48356 

Likes working outs14A? refers working inside -. 33612 

,. ot L'ethodicW-I*tho&io&I . 59926 

Sociable/Unsociable 
. 42564 

Illogica. 3/Losical . 6W i 

Predicted, Ircu,? "-. embership ? MfeS34onal Think 

Students Think 
60. Ire 

"Grouped" Cases Correctly Classified 71 

Lambda 
. 7152273 

Chi-Square 34.018 
Sianificant at : ýý level 

Students and Prafe3s4malz who responded to "Professional ', Usntity Surveyors are"t- 

Professicnals' Opinions N' a57 
Students' Opinions IT a 57 
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17-4-1 Professimals' -and Students' 
Cnayrtitv Survevors Arell 

imal 

TABIL 17 - 10 sho7s the top ranking discriminatinq; variables and the 

mean differences for professionals' and students' opinions 0: 0 what 

"professimal quantity surveyors are", DIAGRZI 17 -5 illustrates the 

mean responses and the significances of the mean differences are shayn in 

Appendix 7. The only two variables which had significant differences In 

mean values also had lazZe mean differences and ranked highest on discri- 

minant analysis. They were logical and methodical. So the experienced 

professionals saw quantity surveyors as more logical and methodical than 

the students did. 

17-4.2 Professionals' and Students' 
It 

what "Professicnal 

Discriminating variables were not f ound for this concept as discussed in 

17-4. The mean responses and the significances of the mean differences 

are given in Appendices. 6 and 7. DIAMAZI 17 -6 illustrates the mean 

responses, 

As for the two professions., the two career levels did not appear to 

shcnv clear differences of opinion. Any differences of opinion could have 

been influenced or masked by differences of opinion between builders and 

quantity surveyors. So it was decided to study the opinions of the career 
levels for each profession. 

17-4.3 The Opinions of Professionals and Students from Each Profession 

Many of the differences of opinion between professicnals and students 

about what "prof esslonal quantity surveyors are" varied in different direc- 

tims fcr the builders and for the quantity surveyors; see the mean res- 

Ponses in Appendix 6. The differences of opinion between professicna1sand, 

students about what; "professional builders are" varied mostly in the sam 
directions for the builaers and for the quantity surveyors. This suggzested 
that both professions had more realistic ideas about a professional builder 

than about a professional quantity survyeor., perhaps because =re guidance 

was available about the building Profession. ? or the concept of "professional 
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T.; =- 17 - 10: The ranked discrirdnat! Lnq variabl. 03 tnd =0. *An differences for the acnaet-+ of what 
"trofessicnal ý7u-antitv surve. -Ors a-"I ICC=dinT-tO ýMfeSS: LMU3 4. -, ci students 

Rwk Top ! janking Variables 
I 

Standardized 
Bi3crL--4nant 

'IN =t ion 
Ocef f icients 

. 2) :4= 57 

2. Not 1: ethodicW,.! ethodica1 . 59926 

3. C-icative/Reserred 48356 

I+. rcugb, /Tender -. 442S6 

5 5. Scciable/U=Ciable . 42564 

6. Likes working outside/ 
lorefersworking inside -. 38612 

7. Gareless/Careful -. 36283 

-. 3521, 

Practical/thoonoerned 
. 3"51 

, vith practical matters 

-ýnalytioal/f. ot ;. Jýical -. 23270 

t-Test 
ivm: Lf icances 

.6 

.6 

"24. 0 

.1 0 

. 4. 0 

3 0 

.1 0 

.1 0 

.2 

'tanked Yean Zifforomcs3 

.. Loan Responses 

Rank Lar_-Sst '-'&= t-Test Rank JMallast 'Z'een 
-, O-gLZL 

'Ifferences Pifferences Si, -niflcarce3 Differences Differences 

='icient/Inefficiant 0 1. Likes working outside/ 0 
Prefers working inside 

2. 11ot Yethodica3Atethodical 
.6 1 1" 2. CarelesVcarerui 

3. Illogical/Logical .6 1,.; 3. ? l9xiblq/,, djid 

4. Creative/Unoriginal 0 4. Towb/Tender, 

C=mnicative/Feaerved A. 0 5. Lacking in Xacmiedge/ 
4nowledgeable 

Zociable/Unsociable .4 0 6. '%ualitative/quantitative 

7. N, sods Zust ruct icna/ 
Uses Initiative 

"Professional 'Zuantity 4ur7eyors are"-- 

Professionals' Opinions A' Na 94 
students, Opinicna Na 57 

Zi3criminating Variables 

an 
liff: rences 
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quantity surveyors are" none of the differences of opinion between the 

two career levels were siZnif icant for either prof essional : -, roup. Si, --ni- 

ficant differences had been found for the combined professional Zrcup; 

see -Appendix 7 ana 17.4.1, The differences of opinion between the two 

career levels for both professicnal f, -roups considering what "professional 

builders are" were also less si, -nificant than the respcnses for the com- 

bined professional group; see -Lppendix 7. 

Discriminating variables were not found for the opinions of rrofes;. 

sionals and students when either professional group considered What 

"professional quantity surveyors are". Discriminating variables had been 

found for the combined career level sample., see 17.4.1. Liscriminating' 

variables -were found at the 5: of level for the opinions of professional and 

student quantity surveyors considerin, - what "professional builders are"; 

see '12ABIM 17 - 11 and 17 - 12. ITio discriminatinZ. variables had been 

found for the sample of builders or for the combined sample of builders 

and quantity surveyors; see 17-4.2. 

17.4.4 Si=mary of the Results of the Opinions of the Two Career Levels 

The differences of opinion of the professionals and of the students 

about each occupational concept appeared small, even when each professim 

was considered separately. The stereotypes were therefore the cmsensus 

view of bath career levels and both professicns, see 17.2-5. As for the 

two professions., large variations werefound among the respmses of the 

professicnals and of the students for each occupational concept; see the 

standard deviations listed in Appendix 7. Thirty-two per cent of the 

individuals were from . 83 to 2.05 scale intervals either side of the mean 

resDonse. There therefore appeared to be a difference of opinion within 

each career level. So the stereotypes were the average vie-ir of the differ- 

ent opinions of all the individuals, regardless of their career level and 

their profession. This was coafirmed in part, when subjects' responses 

were clustered, see 17.15.6. 

As for the opinians of builders and quantity surveyors, di-scriminant 
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T.; = 17 - Ii: The (Mscriminstino,, ne-ver Of vlkriftbles -mhen "rmarl-nz the "inions of -rmfessional 
ard student auwItit-17-surveyors about what `, rcfO33icnAl builders tvq" 

Variables used to Aandardised Discrindnant 
Describe what . 41, mctian coefficients for the 

'! ---rofessicn&l Builders Are" Opinions of Professicnal and 

I 

StWient ; uantity Surveyors ( '. * . 2) 

Careles3/Careflul -. 34074 

AnalyticalA. ot Analytical -. 45831 

? lexible/aigil . 58858 

Ide&li3tiq/Reali3tic: 1.13796 

:. '"icient/Inafficient 
-55C22 

TougIVTender . 
37649 

Lacking in Zrmledge/XhowleAgeable -. 28303 

Cmaernecl with thing s/Cencerned with people -. 57352 

Lctravagant/Zooncmicall -. 59029 

Likes Variety/Frefers Routine -. 57202 

, ualitative/:! uantitative . 
224-13 

Communicative/Reserved. 
. 

51349 

Likes working outside/Prefers working indoors -. 26057 

'lot UathodicW. Zathadica. 1 --95556 

Sociable/Unsociable 
. 391cw+ 

Illogica"Cgio&L, . %975 
MteabnIcal/Technioal 

. 
31598 

Needs InStrUOtiCn5/U303 Initiative 
. 

30146 

-rediated Group 1: embership ; uantity Survoying 4tudent4l Oyinicns 
96.4.1 

quantity Zurveying i-. tofessicnals' Opinicns 
88. cg 

92. Cre "Grouped" Cases Correctly Cla. 33iflea 

Lambda 

Chi-Square 

. 3066376 

44.323 
aiznificant at f9 le"I 

Quantity -Surreyors who responded to "Prof essicnal Builders arsOl - 
Professionals' Opinions Na 25 

Stuients, Opinions Na 25 
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17 - 12: The ranked discriminetin& variables Ind mean differences for the concept of what 
", orofessional builders areo acccmino' to rrofessicm&j and stude&. e7uantit., r su, ý7ejcrs 

Tcm. lanking Variables 

I* Idealist ic/Realist ic 

2. Not L: ethodica3,41%! ethod1o-&1 

3. . '. eeds Instruct icn3/ 
Uses Initiative 

, +. Zxtravagact/ýkcnomioal 

5.1 Ylexibl*', 110-11 

Liscrir-inatin, - 7ariables 

Stamiardisad 
:: can t-Test 

Di3criminant 
Differences Sicnificances 

-%motion 
Coefficients 

. 2) N 

103796 A. 0 

-. 95556 

. 80146 6 0 

-. 59029 1.2 

.. 58858 .9 

. 1ankad :: am Differences 

Usan Responses 

Largest :: ban ý. *Oaa I t-Text Rank "lank II Differences Differences 31,, ý, niflaanoes I 
Smallest 

. ': @an 
Zifferences 

Uean 
Difference. 

Zfficient/tneffiaient 1 1.6 1"'1 1. Likes working outside/ 
prefers working indgxws 

2. Precis*, *7&gue 1.5 1 1% 2. UntechnA al/Technical, .1 
Cc=L=IaatIve/ýteserved 1.2 1% 3. TouWTender 

.2 

-BrtramartAcenomical 1.2 4ý Ide&listWRe&lj3tja 

rot rethodicav 1.2 5C CcrAcerned with thinW 
Mathodical Ccnoerned with people 

Also alanifiaant at > level: - Careiese/careta 

Student and Prof*ssicnal quantity Surveyors who responded to "Prof essicnal, Builders are": - 

Proeessional quantity Surveyors' opinions 17 a 25 
Student quantity Surveyors' opinions Na 25 
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analysis nay have failed to shm any differe. -=es of opinion between the 

two career levels because the asswipticns for the =-alysis were violated 

or because the difference of opinion or the sample was too sm. 11; see 

13.4. -Fult'her work mast be undertaken usin:; a different measurinc, instru- 

ment designed to measure the difference of opinion about a concept. As 

for the opinians of the professionals, further studies of the opinions of 

professionals and students should use these different professional samples 

because th: Ls study sha-yed that these different samples produced different 

discriminating variables for different concepts. The studentst work role 

self -perception should also be measured and compared with the professionals' 

work role self-cmcept to see if the self-concepts were modified by 

experience. 

If no differences of opinion-rvere found between professionals and 

students, training and experience in the construction industr-j would not 

appear to modify an individual' s perception of either his avin or the 

other profession. 1! arks and ', Iebb (196) found that college students had 

reliable stereotypes of a wide range of hlý; h level occupatims. Zntrants 

should have realistic perceptions of both professions if the-y are to avoid 

a dissatisfying career, including poor cor=1nications Vdthl members of the 

other profess ion. Self- perceptions are also not modif ied by training or 

experience. It was n= hoped to form an independent perception of each 

concept using, factor analysis and cluster analysis. 

17.5 The Results of Factor Analysis and Clustbr Analysis 

The stereotypes and work role self -perceptions found in 17,2, were 

based on comparisons between the three pairs of concepts, rather than inde- 

pendent perceptions of each concept. It -, ývas now hoped that cluster analysis 

or factor analysis wou3A classify a concept's qualities into p,, roups which 

could be labelled to form an independent stereotype. 

17-5-1 Factor Analvsis and Cluster Analysis of what "Professional Builders 

TABLIS. 17 - 13 shows the factors produced by factor analysis fcr the 

concept of "professimal builders are", The fP-ctors were listed for ease 
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TABT.; -. 17 -13: : actor analysis of ths cancent of what ", rofes-sional builders are" 

. LU the factor loadings for the variables are > .5 and in rank order, the hi; hest first. 
The variable pairs are listed according to their factor aign. 

Frofessicnal arA 
.. tment Qa=le 

N 51* 

Alpha . 56502 

7mator 1 55.51 of variance 

Illo. -ica"ogical 

Vague/IlIxecise 

Tlntechmimal/ýZechnioal 

Inefrician. V%ffioient 

Nat I: &thodIcaIA-fethodi=I 

Not 4uLlytical/AualAical 

Lacking in Knowledge/ 
Xnowledgeable 

? actcr 2 18.40' of variame 

Likes wcrking outside/ 
Prefers Torking inside 

Likes 7ariety/Frefors acutine 

11 4-at -'atbodlcW-'arthodical 
ýociabla, /Msociable 

7actor 3 10.9, li of varim" 

i'laxible/2igid 

, 79, otor -7 k 8.6% of varia=e 

Tougli/Tender 

: actor 5 6.. V. 3 of variame 

Ide"I'stio/Realistic 

7rofessional Saintle 

93 

;, lpbgL - . 34153 

? eLcter I 49.3'Q of variance 

Zacwledgeable/ 
Lack in Zncwle4e 

Ccmn3nicA i"/Reserved 

Technlaal/'ý%technloaj 

Precis%/7aeue 

Creative/Uhorigima 

factor 2 18.95; of varia=e 

niagicAl/Logical 

Extravagant/Sa=cmical 

Inefficient/tEfficiont 

Vaguw'Precise 

Actor 3 10.2% of variance 

Likes Variety/Prefers Routine 

Likes working outside/ 
Prefers woricing Inside 

Sociable/', h3OCiabl* 

? -tor L 9. C; a' of varia=e 

Maxibla/Rigid 

vaeor 5 6.9.1 of vari=oe 

Qualitative/qmntitative 

TouglVTonder 

,,, actcr 6 5.65 of variance 

Real"tic/lelaallstio 

Practical/Unccneerned 
Xith Yractical matters 

251 

Student Sam-ole 

11, a 61 

klpha a . 62382 -a 
? act= 1 1+6.7,? 4 of variance 

Analytiow. 'at ! aalytical 

Creat Imt/Uncr iginal 

Pr&ct ioal/' hccne emed 
with practical -vLtters 

? aetor 2 16,: 00 of varia=e 

? actor 4 .18., 44 of variance 

Extravagant/tomomical 

Needs Inatructims/ 
Uses Initiative 

"actor 3 ii. 40, 'j of variance 

Comm=Icative/Reserved 

Sociable/Chwaiable 

Pffat- 4 3. lsr-- of vari=ce 

Tow, h/Tander 

Zactor 5 7. -'., of variance 

"ICA UothollcWUsthodioal 

IdealisticVleaLutio 

Fact or 4. a'O of vari=oe 

Concerned with thinW 
Conaerned with people 

kký 



of comparison. The relatively low alpha values for each sample group 

suggested that the reliability cC the measuring instrument was in doubt 

for this concept. The most imp-ortant first factor of the combined 

professional and stadent sample., the first two factors of the -professional 

sample,, and the f irst two and fourth factors of the student sample 

appeared to be related to the method and the kno,., iledge of the mark. The 

second factor of the combined sample and the third factors of the two 

smaller sa=oles were related to the social and the variety aspects of the 

work. 

'ormed usirvý.; hier&=hic fusion, follawed by relocation The clusters L 

are shown in TABLE 17 - 14, whilst the clusters formed by mode analysis 

are shova in TABLE 17 - 15. Two groups of variables were clearly found 

by mode analysis for each sample Zroup, The hi:; h enclosure ratio of these 

ty, o clusters for each sample sho-ved that these clusters were a stable 

classification. As the maximum number of clusters formed by mode analysis 

was thought to fox the lowest "natural" level of classification these 

clusters are shown in TABLE 17 - 16. Where them was more than one group 

of clusters of the maximum, number, the most stable classification was 

listed, Relationships were seen bet-ween the clusters formed from each 

sample group for both hierarchic fusion follaved by relocation and for 

mode analysis. Comparing the three clusters produced from mode analysis 

and the four clusters from relocation, for the combined professional and 

student sample, clusters one and three of the relocation clusters combined 

to form one mode analysis cluster. The remaining two clusters were the 

same. No such relationships were found az=ig the two subgroup samples. 

Cluster me and cluster three formed by relocation ane. cluster one of the 

three mode analysis clusters formed the largest of the two mode analysis 

clusters, when the combined sample was considered. The two mode analysis 

clusters also su=iarised the clusters formed for the subgroups by mode 

analysis and by relocation. 

When the factors were compared with the two mocle analysis clusters 
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TA=- 17 - 14.: Cluster analysis of the gaicent of what "nrofessional 
builders arms" - hierarchic Nsicn flDllmmL by rml-, cgLticn 

Prof essional and I 

ý; tudent Samy5le P-ofessional Samle Student Sa=le 

14T z 151* N- 93 61 

Cluster i Clust er I Cluster 

Practica. 3/thcowerned Practical/Uncoaceraed. Practical. /Unconcemed, 

with yractical. things mith praatical things with prectical things 

Flexlble/3igid rough/Tender ýnalyticalotct Analytical 

TouSh/Tender Likes woricins outside/ YlaxiblaAigid 
Prefers working inside 

Concerned with things/ Mf f ic In nt/*Inef io ient 
Concerned with. pacyle Sociable/Umsociable 

Tcugh/tander 
Communizative/Reserved 

Commaicative/Reserve& C 
Likes working outside/ Cluster 1+ 

outside/ Likes wcrkinp Prefers working inside 
nexible/Rigid , Prefers working Inside 

Sociabloýýsooiable 
Ccacernedwith things/ Scoiable/Unsociable 
Concerned with people 

Cluster 2 Likes Variety/Prefers Routine 
Cluster 2 

Careless/Careful. C-ioative/Reserved, 
Careless/Careful 

lasall. stic/Realistic La)cking in g: nowledge/ 
Lacking in Xaciviledge/ Cluster 2 ZhoNledgeable 
Knowledgeable 

CarelasVdsreful Sxtravagant/*2"omcmicaj 
Extravagant/tcMcmicsi 

SxtravagantAZmn Latechnical/l. achnical 
Nlot Xethodica. ViZathodical 

I at I-lathodica2, A-fethodical 
Unteciznical/Technioal 

Illogica3/Logical. Cluster 6 

Neads Instructions, / 
Cluster 1, 'Uses Initiative 

, leads Instruaticno/ 
Illogical/Lcqlcal Uses Initiative 

-eeds Instructions/ Cluster 5 
Us 

. 
as Initiative 

Idealistic/aealistia Cluster 3 

1-ackin in Mmomledge/ Ccacemad with things/ 
Knowledgeable Concerned with people 

Creative/1.52criginal 'Cat echn 4cal/Techmix)&. 1 Precise/Vague 

Analyticav"ýIot Analytica 

=iCient/Inefficient cluster 3 Cluster 1ý. 

Likes Variety/Prefers noutine Creative/10horizinal, Idealistic/Realistio 

Walitative/roantitative Analytica3,, A. Tot Analytical Vot :: &t; hodIcaloA: ethodJoaj 

Preciswlagua Zfficient/Inefficient 

Qualitativ%/4uantative Cluster 

Precise/Ugue Creative/Unoriginal, 

Likes Varist7/'Prefers Routine 

QualItatIvq/. -, uantitatjve 
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TABLE 17 - 15: Mode analysis of the concept of what 
"Professional Builders are" 

The 2 clusters found for professional and student sample (11 = 1,9+); 
professional sample (N = 93) and student sample (N = 61). Enclosure 
ratio = 1.000 for the 3 samples. 

Cluster 1 

Practica3/Uncmcemed with practical matters 

Creative/Unoriginal 

Amalytica3/Not Analytical 

Flexible/Rigid 

Efficient/Inefficient 

Toug4/Tender 

Concert ed with things/Ccncemed with people 

Likes Variety/Prefers Routine 

Qualitative/Quantitative 

Com=nicative/Reservecl 

Likes working outside/Prefers working indoors 

Sociable/Unsociable 

Precise/Vague 

Cluster 2 

Careless/Careful 

Idealist ic/Realist ic 

Lacking In knowledge/Kncmledgeable 

Extravagant/Economical 

Not UethodicalAethodical 

Illogica3Aoglcal, 

Untechnical/Technical 

Needs Instruct ions/Uses Initiative 
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TA=, 17 - 16: Yode analysis of the concent of what 'l-orofessional 
builde-rs- ar-s" - the mminnum nurber__ot clusters, 

'ýrofessicnal 
,;, tu4ent oamole Professional 5amls 

NW 1541. Nu 93 

Zaclosure ratio a . 77 Znclcsure ratio a . 62 

Clust er i Cluster I 

Practical/7zconcerned Creat ive/Chorig inal. 
with practical matters 

-ýnalyt icalATot Analyt ical 
Creative/Uncriginal 

Iexible/21aid 
, Qialytic&3/2Tot ; zalytical 

Erficient/tuefficient 
Flaxible/Rigid 

zfficiant/Inefficient 
Cluster 2 

Tougb/Tender 

Ccacerned with things/ with practical matters 
Concerned with people 

TougIVTander 
Likes Varisty/Frefers 2cutine 

Concerned with people/ 
; ualitative/; uantitative Concerned with things 

Com=icative^eserved Likes Variety/Prefers 2outine 

Likes working outside/ qualitative/Quantitative 
Prefers working inside 

Comnmicative/Resezved 
ScciablWUhscciable 

Likes working outside/ 
? recise/'7ague Prefers working inside 

SociablWthsociable 

Cluster 2 Precise/Vague 

Cn-eless/Careful 

IdealUtWRealistio Cluster 3 

Lacking in Kncwledge/ Idealistic/Realistia 
Knowladgeable 

Lacking in Thowledgel 
Extravagant/gUoncmical Xnawledgeable 

-Tot r &thod1cW,: athcdica3. SxtravegantAconomical 

Untechn' alAachnical IllogioWLogicaj 

Lht@cbniO4WTechnic&1 

Cluster 5 Needs Inatructions/ 
TJ303 Initiative 

Needs Instructions/ 
Uses Initiative Cluster 

Careless/Caretul 

Not UsthodicaVUethodical 
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. ýtuCer. t ia=le 

Nw 61 

CnI7 the two clu3ters sham 
in Table 17 - 15 were formed. 
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formed for the combined sample and for the professimal sample, the most 

important first two factors were fo=d to be dispersed between the two 

clusters. The factors produced from the student sample were contained In 

either one of the txro clusters. 11o other clear patterns could be seen 

between the clusters and the factors. 

Arell 
17-5.2 ysis of what is and Cluster Anal 

The factors found by factor analysis for the concept cxC "professicnal 

quantity surveyors are" are listed for ease of comparison in TAM 17 - 17. 

Again, the relatively low alpha values suggested that the measuring instru- 

wnt had poor reliability for this concept. Factor me of the combined 

sample, factor troo of the professional sample and factors tao,, four and 

six of the student sample appeared to be concerned vath the method and the 

knoviledge of the work. The second and fourth factors of the combined 

sanple,, and the first and third factors of both the professional and 

student sample related to the social andýhe variety &Spects of the work. 

Unlike the concept of "professional builders are".. the first and most 

important factor for the subgroup samples was not related to the method 

and the knov7ledge of the work; althou, 7h this factor was for the larger 

combined sample. 

17 - 18 shcvs the clusters formed using hierarchy fusion fol- 

lowed by relocation whilst TABLE 17 - 19 shows the clusters formed by 

mode analysis. As for what "professional builders are". the same two 

clusters were clearly found by mode analysis for each sample. Their high 

enclosure ratio meant that they %yere a stable classif ication. TZLE 17 - 20 

shows the lowest "natural" level of classification formed by mode analysis. 

The clusters formed from each sample for both relocation and mode analysis 

appeared to show some relationships. ', %en the relocation clusters were 

compared with the mode analysis clusters for the professional sample, 

cluster one of mode analysis included relocation clusters two and four. 

Cluster four of mode analysis included relocation clusters me and five 
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TABL4 17 - 17: ? actor analysis -ýf the acncept of what *nrofes3icn&l mu&-itity surveyers are-I 

, LU the factor loadJnZ3 for the variables are >- .5 az34 in rank order, the highest first. 
The variable pairs are listed according to their factcr si:. -n. 

Pmfessicnal and. 
; atudent sanols 

It - 15, - 

-lPha, a . 54482 

? actor 1 53.5a of variance 

Illogica3/Logical 

Lacking in Znowledgel 
Kmvledgeable 

Careless/Careful 

Uatechnical/Technical 

Ext r avag ant/2" con omica I 

: aatcr 2 214.. r,. of variance 

Ccammicative/Reserved 

Creative/thcriginal 

-SociablwThsociable 

Met ol: 5 of variance 

Likes Variety/Prefers Routine 

: "actcr 10.43 of varia=e 

Practica. l/Uncancerned 
with =-aatic&l matters 

7actor 5 5.! r, of varianco 

"ýrecisw"'TsVe 

Analytical/trot Analytical 

Alpha . 38293 

Factor 2 19.7% of variance 

Laoking in Xncwledge/ 
Knowledgeable 

Fatravagant/tc=omioal 

Need3 InStrUCtiCn4/ 
U3es InitiAtive 

: 'actor 1 47.6ý of variance 

Comm=ioative/Reserved 

Creative/UnoriginaL 

3, ociable/UnsociabLe 

2actor 3 II. Vi of variance 

Likes Variety/Prefers Routine 

Likes working outside/ 
Prefers workinq Indoors 

Pactor 9.! ro of varia=e 

Idealistia/Realistic 

? actor 5 6.15 of variance 

Precise/7ague 

An&lyticAl&ct Analytical 

? actor 6 5.3r* of varian** 

af lciamt/%neff icient 

Student SAmle 

Xv 57 
Alphs. a . 

65520 

? actcr 2 24.9ý'; *f varianoe 

Careless/Careful 

Not I--'ethcdicW.: mthodical 

LacIdna In Knowledge/ 
Mwxledgea. blo 

Iktachnical/Tedmical 

? aetcr L, 7.6,; of varianc* 

Lacking in Knowledge/ 
Knotdodgeable 

Ideall. 3tio/RealiatJ4 

ractor 4 5.3p, 4 of variAnce 

Zxtr&Tagant/zc==icjLl 

7actor 1 46. )4; of variance 

71exible/ligid 

'reativa/Uncriginal 

Pract icaL/Uhc one erned 
with , 3mtical ,., -Atters 

Likas Variety/ft-efers ' Routine 

TOucWTerAer 

Cc-ml ative/Reserved 

elactor 3 9.4, cr variance 

4ociable/thsoci&ble 

Commmioativoeserved 

. Pactor 5 6. C$ of variance 

Concerned with things/ 
Concerned with people 

.; na3jtIc&IATot Analytical 
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72-=, 17 - IS: clusto-r analysis of t-he corcett "rrcfessicnal --Luantit 
sunwrors -are" - hiers-chic fusicri foll*-red *tllr n-ýlry-tieLt 

? rofessimal lmd 
ýtucent ciamnle 

:1a 151 

Cluster I 

Practioal/Unocncerried 
with prai*tical =atters 

-. 11axible/ligid 

0 . Izster 

Careles4/Careful 

Lacking in Zaawledge/ 
:: nmvledgeable 

:: rtr&v&gaAt/%ccnc:: da&l 

A. Ilogical/Logical 

unteal=icavreelmical 

. 1uster 3 

-Ativa/Unorteinal 

Likes Varisty/Prefers, Routine 

, ualitative/Quantitative 

Likes working outside/ 
Prefers working Inside 

Cluster j. 
; aalytical/Vot Analytical 

Concernei with things/ 
Concerned with people 
Precise/Va, -ua 

cluster I 

1deA14qtic/q*ali3tic 

Needs instructicna/ 
lUses Initiative 

Cluster 6 

Zff icient/Ineff iciant 

TougW, "erAer 

Co=x%ioat ive/Reserved 

Sociable/Unsociable 

? mfessicnal Ilrlle 

7a% 

Cluster I 

zracticav==Csrned 
nrith practica. 3. matters 

Aoxible/2iaid 

Comcunicative/Reser-'red 

Sociable/Unsociable 

Cluster 2 

Careless/Careful 

Lacking in Rhavledge/ 
Knowledgeable 

Extravagant/F. cmcmical 

Not ; =ethodioW. Lethodical 

Illogical/Logloal 

Untechnical/Technical. 

Cluster 2 

Creative/Unoriginal 

Likes Variety/Prefers aoutine 

, Ualitat ive/Ijuant itat ive 

Likes working outside/ 
Prefers working inside 

Cluster 3 

AnalyticW, Tot Analytical 

Precise, Ata(M 

Cluster 

Idealistic/Peali3tic 

Needs Instructions/ 
U308 Initiative 

Cluster 15 

Zfficient/laefficient 

Tough/Tender 

Concerned with things/ 
Concerned with yeople 
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3tuýent 5? m-le 

57 
Cluster 1 

Practica34ko=erned 
with practical matters 

CreativeA; noriginal 

. nexible/Rigid 

Cluster 2 

CareloW. 'areful 

Lacking in Xnowledge/ 
'Qmcwledgeable 

Mrtravapant/a"emomical 

Not 1: ethodical/! Zethodical 

IlloqiML/Losical 

Untechnical/Tedmical 

Cluster 5 

Tough/Tander 

Likes 7ariety/Prefers Roatine 

; ualitative/; uantitative 

Likes working outside/ 
Prefers wmicing inside 

Cluster I 

. ýnalytlawllat linalytical 
Ocnaernad with things/ 
Uncerned with pecyle 

Cluster 4. 

eeds Instructicna/ 
Uses Initiative 

C Cluster 6 

Zfficient/Inefficiant 

Cc==: Lcat ive/Reserved 

'ociable/Lnsociable 

? rect3*/7o4w 
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TABLE 17 - 19: Mode analysis of the concept of what 
"Professicnal cuantity surveyors are" 

The 2clusters found for professional and student sample (N = 151, 
enclosure ratio = . 96), professional sample (11 = 94, enclosure ratio 
= . 91) and student sample (N = 57, enclosure ratio = . 91). 

Cluster 1 

Practical/Unccncerned with 1=actical matters 

Creative/U-acriginal 

Analytica. lMat analytical 

Flexible/Rigid 

EfficientAnefficient 
Tough/Tender 

Concerned with thing s/Ccneerned with people 

Likes VarietY/Frefers Routine 

qualit atiyeAuant itat ive 
Conminicative/Reserved 
Likes working outside/Prefers working indoors 

Sociable/Reserved 

Precise/Vague 

Cluster 2 

Careless/Careful 

Idealistic/Realistic 

Lacking inKnowledgWknowledgeable 

Extravagant/Bomomical, 

Not Methodical/Methodical 

I13. ogica2Aogical 

Untechnical/Technical, 

Needs Instruct ions/*Uses Initiative 
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TABU 17 - 20- *, 'cde enalysis tif thý, - cme"t Of what -", ýrqf ess ionAl -uant ity 
sur, %-,. mri ?, re" - the 7rL-. x: L-. iui nuirber_. if cluster-s_ 

7r(YfAssicnal Sa".. le I I 

Pro-ilessicnal Samnle Stucent iarimle 

151 57 

Znclosixe ra: ' , io . 62 Laclosure ratio . 86 Bnolosure ratio a . 62 

Cluster I Cluster I Cluster I 

Careless, /Careful Careleas/Careful. Careless/Careful 

jdGali3tiO/RGali3tiO Idealist ic/Realistio Idealist 14/20alist 10 

Lacking in F=Qwle4e/ Lacking in Knowledge/ Lacking in Knowledge/ 
Knowledgeable Maovledgeable Z=wledgeable 

Zxtravagant, tecarnical Zxtravagant/tconamical. Extravagant/toonomical, 

Not Yethodical. /1-lathodical ? Tct 1: ethodicaV.: ethodical Not I-ethodical/gethodical 

illogical, /Logical Illogice. W'Logical. Illogical/Logical. 

thtechnical/Technical, Mitechnical/Technical, Uatechnical/technical 

Needs Instructions/ ZTeeds Instructicn4e 'Needs instructions/ 
uses initiative Uses Initiative Uses initiative 

Cluster 2 Cluster C lust er 

Fra. ctical/Unconcerned. Practical/thcancerned Practical/Zaccneerned, 
-with practical matters with practical matters with practical matters 

. reative/Unorigiual 311exible/Rigid Creative/T. Iginal 

'21exible/Rigicl Zffioient/aigld. 71exiblq/1141gid. 

Icuch/Tander Tough/Tender 

Cluster 4. Concerned with things/ Likes VILriffty/1refers Routine 
Conc*rned with pecpl* 

Analyticalýtot Analytical cualltative/ýUantitative Cc=unioative/Reservecl 
ZfTlaient/%nefficiant Likes working outside/ 

Sociablq/`UnsociAble Prefers working inside 
Tough/Tender 

Concerned with things/ 
Concerned with 26ople Cluster 3 Cluster 3 

Co=micative/Reserved Aa&lyticaV,. 'ot Analytical Analytioa. IATot ArAlyt ical 

Sociable/Uhsooiable Precise/Vague Efficient/Inefficient 

'MreCi3e/7agU* Concerned with things/ 
Concerned with people 

Cluster 2 
COMUnS atIVs/RG3ervsd 

Cluster 3, Creative/Choriginal 
5ociable/Uhsociable 

Likes Variety/' Pref ers Routine Likes Variety/Prefers Routine 
Preciae/Vague 

; ualitative/quantitative ýualitative/-, uantitative 

Likes working outs Likes workinij outside/ 
Prefers working Inside Prefers working inside 
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whilst the remaining b7o clusters were found in each analysis. Tor the 

student samples mode analysis cluster one included relocatim clusters 

t-. vo end four. Mode analysis clucter two included relocatim clusters me 

and five vhilst mode -analysis cluster three included relocation cluster 

three and six. Relocation clusters two and five for the combined pro- 

fessimal md student sample ,. iere found as mode analysis cluster me. 

Relocation clusters four and six formed mode analysis cluster four.. whilst 

relocation cluster me was found in ýode 
analysis cluster two almZ, -'. Vith 

a variable froin relocation cluster three. The rest of relocatim cluster 

three formed mode analysis cluster three. All the relocatim and mode 

analysis clusters were sunnarised distinctly by the two mode analysis 

clusters. 

5-hen the factors and the t7to clusters formed by mode analysis were 

compared., cluster me included the professional and student sample factors 

two, three, four and five; the student sample factors one.. three and five 

and the professional sazple factors one, three, five and six. The remain- 

ing factors for each sample group were caatained in cluster two. Other 

relationships could also be seen, althoq7, h less clearly, between the fac- 

tors and the other mode analysis and relocatim clusters. 

17-5.3 Factor Analysis and Cluster Analysis of "Iývself in Ify Work Role" 

TABLE 17 - 21 lists the factors formed by factor analysis for the 

cmcept of 'InWself in my work role". The alpha score was very low; the 

measuring instrument may have been unreliable because it was developed to 

measure occupational stereotypes rather than work role self-perceptions. 

As for the professional ccneepts, the first and most important factor 

appeared to be related to the method of work. '12he other factors could not 

be readily labelled, althouCh factor two surgested the social and the 

variety aspects found for the other two conceýts. 

The clusters formcd using 
., 

hierarchic fusion followed by relocatim 

are shown in T-ABLE, 17 - 22 and TABLE 17 - 23 shows the mode analysis 
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ffself in o le" TABLE 17 - 21: Factor analysis of the concept 'In my w rk ro 

All the factor loadings for the variables are > .5 and in rank order, 
highest first. The variable pairs are listed according to their factor 
sign. 

Professional Sample 

N= 174 AlPha = . 34905 

Factor 1 

39-r/o of variance 

VagueAlrecise 
Not Met hod icalMethodical 
Careless/Careful. 
Not Analytical/Analytical 
13. logicalAogical 

V lactor 2 

22. ro of variance 
Flexible/Rigid 
Sociable/tTnsociable 

Factor 3 

9.5ro of variance 
Communicative/Reserved 
Lacking in Knowledge/knowledgeable 

Factor 4 

8% of variance 
Needs Instruations/Uses Initiative 

Factor 5 

7.3% of variance 
Concerned with things/Concerned with people 

Factor 6 

6. Vla of varian e 
qualitat ive/Quant itat ive 

Factor 7 

6.51o of variance 
Untechnical/Technical 
Creative/Unoriginal 
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TABLE 17 - 22: Cluster analysis of the concept ""myself In my work role" 
- hierarchic fusion followed by relocatign 

Professicnal Sample 

N= 174 

Cluster I 

Practica2/Unconcernecl with practical matters 

Analytica3/Not Analytical 

Flexible/Rigid 

Eff icient/Ineff icient 

Likes Variety/Prefers Routine 

Conmnicative/Reser7ed 

Sociable/Unsociable 

Precise/Vague 

Cluster 2 

Careless/Careful 

Lacking in Knowledge/knavledgeable 

Extravagant/Economical 

Nat Methodical/tethodical 

Illogica3/Logical 

Untechnical/Technical 

Needs Instruct ions/Uses Initiative 

Cluster 3 

Creative/UnorigInal, 

Idealistic/Realistic 

Tougl; /Tender 

Concerned with things/Concerned with people 

ýualitat ive/quant itat ive 

Likes vorking outside/Like3 working inside 
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TABLE 17 - 23: Mode analysis of the ccnee-ot "myself in r7 work role" 

Professimal Sample 

11 = 174 Enclosure ratio = 0.96 

Cluster 1 

Practics. 3/1-hccncerned with practical natters 

Creative/Unoriginal 

I Analytical/Not Analytical 

Flexible/Rigid 

Realist ic/Idealist ic 

Efficient/Inefficient 

Tougb/Tender 

Concerned with things/doncerned with people 

Likes Variety/Prefers Routine 

Qualit at ive/Quant itat ive 

Commmicative/Reserved 

Likes working cutside/Prefers viorking inside 

Sociable/Lbsociable 

Precise/Vague 

Cluster 2 

Careless/Careful 

Lacking in Knowledge/knowledgeable 

Extravagant/Bacnomical 

Not Methodica. 3/Methodical 

I32ogica3/Logical 

Untechnical/Technical 

Needs Instructims/Uses initiative 
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clusters. Only tvro mode analysis clusters were formed rýhich corresponded.. 

arxent for the variable realistic, to the two clusters found for both 

occupational concepts. These clusters farmed a stable classificatim. 

The second clusters formed by relocation and by mode analysis were the 

-same, whilst the remaining two relocation clusters formed the other mode 

analysis cluster. 

11ýo clear relationships could be seen between the relocation or mode 

analysis clusters and the factors. Considering that the occupational 

ccncepts showed some relationships between the two methods of clazs: Lfica- 

tion and that this concept was answered by the largest number of subjects, 

the discrepancies would appear to be due again to 1-he measuring instrumnt, 

which vras developed to measure occupational stereotypes rather than work 

role self-perceptions. As mode analysis produced two fairly distinct 

clusters for all three cancepts, these two clusters will now be studied 

further. ' 

17.5.4 The Two -Yode Analysis Clusters 

TABLE 17 - 24 shows which sample groups and conoepts procauced the 

two mode analysis clusters listed in TABIL, 17 - 15. A4jective paIrs may 

not have been classified into the two distinct groups because subjects 

considered them difficult to understand, unimportant or irrelevant. 'There 

was no apparent relationship between these adjective pairs and their dis- 

criminating power or mean differences. ITo distinct labels could be E: iven 

to either cluster. Further work Is needed to find the groups of qualities 

within these two "natural" clusters which could be labelled to form indepen- 

dent Professional stereotypes and work role self-concepts. 

17.5.5 Summary of the Results of Factor Analysis and Cluster Analysis 

Many of the variables forming the clusters and the factors were found 

to be significantly correlated; see Appendix 8. Foor each concept,, hmvever, 

discrepancies could be seen between the classifications produced by factcr 

analysis and the two methods of cluster analysis. Rirther work would be 

needed to establish whiýh method of classification produced the most reliable 
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TZLZ 17 - 211.: The samnle -rcu-ýs that -Droduced the twe) mee ansdvsis clusters 

Concepts 

Sample Qrcup V rofesaicnal "Frof@33icnal in 
' 3uilders are" "Uantity !: y ork Zola 

Surveyors are" 

Builders a Builders/ x 
; uantity ý; urveyors 

; uantity jurveyors(I Builders/ 
^; -tity 4urve. 'rors, 

Euilders, ! WlAersl x 
quantity Surveyors Lstimators 

, ýuantity S%, wveyors, Builders/ 
ýuantity Zurveycrs Latimatcrs 

BuilEers a ^, =tity Suzveyors 

Zl Frofessimalls 

Students 
: irst Year Build=3 

? irst Year Zuamtity Surveyors 

. 4.11 : irst Years 

Vourth Year Builders X 

Zcurth Year quantity Surveyors 

,;. U. 7curth rears x 

Frofessicnals A Students 
All Studeat Builders x 

, LU ? rcfessimal & Stucleat Builders x 

. 431 Student quantity Survey=3 

All Student c! PrOfG3&iQM&1 
%antityp iuxveycra 

QZ StUdent3 

All -3tuients & Professionals a a 

m Mie sam two clusters as mcde anal7sis were found. 

X Different clusters were found. 
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and valid grouninas which could be realistically labelled to form 

summaries of the qualities. For each concept.. the factors a-Teared to 

suggest a method and knaxledge of work factor cnd a social and variety 

of woelc factor. The stereotypes and work role self-perce?, )t ions also 

related to the method of work; see 17.2. Different variables,, hovrever.. 

appeared in these stereoty-pes and self -perceTt ions, and i: n the method 

and kno7. rledge of work factors. The significant correlations bet-meen the 

respective variables for each conceýpt also sha. ved no relationships vrith 

these dependent stereotypes and work role self-percepticns; see 17.2 and 

Appendix 8. Violations in the assumptions for factor analysis, notably 

the small sample size, may have resulted in the lack of clarity in the 

factors; see 13.5. _"Ekirther work would need to ensure that the assump- 

tions for factor analysis were clearly met. Apart from one adjective 

pair when considering "myself in my work role",, the same two clusters of 

adjective pairs were found when the large sample prcups considered each 

concept. These two clusters did not, however, appear related to the 

stereotypes or self-perceptions.. or to the discriminating variables or 

the mean differences; see 17.2. As for the other mode analysis axe relo- 

cation clusters, no groups of qualities could be summarised by labels. 

So cluster analysis and factor analysis did not appear to classify 

the qualities of each concept into groups which could be labelled to form 

independent occupational stereotypes and work role self-perceptions. 

Further work would be needed to achieve such stereotypes; probably using 

a more reliable measuring instrument. Until then the stereotypes and 

work role self-percept ions based an the comparisons between the concepts, 

rather than hav each concept is seen independently, must be used. It was 

ncw decided to see if the professions and the career levels formed dis, 

tinct groups of responses to the concepts. If no distinct groups of pro- 

fessions or career levels were found, this would confirm the earlier results 

that the professions and the career levels had similar opinions about the 

concepts; -see 17.3 and 17.4. 
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17-5.6 Clustering the Subjects to show any Professional or Career 
Level Opinions 

Subjectst responses were no%v clustered to see ir any distinct groups 

of prcfessions. or career levels were formed. 

TA= 17 - 25 shows the relocation clusters of subjects considering 

what "professional, builders are". Cluster five appeared to be a profes- 

sicnal cluster, whilst cluster one Nvas possibly a student cluster. 

Clusters five arV- eight contained more quantity surveyors. The relocation 

clusters of subjects consideringwhat "professional quantity surveyors are" 

are sho%ýn in TABLZ 17 - 26. Clusters two and four had proportionately 

more professionals. Cluster four was main: ly quantity surveyors, whilst 

cluster five and six had proportionately more builders than quantity sur- 

veyors. Using mode analysis., only one cluster was formed for each sample 

considering these occupational concepts,, except for the fourth year con- 

sidering the concept of what 11-professicnal, quantity surveyors are". Two 

clusters were then found of mixed professions. 

Considering the relocation clusters for the concept of IIV. self in my 

work role" shmvn in TABIZ 17 - 27 cluster me had proportionately =re 

builders, whilst clusters three, five and seven had pro-portionately n=e 

quantity survyeors. Of the mode analysis clusters shown in TAMSE 17 - 28 

cluster one had =oportionately core builders and cluster two had propccr- 

ticnately more quantity surveyors. 

Although some professional and career level groupings could be seen 

in these clusters, no distinct groupings were found. This formation of 

clusters confirms that individuals have differences of opinion about the 

concepts, as suggested by the large standard deviations of the responses 

(see Appendix 6). These opinions cannot, however,, be classified into the 

opinions of professional i,,, roups or career levels, thus confirming earlier 

results; see 17.3 and 17.4-5. So builders and quantity surveyors and 

professionals and students did not appear to have distinct differences of 

opinion abott the concepts. They all had individual differences of opinion. 
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T-ABU 17 - 25: Clusters of the -rafes3icnals and students f=ried by hiev"Mhic fusion 
followed by relocation eor the nancent nf -7hat "Prnf essicnij Builders sre" 

Clusters Total 
S le G amp roup Sample 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Group 

Professionals 8 9 9 7 34. 1 6 19 93 

Builders 2 2 1 - 11 1 3 5 25 

^; u=tIty Surveyors 4. 4 4 20 - 1 10 51 

3ui1dsrs/C, ua=tity Stmveyors - - I i 1 3 

.:. 3timators 2 1 2 5 

Lectur-ars 2 1 - - 2 2 7 

Others - - 1 2 

Students 14. 11 5 5 7 14 61 

Pirst Year 4. 2 1 1 2 - il 

Builders I - I - I 1 4. 

; uantity Surveyors 3 2 1 - 7 

Tourth Year 10 9 14. 50 

Builders a 8 4. 2 6 32 

I; uantity Surveyors 2 1 - 3 a Is 

ýLll 22 20 10 39 6 
-13 

33 154. 
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_TABU. 
17 - 26: Clusters of the nrofessionals 9nd students-femned by hierarchic fusion ff, -ýllowed 

by- relocation ter 117. f- concept of wmat 11ý)rofessicwi_' munntitv surrevo-s are,, 

Clusters -, Ctal 
S l ý; S I amp e roup LCMF G 

2 3 4 6 7 iroup 

. rofessicnals 12 22 9 is 13 2 10 

aui1ders 5 5 2 1 5 1 2 3 24 

Wantity Survey=s 11 15 5 1 5 4. 52 

Build*r3/,. 'uant#7 Sur7eyor3 3 1 

Zstima. tor3 

Lecturers ý2 2 7 

Others 2 2 

10 6 4 7 7 10 10 57 

-Irst Year I 1 1 2 0 3 2 10 

Builders 1 0 2 1 4. 

; U&atitY SUr79Y=$ 1 1 2 1 1 6 

7ourth Year 9 5 3 5 3 7 47 

Builders 5 3 2 2 3 4. 4 29 

Cuantity Surveyors 4 2 1 3 3 4. ia 

All 
1 

22 
1 

28 
-1 

13 
1 

25 
1 

20 
1 

5 20 ia 151 
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TAIII 17 - 27; Clusters of the orcifessionals formed by hierarohic itision 
followed by relocation '. cr the ccnoeut "r: ý, 3elf in -7 ,, York role" 

Zam la Group Ban le p g 

3 7 Iroup 

Builaers 17 45 6 9 4.6 

,, uantity Zurveyors 19 12 15 15 19 

Builders/r,: u=tity Surveyors 2 3 

Zatl-ators 3 2 1 1 9 

Lecturers 2 3 6 3 15 

Others 0 

1 

2 
1 

2 1 

1 

1 

- 

1 7- 

All 30 

1 

12 

1 

28 19 

1 

20 32 30 3 171* 
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TABLE 17 - 28: Clusters of the 
in 

Sample Groap 
1 2 

Total 
Sample 
Group 

Builders 27 19 46 

Quantity Sur7eyors 24 70 94 

Builders/Quantity Sur7eyors 2 1 3 

Estimators 3 12 15 

Lecturers 2 7 9 

Mers. 3 4 7 

All 61 113 174 
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Burther work is needed to confirm these results usiný7 a different measur- P, 

ing instrument and larger samples of one profession or one career levelq 

as discussed In 17.3 and 17-4. 

17.15' Chaiter Conclusion and Siz. vary- 

Professional Stereotypes and Self-Percert ons in the -: 7crk Role 

71hilst, establishinZ any occupational stereotypes and self-perceptions 

in the work role which existed amongst professional and student builders 

and quantity surveyors, and investigating how these perce-ptions differed, 

the following results and conclusions were foimd. 

17.6.1 F People have stereotypes of professional builders ypothesis 4.1 

and professional quantity surveyors and perceptims of themselves in their 

work roles which can be forrmlated. 

Cluster analysis and factor analysis did not produce r-ýroups of quali- 

ties which could be labelled to form independent occupational stereotypes 

or work role self -perceptions. Bependent occupational stereotypes and work 

role self-perceptions were formed by discri. -minant analysis and the differ- 

ences in the means. "Professional builders are" practical and prefer to 

work outside compared with "professional quantity surveyors" who are anal- 

ytical and methodical. Professionals in their work role are efficient, 

careful and like variety, whilst "professional builders are" concerned with 

things and prefer to woric outside. "Frofessional quantity surveyors are" 

also concerned with things, whilst rrofe3sionals in their work role are 

flexible., efficient and like to use their initiative. So stereotypes cnd 

work role self-perceptions were established thou-, h they had yet to be 

formulated independent of each other. This hypothesis is therefore supported. 

17.6.2 Týrpothesis 4,2 The professional stereotypes and work role self- 

perceptions differ. 

From the stereotypes and the work role self -perceptions described 

above, this hypothesis is confirmed. The contention (305) that occupational 

choice is a matching process of a self-perception to an occupational stereo-- 

type is not supported for neither profession nor an average building industry 
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yn professional holds a similar self -, perception and stereot 
.e 

of his 

profession. 

Work was also undertaken to see If prof essions and career levels had 

different opinions about the c =. epts. Tisin, - discrLainant analysis, mean 

differences and cluster analysis only small differences of opinion viere 

found between the professions and the career levelz. Assu; -. dn:; further work 

ccnfirmed this, builders and quantity surveyors aould appear to see them- 

selves as having the same personal qualities., 7., hilst members of the pro- 

fessions including their own, haddifferent qualities. So professionals 

seemed to misperceive the qualities they possessed in their work role or 

they attributed the wrong qualities to members of these professions, includ- 

ing their own. If further work confirmed that professionals and students 

had the same opinions, experience in the professions would not appear to 

dispel any misperceptions. Uisperceptions could result in job dissatisfac- 

tion and poor ccmm=ioations among the professions. So career choices must 

be based an. realistic perceptions. If the rrofessions and the career levels 

showed no distinct differences of opinion, the differences between the 

individuals' responses about the concepts mast be independent of profes- 

sional membership and training and experience in the profession. These 

stereoty-pes and self-perceptions in the work role would therefore be the 

consensus views of bath the professions md the two career levels, yet 

they would still be the averages of all the individuals' dirferent percep- 

tions. The self-perception, may be that of a building industr7 professional 

and is applicable to both a builder and a qiwntity -mrveyor at any career 

stage. If members of the different building industry's professions possess 

a similar self-pereepticn,, their choice of specialisation, my not be deter- 

mined by psycholo7gical variables but by other variables like careers 

guidance or family tradition. 
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18.1 Conclusions 

In such times of recession and high unemployment, the 

personnel employed in the construction industry must be of the 

highest calibre with the few professichal vacancies attracting 

the most able and suitable. The first conclusion must be that 

despite many subjects "drifting" into the construction industrys 

professionsp many of these subjects would choose their same 

t occupation again. xiather -than being ala7med 'by this "driftinga 

the professions mu t ensure that they attract the most capable 

entrmts. Professional careers within the building indust'7 

must be promoted as worthwhile vocations and be =ecognised by 

society as giving satisfy-ing caxeers. 

To successfully compe-te for top-quality personnel the 

industry must consider the second conclusion of this study 

that 'tiae increasingly important image of the professions, to 

outsiders must be improved. The professional sta: tus of oaxeers 

as bruilders and quantity surveyors must be emphasised, 

highlighting the attractions of the adequately provided for 

and : Umportant intrinsic aspects of the professions, work* These 

professions must not however neglect to improve the provision of 

any of the aspects of their work if Job satir -faction is to be 

ensured, 

The thirdt and probably most significant,, conclusion is in 

the previously little researched axea of the occupational 

stereotypes and work role self-perceptions of builders and 

quantity su=. reyors. Members of botn professions appear to fail 

to identifýr their work role self-perception vrLth their 

stereotypes of their professions, ; I-he two prcXessional 

stereotypes examined and the work role self-perception of the 

subjects appear to be the average -views of the different 

opinions of all the inclividualsq regardless of their e=perience 
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and professional membership. This suggests tnat Tne professions 

possess a poor socialization 2=ocess, includinCpoor 

co=LL--ic&, Cions between and witnin the professionst wiLimi may 

be reflected In the poor Image of -the professions projected to 

potential entrants. A camon work role self-perception appears 

to exist for the members or both the building and quantity 

surveying professions. 11: his su,, -gests that entrants do not show 

any psychological differences and choose their profession within 

the building industry independently of a matching process of 

occupational stereotypes and self 

Despite economic =cs-=-Ints, tdie final conclusion of t: ds 

stady must be that the professional careers in building and 

quantity surveying must be promoted by improved caxeers 

guidance. The quality of the gaidance available nm-f==t be 

improved and &-aidance must be available before limiting 

educational subject and career decisions are made. The industry, 

including the professional institutions, the employexsq the 

B9I. C*S. p the C. I. T*B. and the N. Y. B. Z*S. y should be recognising 

and projecting to ent--ants and their advisors the attractive 

professional careers available can accommodate 

individuals with a wide zsnge of work role self-Perce"tionz. 

A g=ea; '. e= dq, ý. -cee of oc-oors-r-ation between careers guidance 

agenciesp professional institutions and the tertiary education 

system could allow empnasis on the interent similaxitiesq as 

opposed to the differencesp between builders and quantity 

surveyors -co take place. All members of the building industry 

should also be seeking to improve the status of their izidust=y 

in tie hope of competing with t: ie currently more "attracti-ve" 

indus=ies for- tne top quality pe=: 3or=el ezser. t-; zl for the 

well-being of the industry. 
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18.2 Recommendations for Further ffeaseaxch 

Fi=stlyp gene=al recommendations for future work can be made 

including repeatini-, the study i: ith a laxSer sample or samples of 

different professions or different levels of careert satisfaction 

or success. -. 1ne study should also be repeated in a n=be: c of yea--s 

time to assess improvements iz the careers Caidance and 

ary differences due to a hopefully im3roved economic environment. 

The industryt including the professional instituticnsg the 

empluyers p *t! 7, e B. I. C. S. 9 the Ce 1.7, B, and tne IT, Y, 33.1. j! j. t snould 

be approached to comment on the results of thix study with the 

aim of improving the caxeers guidance they provide and the 

industry Is image. 

A number of specific areas a. 1so appeax to suggest Iff her U37t 

irxestigmti on. ---. --hese axeas include the implications of the 

limited careers advice and info"nntion, received br entrants 

i, fniah may produce misperceptions about job ax-A personal qualities 

resulting in unsuccessful careers and job dissatisfaction, A 

study could also be made of the oaxeer develo=ent and 

satisfaction of the large proportion of entrants who "drifted" 

into the building industxy professions highlightinghow the 

indust=y can successfully accomodate tnese in dUaIC. Me 

reasons and the implications of the poor image of the building 

industrys' professions to outsiders could be studied because 

entrants aze placing inc=oasinC i=portance on the 

*Oattr=tiveness" of an industry. 

Une work- relatin, -, - to professional stereot,. ripes an6 iro: iz 

role self-perceptions should be repeated to confi= t1le 

stereotypes and the woric role self-percontions foL=d in tnis 

study usinC a sample and avoiding -". he other violations 

of the asu=ptionz for statistical tests, The reliability 

of the measuring instr=ent should be investigated, A 
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measuring instrument shcUld be developed to measure the work 

role self-percePtionst taking into account socia. 1 desirability. 

This instrument should be used to establish the students' self- 

perception in his anticipated work role. Further woxIc could 

attempt to form independent stereotypes and self-perceptions 

in the work role using factor analysis and cluster analysis. 

These descriptions should be compared with careers literature, 

Die two mode analysis clusters found in this study certainly 

require. further irrvestiep-tion. Uie similar OPJAions of the 

two professions and the two career levels about each concept 

should be verified using a specially developed measuring 

instnment; clustering, the sifoJects could confi= the 

results. If no diffe=cr-ces of opinicn were found the 

resultant misperceptions and the st=ength of the professionst 

socialization p=occss snould be inves-'ýIigmted, 
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Department of Building 

Chambers Street, Edinburgh EHI IHX Heriot-Watt UniversitY Telephone 031-225 8432 

Head of Department 
Professor VB Torrance, MSc. PhD. FCIOB, FBIM 

your ref 

our rof 

f 

date as postmark 
Dear Sir or Madam 

CAREER CHOICE AND DEVELOPMENT OF PROFESSIONALS WITHIN THE 
CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY 

As part of a postgraduate research project within the Department of 
Building, I am trying to discover what influences people to choose 
a career within the construction industry professions, including the 
careers guidance they have received and their expectations. 

Such information should assist in highlighting the attractions offered 
by the industry and ensure that people enter their chosen professional 
field with an adequate and accurate knowledge of the work performed and 
the personal qualities and qualifications required to ensure a success- 
ful career. 

I would be grateful for your assistance in this project by completing 
the following confidential questionnaire and returning it as soon as 
possible to: - 

Departmental Secretary of your Department. 

Any additional co=ents on this questionnaire, inýluding questions 
difficult to understand or answer, would be appreciated. 

Thanking you in anticipation of your assistance. 

Yoýrs faithfully 

fc, 

ý,. Werý- 
. LOUISA-JANE WEST 

Enclosure 
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CAREER CHOICE AND DEVELOPMENT 

WITHIN THE 

CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY 

PILOT STUDY 
DEPARTMENT OF BUILDING 
HERIOT-IVATT UNIVERSITY 
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Page 1. 

Please circle the nuabers in the boxes or write brief 
answers where required. 

A FAMILY BACKGRCUND 

1. SEX Male 

Female 

2. DATE CF BIHIR 

DAY M= YEAR 

F7t E: l 

1 

2 

6-11 

3. NATICNATITY 

Please specify your nationality and ethnic group. 
(For example, Singaporean Chinese). 

4. MARITAL STAIM 

I NEt 

Single 1 

Married 2 

Other (including, 3 
widowed or 
divorced) 

5. STATUS CF PARENTS 

(a) At the time you left school was 
your father: - 

(b) At the time you left school was 
your mther: - 

Continued ... 
203 

Married 1 

Re-married 2 

Single 3 

Deceased 4 

Other (including 
widowed or 
divorced 

Married 1 

Re-married 2 

Single 3 

CODE COL 

1-4 

5 

12-15 

16 

17-18 
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OCIDE 

6. FAMILY SIZE 

Deceased 

Other (including 
widCwed 01 
divorced) 

Number of: - Elder brothers 

Younger brothers 

Elder sisters 

Younger sisters 

7. CCCUPATICNS OF FAMILY MEH3ERS 

(a) Using a few words, please describe 
the work dme by your family at the 
time you left school. 

Father 

Mother 

Elder brothers 

Younger brothers 

Elder sisters 

Younger sisters 

(b) Please describe their present 
work it ithas altered. 

Father 

Motber 

Elder brotbers 

Younger brothers 

Elder sisters 

Younger sisters 

COL 

19-20 

21-28 

1 

2 

33 

43 

29-56 

1 

2 

33 

43 

53 

63 57-84 
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CODE COL 

8. EDETCATICK OF FAMITY MEMBERS 

Please state the highest educational qualifications 
of your: - 

Father 1 

Mother 2 

Elder brothers 33 

Younger brothers 43 

Elder sisters 

Younger sisters 85-112 

9. LOCATICK CF FAMLY HCME 

(a) Please specify the name of the town(s) 
where you lived during your secondary 
education. 

113-124 

(b) Did you live in: - 

the town? 

the country? 125-126 

(c) Was your hame: - 

rented unfurnished: - 
local authority 1 

other 2 

rented furnished 3 

rent-free 4 

owner-occupied: - 

in process of 
purchase 5 

owned outright 6 127-132 
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Colz CDL 

10. CCNTACT WITH THE CCNST=ICN INDUSMY 

(a) Did you know anybody working in the 
construction industry whilst you were 
at school? 

YMINO 133 

(b) If YES, please specify who (for exwple, 
family friend) and his occupation. 

134-135 

B SECONDARY EDLr-ATICN 

11. = CF SECCNDARY SCHOOL AT13= 

If you attended more than one school please 
number them in order of attendance. 

286 

Secondary modern 
or Scottish Junior 
Secondary 1 

Middle deemed 
Secondary 2 

Ccaprehensive 3 

Technical 4 

Gramar or 5 
Scottish Senior 
Secondary 
or High 

Direct grant or 
Scottish grant- 
aided 6 

Private (including 7 
public and board- 
ing) 

Sixth form college 8 

Colleges of edao- 
aticn 9 

3-4 year selective 10 

6 year selective 11 

Part ccn-prehensive 
part selective 

12 

Other (please 
specify) 13 136-149 

6: 



12. ICMTION OF SCHOOL 

(a) Was your school(s) in your hcm 
t(=? YES/NO 

(b) If NO, where? 

13. QUALLIFICATIMS 

(a) Please list the 'A' levels, SCE Highers or 
equivalents (excluding CNC, HND or the like) 
that you have obtained or hope to obtain by the 
end of this year. Please state the type of 
exam, e. g. 'A' level, and mark subjects passed, 
where applicable, with a 'P. 

CXX)E COL 

150 

6 151-156 

I LISP] 

10 157-186 

(b) Please list additional subjects you have obtained 
or hope to obtain by the end of this year at 
101 level or equivalent. -Please state the type of 
exmn, e. g. C. S. E., and mark subjects passed, 
where applicable with a 'PI. 

F LSP 

10 187-231 

c 

14. HCEBIES AND SPCR7S 

(a) Please list your hobbies and sports. 

10 232-251 

(b) Please list your hobbies and sports whilst 
attending a previous course of full-time 
further education, if applicable. 

237 
10 252-271 

k6- 
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CODE COL 

(c) Please list your hobbies and sports whilst 
attending school. 

15. CLUBS ALM SOCIETIES 

(a) Please list any clubs, societies or evening 
classes you attend. 

Please specify any positions you have held 
within these, including class representative 
or the like. 

10 272-291 

10 292-311 

10 312-331 

(b) Please list any clubs, societies or evening 
classes you attended whilst on a previous course 
of full-time further education, if applicable. 

10 332-351 

Please specify any positions you have held within 
these, including class representative or the like, 

10 352-371 

(c) Please list any clubs, societies or evening clasees 
you attended whilst at school. 

Please specify any positions you have held within 
these, including prefect or the like. 

283 

10 372-391 

392-411 
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WCRK EXPERIENCE 

16. WCRK WB11Sr AT SCROOL 

(a) If you worked Whilst at school was it: - 

vacation work? 

part-time work? 442-443 

(b) Please specify type(s) of work 

5 444-455 

17. FM WHIISr A=,, IDING UNMRSITY 

If you have worked before attending university, 
please specify the types of euployment, 
including occupation (e. g. Q. S. ) level (e. g. 
assistant), sector of eriployment (e. g. private 
practice), and duration. 

I 

10 456-495 

is WORK WMLSr AMMING UNIURSITY 

(a) If you work whilst at university, 
is it: - 

vacation work? 1 

part-time work? 2 

other, please 3 4S6-498 
specify 
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CCDE CCL 

(b) Please specify the type(s) of 
eaployrwnt including occupation 
(e. g. Q. S. ), level (e. g. assistant), 
sector of eaployment (e. g. private 
practice) and duration. 

OLS D 

10 499-538 

E PLANS AFrM GRADUATIM 

19. ENVISAGED EWLOYMENT 

(a) Please specify your envisaged 
enployment after graduation. 
Please give your occupation 
(e. g. structural engineer), 
level (e. g. assistant), and 
preferred sector of eaployment 
(e. g. Local Authority). 

539-541 

(b) Please list any professional 
institutes from which you will 
seek associate meirbership. 

542-547 
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F FURTBM EDLICATICK QUALIFICATIMS 

20. (a) If you have obtained any of the following, 
please specify the subject. 

City & Guilds 

O. N. C. 

O. N. D. 

TEC/SCOIEC certificate 

TEC/SCMC diplcma 

H. N. C. 

H. N. D. 

TEC/SCOIEC higher certificate 

7EC/SC0MC higher diplcma 

Undergradaate diplcma 

Undergraduate degree 

Postgraduate degree 

Others, please specify 

(b) Using the codes below, please indicate 
the nature of your previous course(s), 
listed above. 

CODE 

A Day release (part time day & evening) 

B Evening classes 

C Private study 

D Correspondence course 

E Block Release 

F Sandwich course 

G Full time course 

H Weekend course 

I Other, please specify 
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CCCE OOL 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

12 

13 

14 542-589 
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I ILl 

10 590-609 

CCDE COL 

G PRCFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIMS 

21. Please list your professional qualifications 
including the level of meabership, (e. g. graduate 
member of the R. I. C. S. ). 

H CAREERS GUIDANCE 

22. Did you receive careers guidance - 

(a) before selecting your 101 level or 
equivalent subjects? 

YESINO 610 

(b) before selecting-your sixth form or 
equivalent further education studies? 

YES/NO 611 

(c) before leaving your sixth fo= or 
equivalent course of further education? 

YM/NO 612 

(d) during your degree course or equivalent 
course of further education? 

YES/ND 613 

23. (a) Please specify your career choice: - 

(i) on entering secondary school? 11 -1 614 

(ii) when choosing your 101 level 
or eTAvalent subjects? 

12 
615 

(iii) on taking your 101 level or 
equivalent examinations? 3 616 

(iv) on taking your 'A' level or 
equivalent examinations? 4 617 

(b) If you have an ideal career choice, please 
specify and give the reasons for not 
pursuing it. 

292 
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24. Using the following codes, please indicate 
how useful the following people have been in 
helping you decide your career choice. 

CODE 

A Very useful 

B Useful 

C Little or no use 

D No information fran this source 

(a) Careers Officer (not teacher) 

(b) Parents 

(c) Other family members 

(d) Friends - contemporaries 

(e) Friends - other age groups 

(f) Subject teacher 

(g) Careers/guidance teacher 

(h) Read teacher 

(i) Example of scmecne you know in the field 

(j) Other, please specify 

CCCE CCL 

1 

2 

3 

4 

25. Using the following codes, please indicate how 
useful the following infomation. sources have been 
in helping you decide your career choice. 

CCDE 

A Very useful 

B Useful 

C Little or no use 

D No infortnation frm this source. 

(a) General career panphlets & books 

(b)/ 

620-633 
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CCCE a)L 

(b) Career pamphlets & books fram: - 

(i) Professional institutions 2 

(ii) Training boards 3 

(iii) Employers 4 

(iv) Colleges 5 

(v) Universities 6 

(vi) Other, please specify 7- 

10 

(c) Television and radio programmes 11 

(d) Articles in newspapers & magazines 12 

(e) Advertisements in newspapers 13 

(f) TaLks frcm outside visitors 14 

(g) Visits to employers 15 

(h) Films and slides 16 

(i) Visits to institutions of further and 
higher education 17 

(j) Careers conferences/conventicns 18 

(k) Work experience, including vacation and 
part-time work 19 

(1) Seeing people do the Job 20 

(M) Other, please specify. 

634--657 

26. Which sources of advice would you consider the 
most important? 

People 

Infomation 
Sources 

E 
658 

27. (a) Did you have an interview with a careers 
officerwhilst at: - 

School? 1 

College? 2 

University? 3 659-661 
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CCDE COL 

(b) If YES, during which year of the course? 

school 

College 

University 662-664 

28. (a) If you underwent a period of work experience 
whilst at school, please specify occupation 
and duration. 

665-667 

(b) Did you feel this experience was beneficial? 

Definitely YES 1 

Probably YES 2 

Prcbably NO 3 

Definitely M 668 

(c) If you did not undergo such experience, do 
you think it could have been beneficial? 

Definitely YES 

Prcbably 'YES 

Prcbably NO 

Definitely NO 

3 

4 669 

29. (a) Did you receive a talk or met anybody fran 
the construction industry regarding caxeers 
within the industry whilst at: - 

school? 37 6M 

College? 2 671 

University? 
L3 

672 

(b) If YES, try and recall where they cam fran 
(e. g. the Corstruction Industry Tzaining 
Board). 

(c) If YES, was this talk (s) or meting(s) 
beneficial? 

Definitely YEs/ 
295 
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Definitely YES 

Prcbably YES 

Prcbably NO 

Definitely NO 

30. (a) Were you advised to seek sponsorship for 
your full time further education? 

YMINO 

(b) If YES 

(i) by whan and when? 

(ii) did you cbtain it? YESINO 

31. Did your school careers studies include; - 

Page 14. 

CCODE COL 

1 

2 

3 

679 

680 

681-682 

683 

(a) the whole range of occupations open to you -I- 

(b) the personal and edacational qualifications 
required for specific occupations 

2 

(c) ccnpleting personality and interest tests 3 

(d) progammes for pupils of different abilities 4 

(e) school courses related to occupations 5 

(f) opportunities in industrial training 6 

(g) opportunities in further education 7 

(h) local industry 8 

(i) aspects of working life 9 

32. Do you feel you received enough useful careers 
guidance 

M during school? 

Definitely YES 

Prcbably YES 

Probably NO 

Definitely NO 

296 
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1 

2 

3 

693 
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ME COL 

33. 

34. 

(ii) during further education? 

Definitely YES 

Prcbably YES 2 

Probably NO 3 

Definitely NO 694 

Do you feel that the careers advice and infom- 
ation you received was adequate and beneficial 

(i) during school? 

Definitely YES 1 

Prcbably YES 2 

Probably NO 3 

Definitely NO 605 

(ii) during further education? 

Definitely YES 1 

Prcbably YES 2 

Prcbably NO 3 

Definitely NO 4 696 

Were your advisors able to give you adequate 
and useful advice on careers in the construct- 
ion industry 

(i) during school? 

Definitely M 1 

Prcbably YES 2 

Probably NO 3 

Definitely NO 4 697 

(ii) during further education? 

Definitely YES 1 

Prcbably YES 2 

Prcbably NO 3 

Defipitely NO 698 

297 
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CCCE CCL 

35. 

36. / 

Do you think the info=ation you 
received about careers in the construction 
industry was adequate and beneficial 

(i) during school? 

Definitely YW 

Probably YES 

Probably NO 

Definitely No 

(ii) during further education? 

Definitely M 

Probably YM 

Probably NO 

Definitely NO 

298 
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3 

699 

1 

2 

3 
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CCDE COL 

36. Would you say that you had a vocation for your 
chosen occupation? 

Definitely YES 

Prcbably YES 

Prcbably NO 

Definitely NO 

1 

2 

3 

701 

37. Do you feel that you "drifted! ' into the 
construction industry without any formal career 
plans? 

Definitely YM 

Probably YES 

Probably NO 

Definitely NO 

1 

2 

702 

38. (a) Do you ccme fra a family with a "tradition" 
of working in the construction industry? 

YES/N0 703 

(b) If YES, do you feel that this has been an 
important reason for your occupational choice? 

YES/ND 704 

39. (a) Using the following codes, please indicate 
if the following factors attracted you to 
a career in the construction industry. 

CCDE 

A Very attractive 

B Attractive 

C Unattractive 

D Unimportant 

(a) career and pramtion prospects 1 

(b) high salary prospects 2 

(c) diallenge 3 

(d) opportunity for initiative 4 

(e) high social status 5 

2019 
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CCDE COL 

M 

(g) 

(h) 

M 

(j) 

(0) 

ability to influence the enviromient 

authority for decision making 

varying job locations 

cpportunity for creativity 

interesting working enviramient 

cpportunity to plan one's work 

good working conditions 

use of one's abilities and interests 

good social aspects including working 
with people you can get on with 

abi3ity to see the results of your 
work 

(p) cpportunity to be in charge of 
people 

(q) interesting work 

(r) jcb security 

(S) varied work 

(t) availability of good training 705-724 

40. (a) All things considered, would you choose the 
same career again? 

Definitely YM 

Probably YM 

Prcbably NO 

Definitely NO 725 

(b)(1), If NO, would you consider moving into 
another field of eaployment outside the 
construction industry? 

Definitely YES 

Prcbably YES 

Probably NO 

Definitely NO 726 

MY 
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CCCE COL 

(ii) Please specify the field you would like to 727 
move to? 

(c) If you wish to stay in the industry, what field 723 
would you like to move to? Please specify. 

I- 
(d) Are you qualified for your alternative career 

choice? 

Definitely YES 

Prcbably UZ 

Prcbably NO 

Definitely NO 
ý- 

729 

41. (a) Please specify the institution of further 
education that you are attending and the 

. course you are following (e. g. B. Sc. Building, 
Heriot-Watt University). 

730-731 
(b) What were the reasons for choosing 

(i) this particular course? 732 

(ii) this institution? 7-7 733 

(c) Did you visit this institution before making 
your decision? 

YES/NO 734 

(d) (i) Have you studi ed at this institution 
before? 

YES/NO 735 

(ii) If YES, in the same department? 

YES/NIO 736 

(e) Before entering the course did you know 
people in the: - 

department? M7 

institution? 738 

42. Would you choose the same further education 
course again? 

Definitely YES 

Prcbably YES 

Prcbably NO 

(b)/ 301 
Definitely NO 739 
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CODE COL 

(b) If NO, what would you have done? 740 

(c) 'Why? 741 

43. Do you think that you have received enough 
beneficial advice and infomation on the courses 
of further and higher education available to you 

(i) during school? 

Definitely YES 

Probably YES 

Probably NO 

Definitely NO 742 

(ii) during further education? 

Definitely YES 

Prcbably YES 

Prcbably NO 

Definitely NO 743 

44. Using the following codes, please indicate the 
irrportance of these reasons for taking your 
course of further education. 

OCCE 

A Very important 

B Important 

C Of little importance 

D Uninportant 

(a) required by enployer 1 

(b) a normal or necessary condition of the job 2 

(C) advice fran parents 3 

(d) advice frcm other family mermbrs 4 

(e) advice frcm teachers or lecturers 5 

(f) advice frcm friends 6 

(g) advice fran careers officers 7 

(h) to obtain professional qualifications 8 
302 
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(i) to help obtain present positiorýa 
better jcb/better status 

(J) a good qualification to have when 
Jobs; increases one's scope 

(k) increased earnings depending on 
qualifications 

(1) greater personal satisfaction 

(M) broadens one's outlook 

(n) improves job knowledge 

(0) other, please specify 

CCDE am 

9 

10 

12 

13 
14 

15- 

16- 

17 

45. (a) If you could choose again, would you 
select a different method of entering your 
course of further education (e. g. H. N. C. 
rather than 'A' levels)? 

UZINO 

(b) (i) If YES, what would you have selected? 

(ii) Why? 

46. (a) If you could choose again, would you select 
the saw 'A' or 101 level (or equivalent) 
subjects? 

YES/NO 

(b) If NO, please state subjects and at what 
level. 

5 

(c) Were all these subjects available to you 
at school? 

YES/NO 

(d) Why do you choose these subjects? 

303 5 
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761 

76" 

763 

764 

765-784 

735 

7W-790 
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47. Occupational Stereotypes 

Using the adjectives and phrases shown below, please 
list in rank order the codes of the ten adjectives 
or phrases which you feel best describe the following 
professional people: - 

A Builder 

B Quantity Surveyor 

C. Civil Engineer. 

OODE 

ADJE M VES AND PBRASES 

CCDE 

1A Practical - Unconcerned with practical matter 1B 

2A Timid - courageous 2B, 

3A Careless - careful 3B 

4A Likes working alone - likes working in a group 4B 

5A Creative - unoriginal 5B 

6A Helpful - unco-operative 6B 

7A Analytical - not analytical 7B 

8A Tense - relaxed EB 

9A Not persuasive - persuasive 9B 

10A Flexible - rigid 10B 

11A Idealistic - realistic 11B 

12A Lacks anbition - anbitious 12B 

13A Fast - slow 13B 

14A Eknotional - rational 14B 

15A Leader - follower 15B 

16A Unimaginative - imaginative 16B 

17A Young - old 17B 

18A Efficient - inefficient 18B 

19A Tough - tender 19B 

20A Lacking in knowledge - knowledgeable 20B 

21A Thing-centred - person-centred 21B 
3,: 4 
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CCDE 

22A Interesting - boring 22B 

23A Extravagant - econanical 23B 

24A Apprehensive - confident 24B 

25A Tactless - tactful 25B 

26A Demanding - undemanding 26B 

27A Self-centred - other-centred 27B 

28A Likes variety - prefers routine 28B 

29A Easily gives up - determined 29B 

30A Proud - hurrb le 30B 

31A Uncritical - critical 31B 

32A Conforming - individualistic 32B 

33A Qualitative - quantitive 33B 

34A Cc=nicative - reserved 34B 

35A Not theoretical - theoretical 35B 

36A Likes working outside - prefers working indoors 36B 

37A Depends on others - self-reliant 37B 

38A Unartistic -ý artistic 38B 

39A Not methodical - methodical 30D 

40A Naimm-minded - broad-minded 4CS 

41A Decisive - indecisive 41B 

42A Sociable - unsociable 42B 

43A Illogical - logical 43B 

44A Trusting - suspicious 44B 

45A Untechnical - technical 45B 

46A Introvert - extrovert 46B 

47A Precise - vague 47B 

48A Full of drive. - lethargic 48B 

49A Seeks responsibility - avoids responsibility 49B 

50A Arousing - serious 50B 

51A Needs instructions - uses initiative 51B 

52A Pleasant - very pleasant 52B 
305 
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For exanple, if you think the adjective which best describes 
a quantity surveyor is courageous, please write: - 

B Quantity Surveyor 1 2B 

CCDE CCBE 

A Builder 16 

27 

38 

4 

5 10 

B Quantity Surveyor 16 

27 

38 

49 

5 10 

C Civil Engineer 16 

27 

38 

49 

5 10 

48. Do you want a brief synopsis of this 
study? 

YES/M 791 

49. Would you be available for a short interview, 
if selected? 

YM/NO 792 

50. Would you be available for a re-test of this 
questionnaire at same time in the future? 

306 YEP/NO 793 
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IT, 
-1 

Heriot att University 

Dear Sir or Madamr 

CAREER CHOICE AND DEVELOPMENT OF PROFESSIONALS WITHIN THE 
CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY. 

Although recruitment within the construction industry is currently 
very'low, I believe that it is still important that building 
management attracts top quality personnel. As part of a postgraduate 
research project within 'the Department of Building, I am trying to 
discover -what influences people to choose a career within the 
construction industry professions, including the careers guidance 
they have received and their expectations. I therefore need the 
experiences and views of a large number of student and professionally 
qualified builders and quantity surveyors, so you can help me by 
filling in your questionnaire. 

Such info=ation should assist in highlighting the attractions 
offered by the industry and help people to enter their chosen 
professional field with an adequate and accurate knowledge of the 
work perfo=ed, and the personal qualities required for a 
successful career. 

I appreciate that your time is very valuable but a good response rate 
is really important for the value of this study and I hope you can 
help me by completing your questionnaire. 

Yours Faithfullyp 

Louisa -Jane West BSc(Aston) 
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NOTES ON HOW TO FILL IN THE ýIUEVIONNAIRE. 

Pteae an4wex a. U quatUom that appty to you, and woAk umonabty quicUy - jt " yoUA 
initAýat AeactionA that aAe 4mpo&tant. 

Give yowt mm anawm - do not a4k othe)t peopte. 

Be aA JAank and tAuth6ut aa pa44ibte. Yowt honeAt opinjou cm ftLke an ZWO&tant 
conttzbation to tka 4tudy. 

rhe 4a" mtýU be compUed Swm aveuge, not individuat an4weu. Yout indivi&wt 
mawwu miLU be kept compteteta SZLýdextiat and noth. Zng wUt be 4epoAted 
anWhe4e that attouA Zý"auaZ4 e 'wema 6" - 
WheA yom have wWteted the questionnaUe pteaae utuAn U in the Atamped addAwcd envetope 
pwVided. 

r hope you witt dind time to hetp in tkia 4-Cu4 - evvty compteted queAtionnaLte counts 
jot making dte AuaM upiceAentative. 

Tear off here 

If you are unable to complete this questionnaire please complete the section below and 
return It as soon as possible in the stamped addressed envelope provided. 

RING 
NMMER 

F=SONS-rOR NON - RESPONSE. 

No time to complete the questionnaire. 
Consider the study unimportant. 
Consider the questions irrelevant 
Any other reason (please write inj 

1 
2 

CODE 12 #3# 4 
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With eax-h queAtZon RING dte numbeA buide the Atatement tkat beAt apptiu to you. 

MUTE IN ANSWERS wheAe no an4mCU Zte given, ot uAvLe youA wuweA doeA not 6U in 

. ww'a the PAZ dZng. 

PteaAe an4wet evvuj quution. 
Mae be honeat. 
VouA in&vidua4 answeu YIZU be twAUd as lb4otutetq con4identi 

I The 6oZtovjing queAtiona ketate to tke gentut caueu qu, 4dancA Vou have fteeived. I 

1. Did you recei c! Eeersguidance (not only about the construction 
r industryT at 

go 
,,, low ng stages from outside your family? 

RING W. MBER FOR ZACU STAGE. 

STAGES YES NO STAGE NOT APPLICABLE 

(1) Before 
choosing your 
O-Level or 
equivalent 
subjects? 123 

(2) Before 
choosing your 
Highers, A-Levels 
or equivalent 
further 
education 
studies? 123 

(3) Before com- 
pleting your 
Highers, A-Levels 
or equivalent 
course of 
further 
education? 23 

(4) During your 
degree course or 
equivalent course 
of further 
education? 23 

(5) No careers 
guidance 
received 

Do not 
write in 
this 
colu=, 
please. 

CAPM I 

7 

a 

9 

10 

11 

2. Was the careers advice and information (not only about the 
construction industry) given to you adequate for what we wanted 
at the following stages: - 

"ITNG NUMBER FOR EACH STAGE. 

M, EFIN- PRO- PR. O- DEFIN- NO ADVICE THIS 
ITELY BABLY BA3LY ITELY ADVICE AVAIL- STAGE 
YES YES NO NO AVAIL- ABLE IS NOT 

Arm BUT NOT APPLIC- 
SOUGHT ABLE 

(1) Wht1st at 
school? 1234567 12 

(2) Durinq your 
further educa- 
tion? 1234567 13 

Pleas* go on to the next page. Paqor. 
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3. Did you get any careers guidance (not only about the construction 
industry) from the following people at any time in your career? 

1: YES, how Useful Was it? 

RING NUMBER FOR EACH PERSON. 

GUIDANCE NOT RECEIVED. G=ANC-" RECEIVED 

NO GUID- AVAILABLE BUT LITTLE USEFUL VERY 
ANCE BUT NOT OR NO USE USEFUL 

PERSON RECEIVED SOUGHT 

(1) Parents 1 2 3 4 3 

(2) Other family 
members. 1 2 3 4 5 

(3) Friends 
contemporaries 1 2 3 4 5 

(4) Friends - 
other age groups 2 3 4 5 

(5) Subject 
teacher 1 2 3 4 5 

(6) Careers/ quid- 
anco teacher 2 3 4 

(7) Read teacher 2 3 4 

(8) Careers officer 
(not teacher) 2 3 4 

(9) Someone in the 
field. 2 3 4 

(10) Any other person 
(please WRI= IN and 
Indicate usefulness 
by RINGING number. ) 

1 

2 

2 

4. Did you got any careers guidance (not only about thin construction Lndustzy) froza the following Lnfo=tation sources at any time in your 
career? 

If YES, how useful was it? 

RING MMMER FOR EACH SOURCE. 

GUIDANCE NOT RECEIVED GUIDANCE RECEIVED 

WORMAT TON NO GUID- AVAILABLE BUT LITTLE USErUL VERY 
SOURCES ANCE BUT NOT OR NO USE USETUL 

RECET7ED SOUGErr 

(1) General career 
pamphlets and books 2345 

Career pamphlets 
and books from: - 
(2) professional 
Institutions 

(3) training 
boards 

please go on to next page. 

Do not 
write in 
this 
column 
please. 

14 

15 

16 

17 

is 

19 

20 

21 

22 

345 23 

3 

3 

4 

4 

5 

$ 

24 

25 

26 

P age 2. 
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GUI ANCE NOT RECEIVED GUIDANCE RECEIVED 

INFORMATION NO GUID- AVAILABLE BUT LITTLE USEFUL VERY 
SOURCES ANCE BUT NOT OR NO USE USEFUL 

RECEIVED SOUGHT 

(4) employers 1 2 3 4 

(5) colleges 1 2 3 4 

(6) universities 1 2 3 4 

(7) Television and 
radio progr 8 1 2 3 4 

(8) Articles in 
newspapers and 
magazines 1 2 3 4 

(9) Advertisements 
in newspapers 1 2 3 4 5 

(10) Talks from 
outside visitors 1 2 3 4 

(11) Visits to 
employers 2 3 4 3 

(12) Films and 
slides 1 2 3 4 3 

(13) Visits to 
institutions of further 
and higher education 1 2 3 4 

(14) Careers 
conferences/ 
conventions 1 2 3 4 3 

(15) Work experience 
including vacation 
and part-t4m 
work 1 2 3 4 5 

(16) Visits to see 
people do the job 1 

12 3 4 5 

DO not 
write in 
this 
col=n, 
please. 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

38 

39 
(17) Any other 
(please WRITE IN and 
indicate usefulness 
by RINGING nuMber. ) 

1 40 

1ý6 yom have /taceived cauvu quidance (jwm ANV od the peopta ot jndalwwtýon 4ouAuA týAtzd 
4lL qU14t4ona-3 qo Týo qMzitton 6.1 

jýj yom htwe NOr /tecciutd ANY cmeMýýce dum the pcopta oA a6omnat4on 4owau 4UUd 
4A qugAtion4 J and 4, PUabe 40 Zo a 

Did you receive careers quidance, from any information sources or people, 
other th7an -your-x*U-? 

RZNG 
NUMER 

Yes 
No 2 

Please go an to the next page. 

41 

Paqe 3. 
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which sources of advice did you personally find the most 
important: - 

RING 
NUMBER 

Peonle more than other 
13tormation sources? 1 

Both about equal? 2 

Other information 
sources more than 
peopl-e? 3 

None of the above 4 

Do not 
write in 
this 
coluca! 6 
please. 

42 

7a. Did you undergo a period of work : 9! rl2 e organ12ed by your school 
or careers officer whilst yo7wer t CRg F)l? 

RING 

% NUMER 

YES, in the construction 
industry. I 

YES, in another industry? 2 

YES, in both the 
construction industry and 
another industry? 3 

NO 4 

Ij you did not un! ýeao auch, woAk expetiece, PWAL go to queAtion % 

14 qotL undvweAt 6uck wosrA egetience, ptease go to queAtion 7b. 

7b. Was this work experience helpful for your choice of career? 

RING 
NM14BER 

Definitely yes I 
Probably yes 2 
Probably no 3 
Definitely no 4 

1 
49-. -- .- -- . *. --- 91 

43 

1 44 

7c. Do you think work experience would have been helpful for your choice 
of career? 

RING 
NMMER 

Definitely yes 1 
Probably yes 2 
Probably no 3 
Definitely no 4 45 

Please go on to the next page 

314 
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peopZe enteA theLt cau" in thý WnAtAUCtiOn 4'. e oha n 'n it 
ergeAýA 

tent 
-tv, uaon, j z 6a! ýt4 tAadit4orL oA the po44, 
ý 

elýlaenqc . eA 
Thia uaion aAiA' queAtZon4 wJ-jted to you. % dwice oj a uueA int the =44VAWon 
induAtAy. 

The conatAucUon induatty inetude civit engiuvtinq, buitding md eAckUetta Ae. 

a. What were your career choices at each of the following stag es? 

RING ONE NUMBER FOR EACH STAGE. 

GITERAL SPECIFIC 
WITHIN WITHIN THIS STAGE 
THE CON- THE CON- OTR= NO IDEA is 
STRUCTION STRUCTION CAREER OF CAREER NOT 

STAGES INDUSTRY MUSTRY CHOICE CHOICE APPLICABLE 

(1) On entering 
secondary school 1 2.3 4 5 

(2) When choosing 
your O-Levei or 
equivalent subjects 1234 

(3) When taking your 
O-Level or equivalent 
examinations 4 

(4) Before completing 
your Highers, A-Levels 
or equivalent course 
of further education. 1234 

9a- All things considered, would you now choose your present occupation 
again? 

RING 
NUMBER 

Definitely Y42 1 
Probably yes 2 
Probably no 3 
Definitely no 4 

JIS VES, go to que4tiort ro. 

ird NO, go to 

Do not 
write in 
this 
column , please 

46 

47 

48 

49 

so 

9b. Would you now consider movinq into another field of ewloyment 
outside thZ-c-onstruction industry? 

RING 
NUMER 

Definitely yes I 
Probably yes 2 
Probably no 3 
Definitely no 4 51 

Please go on to the next page. Paqe 
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10. Do you feel that you *drifted* into the construction industry 
without any formal career plans? 

RING 
NUMER 

Definitely YOS 1 
Probably yes 2 
Probably no 3 
Definitely no 4 

Do not 
write In 
this 
column, 
please. 

52 

Ila. Does your family have a tradition of workinq in the 
construction industry? 

RING 
SUMER 

Definitely yes I 
Probably yes 2 
Probably no 3 
Definitely no 4 

114 vo, otlase qo to ou"tion r2. -I 

114 M. Ptease go to quation rlbj 

Ilb. 00 you feel that this tradition has been a reason for your 
career choice? 

RING 
NUMER 

yen 
NO 

1 
2 

12. When you decided to enter your present construction industry, 
profession, how attractive did týhe f-cTlowing aspects of this 
profexsionws wor; F appear to you? 

N 

Please go on to the next page. 

53 

34 

END OF 
CARD 1. . 
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PLEASE RATE EVERY ASPECT OF YOUR PROFESSION'S WORK BY RINGXNG 
THE NUMER WR=H BEST REPRESENTS ITS ATTRACTIVENESS ON ENTRY. 

ASPECTS OF 
YOUR PROTESSIONIS NOT CONSIDEIUM/ VERY 
WORK. UNATTRACTIVE UNIMPORTANT ATTRACTTVE ATTRACTIVE 

(1) The career 
and promotion 
prospects. 1 2 3 4 

(2) The salary 
prospects 1 2 3 4 

(3) The challenge- 
offered by the 
work. 1 2 3 4 

(4) The varied 
job locations 
offered. 1 2 3 4 

(5) The profession's 
image to outsiders. 2 3 4 

(6) The working 
conditions. 2 3 4 

(7) The opportunity 
to use your abilities 
and interests. 2 3 4 

(8) The interest of 
the work. 1 2 3 4 

(9) The job 
security. 1 2 3 4 

(10) The variety of 
he work. 1 2 3 4 

(11) The training 
offared. 1 2 3 4 

Do not 
write in 
this 
column, 
please. 

2. 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

is 

is 

17 

13. Do you consider the following aspects Of y our profession's work are 
well provided for? 

PLEASE SATE EVEAY ASPECT OF YOCM PROFESSTONIS WORK By RINGIB143 THE 
NUBMER WHICH BESI REPRESENTS THE DEMME 07 PROVISION. 

ASPECTS OF NOT POORLY ADEQUA M-Y WELL 
YouR PROTESSIONIS PROVIDED FOR PROVIDED FOR PROVIDED FOR PROVIDED FOR 
WOR1% 

(1) The career 
and promotion 
prospects. 2 3 4 

(2) The salary 
prospects* 2 3 4 

(3) The challenge 
offered by the 
work. 1 2 3 4 

(4) The varied 
job locations 
offered. 1 2 3 4 

Please go on to the next page. 

is 

19 

20 

21 

P aq* 7. 
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ASPECTS OF 
YOUR PROFESSIONIS NOT POORLY ADEQUATELY WELL 
WORK PROVIMED FOR PRCVTDED FOR PROVTDED rOR PROV=ED FOR 

(5) The profession's 
image to outsiders. 2 3 4 

(6) The working 
conditions. 2 3 4 

(7) The opportunity 
to use your abili- 
ties and interests. 2 3 4 

(8) The interest of 
the work. 2 3 4 

(9) The job 
security. 2 3 4 

(10) The variety 
of the work. 1 2 3 4 

(11) The train4nq 
offered. 1 2 3 4 

Do not 
write in 
this 
Column, 
Please 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

14. How are the follcwinq aspects of your profession's work 
t0v*,,,, 

o g1n, 
'Flallv? 

PLEASE RATE EVERY ASPECT OF YOUR PROFESSION'S WORK BY RINGING THE 
NUMBER WHICH FE-ST REPRESENTS ITS IMPORTANCE TO YOU. 

ASPECTS OF 
YOUR PROFESSION'S VERY OF LITTLE 
WORK. IMPORTANT IMPORTANT IMPORTANCE UNIMPORTANT 

(1) The career 
and promotion 
Prospects. 1 2 3 4 

(2) The salary 
prospects. 2 3 4 

(3) The challenge 
offered by the 
work. 2 3 4 

(4) The varied 
job locations 
offered. 2 3 4 

(5) The profession's 
image to outsiders 1 2 3 4 

(6) The working 
conditions. 1 2 3 4 

(7) The opportunity 
to use your abil- 
ities and interests. 1 2 3 4 

(8) The interest 
of the work. L 2 3 4 

(9) The job 
security. 1 2 3 4 

(10) The variety 
of the work. 1 2 3 4 

(11) The training 
offered. 2 3 4 

Please go an to th* next page. 

29-30 BLANK 

31 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

38 

39 

a. 
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l5a. Did you know anybody working in the construction industry, 
whilst you were at school? 

NO, PtMe 90 tO QUZSUO-76-7ý 

z go to que4 

RING 
NMeF. R 

Yas 1 
No 2 

15b. who was this person working in the construction industry? 

RING ONLY ONE NUMBER. 

(if more than one person ring the person who had most 
influence on your career choice. ) 

FAMILY - OR MIENDS (including family 
U-1'es) - 

Professional I Professional 6 
Managerial 2 Managerial 7 
Technical 3 Technical 8 
Trades 4 Trades 9 
Unskilled S Unskilled 10 

OR OTFMR 11 

15c. Did the advice or example of this person influence your 
career choice? 

RING 
NUMBER 

Definitely yes 1 
Probably yes 2 
Probably no 3 
Definitely no 4 

Do not 
write in 
this 
Column, 
please. 

42 

43-44 

45 

16. Did you work in the construction industrv before you left school? 

RING 
NUMBER 

Yes, vacations only. I 
Yes, part-time during 
torm only. 2 
Yes, both in vacations 
and during torm. 3 
No. 4 46 

Pl4ase go on to th4 A4xt P&96- Paqe 9. 
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17a. Did you receive a talk or meet anybody from the construction tndust 
regarding careers withIn t1le Industry whilsts- 

RING ALL 
APPLIMLE 
TO YOU. 

At school? I 
During further education? 2 
At any other time? 3 

jr4 you uu. Zved NO taZk ot meeting, ptme, go to quutzon is. 

jr6 you uce. Zved a tatk ot meetZng, pteaae go to quutZo; -IF7b. 

17b. no gave you this talk or meeting? 

RING ALL APPLICABLE TO YOU. 

Private practices 01 X. C. E. 09 
Contracting 

companies 02 I. Struct. E. 10 
Further F. A. S. 11 

education C. S. I. 12 
institutions 03 N. r. B. T. E. 13 

C. I. T. B. 04 Any other 
R. I. C. S. 05 (pleas* specify) 
I. O. S. 06 
R. I. B. A. 07 
C. Z. O. B. 08 14 

Not recall is 

Do not 
write in 
this 
Column, 
please. 

47-48 

9-50 
1-32 
3-54 
3-56 

17c. was this talk or meetinq helpful for choice of career? 

Rn; G 
NUMBER 

Definitely yes 1 
Probably yes 2 
Probably no 3 
Definitely no 4 

18. Was the careers advice and information about the construction 
Industry given to you adequate for what you wanted at the 
following staq*st- 

RING NUMBER FOR EACH STAGE 

DITIN_ PRO- PRO- DEIPIN- NO ADVICE THIS 
ITELY RABLY BABLY ITELY ADVICE AVAIL- STAGE 
YES YES NO NO AVAIL- ABLE IS NOT 

. 
ABLE BUT NOT APPLIC- 

SOUGHT ABLE 

(1) Whilst at 
school? 12347 

(2) During your 
further educa- 
tion? 12347 

157 

so 

or CARD 2. 

Ploass go on to the next page. Paq* 10. 
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Do not 
write in 
this 
colmm, 
please. 

19. Listed below are a number of contrasting words which might be 
used to describe the personal qualiti! s of professional builders 
and quantity surveyors. You are HKO to aescribe yoUr imago 
of these professional crroups, not individuals within these 
professions. To assess your images of thWs-e two professions 
please circle one of the numbers along each scale. The 
numbers-16-etween the words allow you to iray-how much image 
is like either of the words. The closer your choiceXoNr 0 
one and of the scale the re strongly you feel that that 
end of the scale best describes this professional group. 

For example, if you feel that your image of a builder is ve 
closely related to the word at one end of the scale, you 

lifiuld 

circle a number as follows: 

Precise 234567 Vague 

or 

Precis* 123456 (D Vague 

if you feel that your image of a builder is czuite closely related to one 
or other and of the scale, you should circle either 9 Or b. Ix" on the 

t. 
M other hand. it is only sIIS IX related to one side as opposed to the other, 

then you should circle er3 or 5. You may consider that both 
adjectives are e(T-ually associated with your imaget or that the Scale is 
completely irrelevant. Zn either case you should circle 4. 

Pteaae )temembeit: 

(I) utate ONE nufflbC4 ojt4y on a 9ýcven 4cate. 
(2) Do NOT TM ANY ITEMS: Be 4ute to citatz a numbet jo4*each 4c-aZa. 
(3) Rememovt you aac de, 6Etibinq the PROFESSIONAL GROUP Nor AN 

INDIVIDUAL. 
(4) 9=7= Con4idet both end4 oj the 4cate then maick yo" 

INITIAL REACTION. 

PROrESSIONAL SUr=ERS AREs- 

Practical 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Careless 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Creative 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Analytical 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Flexible 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Xdealistic 1 2 3 4 5 

-6 7 
Efficient 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Tough 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Lacking in knowledge 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Concerned with things 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Extravagant 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Likes Variety 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Qualitative 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
communicative 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Likes workinq outside 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Not methodical 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Sociable 1 2 3 4 3 6 7 
illogical 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Untechnical 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Precise 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Needs instructions 1 2 3 4 5 6- 7 

Pleas* go an to the next page. 
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Unconcerned with pract: 
matters 
Careful 
Unoriginal 
Not analytical 
Rigid 
Realistic 
Inefficient 
Tender 
Knowledgeable 
Concerned with people 
Economical 
Prefers routine 
Quantitive 
Reserved 
Prefers working indoors 
Methodical 
Unsociable 
Logical 
Technical 
Vague 
uses initiative 

CARD 3 

7 

a 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
is 
is 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 

Page 11. 
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PROFESSIONAL CUANTTTY SURVEYORS AREt- 

Practical 1 

Careless 1 2 
Creative 1 2 
Analytical 1 2 
Flexible 1 2 
Idealistic 1 2 
Ef f icient 1 2 
Touch 1 2 
Lacking in knowledge 1 2 
Concerned with things 1 2 
Extravagant 1 2 
Likes variety 1 2 
Qualitative 1 2 
Cotmminicative 1 2 
Likes working outside 1 2 
Not methodical 1 2 
Sociable 1 2 
Illogical 1 2 
Untechnical 1 2 
Precise 1 2 
Needs Instructions 1 2 

Do not 
write in 
this 
column 
please. 

7 Unconcerned with practical 28 
matters 

7 Careful 29 
7 Unoriginal 30 
7 Not analytical 31 
7 Rigid 32 
7 Realistic 33 
7 inefficient 34 
7 Tender 35 
7 Knowledgeable 36 
7 Concerned with reople 37 
7 zccncmical 38 
7 Prefers routine 39 
7 Quantitive 40 
7 Reserved 41 
7 Prefers working indoors 42 
7 Methodical 43 
7 Un2ociable 44 
7 Logical 4S 
7 Technical 46 
7 Vague 47 
7 Uses initiative 48 

20. Please write your present occupation, level and sector of 
M Yment below. (ror a-xam-p-=a7Cuant=ty Surveyor, 

112stantr Private Practice. ) 

WRITE AGE 
IN yr-%m 
IN BOX 

Write in 

Present occupation 

Level 

sector of employment 

21. Zn order to group the answers to compare with other age groups 
could you now write how old you are: - 

49 

so 

51 

52-53 

Thank you for completing this questionnaire, and participating in this 
research project. 

Please return the questionnaire In the stamped addressed envelope provide4. 

CODE 54-57 

Paqe Z2. 
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PLEASE RATE EVERY ASPECT OF YOUR PROFESSION'S WORK BY RING: NG 
THE NUMBER WNT-CH BEST REPRESENTS ITS ATTRACTIVENESS ON ENTRY. 

ASPECTS OF 
YOUR PROrESSZONIS NOT CONSZDEPJM/ VERY 
WORK. 

_ _ 
._ UNATTRACTIVE TJN114PORTANT ATTRACTIVE ATTRACTM 

(1) The career 
and promotion 
prospects. 2 3 4 

(2) The salary 
prospects 2 3 4 

(31 The challenge 
offered by the 
work. 1 2 3 4 

(4) The varied 
job locations 
offered. 1 2 3 4 

(5) The profession's 
image to outsiders. 1 2 3 4 

(6) The working 
conditions. 1 2 3 4 

(7) The opportunity 
to use your abilities 
and interests. 1 2 3 4 

(8) The interest of 
the work. 1 2 3 4 

(9) The job 
security. 1 2 3 4 
(10) The variety of 
the work. 1 2 3 4 
(11) -, he training 
offered. 1 2 3 4 

116 
you have not wo4ked . 4n the p)tode44. zonat dietd you aite now 4tudying 

I. lot pteaAe go to gueAtton 14. 

Irleyou hdve wo)tked in the p4ode44ionat J, 4ctd VOLL dAe now atudyj 
P l4e go to Que47tion M ng 601L 

13a. Ple'se write your L"t Or Present occ=ation, level and sector of 
smaloyment below. (ror example a Quantity sZTzv; yo-r, junior, prjv&t, 
Pra: tice. ) 

write in 

PrGSGnt Or Last OceWat: Lon 

Level 

Sector of employment 

PLO&$* qQ an to the next pa". 
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Do not 
write in 
this 
column 
please. 

2. 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

is 

16 

17 

7. 



UP- Do you consider the fOllowimcl Aseects of vour erofessiones werk are well crovided for? , r4 Ut 
wrl ta in 

PLEASE RATE E%M?. Y ASPECT OF YOUR PROFESSION'S WORX By R, -JGZ, %, G THZ 
NUMER WHICS BES M3 ST REP 

this 
=I 6 R IESWT S THE DEGREE OF PROVISION. ; aan. 
please. 

ASPECTS Or NOT POORLY ADEQUATTLY WELL youR PROFESSION'S PROVMED FOR PROV=ED FOR PROVIDED rOR PR0V=ED FOR WORE. 

(1) The career 
and promotion 
prospects. 1 2 3 4 is 
(2) The salary 
prospects. 1 2 3 4 19 
(3) The challenq4 
offered by the 
work. 1 2 3 4 20 
(4) The varied 
job locations 
offered. 1 2 3 4 21 

(5) The profession's 
imaqe to outsiders. 1 2 3 4 22 

(6) The workinq 
conditions. 1 2 3 4 23 

(7) The opportunity 
to use your abili- 
ties and interests. 1 2 3 4 24 

(8) The Interest of 
the work. 1 2 3 4 23 

(9) The job 
security. 1 2 3 4 26 

(10) The Variety 
of the work. 1 2 3 4 27 

(11) The traindaw 

1 

offered. 1 2 3 4 28 

14. Bow i=ortant are the ! ollcwinq aspects of your professiciLls work 29-30 BLANK 
to y9i, per3onally? 

PLZASE RATE -EVERY ASPECT Or YOUR PROrESSIONIS WORK BY RINGING TIM 

. M, MBER W111cm: Em REPRESENTS ITS MWORV=-Z TO YOU. 

ASPECTS Or 
YOUR PROVEMSION'S VERT OF LITTLE 
WORN. 

-- 
=4PORTANT LIGORTANT TMFORTANCE =TITORTANT 

(1) The career 
and promotion 
prospects. 1 2 3 4 31 

(2) The salar7 
prospects. 1 2 3 4 32 

(3) The challdLnqe 
offered by the 
work. 1 2 3 4 33 

(4) The varied 
job locations 
offered. 1 2 3 4 34 

(5) The profession's 
imaqe to outsiders 1 2 3 4 35 

(6) The wor=q 
3 4 36 

conditions. 1 2 

(7) The opportunity 
to use your abil- 

3 4 37 ities and interests. 1 2 

(8) The interest 
2 3 4 33 of the work. 1 

(9) The job 
1 2 3 4 39 

security. 

(10) The varletY 2 3, 4 40 
of t! jm work. 1 

(11) The t-raininq 3 4 41 
offered. 1 2 

Ploaso go an to the mext page. 325 aqQ 4. 
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PROFESSIONAL QLMNTM SURVEYORS ARE: - 

Practical 1 2 3 4 S 6 7 

Careless 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Creative 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Analytical 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Flexible 1 2 3 4 S 6 7 
Idealistic 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Ef f icient 1 2 3 4 S 6 7 
Tou gh 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Lacking in knowledge 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Concerned with things 1 2 3 4 S 6 7 
Extravagant 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Likes variety 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Qualitative 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Communicative 1 2 3 4 S 6 7 
Likes working outside 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Not methodical 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Sociable 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Illogical 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Untechnical 1 2 3 4 S 6 7 
Precise 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Needs instructions 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Unconcerned with practi 
matters 
Careful 
Unoriginal 
Not analytical 
Rigid 
Realistic 
Inefficient 
Tender 
Rnowledgeable 
Concerned with people 
Xcenomical 
Prefers routine 
Quantitive 
Reserved 
Prefers working indoors 
Methodical 
unsociable 
Logical 
Technical 
Vague 
uses Initiative 

20. please write below yoUr Course &Ad yeac of study. 

wri. te in 

Course 

Y*ar 

Do not 
write in 
this 
column, 
please. 

28 

29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 

49 

so 

51 

21. In order to group the answers to compare with other age groups 
could you now write how old you are: - 

WRITE AGE 
IN YEARS 
IN BOX 

52-53 

Thank you for completinq this questio=airs, and participatinq in this 
research project. 

Pteze utatn tte oue4tionnabte to the Verattment'S -ser-Iteatle4 0-It to 
LouAAa WeAx 4-n Glo, Utwoeu 'StAeeA. 

CODE 54-57 

Page 12. 
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APMMIX 4 

THE vEsTiaINAIRE TO IMMUPE HOVY MO. IMSSICUALS 

= TH=ELVIS nT TIMR WORK rd)LZ 
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Department of Building 

Chambers Street. Edinburgh F-H II HX Heriot-Watt University Telephone 031-225 8432 

Head of Department 
Professor V8 Torrance. MSc. Phl). FCIOB. FBIM 

your ref 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

our ref 

date 

CAREER CHOICE - THE PERSONAL QUALITIES USED BY PROFESSIONALS WITHIN 
COANSTRUCrION INDUSTRY. 

Thanks to your completion of* my questionnaire on the career choice and development 
of ppofessionals within the construction industry my study is producing 
interest: Lng and hopefully valuable results. I have now decided to extend my study 
by further investigation into the personal qualities of professionals within the 
construction industry. 

I appreciate that you have already spent much valuable time on my project, but 
completion of this short questionnaire would complete my sý: udy. I assure you 
that this questionnaire will bi the last I will send YOU. As for the previous 
study the results will be compiled from average, not individual answers. your 
individual answers will be kept completely confidential, and nothing will be 
reported anywhexýe that allows individuals to be identified. 

1ýýfully 
Louisa - Jane West BSc (Aston) 
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Department of Building 

Chambers Street. Edinburgh EHI 1HX 
Telephone 031-225 8432 

Head of Department 
Professor V8 Torrance, MSc. PhD. FCIOS. Few 

your ref 

out ref 

date 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

CAREER CHOICE - THE PERSONAL QUALITIES USED BY PROFESSIONALS WITHIN THE 
CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY. 

Although recruitment within the construction industry is currently very low, I 
believe that it is still important that building management attracts top 
quality personnel. As part of a postgraduate research project within the Department 
of Building, I am trying to discover what influences people to choose a career 
within the construction industry professions. I have already successfully studied 
what careers guidance professionals have received and their expectations and I now 
wish to study the personal qualities used by professionals in their construction 
industry work roles. I therefore need the experiences of a large number of 
professionally qualified builders and quantity surveyors, so you can help me by 
completing your questionnaire. 

Such information should assist in helping people to enter their chosen professional 
field with an adequate and accurate knowledge of. the personal qualities required 
for a successful career. 

I appreciate that your time is very valuable but a good response rate is really 
important for the value of this study and I hope you can help me by completing 
your questionnaire. The results will be compiled from averagep not individual 
answers. Your individual answers will be kept completely confidential, and 
nothing will be reported anywhere that allows individuals to be identified. 

Yours Faithfully, 

rouisi-E - Jane West BSc (Aston) 
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CAREER CHOICE - T. '--. E PERSONAL QUALITIES USED BY PROFESSIONALS WITHIN THE 
CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY. 

1. Listed below are a number of contrasting words which might be used to 
describe the personal qualities of an individual in his work role. You 
are asked to describe your own personal qualities in your construction 
industry work role. To assess your personal qualities in your work role 
please circle one of the numbers along each scale. The numbers between 
the words allow you to say how much your personal qualities are like 
either of the words. The closer your choice is to one end of the sTale 
the more strongly you feel that that end of the scale best describes 
your personal qualities in your construction industry work role. 

For example, if you feel that your personal quality in your construction 
industry work role is very closely related to the word at one end of the 
scale, you should circle a number as followsg. 

_ 

Precise Q2 Vague 

OR 

Precise 1234.560 Vague 

if you feel that your personal quality is quite closely related to one 
or other end of the scale, you should circle either 2 or 6. if, on the 
other hand, it is only slightly related to one side as opposed to the 
other, then you should circle either 3 or S. You may consider that both 
adjectives are equally associated with your personal quality, or that 
the scale is completely irrelevant. In either case you should circle 4. 

PZea, se temembet: 

(1) CUcte ONE numbet onty on a given 4caZe. 
(2) DO NOT VWT ANV ITEMS: Be 4uAe to citcte a n=bet jot each 4caZe. 
(3) Mem-embet you OFF-YU-CAibing VOUR PERSONAL QUALITIES IN VOUR WORK 

ROIF. 
(4) WM FAST; Considet both en& o6 tke 4caZe then maidi youA. rNrTIAL 

REACTION. 

Please go on to the next page. 
1 330 



MY PERSONAL QUALITIES IN W CONSTRUMON INDUSTRY WORK ROLE ARE -- 

Prazt-il. cal 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Careless 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Creative 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Analytical 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Flexible 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Idealistic 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Efficient 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Tough 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Lacking in knowledge 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Concerned with things 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Extravagant 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Likes variety 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Qualitative 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Communicative 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Likes working outside 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Not methodical 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Sociable 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Illogical 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Untechnical 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Precise 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Needs instructions 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

4 

2. Please write your present occupation level and sector of employment below. 
(For example a Quantity Surveyor, Assistantp Private Practice. ) 

Write in. 

Present occupation 

Level 

Sector of employment 

Thank you 6ot cDmpteting thZs que-stionnaite, and paWdpatZnq in thjA AeAeaAch puject. 
Please return the questionniare in the sta=ed addressed envelope provided. 

COM 
If you are unable to complete this questionnaire please complete the sheet overleaf. 

Unconcerned with 
matters 
Careful 
Unoriginal 
Not analytical 
Rigid 
Realistic 
Inefficient 
Tender 
Knowledgeable 

practica'iý j: 

Concerned with people 
Economical 
Prefers routine 
Quantitive 
Reserved 
Prefers working indoors 
Methodical 
Unsociable 
Logical 
Technical 
Vague 
Uses initiative 
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Zf you are unable to complete this questionnaire please complete the section below 
and return it as soon as possible in the stamped addressed envelope provided. 

RING 
NUMBER 

REASONS MR NON - RESPONSE. 

No time to complete the questionnaire. I 

Consider the study unimportant. 2 

Consider the questions irrelevant. 3 

Any other reasm (please write in) 

CODE 
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AFElmnt 

CCP-RILA=w, s B27iiBUT SLILC=D V, =ABLES 

OF CAMZR CHCIM XM GUIDXIM 
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T;; MY. &-5-1: Vexiables selected f-)r vjij-:, sis ty 7e-qrs, ýn 1r--luct - 7ement Cor-elation 

i 
zoals Categories 

Selected Var ables 

234 

j. Influenced, by an.,, body refinitsI7 Probably 1; robably not Zefinitely not 
ýmcwn in the ccnatruc- Influenced by Ir-Iluenced by Ir-f lueno ad by , afluenced by 
tion industry whilst S omebody Somebody Zo-jebody iomebody 
at school 

2. .. orked In the construo- ; crked In Term crked in arked ; art-time "*vs. - ; crired in 
tion industry whilst at and Vacation Vacation only only the Industry 
school so: icol 

3- : -Xluenced by any talk Zefinitely Probably Probably not : eflnitely not 
and meeting Ziven by Influenced by a : nfluenced by a Influenced by a Influenced by a 
somebody in the con- Talk or mosting Talk or meeting : alk or meeting Zalk or meeting 
structica industry 

4. Career choice before Specific in the C; ensral in the Other Career No Idea of 
completing 311gherz, A- Construction Construction Choice Outside Career Choice 
levela or Zquivalent Industry industry the Industry 
Ccur3es of -Auther 
. aucation 

5. Choose the same career : efinitely Probably Przbably not zef Init sly not 
again Choose again Choose again choose again Choose again 

"Driftedw into a Definitely Probably Probably not Lef initely not 
career in the ccn3truc- Zrifted Into Zrifted Into Lrifted into Zrifted into 
I . ion Industry the Industry tke Industry the Industry the IrAu3try 

7. A family tradition of Influenced by A ': radition but Probably no : efinitely no 
working in the con- a Tradition no Inilluence 7radition Tradition 
struction industry 

3. The adequacy of jeneral, roefinitely Probably not 21rcbably not -&-efinitely not 
advice and information, Adequate Adequate Adequate Adequate 
F, iven at school 

9. The adequacy of general Definitely Probably Probably not Lefinitely act 
advice and information -dequate Adequate Adequate Adequate 
-1ven during, further 
; ducation 

10. The adequacy of advice Lefinitoly Probably Probably not z0finitely not 
and informatica &bout Adequate Adequate Adequate Adequate 
the ccastruction 
industry given at 
school 

11. The aL; oruacy of advice Lefinitely Probably Probably not Zef initelr not 
and information about Adequate Adequate Adequate Aderuate 
the con3truction 
industry given during 
m0 rther educaticn 

12. Age 40 - 49 30 - 39 17 - 29 
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2: The simificant ccrrelaticns bet-;, een the selee, -t--d I 
v"iables rtlmt: LnT to c=-eer choice %nd ý-Adance 

I SL; m: Vicance of the CorralLticns 
I 

257 43 9 10 11 12 

1 inriuencea oy I I 
anybody in the 4 6 
construozim 
irldustz7 whil3t 
at school 

2. Joriced in the 6 
I 

construction 34 14 . 44 2 *1 a 
i. n6UStr/ --rhilst 
at school i 

3. Influenced by 
any talk and I - . 30 . 28 -. 20 . 29 1 

. 4.3 . 31 . 41 -. is " 
="t ing given I 1 
by ac.. -%*bZdy In 
the ccn3tructi= 

4. Career choice 
before com; let- 

. 30 . 34. . 26 27 . 31 . 19 ing Highers, 
Levels or equiva- 4 
leit courses of 

ý 

further educatl 

5- C. "lloose the 3=8 
career agaJn 

. 28 -. 26 
. 27 

. 24 . 34 

6. Sriftaim into a 
career in the I 1* -. 20 -. 34 -. 26 3C constructicia 
inlustrY 

7. rL family tradi- 1 1 T_ 
tion of workinS 

. 57 . 44 

I I 1 

in the acn3trw- 
1 

t ion industry I 
I I 

1 

8. The adequacy of 1 1 
, enera. 1 advice & 
Informat ion givew . 29 

I 
. 26 

I 

27 -. 16 . 4.6 

I 

#52 
I 

-30' 

I 

at school I 

9. The adequacy of 
I 

i I 
: eneral advice a- 

ti 7 iVenj ln 4,3 . 31 . 46 . 43 24. 
r 

= 
dur 
education 

10. The adequacy of 5 1 1 1 1 1 1 5 
advice & inf =-is- 
, ion about the . 14. . 21j. . 31 . 27 . 21* _, 30 . 52 . 20 . 14 
c=3tructicia 
Industry 3iven 
at school 

11. The adequacy of 5 1 5 5 
advice & informa- 
tion about the . 19 . 34 

. 36 . 48 . 20 -. 2 
construction 
industry during 
further education 

12. Age 5 5 

-. 13 -. NO . 14.1 _. 21 1 

1 Zsznificant at the 1,; 10"3. 

5 sL. -niric=t at the %; le"i 
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-Atm= 

TIM 12= AIM STX7lD, JM DEVIATICITS 
-,. 
-, OR TM OCCUPATI(VAL 

S"LEIRFM)TES 4M THE '-; i'OPX R= SELF-PEIMPTICIM 
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Key to Ap-ww"ix 6 Tables 

Number I 
-'-djective Pairs 

1. FracticaItCnconcerned with practical matters 

2. Careless/Careful 

3. Creat ivet/Uncri, -g inal 

4. Analytical/1"Tot Analytical 

5. Flexible/tig id 

6. Idealistic/Realistic 

7. Efficient/Inefficient 

8. Tough/Tender 

9. Lacking in Knewledge/lnavledgeable 

10. Concerned with things/Concerned with people 

11. Bxtravagant/'Eccnomic al. 

12. Likes Variety/ý? ref ers Routine 

13. Gualitative/Quantitative 

14. Co=amicative/Reser7ed 

15. Likes working outside/Prefers working lndoor3 

16. Nat lilethcdical/Ilethodical 

17. Sociable/thsociable 

18. Illogica3/Logical 

19. UntechniCWTechniral 

20. Precise/Vague 

21. Needs Instruct ions/Uses Initiative 
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I- The mvm3 qmd ster. asrd deviations for the e-nc-- 
of -. -., hat Inrofessicnal builders are" 

-ýdýective 
Pairs 

(see key) 

I Professionals 
and Students 

154- 

ZL 

Ul 
Professionals 

93 

14 -sn 

"Imf es3 ionals 
Respondim to the 

-. hree C=09; t3 
77 

ýtudent3 

iD 

1.97 1.27 2., 4 1.39 2.11 1-334 1.30 1. C5 

2. 4.83 1-55 4-61 1.57 4.53 I. Si 5.21 1.45 

3. 4-08 4.32 1.56 2v 1.62 1 3.72 1 74. 

4.. 3.58 1.73 3.91 1.73 3.9-6 1 1.72 3.07 1.73 

5. 3A9 1.56 3.37 1.65 3.32 1-59 2.410 1.3a 

5. 5.29 1.04 3.52 1. 5.57 1.49 4.93 1.73 

7. 3.70 1.62 4.15 1.56 4.29 1 3.02 

a. 1 2.73 1.22 1 2.73 1.25 2120 1.29 2.66 1.20 

9. 5.03 1.52 4.95 1.43 4. sl+ 1151 5AS 1.59 

10. 3.43 1 . 49 3.17 1.41 3,36 1.53 3. Z4 1.52 

11. 4.68 1.18 4.35 1.56 4.34. 1.! 2 5.20 1.46 

12. 1.81 3.77 1.70 3-34 1.73 4.26 1.95 

13. /+. 56 1.43 If-. 80 1.28 4.71 1.33 4.20 1.57 

14. 3.25 i 1 .,! w3 3.156 1 1.46 3.45 1.4-0 2.75 1.39 

15. i 3.01 1.55 3.11. 1.56 2.99 1.4.2 2. a2 1.54, 

16. 4.54. 1.72 4.44 1.66 4.33 1.56 4.69 1.30 

17. 2.93 1.39 3.19 1.33 3.16 1.37 2.39 1*4-2 

5.14. 1.38 5.02 1.40 5-07 1.39 5.31 1-33 

19. 5.59 1-33 5.44 1.25 5.39 1.27 1.42 

20. 3.34 1.62 3-67 1.59 3.80 1 -53 2.52 1.57 

21. 91 1* 067 4.73 1#65 4-. 7150 1.67 3. ia 1.69 

man 

SD Standard Zoviatim 
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2: 7he Me-lins "d stmhrld deviations f,! r the gmeent 
or --Ihat ". 1antitr surve"rs ire" 

All 
: -irs TA -t-, adents -Frofes3iCnal3 

k See key) 151 

I. 

2. 

3. 

4.. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

S. 

C 1. 

10. 

li. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

Is. 

19. 

20. 

21. 

M Lfean 

M standare Deviatica 

Professionals 
Res; ondilne to the 

Three Cmearts 
73 

4-53 I. i7 

2.17 1.62 

4.13 1.67 

4.38 1.83 

3. X 1.59 

3.72 

5.56 1.19 

3.15 1.27 

. 5-516 1.33 

4.56 1.69 

4.58 1.75 

3.69 1. -13 

4.67 1.43 

0.24 1.11 

3. sa 1.40 
5.96 1.10 

5.62 1 . 4.0 

2.4.1 1169 

4.67 1.057 

Ztudenti 
57 

83 

,., Z ! 1.39 
: &. 25 1.73 

4. o JO 1.0 
4 10 

i6ý. 51 1.73 

2.26 

1,. 

00 

1 

3. E4 1.51 

5.37 1.53 

3.35 1.71 

5.33 1.75 

4.42 2.21 

4.61 1.80 

312: 3 1.74 

4.70, 

5.63 

3.26 

5.30 1.71 

5.23 1.44 

: b- 354 1.33 

339 

5.74. 

1 1.46 

2.423 

2.90 

3.710 

5.4 

3.17 

5.43 

)+. 38 

4.. 654 

3.. % 

4.77 

6.00 

3.43 

5.70 

5.47 

2.46 

4.57 

1.39 

1.37 

1.67 

1.73 

1.76 

1.54. 

1.23 

1.34 

1.4.3 

1.16.9 

1.81 

1.77 

1.75 

1.56 

1.26 

1.51 

1.40 

1.44 

1.71 

1.73 

3.33 

76 

4.. 13 

24. -33 

2.93 

3.71 

3.05 

5.57 

"67 

4.. 66 

3.70 

"76 

6.23 

,. 62 

5.94 

5.57 

2.38 

4.59 

. 93 

1.37 

1.52 

1.72 

1.73 

1.52 

1.23 

1.22 

1,24 

1.31 

1.68 

1.76 

t. 74. 

1., 60 

1109 

1.33 

1.12 

1.43 

1.61 

1.70 



TABTZ A-6-3: The means and standard deviations 
for the ocnce-pt--of ll. ',. 'Yself in ray work role" 

Adjective 
Pairs 

(see key) 

Prof ess icnals 
Professionals Respondiw- to the 

N= 174 Three Concepts 
IT = 79 

2.05 

2. 6.29 

3. 3.37 

4. 2.09 

5. 2.40 

6. 5.60 

7. 1.96 

8. 3.20 

9. 5.99 

10. 4.34 

11. 15- 83 

12. 2.86 

13. 3.82 

14. 2.62 

15. 3.58 

10. 5.93 

17. 2.71 

18. 6.32 

19. 6.21 

20. 2.06 

21. 6.25 

if ifean 

ED Standud Deviaticn 

SD 'M SD 

1.31 2.10 1.23 

1.11 6.26 1.02 

1.48 3.56 1.35 

1.22 2.14 1.10 

1.32 2.44 1.22 

1.62 5.59 1.50 

1.07 2.11 1.10 

1.20 3.29 1.13 

1.16 5.85 1.18 

1.63 4.28 1.53 

1.23 5.79 1.20 

1.73 2.96 1.73 

1.60 3.98 1.66 

1.57 2.91 1.63 

1.1+1 3.65 1.35 

1.1+1 5.90 1.33 

1.1+1 2.76 1.33 

. 83 6.63 . E4 

. 99 6.16 1110 

1.25 2.13 1.30 

1.16 6.28 . 92 

Y+O 



Tý. BJZ ;L4.: '. qe -eans 3z-4 st--ndarl r: evi*, tiens fý, r tng voinimms -ýf bi-ilders 
and !!, Iantit-) vi, -vevn-s abcut -, hýtt ll-r-fes--icnal bi., ', Ider-s ng-e4 

uilding ý. ll '. uant ity ? rcf @33io,., l -al -: 1 
=1 iur-myi=, zt"d., t, Buiiaer, 

and 2rofessicn&13 7%es; crdin- to rofesaicrals 
64 :7 30 The Three Icncepts 

,. ýdjjeotiv -. ý . 
'19 

Pairs 
(see key 

Professicnal 
ýuantity illrveycrs 

: Zesyord-lw%r, to 
ýhres ý. "Cnoe;. tsj 

40 

SD SD SD :4 SD 

1. 
1 

1.68 ! . 95 2.13 ZO 1 1. 1 1 ., -qa 
--0 2.43 1.53 

2. 5.10 1-65 4.5a 1 . 4.9 4.37 2.03 4-43 1-56 

3. 3.65 1.70 4-39 1.54 3.95 1.31 4.45 1.39 

4. 3.00 1.60 3.97 1.71 3.53 1.68 4.18 1.71* 

5. 2.72 1 . 30 3.40 1.63 2.74 1.20 3.4Z 1-72 

5.22 1.74. 5.35 1.50 5.42 1- 777 5.53 1.1+1 

7. 3.25 1.53 1*07 1.62 1*. 05 1*43 4-53 1052 

S. 2,50 1.29 z. 79 1.21 2.74. 1.52 2.35 1.29 

9. 5.02 1.61 5.03 1.4,3 5000 1953 4.33 1.47 

I C. 3.72 1,04 3.21 1-53 3.00 1.37 3.30 I. Sq 

11. /+. 97 1.55, 4.43 1.61 4.42 1.31 4.33 1.14 

12. 3.42 1.39 4.36 1,69 3.05 1090 4.10 1.35 

13. 4.28 1.39 4.73 1.27 4. U 1.50 4.33 107 

14ý 2.37 1.50 3.4.9 1.39 3-32 1-63 3-63 1,19 

15. 2.145 1.52 3.27 1.40 2.42 1.61* 3.30 1.27 

16. 4-. 37 i. S9 Is.. 61 1.51-3 3. U 1.61 "33 1-55 

17. 2.70 1.47 3-03 1.32 3.21 1.55 3.15 1-25 

is. 5.40 1.32 4.94 1-33 3.32 1.33 4-90 1.36 

19. 5.92 1.25 5.1+0 1-33 3.43 1-35 5.40 1.30 

20. 3.10 1.55 3.61 1.63 3.63 1.3a 4.03 IM 

21. 3.58 1.2)+ 4.4.3 1.79 5. " 1.26 4.70 1#72 

Standard Zeviatica 
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I CCZ; T='. =ZZ: The rzans nncl stweý deviatiors 'cr the otinions ef buillers 
=id uantitv survpyors about -that 'I-, rofes3i=ial buileels are-' 

Building : ýuantity 
. Adjective students Urvey! ng 

Pairs 25 Ztudanta 
(see ýay) N= 25 

I. 

2. 

3. 

6. 

7. 

a. 

9. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16.1 

17. 

is. I 
19. 

20. 

21. 

1 
lZ SD i ý_f 1 ýD 

1.33 1.09 33 1.. 1 

5.40 1.35 4.30 1 -4.7 

3.48 1.69 4-. 12 1.86 

2.72 1. --57 3.6l* IJS 

2.76 1.39 3.12 1.42 

5.08 1.73 ý+. as 1031 

2.84, 1.4,6 3.40 1 11.7 

2.30 1.23 2.30 1. t2 

4.96 1.70 5.36 1-32 

4ý56 1.39 ý. 44 1.33 

5.28 1.40 ZN. 1916 1.62 

3-48 1.35 5.0,4- 1.70 

3.96 1.49 4.52 1.39 

2.34- 1.55 3.00 1.32 

2.56 1.53 3.20 1.47 

4ý72 1.99 5.00 1.44. 

2.32 1.15 2.102 1.53 

5.56 1.39 5.08 1-35 

6.20 o* 76 5 36 1-53 

2.50 1 32 3.04. 1.51 

5.60 1.16 "30 2.02 

itandard Deviatim 

31+2 

; Uant ity 
. rofes. sicnals i 

N. n 24 PrOfS3SiCnIlS 

3.96 

3.50 

2.67 

5.53 

4.00 

Z. 57 

5.04. 

3-13 

4-38 

2.1,16 

L. 75 

3.29 

2.29 

4.. 21 

3.21 

,. 29 

5-51* 

3.50 

5.33 

4. a Z! > 

1.27 3.33 1. U 

1.78 ýý. 96 1.27 

1. *0. 4.29 1. ZI 

1.27 3. <., 6 . "iß 

1..: 4 5.29 1.63 

1.32 4ý 92 1.5,2 

1.37 2.67 1.27 

1.40 4.71 1.63 

1.26 2.92 1.53 

1.69 3-33 1.83 

1.73 "33 1.53 

1.36 5.00 1.32 

1.55 1.33 

1.49 3.29 1.33 

1.72 3.96 1.78 

1.56 3.50 1.13 

1.33 ZN. 53 1,51 Q 

1.25 j. 25 1.43 

1.35 4ý42 1932 

1.37 t4 Co 1. Z4 



TABLES 6-5: Tse means and standard deviatims for the oninions of b, jilders --A ev. =ntit 
sur7eycrs !: boiat -. 1hat "ni-nfessicnal -uIntit-P sur7evors are, 

ýdjectlve 
'airs 

(see Icay) 

. 'll Suilding 
tUidat3 =d 

? rofessiamals 
.= 

61 *1 

I 
ý11 -. uantity Profazzional 

Zurveying 3tudents 3uillers 
rd ? MfeS31cnal3 . ResporAling to 

i "Me Mree Concepts -w 80 
19 

? --ofeasicnAl luantity 
ý)urveyom I 

Responding to I 
The Zhree Conoogto 

4. ) I 

SD D I 3D Z 

1 3.86 1.96 3.08 1.62 3.34 2.09 3.15 1.70 

2. 5.63 1 . 31* 5.92 1.27 5.68 1.16 5.85 1.42 

3. Z,.. 60 1.03 4.34. 1.69 4-. 63 1.64. 4.40 1.71 

4. 2.49 1*56 2.00 1.38 2-63 1.98 1.33 1.38 

5. 4-47 1.85 3.68 1.49 "47 1.78 3.83 1 . 57 

6. "05 1.67 4.67 1.76 3. U lo72* 4.75 1 . 71* 

7. 3.12 1.63 2.79 1.54. 3.26 1 . 76 2.93 1- 54. 

8. 3., % 1.34 3.63 1.13 3.79 1.08 3.63 U 

9. 5.11* 1. 'm ,2 5.61 1.23 5.11 1.37 5.63 1.17 

10. 3.00 1.58 3.33 1.39 3.05 1.27 3.33 1.33 

il. 4.98 1 . 62 5. a2 1.37 5.32 1100 5.75 1.37 

12. " 74 1.90 4-. 46 1.79 4.68 I-S3 4.45 i. 6a 

13. 4o72 1.008 4.3S 1.66 4.26 IoS2 !,.. 25 IM 

14. 3.77 1.70 3.37 1o 721. 3.90 1.76 3.53 loS9 

15o 5.011. 1.78 4-51 1.37 "93 1.55 4.33 1.29 

16o 5-70 1.44 6.17 iol2 6.16 
. 33 6.25 1.23 

17. 3.53 1061 3.45 lo4a 3. U 1.50 3. ýa 1 . 39 

la. 5.25 1.08 4oC3 1.11* 5o79 1044 6.12 $94 

19. 5.11 1.610 5.68 1.31 4.95 1.31 5.38 1 120 
20. 3.00 1.93 2.17 1.36 3.11 2.00 2.30 1.63 

21o 

1 

4.01 

1 
i. s6 

1 
"95 

1 
1.57 

1 
4.05 1 . 

*93 

.. 
I 

1+093 
I 

1.4.3 

Ueam 

ED Standard Deviation 
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5 Ca=ITL'. D: The means ind s,. andard deriatiens for the mtnicnq of bilillirs Ind 
juantity-surveyors eCocut '. '; hat '17r-cfessioral iwntity 3uz-%-@,, ors -ire' 

Adjective 
Z2, i--3 

(S; e key) 

Building 'Un. -Itity 

; tuaent3 urve7ing 

:. = 24.4'tudent3 

EtLild ing 
ProfessionalA 

24 

-uar. tity 
Survoyin; 

FrcXoasicnala 
24 

-; D 

1. 3.92 1.84 2.63 1.50 4.00 2-: 4 2.96 1.92 

2. 5.75 1.42 5-38 1.23 5.71 1.12 6. C3 1.28 

3. 4-50 1.62 3.92 1. &* 4.75 11 5zo. 4.. !4 1.67 

4.. 2.50 1.32 2.42 1.56 2. % 1.82 1.67 1.05 

5. 4-. 67 1.83 3.33 1.61 "46 1.72 3.71 1.55 

5. 4-- 33 1.64 4.. SS 1.73 3-79 1.62 4.75 1-70 

7. 2.33 1.4-5 2.54. 1.47 3.17 1.61 2.4S 1141 

a. 33.71 1.33 3-! s 1-51 3.33 1.08 3.63 0.92 

9. 3.4.6 1.44 5.63 1.35 5. Ca 1.35 5.., a 1113 
10. 3.: 4. 1.97 31r, 1.44 2.96 10.10 3-C4 1-23 

11. 4.. 33 i. SO 6.04. 1.27 5.21 Isis 5.79 1.22 

12. 4.. a3 1.99 4-0 13 1.96 4.33 1.73 4-- 63 1.69 

13. 4.92 2.06 4.17' 1 . 314. 4-. 42 1.1.11 4.50 1.67 

14, 3-42 1.59 3-00 1.32 to-. 17 1.09 3-83 1165 

15. 5.17 1.93 4.46 1.41 5.04- 1.42 4.33 1128 

16. 5.67 1.49 5.92 . 03 6.03 as 6.29 1-30 

17. 3.25 1.73 3.17 1.79 3.79 11,61 3.71 1-30 

is. 5.17 1.79 5.83 1.37 5.71 W3 S. 29 . 81 

I'll. 5.38 1650 5.29 1.23 4-. SS 1.70 5.92 111$ 

20. 2.92 2. o6 2.03 1.53 3-011- i'al 1.96 1.20 

21. 

1 

3-96 

1 

1.83 

1 

5.21 

1 

1.61, 

1 

"00 

---I 

1.93 ! 0., n 

II 

1.62 

Ueau 

SD Standard Deviaticn 
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T; = ;L6: -he means arA standaxd devistigns for the voinions e3f buildlers 
and cuantitv sur7e7rors eLbout ": Trrsej, ý : Ln -; y work role" 

., djective 
"aiz-s 

(. ', ea key) 

. 'al Building 
ýIrofezsicmaI3 

4.9 

All ; uantity, 
Sur7eying 

Profess 4 -13 
N 97 

Profes3icnal 
Builders 

Responding to 
The Three Concepts 

2rofessicnal 
"U=tity. Suz-veyors 

aes; crA1m.; to 
2-he Vxres concepts 

Ir 4.0 

SD SD 
.1 

S. Z SD 

1. 1.80 1.13 2. ̂ 09 1.34 1.90 1029 11.15 1.33 

2. 6.28 
. 

81 -j. 26 1.28 6.32 . 67 6.18 leis 

3. 3-, M 1.4.1 3.70 1-39 3-11 1.37 3.93 1.16 

4- 2.23 1.33 2.00 1.23 2.32 1.25 2. ýa 11CS 

5. 2.09 1.28 2.62 1.37 2.37 1.57 2.63 1., 15 

6. 5.63 1.53 5.73 1.511. 3.63 1.34 5.58 i. 6o 

7. 2.11 1.16 1.90 1.07 2.4.7 1-31 1.98 *97 

S. 3.04. 1-25 3.17 1.15 3.21 1.23 3.18 1.04. 

9. 6.04. 1.05 6. oo 1.26 3.74 1-37 5.83 1.15 

10. "89 1.21.3 3.83 1.50 5.11 1.41 1,70 1.41 

11. 15.35 1.23 5.67 1.20 3.79 1.23 3.30 1.09 

12. 2.22 1.37 3.00 1.69 2.79 1-55 3,12 1.81 

13. 3.39 1.41 4.16 1.51 3110 1-63 4.22 1.51 

14ý 2.4.3 1.6a 2.81 1.51 3.05 1.99 3.13 1,52 

15. 2.89 1.27 3.76 1.36 2.79 1.27 3.0.0 1,21* 

10. 5.69 1.34 5.914 1.55 5.90 . %. 5.73 1.! a 

17. 2. % 1.36 2.73 1.44 2.68 1-33 2.93 1.44. 

is. 6. jo . 84. 6.4.0 . 77 6.37 . 60 6.20 a2 

19. 6.15 1.14. 6.26 . 97 5.90 1.52 6.20 -97 
20. 2.28 1.31 1-95 1.11 2.58 1.17 Ilea 1.0ý 

21. 6.41 1.26 

1 

6.23 

1 

1.07 

1 

6.32 

- -- 
1 

1.25 

-1 

6.23 

1 
*72 

1 

Yoan 

SD Standard newiatien 
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T. k=, A-6-6 COMMIM: The means and stanclard deviatims for the 
opinions of builders and quantity surveyors 
about "myself in my work rold' 

Frofessianal 
Adjective Bui2ders: 

Pairs N= 19 

Frofessicnal 
quantity Sumeyors. 

N= 19 
(see key) 

71-1 SD SD 

1. 1.89 1.29 1.95 1.22 

2. 6.32 . 67 6.5a . 77 

3. 3.11 1.37 4.00 1.05 

4- 2.32 1,25 1 . 71+ e7 

5. 2.37 1.57 3.05 1.18 

6. 5.63 1 . 31* 5.63 1.61 

7. 2.47 1 . 31 1.63 . 83 

a. 3.21 1.23 2.95 1.03 

9. 5.74 1 . 37 5.89 1 . 24 

10. 5.11 1.41 3.39 1 . 49 

11. 5.79 1.23 5.63 1.17 

12. 2.79 1.55 3.32 1.92 

13. 3.11 1.63 4.37 1.6io- 

14. 3.05 1.99 3-11 1.56 

15. 2.79 1.27 3.95 1.55 

16. 5.89 . 94 5.95 1.58 

17. 2.6a 1-31+ 3.26 1.52 

18. 6.37 . 6o 6.16 . 96 

19. 5.89 1.52 6.37 . 76 

20. 2.58 1A7 1.68 11,11 

21, 6.32 1.25 6 26 73 . . 

M Mean 
SD Standard Deviatim 

34-6 



7: The mars ard standard devýlaticns for the oninions of profes3icnals 
=d stodents albout_ý-. hat "Prefessional --, u: Llders are S. 

Adjective 
Pairs 

(seO k-87) 

BuJIdIng 
ý, tudmt, 
N 24 I 

3uilding ; U=tit7 
Profe3sicmas S urveying 

24 3tUdent3 
7 25 

Ctuantity 
ýiurveying 

Professicnals 
25 

:1 ZD ZD an 

1. 1.63 97 l., C8 *23 1.68 1.09 2.68 I. V 

2. 5.71 1.27 4.50 1.87 4.80 1.4.7 3.76 1.51 

3. 3.54 1.72 3.96 1.78 :, -. 12 I. S6 4.96 1.21j. 

4. 2.71 1.55 3.50 1.64 3.64 1.73 4,36 1.80 

5. 2.67 1.27 2.67 1.27 3.12 1.42 : 0.00 1.76 

6. 4-. 88 1.83 5.58 1.64. Sa 1.31 3.32 1.6o 

7. 2.71 1.40 4.00 1.32 3.4.0 1.47 5.00 1.58 

8. 2.67 1.24. 2.67 1.37 2.30 1.12 2160 1.29 

9. 41.. 67 1.74 5. m 1.44 5.36 1.32 4.72 1.6o 

10. 4.13 1.75 3.13 1.26 3. L4 1.33 2.38 1.31 

11. 5.42 1.21 4.38 1.09 4,96 1.62 3.34. 1.30 

12. 4.13 2.03 2.96 1.73 5.04. 1.70 4,44 1.! 3 

13. "13 1.73 4-. 75 1.36 4.52 1.39 5.08 1.35 

14. 2.71 1.55 3.29 1.55 1 3.00 1.32 4.24 1.36 

15. 1-63 1.59 2.29 1.49 
1 

3.20 1 3.32 1.31 

16. 4.54. 2.02 4-. Zl 1.72 5.00 1. " 3.83 1.79 

17. 2,04 1,50 3.21 1.56 2.92 1 *53 3.43 1.16 

is. 3.71 1.08 5.29 1.33 5.08 1.35 1*. 60 1.53 

19. 9.29 1.33 5.54.1.25 5.36 1.58 S. U 1.4.3 

20. 
ý 

3.13 1.78 3- 50 1.73 3.04. 1.51 4.: W3 1.31 

5.83 5.33 1.37 4.36 2. C2 3.92 1.33 

usam 

= Standard Leviatim 

7L7 
. 0= 4 



n. e ---aans 2nd st=darl deviatigns for the orin-ims mf nrefasmionals 
end scudent3 about what ", orofes3icnaj nuar. -tity st=-m.! or3 arg, 

Adjective 
Pairs 

(see key) 

Students 
B-. dld bq 

P-- 0: 'tS3iCnal2 
24 

Quantity 
L urveying 

tulenU 
24. 

"uAntity 
; Ur7CyiZ%g 

PrOf02sicnals 
r im 24 

-Z ZD 

1. 4. C4 1.78 41-. 00 2.04. 2.063 1. c.; o 2.96 1.92 

2. 5.71 1.40 5.71 1.12 5.88 1.23 6.08 1.28 

3- 4.83 1.55 4.75 1.54, 3.92 1 . 6j* 4. 1.67 

4. 2.38 1.35 2.54. 1.32 2.42 1.56 1.67 1.05 

)*. 88 %73 4.4s 1.72 3.33 1.61 3.71 1-595 

6. 4.42 1.33 3.79 1.62 4. as 1.73 4.75 1.70 

7. 3. 'l 7 1.61 3.16 1.61 2.51& 1 . 4.7 2.46 1.14 

a- 1 4.04. 1-37 3.38 1-08 3.88 1.51 3.63 . 92 

9. 5.58 1.18 5.08 1.35 5.63 1.35 5.53 i. io 

10. 2.79 1.77 2.96 1.20 3.79 1. " 3.04. 1.23 

4.88 1.37 5.21 1.13 6.04. 1.27 5.79 1.22 

12. 4.33 1.87 4.88 1.73 4.13 1.96 4ý63 1.69 

13. 5.29 1.88 4.42 1.91 4.17 1.34 4--50 1.67 

14. 3.71 1.63 4.17 1.69 3.00 1.32 3.38 1.63 

15. 5. C8 1189 5-04. 1 -1+3 4.4,6 1041 4.38 1.23 

16. 3.67 1.52 0.08 0.83 5.92 . 93 6.29 1.30 

17. 3.33 1.4.7 3.79 1 . 4.1 3.17 1.79 3.71 1.30 

18. 5.08 1*74. 5.71 1.33 5.83 1.37 6.29 Al 
19. 5.33 %61 4.83 1.70 5.29 1.23 5.92 1.18 

20. 2.96 2.05 3.04. 1031 2. CG 1-53 1.96 1.20 

21. 4. CO 1.75 4.00 1.93 5.21 1 4.79 1.62 

Ueen 

SD Standazd DevUti= 

71, A 
., -r- 
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Key to Append: kc 7 Tables 

Nunber I Adjective Pairs 

I. Practical/Unconcerned with practical =atters 

2. Careless /Careful 

3. Creative/Unoriginal 

4. Analytica3ATot Analytical 

5. -ollexible/Rigid 

6. Idealist ic/Realist ic 

7. Lfficient/Ineff icient 

S. Tough/Tender 

9. Lacking in Knayledge/Xhowledgeable 

10. Conceined with things/Concerned with people 

Ii. Ext r avagant/Boonomic al 

12. Likes Variety/, "refers '. Routine 

13. Qualitative/Ciuant itative 

I J+. Commmicative/Reserved 

15. Likes working outside/Prefers working indoors 

16. Not Uethodical/Ifethoclical 

17. Sociable/Unsociable 

is. Illogica3/Logioal 

19. Untechnical, ý'Zlechniaal 

20. Precise/Vague 

21. Needs Instruct im-ytses Initiative 

350 



I *t -1-rofessional ra -roll TAM A-7-1: SI--nific-s cf the t-tests 'nr buildO 

Builders and ýýuantity Surveyors C-oinicns Prefe3sicnals and ZtWent3 OpiniMS 

-djectiv 
Pairs 

e 
Professionals 'ýrcfessicnala 'tudents Dmilders and Bui3Aers Zuantity 

(see key ) mid "Itudents 243/24ýS 25B/25; S juantity 24? /2143 Zurveyors 
Surveyom 257/253 
93P/61S 

5 5 

2. 5 5 

3. 5 

5. 

6. 

7. 

f 

12. 

13 

15. 

16. 

17. 

5 

19. 5 

20 

21. 

llu=ber of SubjeCt3. - 

3 Builders I siCnificant at Id, i level 
ZZ ^Zuantity Surwey=s 5 3ignif icant at 5" level 
p Prafessi=jal 
a Students 

351 



7: =, A-7-2: Si---vLficp-rc--of the t-tests for what ", nroffossional fiumtitr surveyors are,, 

. 4, uilders and Tu=tity Zurveyers Zýpinims Frafessi=als snd Stulent3 0--:: L-iiCrl3 

4.4 e C4. JVa 

? 2. irs ? rofessionals Frofe3giCZICIIS 3tt4ents 3nilders adldars uantlty 

see Itey) ýXNI StUdOllt3 24B/4' ': A 243/2! 4ý 'u=t: LtY 242/21Z urveyors 
ýUr7eyors 

941P/57S 

I. 1 I 

352 
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Fumber of Subjects.. - 

3 Builders I si; nificant &t 1-!, level 

^%uantity Surveyors 5 signifiewlt at 5, level 

? --Ofessicnals 

S tudents 



I'MM 

Simificances cf the t-tests for "7rrself L-1 -,? -, 7ceic vole" 

tTumber of Subjects. - 

B Builders I significant at V., IM3. 
;a Iuantity Surveyors 5 siowicant &t Ve level 

353 



APP=IX 8 

CORE=&A=Ct73 BEZZZT TM VA=ABLES 0.111 TF3 CCCUPA=CIT. AL 

-STEJZFXYPM- AM THE 'iCRK RCM SMY-PERCEPTIGIS 
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Key to Appendix 8 Tables 

Ntunber Adjective Pairs 

j- '.? r act icaVCnacne erned with practical. matters 

2. Caxeless/C3xeful 

3. Creative/Unoriginal 

4. -AnalyticWITat Analytical 

5* Mexible/Rigid 

6. Idealistic/Realistic 

7. Efficient/Inefficient 

8. Toush/Tender 

9. Lacking in laimledge/Zhowledgeable 

10. Concerned with things/Cancerned with people 

11. Extravagant/Economical 

12. Likes VarietY/Fre fers'Routine 

13. QualitativeQuantitative 

i J+. Co=mmicative/Reserved 

15. Likes wcrking outside/ýPrefers working indoors 

16. Not MethodicWlfethodicaj 

17. Sociable/Unsociable 

18. Illogica. I/Logical 

19. Untechnical/Technical. 

20. Precise/Vague 

21. Needs Instruct ions/Uses Initiative 
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T--2-1: 

. ýdjeetive Pairs _)l -4jective -ziirs < 
(see key) r (sea key) 

i <.,; I 
r 

a --dJe tive 2airs 
(see Icey) 

2 <. -M s -; 44-tivt 'air., 
(3eO k0y) 

5 
r 

-. -ith 2 23 J+ with 5 . 53 9 -71th 14. -. 4-3 1 --vith 5 . 23 

3 27 7 . 51 16 . 23 3 . 26 

1+ 29 9 . 37 19 . 46, -. 21 

-. 29 il -. 37 20 -. 31 17 . 21 

7 . 40 14. . 27 11 vrith Is . 4,0 21 .. 19 

9 -. 33 16 -. 40 19 . 31* 2 -. -. ri: -h 13 -. 26 

12 . 34 is -. 35 20 -. 32 14 -. 20 

U. 35 19 -. 34 12 -eth 14. 19 . 26 

20 16 3t . 40 15 . 37 20 . 22 

is ; -. 42 1 21 -. 37 17 . 52 3 with 12 . 19 

'4.5 with 7 . 36 21 -. 33 13 . 22 

20 . 4.5 12 . 36 13 with 20 . 28 wit h9 -. 22 

2 --dth 3 -. 36 14. . 34 14. -r: Lth 15 . 4.0 io . 22 

14. -. 37 15 . 27 16 -. 27 13 . 21 

5 -. 34.17 . 31 17 . 33 20 . 21 

7 34 zi I1 -. 37 20 . 39 6 with 16 .0 

91 . 31 7 with 9 -. 31 15 -7ith 17 . 23 7 with 21 -. 26 

16 . 44 11 16 .. Tith 13 3 -. 7ith 10 . 423 

W. 5 ; 12 . 30 19 . 40 12 . 25 

21 . 33 14 . 23 20 -. 47 ig -. 22 

3 with 4. . 37 16 -. 35 17 w It. h 18 -. 35 9 --. ith 11 . 20 

5i. 32 Is . 39 20 . 34 14 . 24 

7 .3 19 .4 -. 32 21 -. 31 10 wit, 13 -, 2,:, 

9 31 20 . 4s 13 wit th 19 . 41 11 with 16 . 26 

11 -. 32 3 with 13 . 29 20 53 12 with IS -. 26 

14. . 32 14 . 33 21 . 39 19 -. 20 

19 34- 15 31 19 -aith 20 -. 56 20 . 25 

20 4 17 Y4. 13 -. -Yit$t is .. Iq 

14 -rith 19 -. U 

10 with 21 zl 

20 with 21 -, 25 
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T. "OLB A-3-2: 7he Zirnifloz. -It 0==elaticns Betaeen the 7, irlzble: 3 mf th, - " e-. rnent ef hýt ll"ýrcfe: ssicnal 

. uantit,, -'-r" . =ordir, to !; he 77 ýýrnfessimals -. 7hr) '. 'he Thi--* 
e, 7-, 

-d. lective Zairs -0 <..: )I 
oee ; coy) r 

-dje&. Jve R, 4-3 

(see key) 
01 ý. dAect-;. Ve 

r (see key) 
2 <. 05 

r 

1 
-djective 2airs 

(see key) 
ý)<. O 3 

r 

i with 5 t4 4. with 9 . 27 1 with 3 . 21 ý with 9 

6 -. 42 11 . 34. 15 11 1 12 . 20 

9 -. 28 16 . 27 13 -. 23 9 with 10 2 

12 30 - 13 1.1 20 . 20 12 -. 26 

17 . 33 7 -Tith 9 -. 40 2 with 5 -. 19 14 -. 22 

19 -. 41 14 . 32 9 . 21 17 -. 19 

21 -. 4.3 13 -. 305 16 . 23 10 -mith 20 . 19 

2 with 6 
. 38 19 2a 19 . 25 21 22+ 

7 -. 27 8 -, -; ith 1!,. . 23 21 . 21 41 11 with 16 . 23 

11 . 21 9 with 11 . 57 3 ivith 13 . 2.4, 12 v. ith 13 . 21 

13 . 40 . 55 16 . 26 13 wil-h 15 . 20 

20 1 
-. 28 21 . 52 4. with 3 . 2.:,. 19 -. 21 

-Tith 5 3 . 35 11 with is . 40 r witil 9 1 . 22 
1 

20 . 110 

7 . 4,0 , ; 
f 19 33 I- 10 -. 21+ 14. with Ia -. 21 

9 3ý 21 . 36 16 . 22 21 -. 26 ) 
12 43 1z -Rith 14 . 311- 6 19 . 22 15 with 16 121 
14 15 . 1+6 21 -25 17 

15 . 34 is 
1 

. 34 7 'xith 8 . 21 13 witll 20 25 

17 . 31 Is -. 28 11 -. 25 19 with 20 -. 22 

13 42 19 -. 32 20 . 22 20 with 21 -. 22 

21 01 -. 44 21 -. 42 

4 -xith 20 . 34 13 with 14. . 34 

3 with 6 -. 23 14 with 17 . 4z 

12 . 4.3 19 -. 31 

Ill. . 39 15 with 19 -. 29 

15 . 37 21 -. 36 
1 

II . 39 17 with 19 - 33 

13 -. 31 21 -. 36! 

19 -. 33 13 with 19 . 52 

21 -. 37 21 . 4.2 1 

21 -53 
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TAEM A 3: The Si-mificant Correlations Between the Variables 
*hF, rrj"-eT, 'u cf "Imself in nv ". iork Role" Accordinrt 
the 77 Professionals who anmvered The Three Concepts 

. Adjective Pairs p <. 0l 
(see key) r 

Adjective pairs 
(see key) 

p< ol 
r 

Adjective Pairs 
(se-- key) 

p<. 01 
r 

I with 6 -. 41 10 with 13 35 1 with 10 -. 23 

2 with 4 -* 40 11 with 17 . 35 19 -. 19 

18 . 29 19 . 27 2 rdth 11 . 21 

20 -. 36 20 -. 30 19 . 25 

3 with 5 . 27 21 32 21 . 23 

4 with 11 -. 43 12 with 13 . 30 3 -prit h 17 . 25 

16 -. 37 14 . 29 3 v& th 7 . 26 

18 -. 35 14 with 17 . 32 14 . 23 

19 -. 31 19 . 33 5 with 11 -. 19 

20 . 1+8 20 . 38 15 . 23 

21 -. 39 15 wit h 17 . 38 7 with 11+ . 24 

5 with 17 . 40 16 wit. h 20 -. 28 8 with 21 -. 21 
6 with 20 -. 28 18 --mil th 19 . 49 9 with 19 . 22 

7 with 16 -. 27 20 -. 29 21 . 22 

17 . 30 21 . 41, ý 10 with 20 . 20 

20 -37 19 w it h 20 -. 37 11 with 15 . 23 

9 vrith 1, + -. 41 21 . 27 16 -. 21 

18 *-33 12 with 19 . 20 

13 with 17 925 
14 with 15 . 24 

16 with 18 . 2)+ 

17 with 20 . 26 
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The simificant carrelatims between the resixative v=-lables f, ýr the three 
c-once-nts accordýz t-. the 77 -rafessianal3 , %-ho answered -hese -hres acnesits 

Correlatims between the ?. C3MCtiVe ; dJective Pair for 

"Profs33ioaal I "I-rofe s3 imal "Prafessi =. l 
Buildem are " and 

Kilder3 
are' ^, u=tity Zm-veyors (3ea 41 "? rCfeS31=al and 11. yulf in are" =d `ýýmelf In 

; ua&. ity, S="y=3" 
., 7, r ork -Zola . 7. work role" 

rr r 

. 31 1 

2. . 21 

3. . 26 5 

5 

42 1 

7. 

3. 22 

19 . 31 1 

10. 

ji. . 26 5 

12. . 32 

13. 22 5 

14.. . 34 *37 1 . 25 

15. - 30 1 

16. 

17. 

. 27 1 

19.40 

20. . 19 5 . 36 1 

21. 

I Sigaificant at 11,1 le"i 

5 4ignificant at 1; level 

:Ta 77 
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-A. g. i: The sample of the first pilot study 

le whilst TABL"E' A-9-I shaws the second year mderg-raduate sa=Lp 

TABLE A-9-2 show the postgraduate mraple. C'. ) 

TABL'. ', ' A-9-1: The Second Year Sample 

Course Response Total Cl 
Numberass 

Res-omse 
Rate 

Builders. 15 20 7556 

Estate Mans era 6 11 55P 

quantity Surveycrs 13 25 525 

Total Y+ 56 615 

TA=4 I-9-2: The Postgraduate Sample 

Course -Response Total Class Response 
- Number IRA e 

! So, Course in 16 22 
Construction 11anagement 

Architect 2 

Builder 5 
Building Lecturer 3 
Civil Engineer 2 
Quantity Surveyor 3 
Valuer I 

Me Course in Acoustics 5 

Acoustician 5 8 63% 

Phd. Research Students 3 3 I 
17-umber asked 

Total 2)+ 33 73, o 
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Desioite the length of this questicnnaire the total sample resixnse 

rate was 65, . The sample included three females and the age groups cf 

the sample are shown in TAB12 A-9- 

TA= A- 91 - 3: Age Groups of the Sample 

Age Groups 
Course 

15 - 24 25 30 31 44 45 64 Total 

Second Year 33 34 

Postgraduates 3 9 24 

Total 36 10 58 

Nineteen per cent of the students were from overseas and may have 

experieaced different educational systems. All the secaad year students 

and 29/1'* of the postgraduate students were single. 

A. 9.2 The Subjects' Family Background 

1. Ninety-five per cent of the subjects' parents were married and living 

when the subjects left school. 

2. Forty-me per cent of the subjects were the first child and 26j; o' the 

second child; only two of the fifty-eight students were only children. 

This tended to confirm that the better educated and upwardly mobile 

children tended to come from srrmll families 013., 194). 

3. Seventy-five per cent of the subjects had fathers in socio-eomomic 

groups I and 3M when they left school, showing that social class tended 

to influence university entry (183) and occupational choice (5). 

ly, -7&,, b of the working mothers were in socio-economic groups 

I and 11. 

Of the subjects who knew of their father's highest educational qualifi- 

cation if any,, 28.5'a said that it was a clegree or ap rofessi=al quali- 

ficaticn. 

Like Lipoett (181).. 7%ý) of Ithe studentsliVed in urban areas whilst attend- 

ing school. 
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The nature of home ownership. v&ich was classified according to the 

General 11cusehold Survey,, did not appear to influence the students' 

occupational choice ancl university entry. ý, bout half of the sample 

lived in rented accomrodation, whilst the other half lived in cri-ner 

occupied dwellings (including those in the process of purchase). 

Some relationship appeared between the type of home ovnership arA 

the father's occupation. 

only t-vo subjects had boarded at school with their familY livinE; in 

the same cc=tr7. 

-4.5.3 The Subýectsl Educational Backc-ro-Lmd 

1. The classification of the secmdar7 schools was based., in part,, on 

the Zchools Class Ificat ion in Social Trends ZurveylNumber 11 (39), 

taking into account the variations in the school types between 

England and Scotland. Some ca-, fusim may still have arisen, for 

example between gramms schools, high schools and comprehensive 

schools. 

2. TABLE A-9-4 shows the five A-levels or Highers possessed by the 

most subjects and reflects the broad subject base of the entry require- 

ments to the cmstruction industry prof essions. 

TABIL A-9-4: The Top Pive A-levels or Highers 

A-level or 
Higher Subjects 

0 Num-ber of Students of the atudents. 
Possessing This Subject Possessim; This Subject 

Fure and Applied 
Yathematics 

39 67 

Physics. 30 52 

English 23 1+0 

Geography V+ 21+ 

Chemistry 13 22 

Eight students did not anzwer this question., Probably because they entered 
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their course by further education qualifications rather than . 1--levels 

or Highers. 

3. Des-oite some confusion in specifying the subject and the nature of the 

course, T. k=, A- -9-5 shows subjects' further education qualifications. 

All these further education qualif ications were in omstruction industry 

subjects, including architecture, civil engineering and valuation. Only 

three subjects obtained a degree by a san&rich course. 

4. The prcfessional membership of the pos-Itgraduate students is shown in 

TABLE A-9-6. 

TABIL L- -9-5: Further Education "6ualif ications 

Qualifications . 6eccnd Year Postgraduates Total 

City and Guilds, I I 

O. N. C. 5 2 7 

O. N. D. 4. 

H. N. C. 2 6 

H. N. D. 1 2 
Undergraduate Diploma 5 5 
Undergraduate Degree 16 16 
Postgraduate Degree 2 2 
II. C. I. O. B. Examination 2 2 

TAXZ A-9-6. The Professional Membership of the Postgraduate Students 

Professim Number of qualified I 
Postgraduates 

R*I*C*So 

C. 1.0. B. 

R. I. B. A. 

Other 

F-IghtY-tzro per cent of the students said that there was not enouýgh 

beneficial advice and inf ormatim given about courses of further and 
higher education. This figure only decreased to 461/If not considering 
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this advice arA information beneficial during their further education. 

The reasms why most subjects, especially second years, took their 

further education course were to obtain professional qualifications to 

help obtain their -present position/a better job/better status or for 

greater personal satisfaction. The least i: =-ortant reasons were the 

advice from careers officers and from other family -members, apart from 

parents. 

Due to the ccnfused responses to C. uestim 41., it was not possible to 

analyse the reasons -, vliy subjects chose their present further education 

course. Seventy-seven per cent of the students would., havever., have 

chosen their same course again. 

Eighty-eight per cent of the second years and 65ro of the postgraduates 

would not choose to enter their further education course by the same 

route again. The older students appeared rxrce content with their 

career path. Seventy-f ive per cent of the seccnd years and only Lg'o 

of the postgraduates would, however., have chosen their same A-levels and 

O-levels (or equivalent subjects) again; probably the older students 

did not have the subject range now available or they were unaware of 

all the availa le subjects. 

aeventeen per cent of the students had been advised to obtain sponsor- 

ship for their full-time further education. IN"Ime of the second year 

but four of the postgraduate students obtained such backing', reflect- 

ing the recent decline in recrtaitment and training. 

A. 9.1+ The Interests, Activities and '-7ork Mroerience of Subjects 

I- Vký A9-7 and A-9-8 show subjects' interests and activities 

now and whilst at school respectively. This study sturgested that 

those entering the autdoorpractical and creattive construction industry 

liked sport, outdoor activities., the arts and practical activities. 
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F 
TABrZ A-9-7: Students' Activities and Interests Nair 

Interests and Activities Now Number of Students of the Students 

Sport 51 88 
Outdoor Activities 22 38 
Arts (including llusio) 19 33 
Practical 12 21 

0 

, TAML, A-9-3: Students' Aativities and Interests at School 

Interests and Activities 
At School 

1, Tu=ber of Students of the Students 

Sport 45 78 
Arts (including : ýusic) is 31 
Outdoor Activities 11 19 

Practical 10 17 

Scouts/3ea Cadets 9 0 

Like Argyle (5) occupational choice appears to be g ., reatly af fected by 

individuals' interests and people were more intrinsically motivated to 

work at jobs which follcmed their interests. Bleven mtudents had been 

school prefects, whilst eleven students had been or were co=ittee 

members. 

2. Four of the postgraduate students had worked in the construction 

industry during their school vacations, The youmZer students may have 

been unable to obtain work within the industry due to the curTent 

recession. Twentyý-five subjects had-worked durinq their school vaoa- 

tions and tweatym-six subjects had worked part-time whilst at school 

outside the cmstrmtion industry. L! ore of the undergraduates appeared 

to have worked part-time during school than postgraduates. 

3. The open-ended format of the questicns about work before and whilist 

subjects attended university caused confusion and non-response, e3. peci- 

all. v for the postgraduate students. Seventy-four per cent of the 

second years had had no experience in the construction industry before 
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enterin, - their course, although about )+! ro of these undergraduates had 

worked in the : k1dustry during their course, 

A-9.5 The Career Choices of Subjects 

1, Many students did not answer the question about their career choio63 at 

four education stages either because the question was unclear or because 

they had no career choices. Chly 2Z. of the sample appeared to have 

made a career choice before selecting their O-levels. Zven before 

leavIA-3 their sixth form or equivalent course of furthw educaticnp 

only 26% of the students appeared to have decided to enter the construe- 

tion industr7 and 5Q'O" of the students still had no idea cf their career 

choice. The results shaved that subjects made a number of career 

choices before commiting themselves to any one choice (283). 
IA number 

of subjects listed their idealistic c-areer asniraticns, most wishing 

to become professional sportsmen. Similar results were found by 

Cheshire County Council (41). 

2. Six of the twenty-four undergraduates were not zure of their envisaged 

employment after graduation or wished to enter a career outside the 

construction industry. The open-ended for. -. e. of this question caused 

zuch confusion, especially among the postgraduate students who mipght 

have been considering careers Outside the construction indu3tr7. 

Sixty-seven per cent of the 3tudents, including 7R'-, of the 3ecaid years, 

considered that they had a vocaticn for their chosen occupation. 

Probably the under, -raduates were zrore decided about their career choice 

because they had received more j; uidance, although less woric experience. 

Taylor (310) said that the assessment of vocaticn "can only be a33=ed 

to have been arrived at as a result of experience sub3equent to the 

commencement of training and does not bear any significant relationship 

to the extent of pre-training information poasessed". Sixty-fiva yer 

cent of the quantity surveyors studied by Taylor (310) considered that 

they had a vocation for their prof easion. 
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Fifty6-five per cent of the students, including sllzhtly mcre post- 

graduates, cmsidered that they had drifted into the emstruction 

industry., probably because of poor careers guiaance. 

5. Sixty-four per cent of the sample, including 7y, ý of the second years,, 

would choose their same career again, whilst c, 'Qý-', of those wishina to 

change their career also wished to leave the construction industx7. 

6. Twenty-one per cent of the students considered that they came from a 

family with a tradition of working in the construction industry and 

7Vo of these students were influenced in their career choice by this 

traditicoa. 

A. 9.6 The General Careers Guidance Receivecl Iýv Subýecta 

1. Cnly i9/ý"o of the students considered that they had received enough 

careers guidance at school. This improved slightly to 31, 'ý'; during 

further educaticn. Similarly, the careers advice and informatian 

, given during further education was ccasidered more adequate and bene- 
.0 
ficial (340) than that given during school (26/ý). 

2. Thirtyýf our per cent of the students, includý 94S of the older 

postgraduates., received none of the careers studies described, although 

students were not asked if they had received any careers studies. The 

young secmd year group reflected the improvements In the careers 

studies provided, by schools. 

3, TA= A-9-9 shava when students received their careers guidance. 

Careers guidance appeared to be received after the important school 

subjects had been chosen (96). I-lore careers guidance appears to have 

been received by the younger students. 

Parents were fo=e to be the most useful people helpin, -, subjeots to 

make their career choices, Head teachers and careers officers were 

fcxmd to be people providin3 the least Informatim. Like Barry et al,, 
02) perscnal. ccntacts appeared to have a greater influence than 

school contacts and the usefu1ness of the careers officer was elmal I. 
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The largest number (N = 13) of students met a careers officer in their 

fourth year; whilst a large group (11 = 10) also met the careers officer 

during their sixth form. So subjects di4 not appear to meet a careers 

officer before making their O-level choices as advised by the Careers 

Lducation in Secondary. 3chools Report (64. ). 

9: -, ', hen Subjects Receive Their Career Guidance 
--I 

When Subjects Received Their Careers Guidance 

Before Before Before Luring 
Subjects Selecting Selecting Leaving Degree or 

O-levels Sixth Form S ixth Form Equivalent 
Studies Course 

Second Year 5 9,1' 71', 

Postgraduates i 1,, 5 17/ 

Total 24b 34P 

work experience and seeing people do the job were the most useful 

information souraes other than -people, but they were little used com- 

pared to the careers rA=phlets and books from universities and col2eges 

which were trore used and also useful. The careers pamphlets and books 

from the training boards, careers conferences and comentims and tele- 

vision and radio Progra s provided the least informatim. 

Like Kaizels (191+), 7Z'o of the stvZents found the most impoxtant sourcea 

of inf ormation were people rather than other inf ormation sources. . 
A. 9.7 The Careers Guidance about the Constructim 

Industry Received ty Subjects 

1. Only 13,: ý of the students considered the careers guidance about the 

construction industr7 provided during school adequate yet the guidance 

provided cluring further educati= was c=s: Lderecl adequate by 41, -': of 

the students. SimilarlY, 3V* of the students considered the guidan e 

received about the industry during further education adequate and bene- 

ficial compared with only Uj'a of the students whilst at school. 

2. Forty-seven per cent of the students had had cmtact with the industr7 
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Whilst they were at school and 5&/'ý of these contacts were family 

members working in the construction industry. 

Only 9j: ý of the students received a talk or =etJng from sorwbody in 

the construction industry whilst they ivere at school. Another 9, "Q' 

received such a talk or meeting at college and 10, roý received a talk or 

meeting at, university. , Lost of these talks or meetings viere given by 

contracting companies and tv; o by quantity surveying private practices. 

All of these talIcs and meetings were considered beneficial by those 

who received such guidance. 

., ý of the saixole undenvent work experience in the ccnatructim Only 2ýý 

inclustry and probably because of the recession, most (six of the seven) 

of these students were postgraduates, Only me of these seven subjects 

considered that this work emperience was not probably beneficial, whilst 

81% of those who did not undergo work experience considerea that it 

would have been beneficial. 

A. 9.8 Factors Attracting People into the Construction Indust;! y 

1. This question was similar to the job related needs section of Taylor 

-;., hich waz used in another ocnatruction lrdustx7 study by racLeod 

(188). ýYacLeod (188) had based his question m the work of Wild (338) 

and Ilaslcvrls (198) hierarchy cf needs. The question is also based on 

the "relevance cf vrork situation factors" measured for university 

students by Timperley (317). 

2. The most attractive aspects of the construction industry's work -rmre 

the ability to see the results of one's work and the varied work. 

3. The least attractive aspects of the industry's viark mere the ,. vorking 

canditions., the social status and the opportunity to be in charge of 

people whilat the social status was also ccnsidered to be the least 

important aspect of the work. 

The second year students appeared to see the attractive aspects# 

especially the Job security ana the salary prospects, as more attractive 
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t'nan the more experienced -003t'7raduates who reco,, ýaised more of the 

una: ',, traolvive aspects of the construction industr., ris work. 
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